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CH A P. III,

Of the Properties that are common to all

Bodies, and of the Elements of Natural

Bodies.

ments.

1. Of Extenſion .

2. Of a Vacuum .

3. Of Solidity .

4. Of Diviſibility.

5. OfMotion and Reft.

6. Ofthelaws ofMotion.

7. Ofthe Ariſtotelic Ele .

8. Of the principles of

the Chymiſts.

9. Objections to them .

10. What is theprimary

Element of allthings.

1 .

HA
AVING ſpoken of the particular ſpecies

of Bodies, it remains only to ſpeak of

Bodies in general. And it may be obſerved of

them all , that they are extended, ſolid, diviſible,
A 2 figured,
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figured, and capable of motion . We cannot con

ceive any body that is not extended , or compoſed

of ſeveral parts . And yet we cannot affirm , thay

the eſſence of Body conſiſts in this alone.

2. For there may be extenſion withoutbody,

which is uſually termed ſpace or a vacuum . Theſe

are widely different from each other. Body is

diviſible and ſeparable into parts, and conſequently

capable of motion ; none of which can be ſaid of

mere ſpace. And that there is empty ſpace is

clear from hence. That if all were full, there

could be no motion in the world. For in order

to this it is requiſite that each particle leave its

place empty for another to fill. It is ſaid indeed,

this need notbe , becauſe all motion is circular, ſo

that in every motion of whatever kind, each part

of the body moved, ſucceeds another . But this

is abſolutely contrary to matter of fact. We ſee

with our eyes, that all motion is not circular.

And if not, then there muft be empty ſpace , or

there could be no motion at all.

-

>

3. Another property of Body is Solidity,

whereby it refifts another body, moving it out of

its place. Not much different from this, is Impe..

netrability, whereby a body excludes another

from the place where it is. Solidity is not the

ſame with hardneſs, the former belonging to all,

the latter to ſome bodies only . Hardneſs conſiſts

in the firm coheſion of the parts, ſo as not eaſily

to be ſeparated. As the Solidity of bodies flows

from the intrinſic nature of matter, it vain to

aſſign as the cauſe of it, either the figure, or reft

of the parts, or the preſſure of the air, or of ſome

ſubtle matter. By theſe ſolutionswe do not at all

explain
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explain the thing, but only intangle ourſelves in

frein difficulties .

4. Diviſibility likewiſe belongs to all bodies. For

fince no body can be conceived that is not ex

tended, and extenſion ſuppoſes parts, it follows

that every body, however ſmall, isdiviſible : per

hapsnotby the art of man, but in its ownnature.

Nor is it any objection , that our underſtanding

cannot comprehend infinite Diviſibility. It can

not : 'nor can it comprehend infinite number : or

indeed infinites of any kind.

It is true, there is no ſuch thing, ſtrictly ſpeak
'ing, as parts 'infinitely ſmall . Yet the finallneſs

of the particles of ſeveral bodies, is ſuch as vaſtly

furpaſſes our conception. And there are innu

merable inſtances in nature of ſuch parts actually

ſeparated from each other.

Mr. Boyle gives us ſeveral inſtances of this.

He fpeaks of a filken thread, three hundred yards

long, that weighed but two grains and an " half.

Fifty ſquare inches of leaf.gold weighed butone

grain . Now if the length of an inch be divided

into two hundred parts , the eye may diſtinguiſh

them all . Therefore there are in one ſquare inch

forty thouſand viſible parts, and in one grain of

leaf-gold, two millions of ſuch parts : which viſi

ble parts no one will deny to be farther diviſible,

In odoriferous bodies, we may diſcern a ftill

greater fubtlety of parts, yea, of parts actually fe

parated from each other. Several bodies ſcarce

loſe any thing of their weight in a long time, and

yet continually fill a large ſpace with odoriferous

particles . Several animals are but juſt viſible

A3 with
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with the fineſt microſcope . And yet theſe have

all the parts neceſſary for life, as blood and other

juices. How wonderful muſt the ſubtlety of the

parts be, whereof thoſe fluids are compoſed. And

hence the following ſtrange theorem is deduced

and demonſtrated by Dr. Keil . “ Any particle

of matter, how ſmall foever , and any finite ſpace,

how large ſoever, being given, it is poſſible for

that particle to be diffuſed through all that ſpace,

and to fill it in fuch a manner, that there ſhall be

no pore in it , whoſe diameter ſhall exceed any

given line . "

5. The laſt general property of matter is Motion

and Reft. For it is plain , all matter is either at
Reſt or in Motion . God is the firſt and univer

fal cauſe of Motion , as well as of all things. The

immediate cauſe of it , is either matter or ſpirit.

It is beyond doubt, thata body moved, communi

cates its motion to another, though in its ownna

ture it be purely pallive. Nor can we reaſonably

deny that a ſpirit is able to move matter, al.

though the manner of its doing this we cannot

comprehend.

6. All the laws of Motion may be reduced to
three. 1.Every moving body is moved by ano

ther : 2. Every moving body communicates its

motion to any body it meets : 3. Every moving

body continues in motion, till it communicates

that motion to another. While theſe laws re

main in force, and concur in producing various

effects ; thoſe effects are termed natural. When

any of theſe laws is ſuſpended , this is properly

a iniracle.

7. As
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7. As the elements or firſt ſtamina of bodies

are too ſmall to be diſcerned by any of our ſenſes,

we can only form conjectures concerning them .

The moſt probable conjectures are theſe. Empe

docles, and Ariſtotle from him , ſuppoſed, there

are four elements, fire, air, water and farth.
And indeed this diviſion ſeems to be grounded

on the nature of things : for there is no doubt

but at the creation of this globe, the confuſed maſs

was ſeparated into four parts, the heavieſt of

which conſtituted the earth, the particles next in

weight the water, the third , lighter ftill, air, and

the lighteſt of all, fire, otherwiſe termed ether.

And it is manifeſt, all bodies known to us , are

reducible to one or more of theſe. Every thing

corporeal is either earth, air, water or fire, or

compounded of them. So that after all the diſqui.

ſitions of two or three thouſand years , this eaſy,

plain, natural account of the elements, is not like

ly to be amended : it being a certain fact, that of

thefe do all bodies confift .

8. The Chymiſts have taken another way, en.

deavouring to trace the principle of bodies , not by

the ordinary uſe of their ſenſes, nor by reaſoning,

but from experiments made by fire . And by this

means they make five elements. For whatever

is diſtilled, firſt emits a fapid and ſpirituous va

pour, which is by cold condenſed into a liquor :

and this they term Mercury : then an inſipid li

quor, which they call phlegm : afterward an acid

liquor, which is alſo termed Mercury. A thicker

and oily liquor comes next, which becauſe eaſily

inflammable, is ſtiled Sulphur. The Salt which

is afterwards found is their fourth element, the

inſipid Earth, which is left, the fifth .

A 4 9. But
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2

9. But not to inſiſt, that all bodies are not re

ſolvible into theſe principles, it is utterly uncer

tain , whether fire does not alter the natural quaa

lities of bodies, and introduce other qualities into

them , which they had not before. Belides fome

of theſe are not ſimple elements . They are com

pounded of others , oils and ſalts in particular.

Therefore neither are all thoſe oils and ſalts of

one fort , but as various as the bodies from which

they are extracted . In truth, theſe are at maſt

the conſtituent parts of two of the Ariſtotelic ele

ments, namely water and earth : but the two

others , air and fire, are quite omitted in their ac.
count.

10. Perhaps one might rather term Matter itſelf

with its general properties, the firſt and moſt

ſimple element, out of which all things are com

pounded. But the particles of this are not fit to

compoſe the immediate ſtamina of larger bodies,

till they combine together into oils, falts , and

juices of various kinds. And hence ariſe thoſe

principles of the Chymiſts, of which moft bodies

are compounded : although ſtill theyare only fem

condary elements, as being themſelves com

pounded. Indeed it ſeems probable, God in the

beginning formed Matter in folid, impenetrable,

moveable particles, of ſuch ſizes and figures as

moſt conduced to the end for which heforned

them ; and thắt theſe primitive bodies are incom.

parably harder than any porous bodies com

pounded of them : even ſo hard as never to wear

out, no natural power being able to divide them.

And thus remaining entire, they compoſe bodies

of the ſame nature and texture in all ages : where

as ſhould theſe wear away, or break in pieces, the

Suomen

naturo
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nature of things depending on them would be

changed. Nor would water and earth, compoſed

of broken, worn-out particles, be the ſame as they

were at the beginning. But they are the ſame

in all ages ; and the changes of things do not im

ply any changein thoſe original particles, but

only various aſſociations and ſeparations of them .

Nor do compound bodies everbreak in the mid

dle of ſolid particles, but where thoſe particles

are joined together, and only touch in a few

points.

A5 С НА Р.
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С НА Р. IV.

Of thoſe things wherein Natural

Bodies differ.

1. Oftheparticularpro- 7.0fMoiſture andDry,
perties ofBodies. nes; Heat & Cold.

2.Of Light. 8. OfGravity:

g. Of Colours. 9. Of the other proper

4. OfSounds. ties of Bodies.

5. OfSmells.
10. Of occult Qualities.

6. Of Taftes. 11. Reflections.

AVING confidered wherein Natural Bo

" HA* ,
dies agree, we come now to conlider,

the particular Properties wherein they diſagree,
and whereby they are diſtinguiſhed from each

other. Thoſe of them , which are perceived by

our outward ſenſes, are divided accordingly into

various claſſes, as they affect the ſenſe of ſight,

ofhearing,of taſting, of ſmelling, or of feeling.

2. Light ſeems to be one of the moſt ſubtle bo

dies in the univerſe. The grand reſervoir thereof

is the fun : but it is likewiſe emitted by many

other bodies, and by almoſt all , when they are on

fire. When it falls on any body which it cannot

paſs
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paſs through, and ſo is beat back, it is ſaid to be

reflected. But when it paſſes from one tranſpa

rent body into another, which is either rarer or .

denſer , it moves obliquely, its rays being bent,

and is faid to be refracted . When it paſſes through

a body in ſtrait lines, it is ſaid to be tranſmitted.

Thoſe which emit the light are termed lucid bo

dies ; thoſe which reflect it , opake.

The particles of Light , minuteas theyare, are

attractedby thoſe of other bodies. Hence in

their paffage near the edges of bodies, whether

opake or tranſparent, they are diverted from the

right lines, and reflected towards thoſe bodies.

This action of bodies on light exerts itſelf at ſome

diſtance, but increaſes as the diſtance is dimi

niſhed : as appears in the paſſage of a ray between

the edges oftwo thin plates, at differentapertures

in which it is peculiar, that the attraction of one

edge is increaſed, as the other is brought nearer

it . The rays of Light paſſing out of glaſs into a

vacuum , are not only inflected toward the glaſs,

but if they fall too obliquely , they willrevertback

to the glaſs, and be totally reflected. This reflection

cannot be owing to any reſiſtance of the vacuum ,

but merely to the attracting power of the glaſs.

This appears farther from hence : if you wet

the poſterior ſurface of the glaſs, the rays,
which

would otherwiſe have been reflected, will paſs

into and through that liquor : which ſhews that

the rays are not reflected , till they come to that

poſterior ſurface of the glaſs ; nor even tillthey

begin to go out of it. For if at their going out,

they fall into any liquor, they are not reflected,

but perſiſt in their courſe, the attraction of the

liquor counterbalancing that of the glaſs.

A 6 From
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From this mutual attraction between the parti

cles of light and other bodies, ariſes the reflection

and refraction of light. The determination of

any moving body is changed , by the interpoſal of

another body . Thus light meeting any ſolid body,

is turned out of its way, and reflected : but with

this peculiar circumſtance ; it is not reflected from

thebody itſelf, but by ſomething diffuſed over the

ſurface of that body, before it touches it . It is the

fame thing in refraction . The rays refracted come.

very near the refracting body ; yet do not touch it .

Thoſe that a &tually touch folid bodies, adhere to

them , and areas it were extinguiſhed and loft.

This entirely agrees with the curious obſerva

tion of an ingenious writer. * It is common to

admire the luſtre of the drops of rain , that lie on

the leaves of Coleworts and ſome other vegeta

bles. Upon inſpecting them narrowly, I find

the luftre riſes from a copious reflection of the

light , from the flattened parts of its ſurface, con

tiguous to the plant . When the drop rolls along

a partwhichhas been wetted , it immediately loſes

all its luſtre. The green plant being then ſeen

clearly through it , whereas in the other caſe it

is hardly to bedifcerned .

From theſe two obſervations laid together, we

may conclude the drop, when it has the luſtre,

does not really touch the plant , but hangs in the

air at ſome diſtance from it , by the force of a re

pulſive power. For there could not be ſo copious

a reflection of light from its under ſurface, unleſs

there were a real interval between it and the ſur .

face of the plant .

Now iſ that ſurface were perfectly ſmooth, the

under ſurface of the drop would be ſo likewiſe,

and would therefore reflect the image of the illy

minating body, like a piece of poliſhed Gilver .

But
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But as it is rough, the under ſurface of the drop

becomes rough likewiſe ; and fo reflecting the

light copiouſly in different directions, aſſumes the

colour of unpoliſhed ſilver."

Again. Rays paſſing from a more rare into a

more denſe medium, are turned out of their right

line, becauſe more ſtrongly attracted by the denſer
medium.

Rays of Light differ in reſpect of refraction ,

reflection and colour. Thoſe that agree in the

firſt of theſe, agree in all , and may therefore be

termed homogeneal. Colours exhibited by them .

wemay call homogeneal colours. This beingpre.

miſed ,' we may obſerve, 1. That the ſun's light

conſiſts of rays variouſly refrangible : 2. The

rays variouſly refrangible, when ſeparated from

each other, exhibit different colours : 3. That

there are as many fimple, homogeneal colours, as

there are degrees ofrefrangibility : 4. A compo

ſition of all the fimple colours, is requiſite to con

ffitute whiteneſs : 5. The rays of Light do not

act upon one another, in paſſing through the ſame

medium : 6. Neither do they thereby ſuffer any

refraction : 7. The ſun's rays contain all homoge

neal colours, which may therefore be called pri

· mitive.

#

As ſome rays of Light are leſs than others , lo

they are more refrangible. Thoſe which are

moſt refrangible, conſtitute violet colour: that is

the ſmalleſt rays excite the moſt languid colour,

Thoſe which are largeſt and ſo leaſt refrangible,

conſtitue red, themost vivid colour, The other

rảys excite intermediate ſenſations, according to ,

their reſpective fize and refrangibility:
Bodies
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Bodies reflect, inſtead of tranſmitting Light,

that is , are opake, not tranſparent, not for want

of pores; but either becauſe of the unequal den

ſity of their parts, or the magnitude of their pores.

Either their pores are empty, or they are filled

with matter of a different kind, whereby the rays

are variouſly refracted and reflected , till they are

quite abſorbed.

Hence paper and wood an opake, while glaſs

is tranſparent. For in the confines of parts alike

in denſity (ſuch as thoſe of glaſs and water) there
ariſes no refraction or reflection, by reaſon of the

equal attraction every way ; ſo that the rays

which enter thefirſt ſurface, paſs ftrait through

the body . But in the parts of wood and paper,

which are unequal in denſity, and contain much

air in their large pores, the refractions and reflec

tion are very great ; ſo that the rays cannot paſs

through them , but are bandied about till they are

extinguiſhed.

Hence opake bodies become tranſparent, when

their pores are filled with a ſubſtance of equal den

fity : as paper dipt in water or oil . And on the

contrary, tranſparent bodies, by emptying their

pores,or ſeparating their parts, become opake.

Thus falts and wet paper become opake by drying,

glaſs by pulverizing. Yea, water itſelf, if'beat

into froth, loſes itstranſparency.

That Light is corporeal, cannot now be

doubted, havingbeen proved by a thouſand expe
riments. By reflection and refraction it may be

turned more or leſs out of its way, according to

the different denſities of the reflecting or refract

ing medium . Its rays in their progreſſive motion

may be intercepted by the interpofal of a ny opake

object.
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object. And when this is removed, they proceed

again , in the ſame ſtrait courſe as before. They

may likewiſe be contracted into a leſs, or diffuſed

through a larger ſpace, while the quantity of

light continues the ſame, neither increaſed ' nor

diminiſhed. So in the focus of a burning glaſs,

all the rays which would otherwiſe paſs directly

through the glaſs, are contracted into one bright

ſpot, while the circumambient fpace, for the

breadth of the glaſs, is deprived of its light , and

left ſhaded. And the action of light thus con

denſed, is proportional to its quantity, and pro

duces all the effects of the moſt intenſe fire, yea,

ſuch as no culinary fire will produce. Whence

it is plain, that fire and light are eſſentially the

fame, and that fire is only condenſed light.

The materiality of light is farther confirmed

by its motion . For viſion is propagated through

this medium fucceffively , as found is through air,

This has been demonftrated from the eclipſes of

Jupiter's ſatellites. For the Satellite having been

hid behind the planet, it requires a certain time,

after it emerges, before its light can reach the eye,

namely ſeven minutes and an half: which is

a motion fix hundred thouſand times ſwifter than

that of found through the air.

The quantity of Elementary Light, is cæteris

paribus, every where the ſame at the ſamediſtance

from the ſun . But its action is more or leſs

intenſe, as the rays are more direct or oblique.

Theſe are in a continual vibrating motion , going

and returning to and from the reſiſting medium,

in exceeding ſhort and imperceptible intervals,

which makes the element ſeem to be at perfect
reft .
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reft. AH the rays are refracted and reflected al

ternately ; ſo that the fame incident ray , which is

refracted at one interval, is reflected at the next.

This is viſible in tranſparent mediums, where the

rays fall upon glaſs, water and the like. But in

opake bodies, though the fact is the fame, it is

not fo ſenſible. When the rays fall upon glaſs,

they are reflected one moment, and tranſmitted

the next.. And this vibrating motion ſeems to

be, eſſential to Light, when its rays are put into

motion.

In talking of Light and Sound, we are apt to

confound the ſenſation with the motion of the

medium that excites it. Thus in a deep calm we

ſay, There is no air, becauſe we feel none: though

there is really the ſame quantity of air in equal

ſpace, as if it blew a ftorm . And ſo in deep

darkneſs we ſay, There is no light in the room :

although there is ſuppoſed to be as inuch light

there, as there was at noon -day. Only its rays

are quieſcent, and make no impreſſion upon the

1

viſive organs.

Sound is ſaid to move about fourteen miles in

a minute, which is performed thus. The ſtroke

given by the founding body to the contiguous air;

is communicated to the next, and ſo on till it.

reaches the ear.

The oſcillations of the air are required to ſuces

ceed each other with a certain velocity ; and in or.

der to render them audible, they muſt not be fewer

than thirty in a ſecond of time. But the more fre

quent theſe fonorous waves are in a given time, the

fharper is the found heard, andthemore strongly
does
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does it affect us ; till we come to the moſt acute of

audible ſounds, which have 7520 tremors in a

ſecond.

Acute ſounds are, in general, yielded from bo

dies that are hard, brittle and violently fhook or

ſtruck ; grave founds are from the conırary.

Cords or other bodies, that yield the ſamenumber

of vibrations in a given time, are ſaid to be unifon ;

as thoſe which make double the number of oſcil.

lations in that time, yield a tone that is an octave,

or eight notes higher; and other proportions be

twixt the number of the vibrations, have differ

ent names alligned to them in a muſical ſcale .

The ſhorter cords produce ſharper tones, and the

reverſe in a proportion directly as their lengths;

alſo thoſe, which are more ſtretched, afford

ſharper founds.

The Sound whether acute or grave, ſtrong or

weak, is carried through the air about 1038 Paris

feet in a ſecond, and that with an uniform velo

city, without abating in the larger diſtances. But

a contrary wind, cauſing the vibrations to extend

more ſlowly, retards the progreſſion of Sound

about one -twelfth of its velocity. Denſity and

dryneſs of the air increaſe the Sound, as the rare

faćtion and moiſture of the air lefſen it . Hence

in ſummer time Sound moves ſwifter ; and in

Guinea, it has been obſerved to paſs at the rate of

1398 Pariſian feet in one ſecond.

Plutarch ſays, Deers and horſes are of all irra

tional creatures, the moſt affected with muſic .

Mr. Playford ſays the ſame thing, and adds,

Myſelf, as I travelled ſome years ſince, near

Royſton, met about twenty Itags upon the road,

following a bagpipe and violin; which when
the
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the muſic played,went forward, when it ceaſed,

they all ſtood ftill . And in this manner they

were brought from Yorkſhire to Hampton Court .

Horſes likewiſe, lions and elephants are ſuſcepti

ble of the powers of muſic . So are many dogs,

and moſt, if not all ſinging birds.” A late author

gives a ſtranger account ftill .

a

Monſieur de Captain of the Regiment

of Navarre , was confined in priſon fix months.

He begged leave of the governor that he might

ſend for his lute. After four days he was aſton

ilhed, to fee at the time of his playing, the mice

come out of their holes , and the ſpiders deſcend

from their webs, which came and formed a circle

round him , to hear him with attention . This at

firſt ſo ſurprized him, that he left off, on which

they all retired quietly into their lodgings. It was

fix days before he recovered from his aſtoniſh

ment. He then began to play again . They came

again, and in ſtill increaſing numbers, till after a

time he found an hundred of them about him.

a

I ſaw a very large and fierce Jion which was

then kept at the Infirmary at Edinburgh, quite

tranſported with the ſound of a bagpipe,and roll

ing upon its back with the utmoſt ſatisfaction. I

faw likewiſe the old lion , in the Tower of Lon .

don liften with the utmoſt attention to a German

Flute. Meantime ayoung Tiger leaped up and

down inceſſantly, till the mulic ceaſed. So it

may be literally true,

Suetus amphion lenire tigres.

Light is propagated about two hundred thou.

ſand miles in a ſecond, after the very fame man .

ner.
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ner . The fun impreſſes the contiguous part of

its viſive atmoſphere: (Light ſeems to be the at

moſphere of the ſun, as air is of all opake bodies.)

That part impreffes the next, and ſo on , till it

reaches the
eye .

All ſenſation is from contact or feeling. And

when the object is not in immediate contact with

the organ it affects, touches , or imprelles, by an

interpoſed medium . By this means the foul per

ceives or feels the object by the proper organ .

And thus, feeing is in effect, the feeling of the

eye ; hearing, the feeling of the ear.

From all our experiments it appears, that the

particles of Light are extremely ininute. Proba

bly they are the very ſmalleſt and laſt diviſions

ofmatter, which being perfectly folid, cannot re

ceive any other form . So minute are they as to

paſs freely even through the pores of glaſs, which

no other fluid can penetrate .

All other bodies are immerſed in this univerſal

fluid , the common medium of all their actions on

each other. But amidſt all the changes of com

pound bodies, all the forms they ſucceſſively put

on , this ſimple element remains for ever fixed

and immutable.

As to Fire or condenſed Light, all bodies what

ever fly or recede from it , in proportion to its

denſity : and this ſeems to be its firitand moſt ef

ſentialproperty, that no other body can exiſt with

it, or bear its immediate action . “So far as it pre

vails, it diffolves the cloſeſt and ſtrongeſt coheſion

of parts in all other bodies , and reduces them into

fo extremely minute particles, that they evaporate
in
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in air. And herein is an effential difference be.

tween this and all other diſſolvents in nature, that

the ſubſtance diſſolved cannot unite with the dif

ſolvent, without deſtroying its action .

When falt diſſolves in water, iron in aqua-for

tis , or gold in aqua- regia , the ſubſtance diffolved

is equally diffuſed through the diſſolvent, ſo as to

incorporate with it . But none of the things dif

folved by fire, can mix or incorporate with it .

They all fly off in vapour : otherwiſe the fire is

preſently extinguiſhed.

Elementary Light then, the rays of which when

condenſed, take the name of Fire, is an element

of a peculiar kind, not fubject to the mechanical

lawsof other bodies. Now if we fuppofe a ma

terial fluid , void of gravity , preſſure, or any other

mechanical power, all gravitating bodies will

move through ſuch a fluid, as freely as in vacuo .

aElementary Light is a material fluid, void of

gravity, preſſure or any other mechanical power.

When condenſed, it is pure, elementary fire,

which excludes all other matter out of the fame

ſpace. Yet it lies in the focus of a burning glaſs,

perfectly ftill and quieſcent. Though it isfur

rounded by the air, which is a gravitating fluid,

preſſing equally every way, yet this immechanical

element is not at all affected by it, fo as to riſe or

fall in it, or in the least alter its ſtate, either of

reft or motion, which muſt neceſſarily happen ,

were it endued with gravity, or theother mecha

nical properties found in other bodies .

Andthat the rays of Light, in their progreſſive

motion, do not preſs, reſitt, attract, or at all dif
turb
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1

rurb each other, is evident from fact, thoughthey

come from every point of ſpace, that can be

within the optic angle of the eye . Thus two

men ſtanding at a diſtance, and looking at each

other, ſee one another at the ſame inſtant, and

that by means of rays, which act in contrary di

rections, without the leaſt reſiſtance. And any

number of other men , ſtanding in any poſition,

may ſee the ſame men in the ſame inſtant, by rays

which croſs each other without any.interruption,

in all poſſible angles. But in ſoundswhich move

through a gravitating,reſiſting medium, the cafe

is quite different. For a multitude of founds,

from different ſonorous bodies, cannot be diſtinctly

heard : particularly, when they come to the ear,

in many different directions. For the undula

tions of the reſiſting medium , mixing with , and

diſturbing each other, confuſe the ſenſation,

throwing altogether,indiſcriminately to the ear.

Thus when a multitude of people are all talking

together, the ear receives only a confuſed hum or

murmur ; whereas the eye can perceive all or

any one of them diſtinctly and without confuſion.

Indeed nothing is more fure, than that gravity ,

preſſure, reſiſtance, and all thoſe affections of

bodies which are termed their mechanicalpowers,

are not intrinſic or eſſential to them . For ſince

matter is purely paſſive, and can only act as it is

acted upon , it follows, that the active force or

energy , which we obſerve through the whole

material ſyſtem , muſt be the effect of ſome intrin

fic, non - eſſential cauſe . And ſuch a cauſe is

Light. ; But then the actions of this can never

bemechanically accounted for. How this imme

chanical fluid acts upon other bodies, and deter

mines
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mines their mechanical powers, we can nomore

explain than how the ſoul acts upon the body,
or the mind upon matter. But we are ſure this

is not done by weight, preſſure, reſiſtance, or

any mechanical property whatever.

ܗܩ

“ But what are the general laws of nature ?”

They are plainly therules or principles, by which

the Governor and Director of all things, has de.

termined to act. Accordingly what we callmecha

niſm , is indeed the free agency and continued

energy of the Author and Director of natúre.

All the neceſſary motion of bodies therefore, and

all the laws and forces whereby it is communi.

cated and preſerved , are the continued , regular

will, choice and agency of the Firſt Cauſe,and

inceflant Mover and Preſerver of the univerſe.

By the help of this admirable, this firſt made,

becauſe moſt neceſſary creature, Light, all the

animal world is enabled to go here and there, as

their occaſions call. We can with pleaſure be

hold the glorious works of God : we can view

the glories of the heavens, the beauties of the

flowery fields, the gay attire and exquiſite gar

niture ofmany creatures. We can with admira-.

tion ſee thegreat Creator's wonderful art in the

parts of animals and vegetables. In a word we

can behold the harmony of this lower world , and

of the globes above, and ſurvey his exquiſite

workmanſhip in every creature.

It is a great inſtance of his providence, that ſo

neceſſary as Light is, it is not long in paſſing from

place to place. How inconvenient would it be,

were themotion of it no ſwifter, than that of

the
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the ſwifteſt bodies on earth , ſuch as of a bullet

out of a great gun, or even of ſound itſelf ? Did

it move at the rate of the firſt, it would be above

thirty two years in coming from the ſun to us,

(according to the common computation of the ſun's

diſtance, ) above ſeventeen years at the rate of the
ſecond motion . The inconvenience of this

would be, its energy would be greatly abated ,

its rays would be leſs penetrant, and darkneſs

would be diſſipated with greater difficulty, eſpe

cially by the fainter Light of our ſublunarylu

minousbodies. But paſſing with that prodigious

ſwiftneſs, (from the ſun to us in ſeven or eight

minutes) we receive with ſecurity and ſpeed the

kindly effects of that noble and uſeful creature.

Another thing worthy of conſideration is, the

inconceivable extenſion of Light. It is as unli

mited as the univerſe itſelf, as is manifeft from

our ſeeing ſome of the moſt diſtant objects, the

heavenly bodies, partly with the naked eye ,

partly with the help of inſtruments. And had

we inſtruments of power equal to the extent of

light, the luminous bodies in the utmoſt parts ofthe

univerſe, would doubtleſs be viſible too. Hereby

wehavea ken of thoſe many glorious works of the

infinite Creator, which we can improve to ſome

of the nobleſt ſciences, and moſt excellent uſes

of our own globe.

a

One ſpecies of lucid bodies are termed Phof

phori : of which ſome are natural, others ar

artificial. Natural Phoſphori emit Light with

out any art or preparation . Such are glow

worms, and ſeveral ſorts of ſhining inſects.

Such are rotten wood : the eyes, blood, ſcales,
fleſh
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fleth 'and feathers of ſome animals. Diamonds

likewiſe when rubbed emit light , ' to one who has

Itayed ſome time in the dark . But before the dia

mond is brought into the dark room , it ſhould

lie eight or ten ſeconds in the ſun -line. It will

then ſhine in the dark twelve or thirteen mi.

nutes : but its light gradually weakens all the

time.

i

But it is remarkable, that ſome Diamonds have

this property of imbibing the fun's rays, and

ſhining in the dark , and others not, though there

is no other diſcernible difference between them .

· Nor is there any rule of judging, which diamonds
have this property, and whichhave not . Their

brightneſs, their purity, their ſize, their ſhape,
contribute nothing to it.

Sulphur and ſugar when pounded in the dark,

will likewiſe emit light ; as will the backs of

horſes or cats , when rubbed with the hand, and

fea -water, yea and ſome mineral waters, briſkly

agitated . But no natural phoſphorus {hines al.

ways, or gives any heat.

3

Artificial Phoſphorus is made chiefly from hu .

man Urine.. But it may be made from blood, or

hair ; or indeed from any part ofan animal,which

yields an oily diſtillation . It is at firft of the

conſiſtence of hard wax ; but diffolves in all kinds

ofdiſtilled oil . With ſolid Phoſphorus one may

write on paper as with a pencil, and the letters
will ſhine in the dark . A little piece of it rubbed

between two papers, takes fire preſently. It burns**

vehemently, and penetrates deeper into the fleſh

than common fire. It never ſpoils, if kept in a

phial
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a

phial full of water. Liquid Phoſphorus does not

keep long. If the face or hands be fineared with

this, they will ſhine in the dark , yet without any
hurt to the ſkin .

If Phoſphorus be put into a long phial , ofwhich

three fourths are filled with water, it will.fre

quently ſend up coruſcations, which will pierce

through the water, and expand themſelves with

great brightneſs in the upper part of the phial .

If we compare this with lightening,we may

obſerve, that in this the fire paſſes alternately

through the water, ſo in that the flaſhes, which

come at intervals, paſs uninterrupted through the

moſt denſe clouds and thickeſt rain . But this is

uſually in warm weather, not in winter. And

it is the ſame with Phoſphorus . It very fre

quently tialhes in warm weather, but very rarely

in winter.

Again. The Name of Lightning is generally
inoffenſive, and does not ſet fire to any thing. In

like manner the flaſhes of Phoſporus are harmleſs.

and do not fet fire to the moſt combuſtible mat

ter . But when condenſed Phoſphorus is ſet on

fire, it burns terribly. And in the ſame manner

lightning when condenſed, burns trees , houſes,
or whatever it comes near. Phoſphorus while

burning, acts as a corroſive, and when it goes

out, forms a menftruum , which diffolves gold,

iron, and other metals. Lightning melts the

fame ſubſtances.

Another kind of artificial Phoſphorus, is a pre

paration of the Bononian Stone. This ſtone is

of no certain figure, but is ſometimes round,

ſometimes oblong, or lenticular. They are uſu

ally as big as an orange, but very light, conſider

VOL. IV. B ing
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ing their bulk . They are of various colours,

fome afh -coloured, ſome blue, and ſome almoſt

white. When this ſtone is prepared, it receives

Light, but in very different degrees, either

from the ſun , the moon; common day- light, or a

flame. After it has been expoſed a few minutes

to any of theſe, it ſhines in the dark like a burn

ing coal , with ſuch a light as is ſufficient to read

by, if the lettersbe held near the ſtone. It does

not retain its Light long, but requires often re

newing. Whenwell prepared , it will retain this

virtue for five or ſix years. It appears to moſt

advantage, if brought into a dark room , after

being held in the ſun.

3. When the rays of light fall on opake bo

dies , they are variouſly reflected to our eyes, ac

cording as the ſurface ofthoſe bodies are variouſly

diſpoſed. And hence ariſes our ſenſation of Có

lours. There , as they exiſt in the coloured bo

dies, are only the diſpoſitions of their ſurface, to

reflect ſuch particular ſorts of rays . White

bodies reflect all rays every way, without any ſeo

paration of them. On the contrary, Black bodies

imbibe all the rays, and reflect none or very

few , whereas blue, yellow , and red bodies,
reflect only one particular fort of rays. The

ſmalleſt ſort of rays are ſuppoſed to be blue ; the

next yellow , the largeſt red.

To be a little more particular. There are eight

true primary colours , which are red , yellow , green,

blue, violet, purple, orange, and indigo. All the

reſt are compounded of theſe, and are termed

ſecondary colours. But the more compound any

colour, the leſs vivid it is. And by too much

compoſition they may be diluted and weakened

'till they are deſtroyed. The moſt extraordinary

compoſition
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in

compoſition of all is that of whiteneſs. For to this

all the primary colours are required, as alſo, that

they be mixed in a certain degree. And hence

white is the ordinary Colour of light: light being

an aſſemblage of all colours.

The tranſinutation of Colours by mixing them

together, is not real, but merely apparent. Thus

mix blue and yellow powders, and they appear

green. But view them with a microſcope, and.

the blue and yellow particles are ſeen as diſtinct

from each other as before.

To produce black, the particles muſt be leſs

than thoſe which exhibit any other colour. Where

they are greater, there is too much light reflected

to conſtitute this Colour. But if there be a little

leſs than forms the indigo, the body appears

tenſely black .

And hence it appears,why fire and putrefaction

turn many ſubſtances Black. They divide them

into exceeding ſmall particles, which then ab

forb , inſtead ofreflecting the light . Hence alſo it

appears , why glaſs ground very elaborately with

fand on a copper-plate, makes the ſand together

with what is worn off from the glaſs and copper,

become very Black : likewiſe , why Black lub

ftances expoſed to the ſun, are hot ſooner than any

other. This may partly proceed from the mul.

titude of refractions in a little room , partly from

the eaſy commotion of ſo ſmall particles, and

from their imbibing his rays. Hencealſo we learn,
why Blacks are uſually inclined to a bluiſh colour.

Black borders on indigo , and therefore reflects

indigo-rays, if any;
To

try
if black bodies receive heat more than

others , Mr. Boyle whited one half of a tile, and

blacked the other, and then expoſed it to the

ſummer fun . While the white part ſtill remain

а

a
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ed cool , the black part wasgrown very hot. For

farther ſatisfaction he expoſed to the fun a tile

part of which was blacked , part white, and part

of its natural red : and after a while found the

black part hot, the red warm, and the white

cool.

а

“ I laid on the ſnow , ( ſays Dr. Franklin ,) little

pieces of broad cloth , of divers colours, black,

deep blue, light blue, green, purple , red,yellow ,

white, in a bright fun -fhiny morning. In a few

hours the black (being warmed moft) was funk

Joweft , the dark blue almoſt as low , the light blue

not quite ſo much, the other colours leſs as they

were lighter, and the white not at all . This was an

eaſy and certain way of hewing which was heated

moſt.”

All the ſecondary colours of natural bodies

proceed from their reflecting two or more forts of

rays together, and abſorbing the reſt.

Glaſs, chryſtal, diamond, and other tranſpa

rent bodies,' loſe their tranſparency, and are

white, when reduced to powder: the change of

texture cauſing them to reflect the rays which be

fore they tranſmit.

White loaf-ſugar, melted over the fire, without

water, firſt turns brown, afterwards black . And

a ſingle grain of this tinges a quart of fair

water with a beautiful yellow. Violets, roſes,

carnations, and moſt flowers loſe their colour, by

being long in the open air . And by the ſame

means blue eſſential oil of chamomile -flowers

changes to a dirty green.

Many colours may be produced, deſtroyed, and
regenerated, upon ſimple mixture. Lét dried

roſe
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a

a

a

roſe-leaves ſtay a while in ſpirits of wine, and

and they loſe their colour without tinging the

liquor. But add a little oil of vitriol, and it turns

red : put in a little urinous fpirit, and the red

changes to green, which by adding a little more

oil of vitriol, turns to a red again .

Make a ſlight infuſion of bruiſed galls in water,

fo as not to diſcolour it . Make alſo a weak infu .

fion of green vitriol in water, which will be ſtill

tranſparent. Yet mix them together, and an

inky blackneſs will immediately ariſe. But add a

little oil of vitriol , the blackneſs will vanilh , and

the liquor be tranſparent again . Yet the black

neſs may be recalled by adding a little falt of
tartar.

If a little bruiſed camphire which is very white,

be put into tranſparent oil of vitriol, the camphire

will diffolve, and tinge the liquor firſt brown, and

at length a fine black. But upon the addition of

fair water , the blackneſs entirely vaniſhes, and

the camphire regains its native whiteneſs.

A tranſparent infuſion of ſugar of lead in water

being wrote with , when dried becomes inviſible.

But the bare fumes of another tranſparent liquor,

namely , infuſion of quick lime and orpiment in

water, will quickly make the inviſible writing

black and viſible .

And not only fecondary , but primary colours

are producible by ſimple inixture . If the ſun's

rayspaſs through two pieces of differently coloured

glaſs, ſuppoſe a blue and yellow piece laid on each

other, and thefe rays are received upon white
paper, they produce a beautiful green . A mixture

of ſeven , or even five, original colours, will make

a pure white . If different coloured flames be

brought to mix , the experiment is made to per

fection .

Flames

>

B 3
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Flames from different bodies are of different

colours. The flame of camphire is white, of

fulphur blue, of white-wax inclining to yellow.

For making experiments , oil may be impregnated

with different metals, ſo as to exhibit their par

ticular flames.

+

1

4. Air is the ordinary veichle of Sound, which

is the fainter, the more remote the founding

body is. It is alſo leſſened , and ſometimes quite

interrupted either by contrary winds or thick

vapours floating in the air. It is ſuppoſed, that the

ſounding body, excites a kind of undulation or

tremulous motion in the air, raiſing as it were

waves of air, one of which impells the other till

they reach the ear.

Sound moves but little quicker by having the

wind with it, as it moves at leaſt thirty three times

faſter than the moſt violent wind we know. But

it is heard much farther thereby.

That air is thegrand veichle of Sound, appears

from various experiments. A bell in an unex

hauſted receiver, may be heard at ſome diſtance :

but ſcarce at the ſmalleſt, when it is exhauſted .

But it is not the only one. Water too will con

vey found. If you ſtrike a bell under water , the

found is heard plain , only not ſo loud, and alſo

a fourth deeper. And a found made in air, is

heard under water,with juſt the ſame difference.

Sounds commonly move a mile in about nine

ſecond and a quarter. If a gun be diſcharged with

its mouth to us or from us, the report comes to us

in the
very

ſame time. It always moves the neareſt

way, and equally ſwift from the beginning to the
end of its motion.

a

If
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If the unadultating air ſtrikes againſt hard, con

cave bodies , it rebounds, and occaſions what we

call an echo. As often as Sound ſtrikes perpendi

cularly on a wall , behind which is any vault or

arch, or even a parallel wall , fo often it will be re .

verberated in nearly the ſame line. For a multi

plied echo, there muſt be a number of walls and

cavities , either behind , or fronting each other .

The echo in Woodſtock -park returns very diſ

tinctly, in the day ſeventeen, in the night, twenty

fyllables. There is an echo on the bank of the

river Naſſa, between Bingen and Collentz in Ger

many, which repeats what is ſaid ſeventeen times .

And what is ſtill more peculiar, the perſon who

ſpeaks is ſcarce heard at all, but the repetition

clearly, and with ſurprizing variety : the echo

ſeeming ſometimes to approach nearer, and ſome

times to be farther off . * One perſon hears only

one voice, another ſeveral : one hears it on the

right, another on the left.

Two miles from Milan there is a ftill more ſur

priſing echo. Itreturns the found of a piſtol fifty

fix times. The firſt repetitions follow one another

very quick ; but they are more diſtinct in propor

tion as they decay. There are two parallelwalls,
which beat the found back upon

each other.

a

5. The fine effluvia from odorous bodies, when
they reach our noſtrils, excite the fenfation of

Smelling. Some bodies emit theſe moſt when

they are moilt : ſome only when they are warmed

or heated . From all ſuch bodies innumerable

particles flow , which according to their various
ſize, figure, and motion , variouſly affect the ol.

factory -nerve. But what particular motion,

ſize or figure, is required in order to any particu

lar ſmell , who is able to explain ?

TheſeB 4
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2. That

3. That

Theſe effluvia indeed are inconceivably ſmall :

ſo that amber and divers other odorous bodies,

emit them for many years , without any diſcern

able loſs, either as to bulk or weight.

Mr. Boyle ſhews , 1. That the number of par
ticles thus emitted, is exceeding great .

they are of a very penetrating nature.

they move with vaſt ſwiftneſs and in all directions .

4. That there is often a wonderful congruiiy be

zween the bulk and ſhape of theſe effluvia and

the pores of the bodies they penetrate, and laſtly ,

that they may excite great motions , and thereby
make great changes in organized bodies.

That Effluvia are emitted to a very great dif

tance we learn from hence, that wines grow turpid

in the hogſhead , precifely at the time that the

grapes are ripe in the country whence they were

imported. That they are very penetrating,

even without loſing their virtue we have a proof
from the loadltone, whoſe Effluvia paſs through

the moſt folid bodies, without any change of their

force. That they occafion great changes in or .

ganized bodies, we have a remarkable proof in a

caſe lately publiſhed by Dr. Heiſter, " Alaking an

afternoon's viſit to the Reverend Mr. Sentag, he

received me in an apartment where there were

three or four flower-pots with white lillies. " I

aſked him , if he did not find his head affected ,

when he continued long in the room where they

were, and told him , phyſicians thought them

dangerous, and I myſelf could not bear them . I

therefore begged the window might be opened,

that the effiuvia might be diſperſed.

He ordered the window to be opened , and re

plied, He found no inconvenience from them , bea
ing a tall , firong, healthy man . But the Smell

being
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being ſtill too powerful for me, I was obliged to

takemy leave of him ſooner than I intended.

The night following he was ſeized with an

apoplexy . Dr. Bayer and myſelf were ſent for.

We found him with his eyes wide open, butwith

out ſpeech, ſenſe or motion. I told Dr. Bayer

what had paſſed the day before . We ordered

bleeding, bliſters , and ſtrong friction of the foles

of the feet, head, and hands, with the other re

medies, uſual in thoſe caſes : but without ſucceſs ;

for the next morning he began to rattle in the

throat, and ſoon after died."

This may admoniſh thoſe to whom theſe odours

are not ſenſibly prejudicial , not to ſtay long with

in the ſphere of their activity.

In ſome places Effluvia from the earth produce

many effects on the ſurface of it . Thebubbling and

boiling fountains in England and other countries

are chiefly occaſioned by the burſting up of their.

Effluvia .' Our burning well in Lancaſhire has no

peculiar property in its water : but an inflammable

vapour riſing through it, makes it boil and bubble

on the ſurface . And this vapour, as ſoon as ſet at ..

liberty from the water will take flame at a lighted

candle.

The famousboiling ſpring near Montpelier, is

likewiſe no other than common water, through:

which a vapour of the ſame kind makes its way.

indeed all the ſprings thereabouts, bubble more or

leſs ; the vapour making its way through the

whole ſurface of the earth . Water taken out of

that ſpring has no ſuch property, norany peculiar

taſte or virtue .. What is a farther proof is, the

cracks of the earth thereabouts, all perſpire

ſtrongly a vapour of this kind : ſo that if ſtraws be

laid onthe ſurface, they will be blown up, and if

an hole be any where dug in the ground, and

B 5 water
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water poured into it, it will boil up in the ſame

manner as the ſpring

The like ſort of ſprings are common in Switz

erland, and ſome other places. Theſe are known

to be owing to Effluvia from beneath by the

water of them being cold . But there are others

which actually boil, and are hot enough to boil an

egg . Such are the famous boiling fountains, of

Solfatara, near Naples.

From theſe various ſprings we find that there is

much variety of this kind of exhalations : fome

being cold and dry : fome of a bituminous nature,a

and not actually cold , as ours in Lancaſhire :

fome hot as thoſe in the ſweating vaults and can

verns , and in the mountains ofItaly. Others are

ofa poiſonous nature, containing particles of ar

fenic, or other poiſonous minerals.

6. Many bodies are taſteleſs. But ſome even of

theſe maycontract a veryſtrongtaſte (as do ſeverala

metals) when they are reſolved into a fine powder.

Some bodies by' ſeveral other changes, acquire

Taſtes which they had not before, or variouſly

increaſe, lefſen or alter their Tafte . Hence it

has been ſuppoſed, that all Taſtes proceed from

falts, which are often ſo inveloped, that they can

not exert their power. But if the containing

bodies are diffolved by fire or liquors, then they

variouſly affect the nerves in the tongue and pas

late. And hence ariſe all the various ſenſations of

Tafte . But what particular fize, ſhape or motion

of the particles, is required to produce any par

ticularTaſte, all our ſkill cannot determine.

7. Of the properties which we perceive by

Feeling, the chief are Moiſtneſs, Dryneſs, Heat
and Cold. There is no Heat without fire , or at

leaft
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leaſt ſome diſpoſition of the heated bodyto take
fore . If the particles of it , rapidly agitated , ſtrike

againſt another body, they tear and diſſolve it : if

againſt the body of a man, the ſenſation of Heat

ariſes in the mind. Some ſuppoſe, Cold conſiſts

in the reſt of thoſe particles hich were ſo agi

tated before. Others think this would not ſuf

fice to produce that acute pain which we fome

times feel from Cold : and therefore ſuppoſe there

are poſitive frigorific particles , which move on in

ſtrait lines , and ſo not only deſtroy the circular

motion which is required for Heat, but likewiſe

penetrate the body, and ſharply affect the extre

mities of the nerves.

8. Gravity and Levity have likewiſe been rece

koned among ſenſible qualities. But properly,

there is no ſuch a thing as Levity, for all bodies

tend to the center ofthe earth , though ſome are

light in compariſon of others. The laws ofGravity

are, 1. All bodies on the earth, tend to a point

which is (nearly at leaſt) the center of the globe.

2. In all places equidiſtant from the center, the

force of Gravity is nearly equal. 3 ; Gravity

equally affects alí bodies, without regard either to

their bulk or figure. So that were it not for the

reſiſtance of the medium, the greateſt and finalleſt

bodies, the moſt denſe, and the moſt rare, would

deſcend equal ſpaces in equal times. Thus gold

and feathers deſcend alike in an exhauſted receive

4 .
This power increaſes as we deſcend to the

center, and decreaſes as we aſcend from it ; and

that as the ſquares of the diſtances. Thus at a

double diſtance, Things have but a quarter of the

force . 5. Thoſe things ſwim in fluids, which are

fpecifically ( that is, bulk for bulk ) lighter than
thoſe fluids.

B6 This

er.
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This gravitating power ſeems to be congenial

to matter. It penetrates even to the center ofthe

fun and other heavenly bodies, without any di

minution of its virtue. And it acts not according

to the ſurfaces of bodies, as mechanical caules

do , but according to the quantity of matter they
contain. That it is an original law of nature, im.

mediately impreſſed by the Creator, without de

pendance on any ſecond cauſe at all , may appear

from the following confiderations, 1. Gravity

does not require the preſence of the gravitating

or attracting body. 2. The diſtance being the

fame, the velocity wherewith gravitating bodies

move, depends on the quantities of matter in the

attracting body. And the velocity is not change

ed , let the maſs of the gravitating body be what

it will . 3. If Gravity depend on any known

law of motion , it muſt be ſome impulſe from an

extraneous body : whence, as Gravity is con

tinual , a continual ſtroke muſt alſo be required .

Now if there be any ſuch matter continually ſtrike

ing on bodies, it muſt be ſubtle enough to pene

trate all bodies. But how ſhould matter fubtle

enough to penetrate the hardeſt bodies, and ſo rare

as not ſenſibly to hinder the motion ofany, be

able to impel ſuch vaſt bodies toward each other

with ſuch force ? How does this force encreaſe,

according as the maſs of that body, toward which

anybody moves increaſes ? Whence is it, that all

bodies at the ſame diſtance from the body gravita

ted to, move with the ſamevelocity ? And how

can matter, which only acts on the ſurface of the

bodies themſelves, or of their internal particles,

communicate ſuch motion as in all bodies ſhall

exactly follow the proportion of the quantity of

matter in them ?

But
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But after all comes Mr. Hutchinſon, calls Sir

Ifaac and all his followers ſenſeleſs, unphiloſophi

cal blockheads, and to ſolve all the difficulty in a

moment, ſuppoſes the fun to be the center of the

whole univerſe, and to project Light every way,

through every point of ſpace, to the utmoſt cir.

cumference of it. When this Light arrives at the

circumference, it is condenſed into larger maſſes,

and returns in the form of Spirit or Air, through

every pointof ſpace to the ſun. There it is again

comminuted into light by the immenſe Fire, and

ſo iſſues out again to the circumference. And

this double impulſe of Light moving outward,
and Spirit moving inward , cauſes the motion of

all the heavenly bodies, both round their own

axies and round the ſun . But to wave that groſs

abſurdity, ofſuppoſing every point of ſpace to be

continually filled with light, and every point of it

to be filled with ſpirit at one and the ſame time,

(which is flatly impoſſible, ſince both are material ,

and two particles of matter cannot co -exiſt in

the ſame ſpace :) how does this remove the diffi

culty at all ? How does it help us forward an

hair's breadth ? For what impels light outward,

or ſpirit inward ? It can be no mechanical power.

It muſt then be the finger of God. And if ſo ,

what have we gained ? May we not as well ſay

at once , (as go thus round about) “ Gravitation

can be no otherwiſe accounted for, than by allow

ing the direct , immediate power of God ,operating

through the whole univerſe?”

But beſide the Attraction of Gravity, there is

another ſpecies of Attraction, between the mi

nute particles whereof bodies are compoſed. Theſe

attract each other at or near the point of contact,

with
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with a force much ſuperior to that of Gravity. It

is by this Attraction of Coheſion, that the atoms

or inſenſible particles of bodies are united into

fenſible maſſes. Hereby numberleſs phænomena

may be accounted for, which are otherwiſe inex

plicable : ſuch as coagulation ,chryftallization, and

the aſcent of fluids in capillary tubes. Such likewiſe

are fermentation , animal ſecretion, and many

others. Thus nature will be found very ſimple

and conformable to herſelf, performing all the

great motions of the heavenly bodies , by the At

traction of Gravity between thoſe bodies, and al

moſt all the motions of their ſeveral parts , by this

Attraction diffuſed through every particle. Sir

Iſaac thinks, that without theſe two principles

there would be no motion in the world. And

without the continual operation of them, it could

not long continue, conſidering the vaſt and con

Atant diminution of motion by various other

cauſes.

Mr. Hervey's obſervations on this head, are

ſtrong and beautiful.

“ The fundamental laws of our modern aſtro

nomy are projection and attraction : one the all

combining cement, the other the ever-operative
ſpring of the mighty frame. In the beginning

Ġod impreſſed a proper degree of motion on

each of the whirling orbs. This, if not controlled,

would have carried them on in ſtrait lines, till

they were loſt in the abyſs of ſpace. But the

principle of gravitation being added thereto, de.

termined their courſe to a circular form . And

how neceſſary for the conſervation of the uni

verſe, is both the one and the other ? Were the

projectile
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projectile power to ceaſe, all the harmoniouſly.

moving ſpheres would fall into the central fire.

Were they gravitating,they would exorbitate into

wild confuſion , or bytheir rapid whirl be diffi

pated into atoms. But the impulſive and attrac.

tive energy, being nicely attempered to each

other, the variousglobes perſevere in their ra

diant courſe, without any interruption or dimi

nution. +

“ How extenſive, and how diverſified is the

force of this ſingle principle of attraction ? (Un

derſtanding by the word, that of coheſion, as well

as of gravitation !) It penetrates the very eſſence

of all bodies, and diffuſes itſelf to the utmoſt limits

of the mundane ſyſtem . By this all thoſe vaſt

worlds of matter hang ſelf-balanced on their cen

ters. And to this is owing an effect of a very

different nature, the preſſure of the atmoſphere,

which though a yieldingand expanſive fluid, yet

by virtue of an attracting energy ſurrounds the

whole globe of earth , and incloſes every crea.

ture thereon, as it were with a tight bandage :

an expedient abſolutely neceſſary to preſerve the

texture of our bodies, and indeed of every ani

mal. Urged by this, the rivers circulate with a

never failing current, along the veins of the earth .

Impelled by the fame myſterious force, the nutri.

tious juices are detachedfrom the ſoil, and aſcend

ing the trunks of trees, find their way through

millions of the fineſt meanders, in order to con

vey vegetative life into the ſmalleſt branches.

This confines the ocean within its bounds. Though

the waves thereof roar and ſwell, yet checked by

this

+ All this is ſpoken on the Newtonian Hypotheſis.
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this curb , they are unable to paſs, even the ſlight

eſt barrier of ſand . To this the mountains owe

that unſhaken firmneſs, which laughs at the ſhock
of careering winds. By virtue of this inviſible

mechaniſm , without any inſtrument of human

device, thouſands of tons of water are raiſed

every moment into the regions of the firmament.

By this they continue ſuſpended in the air, with

out any ciſtern to contain them . By the ſame

variously-acting power, they in due time drop

down again in gentle falls of dew , or are precipi
tated in copious ſhowers of rain . They ſlide

down in fleecy flights of Inow , or dart in

clattering ſhowers of hail. "This occaſions the

ſtrong coheſon of folid bodies, without which our

large machines would be utterly uſeleſs, and the

nicer utenſils of life elude our expectations of

ſervice. In ſhort, this is the ballaſt which com

poſes the equilibrium, and conſtitutes the ſtability

of things : this the great chain, which forms the

connexion of univerſal nature, and the mighty

engine, which in good meaſure accompliſhes almoſt

all her operations. What complicated effects

from a ſingle cauſe! What profuſion amidſt fru.

gality !"

How extremely plauſible is all this ! And what

pity, that it is only plauſible ! But it is really no

more : it is not capable of any ſubſtantial proof;

I mean, with regard to the motion of the hea

venly bodies, and the cauſes of that motion .

I do not know that any one has yet given a

rational anſwer to Dr. Rogers'obſervationson that

head. • The action of theſe two powers (gra

vitation and projection) is inadequate to ſuch a
motion :
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motion : becauſe in order to produce it , the gra

vitating force muſt exactly balance the projectile.

But were this done, one would deſtroy the other .

This will appear plain, if we conſider the nature

of theſe two forces . Gravitation , by which the

earth attracts all bodies, is at all times uniformly

exerted in right lines , from the earth to the body

attracted, and acts equally on all bodies according

to their denſities. It is perpetual , ſubject to no

decay, needing no reparation. But Projection is

a motion given to a body , contrary to its nature.

When given, it would always continue in a ſtrait

line, if nothing hindered it ; but cannot remove

any obſtruction, without loſing part of its own

force. Now the obſtruction given by attraction,

muſt have the ſame effect as obſtruction given by

air or ether : it muſt continually lellen any pro

jectile force, till that force is totally deſtroyed.

A mortar elevated forty -five degrees, ejects a

bomb at firſt in or near a right line , while the

projectile force is vaſtly ſuperior to the attrac

tive ; afterwards in a curve: for the moment the

two forces are in equilibrio, in a ſegment of a

circle ; then in a curve leſs and leſs bent, till it

falls in a right line to the center of gravitation .

This is the nature of all Projectiles : nor can

any Projectile , thrown in any direction, by any

force ofAttraction, produce a circular motion ;

much leſs an elliptical one, ſuch as that of the

earth . Beſides, what phyſical reaſon can be af

figned, why the earth , being nearer the ſun in

winter, the gravitating force does not increaſe ;

and why the projectile does not increaſe in ſum

mer,
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mer, when it is farther from the ſun, to the

entire deſtruction of one or the other ?

axis .

A third motion alſo is ſuppoſed to be primarily

impinged on the earth , namely, round its own

But nothing canbe more plain, than that

a body ſo ſtrongly attracted by the ſun , as to keep

it from flying off in a tangent, muſt have its cir

cular motion preſently ſtopt: as the ſide next the

fun muſt be attracted moſt, the attraction of all

the planets co-operating thereto.

To make this plain , I hung a loadſtone to a

finall ſtring, and gave it as many turns as would

continue its revolving motion ten minutes and an

half, when no iron was near. But on bringing a

piece of iron near, it ſtopped. The iron being

removed, it recommenced its circular motion,

which laſted for a minute more. Hence it is evi.

dent , that did not ſome force continually act upon

the earth , to keep up its motions , the attractive

power of the ſun would ſoon ſtop, at leaſt the
diurnal one.

The Friction likewiſe of the ether muſt be con

fiderable. Elſe why might not the earth revolve

in twenty - four minutes as well as twenty -four

hours ? Indeed this ſeems to be one great uſe of

the ether, to prevent the too rapid motions of the

planets . And as the earth floats in the air, fo

does the ſun in the ether, his proper atmoſphere,

which extends to the utmoſt limits of his ſyſtem ,

and is the medium, Funiculi or Hami, by which

he attracts all the planets and comets , and prevents

their flying out of the ſyſtem .

Neither
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Neither will Gravitation at all account for the

Motion of Comets. That in 1680 deſcending

from an immenſe height perpendicularly toward

the ſun, roſe from him again with equal velocity .

Now as its acceſs to, and receſs from the ſun,

were made in ſtrait lines, while they were making,

the projectile force muſtceaſe. But to ſtop any

projectile, is to deſtroy its motion. How came

it then to be ſo ſtrongly exerted in the Perihelion ?

Was there a continued miracle , a freſh projection

given ? Or did it rebound ? What, from the

yielding ether !

Again. This Comet, during half its circuit

round the ſun, was diſtant from it but one third

of the moon's diſtance from the earth. The at

tractive force therefore was then vaſtly increaſed ;

and the projectile being deſtroyed, it muſt have

impigned on the ſun long ago, had there been no

other force to prevent it. It is clear then upon

the whole, that the motions of the heavenly bo

dies, cannot be accounted for, by attraction and

projection.

Howthen can they be accounted for ? Poſſibly

thus. The earth being an oblate Spheroid, ob

jected fo the ſun in an obliquity of 66 degrees30

minutes, (the ſame which given to the fails of a

windmill , occaſions its moſt forcible converſion )

the ſun's rays ſtriking againſt the oblique hemiſ

phere, as the wind againſt the ſails of a windmill,

keep it off, and at the ſame time make it turn on

its own axis . The ether being a reſiſting medium ,

and the atmoſphere (like the oars of a boat) ftrik

ing therein, urges it into a progreſſive motion.

Meantime its own gravity inclines it to the fun's

center ,
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center, and of courſe keeps it in equilibrio, with

the repelling rays.

It is ſuppoſed likewiſe, that the plane of the

earth's orbit, is in winter in or near the , ſun's

axis , whence the rays are not ſo forcibly emitted ;
for which cauſe the earth muſt then come nearer,

the repelling force being weaker. But in fum

mer, being objected to the more forcibly repelling

rays, it muſt be driven to a farther diſtance ;

whence its annual orbit muſt become elliptical .

The earth's diameter being known, determines

its diſtance from the ſun . For as the diameter is

2967 , the periphery 25031 , which multiplied by

the number of its revolutions 36,525, gives for its

orbit 9,142,572 : and as it moves through this

orbit merely by the impulſe of the folar rays, and

as the gravitating force muft neceſſarily be equal

to that impelling force; ſo while it rolls onward

one inile, it is attracted another. Conſequently

the preceding orbit being doubled, by the gravi

tating force, makes in all 18,285,144 . The ſemi.
diameter of this is the diſtance of the earth from

the fun : which therefore is neither more nor leſs

than 2,910,364 miles .

In the ſame manner we find the diſtance of

Venus from the ſun , to be 1,790,684 miles : that

of Mars, 5,473,690 : that of Jupiter, 34,520,432 :

that of Saturn , 85,727,320 : and that of Mercury,

700,758.

And as theſe diſtances are far leſs than thoſe

aſſigned by the modern aſtronomers ; ſo is the

magnitude of the heavenly bodies proportionably
leſs
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leſs than they fuppofe. For inſtance : the diame.

ter of the fun, commonly ſuppoſed to be 822,148

miles, is according to this manner of calculating,

23,373 and no more. And that this is nearly the.

true diameter, and theſe the true diſtances, ap

pears from experiments on the tranſits of the
planets over the fun."

)

The Comets, Dr. Rogers thinks, are chiefly

deſigned to repair the quantities of light continu

ally emitted by the fun, and which are ſcattered
and diſperſed over the whole ſyſtem . Their

ſweeping tails, which extend ſo many thouſand

miles, ſeem adapted to ſuch a purpofe. And as

many of thoſe particles of light, are driven to a

vaſt diſtance, it is neceſſary they ſhould go to

the utmoſt limits of the fyítem , to make ſuch a
collection .

Suppoſe a body fit for this, detached from the

neighbourhood of the ſun, it ſhould be light, po

rous and ſpongy. And ſuch a body would bepro

pelled by the violence of the rays, with great,

velocity to a great diſtance. The farther it goes,. ,

the fewer rays ſtrike upon it , and their force

likewiſe is diminiſhed. The Comet then ſlowly

ſweeps his tail over the wide expanſe, beyond

the orbit of Saturn. There its cells are filled with

the matter it was ſent to collect ; but becoming

heavier, the other ſcale begins to preponderate,and

he ſlowly returns toward his center. His collec

tion increaſes as he deſcends, which adds to his

weight and ſwiftneſs, and he comes down, if very

heavy, almoſt in a ſtrait line ; if leſs fo, in a larger

curve, till he is near the ſun, where having emp

tied himſelf, and being evenly balanced with the

repelling
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repelling rays. he moves round in the ſegment of

a circle, till being continually lighter, he is no

longer a balance for the repelling rays, and ſo is

driven forward thereby , and runs the ſame circle

as before.

a

What a violent blow is here given to the whole

fabric of modern aſtronomy ! And how can any

reaſonable man ſubſcribe thereto, till this difficulty

is removed ?

9. There is no need to ſpeak particularly of

thoſe other qualities, hardneſs, ſoftneſs ; firmneſs,

fluidity; brittleneſs, toughneſs; roughneſs, ſmooth

neſs, denſity, rarity ; regidity,flexibility, compreſ

fibility, elaſticity. What each of theſe is, we

know well, without any elaborate definition. And

in general we know , that they all ariſe from the

various figure, ſituation and texture of the parti

cles whereof bodies confift. But farther than this

we know not. What particular ſhape, texture,

or ſituation, is requiſite in each caſe, is a matter

of mere conjecture.

10. Thoſe of which we are not able to give any

rational account, have often been termed Occult

Qualities. Among theſe is uſually ranked that

Jympathy, which is obſerved in things diſtant
from each other. So onions in the

granary

iprout, while others ſprout in the garden . So

nothing is more common , than that if you throw

a mulbery or ſtrawbery at a woman with child,

the child has the mark of one or the other, on the

fame part which was ſtruck with it. And theſe

marksgrow green, yellow and red every year, juſt

as thoſe fruits do in the garden. And when the

ſeaſon
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ſeaſon of them is paſt, theſe ſubſide, and vaniſh

away. So women ſtartled by a ſudden ſight of

themoon, have ſtampedthe figure of the moon on
their children . And this figure increaſed or de

creaſed juſt as the moon did . Oppoſite to this,

is that amazing antipathy , which ſome things

appear to have naturally for each other. In.

ſtances of which are found, not only in men, but

in animals, if not in plants alſo .

Before we attempt to account for any of theſe

things, weſhould take care to be well 'aſſured of

the fact. Formany ofthem are generally believed

and vehemently afferted , which yet never had

any being. Hence others run into the oppoſite

extreme, roundly denying whatever they cannot

account for. The middle
way

is beſt. Firſt, be

ſure of the fact. Then,try if it can be accounted

for on allowed principles. And if it can , the

qualities in queſtion, are to be termed Occult no

longer. But there will ftill remain many ſecrets

in nature, which we are in no wiſe able to account

for. Indeed to penetrate the inmoſt receſſes of

nature , is above the condition of humanity . We

muſt therefore neceſſarily allow , that there are

in this ſenſe many Occult Qualities : nay , we are

ſurrounded with them on every ſide: infomuch

that there is ſcarce any thing in the univerſe, that

has not ſome qualities, which the wiſeft man on

earth is not able to account for.

11. I have now finiſhed what I propoſed. I

have given as ſhort and plain an account as I

could , of all that is certain in Natural Philoſophy :

In order to direct the whole to its proper end,

I have now only to add a few Reflections.

If

a
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a

If we caſt our eyes up to the firmament , let us

ſeriouſly aſk ourſelves, What power built over

our heads that vaſt and magnificent arch, and

Spread out the heavens like a curtain ? Who gar

niſhed theſe heavens with ſuch a variety of reſ

plendant objects, all floating in the liquid ether,

all regular in their motions ? Who painted the

clouds with ſuch variety of colours, and in ſuch

diverſity of ſhades and figures,as it is not in the

power of the fineftpencil on earth to emulate? Who

formed the ſun of ſuch a determinate ſize, and

placed it at ſuch a convenient diſtance, as not to

ſcorch or annoy, but to cheriſh all things with his

genial heat ? For a ſucceſſion of ages he never

failed to riſe at his appointed time, or to ſend

out the dawn as his forerunner, to proclaim his

approach . By whoſe ſkilful hand is it directed ,

in its diurnal and annual courſe, to give us the

grateful viciſſitude of night and day, and the re .

gular ſucceſſion of the ſeaſons ? That it ſhould

always proceed in the fame path , and never once

ftep aſide: that it ſhould go on, in a ſpace where

there is nothing to obſtruct, but turn at a deter

minate point: that the moon ſhould ſupply the

abſence of the ſun, and remove the horror of the

night ; that it ſhould regulate the flux and reflux

of the ſea , thereby preſerving the waters from

putrefaction, and at the ſame timeaccomodating
mankind with fo manifold conveniences : that

all the innumerable hoſts of heaven, ſhould per

form their revolutions with ſuch exactneſs, as

never once to fail, in a courle of ſix thouſand

years, but conſtantly to come about in the ſame

round to the hundredth part of a minute : this is

fuch an inconteſtable proof ofa Divine Architect,

and of the care and wiſdom wherewith he governs

a

the
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verſe, as made the Roman Philoſopher conclude ,

" Whoever imagines, that the wonderful order

and incredible conſtancy of the heavenly bodies

and their motions , whereon the welfare and pre

ſervation of things depend, are not governed by

an irtelligent Being, is himſelf deſtitute of under

ſtanding. For ſhall we, when weſee an artfully

contrived engine, ſuppoſe a dial or ſphere, im

mediately acknowledge that it is the reſult of rea.

ſon and underſtanding : and yet, when we behold

the heavens, ſo admirably contrived , moved with

ſuch incredible velocity, and finiſhing their anni

verſary revolutions, with ſuch unerring conſtancy,

make any doubt of their being the work not only

of reaſon, but of an excellent, a Divine reaſon ? "a

But if from that very imperfect knowledge of

aſtronomy which his tirne afforded, even the hea

then could be ſo confident, that the heavenly bo.

dies were framed and moved by a wife and under

ſtanding mind : what would he have ſaid, had

he been acquainted with our modern diſcoveries ?

Had he known the immenſe greatneſs of that part

of the world , which falls under our obſervation ?

The exquiſite regulation of the motions of the

planets, without any deviation or confuſion : the

inexpreſſible nicety of adjuſtment , in the velocity

of the earth's annual motion ; the wonderful pro

portion of its diurnal motion about its own axis ;

the denſities of the planets, exactly proportioned

to their diſtances from the ſun : the admirable or

der of the ſeveral ſatellites, which moveround

their reſpectiveplanets ; the motion of the Comets

equally regular and periodical, with that of the

other planetary bodies ; and laſtly, the preſerva

tion of the ſeveral planets and Comets, from fall.

VOL. IV. C ing
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ing upon , or interfering with each other ? Cer .

tainly could argument avail , Atheiſm would now

be utterly aſhamed to ſhew its head, and forced

to acknowledge, That it was an Eternal and Al

mighty Being, it was God alone, who gave to

each of the celeſtial bodies, its propermagnitude

and meaſure of heat, its dueneſs ofdiſtance, and

regularity of motion : or in the language of the

prophet , who eſtabliſhed the worldby his wiſdom ,

andfiretched out the heavens by his underſtanding,

If from the firmament we deſcend to the orb

on which we dwell, what a glorious proof have

we of the Divine Wiſdom, in this intermediate

expanſion of the air, which is ſo wonderfully

contrived, to anſwer ſo many important ends at

once ? It receives and ſupports clouds, to water

the earth . It affords us winds, for health , for

pleaſure, for a thouſand conveniences: by its

fpring, it minifters to the reſpiration of animals,

by its motion, to the conveyance of ſounds, and by

its tranſparency, to the tranſmiſſion oflight, from

one endof heaven to the other. Whoſe
power

made ſo thin and fluid an element, a ſafe repoſitory

for thunder and lightning ? By whoſe command

and out of whoſe treaſuries, are theſe dreadful , yet

uſeful meteors ſent forth , to purify the air, which

would otherwiſe ftagnate, and conſume the va

pours that would otherwiſe breed various diſeaſes ?

By what ſkilfulhand are thoſe immenſe quantities

of water, which are continually drawn from the

fea, by a natural diſtillation made freſh , fent forth

upon the wings of the wind, into the moſt diſtant

countries, and diſtributed in ſhowers over the

face ofthe earth ?

Whoſe
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Whoſe power and wiſdom was it that hanged

the earth upon nothing, and gave it a ſpherical

figure, the moſt commodious which could be de.

viſed, both for the conſiſtency of its parts, and

the velocity of its motion ? Who was it that

weighed the mountains in ſcales, and the hills in

a balance, and diſpoſed them in their moſt pro

per places, both for fruitfulneſs and health ?

Who diverſified the climates of the earth , into

ſuch an agreeable variety, that , remote as they are

from each other, each has its proper ſeaſons, day

and night, winter and ſummer ? Who was it that

cloathed the face of it with plants and flowers, ſo

exquiſitely adorned with various and inimitable

beauties ? " That placed the plant in the ſeed, in

ſuch elegant complications,as afford at once both

a pleaſing and an aſtoniſhing ſpectacle ? That

painted and perfumed the flowers, that gave them

the ſweet odours which they diffuſe through the

air for our delight, and with one and the fame

water dyed them into different colours, ſurpaſſing

the imitation, nay, and the comprehenſion of

mankind ? For can the wiſeſt of men tell ,

Why does one climate and one foil endue

The bluthing poppy with a crimſon hue,

Yet leave the lilly pale, and tinge the violet

blue."

Who repleniſhed the earth , the water, the

air with ſuch an infinite variety of living crea .

tures , and ſo formed, that of the innumerable

particulars wherein each creature differs from all

others , every one is found upon examination, to

have its fingular beauty and peculiar uſe. Some

walk, ſome creep, ſome fly, ſome ſwim . But

C 2 every
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every one has all its members and its various or

gans accurately fitted for its peculiar motions.

In ſhort, the fíatelineſs of the horſe, and the fea

thers of the ſwan , the largeneſs of the elephant,

and the ſmallneſs of the mite, are to a conſiderate

mind equal demonftration of an infinite wiſdom

and power. Nay , rather the ſmaller the creature

is, the more amazing is the workmanſhip. When

in the mite , for inſtance, we ſee an head , a body,

legs and feet, all as well proportioned as thoſe of

an elephant, and conſider withal that in every

part of this living atom , there are muſcles, nerves,

veins, arteries, and blood, every particle of which

blood is compoſed of various other particles:

when we conſider all this , can wehelp being loſt

in wonder and aſtoniſhment ? Canwe refrain

from crying out, on this account alſo, O the depth

of the riches both of the wiſdom , and knowledge of

God ! How unſearchable are his works, and his

of creation and providence paſt finding out !

Natural infinet is another thing in animals, no

lefs wonderful than their frame and is indeed:

nothing elſe than the direction of an all-wiſe and

all -powerful mind. What elſe teaches birds to

build their nefts, hard or ſoft, according to the

conſtitution of their young ? What elle makes

them keep fo conſtantly in their neft, during the

time of incubation, as if they knew the efficacy of

their ownwarmth, and its aptneſs for animation ?

What elſe cauſes the ſalmon every year to come

up a river, perhaps hundreds of miles, to caſt its

ſpawn , and ſecure it in banks of ſand, till the

young ones are excluded ? To go no farther,

can we behold the ſpiders net, the filk v

web, the bees cells , or the ants granaries, without

ways

abou

worms

being
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being forced to acknowledge the Infinite Wil

dom, which directs their unerring ſteps, and has

made them fit to bean emblem of art , induſtry

and frugality to mankind ?

man ,

If from the earth and the creatures that live

upon it, we caſt our eyes upon the water, we

ſoon perceive that had it been more or leſs rare

fied, it had not been ſo proper for the uſe of

And who gave it that juſt configuration

ofparts and exact degree of motion, which makes

it ſo fluent, and yet ſo ſtrong as to carry, and waft

away the moſt enorinous burdens ? Who has in

ſtrućted the rivers to run in ſo many winding

ſtreams, through vaſt tracts of land , in order to

water them the more plentifully ? Then to diſem

hogue themſelves into the ocean, fo making it the

common center of commerce : and thence to return

through the earth, as air to their fountain heads,

in one perpetual circulation ? Who repleniſhed

theſe rivers with fiſh of all kinds, which glide

through the limpid ſtreams, and run heedleſsly

into the fiſhers net, for the entertainment of men ?

Thegreat and wide ſea is a very awful and ſtu

pendous work of God. Whoſe hand makes it ebb

and flow with ſuch exactneſs ? A little more or

leſs motion in the fluid maſs, would diſorder all

nature, and a ſmall increaſe of a tide, might ruin

whole kingdoms. Who then was ſo wiſe as to

take exactmeaſures of thoſe immenſe bodies , and

who ſo ſtrong as to rule at pleaſure the rage
of that

furious element ? He who hath placed the ſand for

the bound of theſe, by a perpetual decree that it

cannot paſs. So that though the waves thereof

toſs themſelves, they cannot prevail, though they

roar, they cannot paſs over it.
C 3
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If from the world itſelf we turn our eyés more

particularly on man, whom it hath pleaſed the

Lord of all to appoint for its principal inhabitant,

no underſtanding ſurely can be fo low, no heart

ſo ſtupid and inſenſible , as not plainly to fee,

that nothing but infinite wiſdom , could in ſo won.

derſul a manner have faſhioned his body, and

breathed into it a reaſonable foul, whereby he

teacheth us more than the beaſts of the field , and

maketh us wiſer than thefowls of heaven .

Should any of us ſee a lump of clay riſe imme

diately from the ground, into the compleat figure

of a man , full of beauty and ſymmetry, and en

dowed with all the powers and faculties, which

weperceive in ourſelves, yea, and that in a more

eminent degree of perfection, than any of the

prefent children of men : fhould we preſently

after obſerve him perform all the offices of life,

ſenſe and reafon ; move as gracefully, talk as

eloquently, reaſon as juftly , and diſcharge every

branch of duty, with as much accuracy as the

moſt accompliſhed manbreathing, how great muſt

be our aſtoniſhment ! Now this was the very caſe

in that moment when God created man
upon

the

earth ,

But to impreſs this in a more lively manner

upon the mind, let us ſuppoſe the figure above

mentioned , riſes by degrees, and is finiſhed part

by part in ſome fuccefſion of time. When the

whole is completed , the veins and arteries bored,

the finews and tendons laid , the joints fitted, the

blood and juices lodged in the veſſels prepared

for them, God inſuſes into it a vital principle.

The image moves, it walks , it ſpeaks. Were we

to
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to ſee all this tranſacted before our eyes, we could

not but be aſtoniſhed ! A conſideration of this

made David break out into that rapturous ac

knowledgment, I will give thee thanks, for I am

fearfully and wonderfully made! Marvellous are

thy works, and thatmy ſoul knoweth right well,

Thine eyes did ſee myſubſtanceyet being imperfelt,
and in thy book all my

members written .

Thus which way
ſoever we turn our eyes , whe

ther we look upward or downward, without us, or

within us, upon the animate or inanimate parts

of the creation, we find abundant reaſon to ſay,

O Lord, how manifold are thy works ! In wiſdom
haft thou made them all.

were

s

Let us obferve a little farther the terraqueous

globe. How admirably are all things thereon

chained together, that they all aim at the ulti

mate end, which God propoſed in all his works !

And how vaſt a number of intermediate ends are

ſubſervient to this! To perpetuatethe eſtabliſhed

courſe of nature , in a continued ſeries , the Di

vine Wiſdom has thought fit, that all living

creatures ſhould conſtantly be employed in pro

ducing individuals ; that all natural things ſhould

lend an helping hand, toward preſerving every

ſpecies, and laſtly, that the deſtruction of one

thing ſhould always conduce to the production of

another.

This globe contains what are called the three

kingdoms of nature, the fofile, vegetable, and ani

mal. The foflile conſtitutes the cruſt of the earth,

lying beneath the viſible furface. The vegetable

adorns the face of the globe, and draws much of

C4 its
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its nouriſhment from the foflile kingdom . The

animal is almoſt whollyſuſtained by the vegetable

kingdom . If we go deeper into the earth, the

rule which generally obtains with regard to the

ftrata thereof is this. The upper parts conſiſt of

rag - ſtone , the next of ſlate, the third of marble

filled with petrefactions, the fourth of ſlate again ,

and laſtly , the loweſt which we are able to diſco

very of free ſtone.

६

a

a

That the ſea once overſpread a far greater part

of the earth, than it does at preſent, we learn not

only from geographers, but from its yearly de.

creaſe, obſervable in many places : partly occa

fioned bythe vaſt quantities of ſhells and all kinds

of rubbiſh, which the tides continually leave

on the ſhores. Hence moſt ſhores are uſually full

of wreck, of dead , teftaceous animals , of flones ,

dirt or fand of various kinds , and heaps of other

things. Rivers likewiſe, eſpecially thoſe which

have a rapid ſtream , wear away whatever they

touch , particularly foft and friable earth , which

they carry and depoſit on diftant, winding fhores :

whence it is certain the ſea continually ſubſides,

and the land gains no ſmall increaſe.

Water retained in , low grounds occaſions

marſhes. But what a wonderful proviſion has

nature made, that many of theſe even without

the help ofman , ſhall again become firm ground ?

More and more moſſy tunips are ſeen therein.

Some of theſe are brought down by the water,

from thehigher grounds adjoining , and others are

produced by putrifying plants. Thus the marſh

is dried , up, and new meadows ariſe. And this

is done in a ſhorter time, whenever theſphaguum ,

3

a

a kind
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a kind of moſs, has laid the foundation. For

this in proceſs of time, changes into a porous

kind of mold, till almoſt all the marſha is filled

with it. After this the ruſh begins to ſtrike root,

and together with the cotton -graſſes, conſtitutes a

turf, wherein the roots get continually higher, and

thus lay a firm foundation for other plants , till the

whole marſh is covered with herbs and graſs, and

becomes a pleaſant and fruitful meadow ..

Covers

I ſhall add only one reflection more, with regard

to the Scale of beings.. As the microſcope diſ

almoſt every drop of water, every blade of

graſs, every leaf, flower, and grain of earth ,to be

ſwarming with inhabitants: à thinking mind is

naturally led to conſider that part of the ſcale of

beings, which deſcends lower and lower, from

himſelf, to the loweſt of all ſenſitive creatures.

Among theſe ſome are ſo little above dead matter,

that it is hard to determine whether they live or

Others that are lifted one ſtep higher, have

no fenfe beſide feeling and taſte . Some again

have the additional one of hearing : others of

ſmell, and others of fight.

no.

It is wonderful to obſerve, by what a gradual

progreſſion the world of life advances , through

an immenſe variety of ſpecies, before a creature

is found, that is complete in all its ſenſes. And

among theſe there are ſo many different degrees

of perfection in the ſenſes which one animal

enjoys above another, that though each ſenſe in

different animals, comes under the fare common

denomination , yet it ſeems almost of a different

nature. If after this , we attentively conſider, the

inward. endowments of animals, their cunning

C 5 and:
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and ſagacity, and what we uſually comprehend

under the general name of inftinet, we find them

riſing one above another, in the ſame impercep

tible manner, and receiving higher and higher

improvements, according to the ſpecies in which

they are implanted

The whole progreſs of nature is ſo gradual, that

the entire chaſm from a plant to man , is filed

up with divers kinds of creatures, riſing one above

another, by fo gentle an aſcent, that the tranſi

tions from one ſpecies to another, are almoſt in

ſenſible . And the intermediate fpace is ſo well

huſbanded , that there is ſcarce a degree of perfec

tion which does not appear in fome. Now ſince

the ſcale of being advances by ſuch regular ſteps

as high as man, is it not probable, that it ſtill

proceeds gradually upwards, through beings of a

ſuperior nature ? Asthere is an infinitely greater
ſpace between the Supreme Being and man , than

between man and the loweſt inſect.

This thought is thus enlarged upon by Mr.

lock. " That there ſhould be more ſpecies of

intelligent creatures above us, than there are of

ſenſible and material below. us , is probable from

hence, that in all the viſible and corporeal world,

we ſee no chafm , no gaps. All quite down from

man , the deſcent is by eaſy ſteps: there is a con,

tinued ſeries of things that in each remove differ

the leaſt that can be conceived from each other..

There are fiſhes that have wings, and are not

ſtrangers to the airy regions. And there are birds

which are inhabitants of the waters , whoſe blood

is as cold as that of fiſhes. There are animals ſo

near a-kin both to birds and beaſts, that they are

in .
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Feed

hen
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in the middle between both . Amphibious ani

mals link the terreſtrial and aquatic together.

Seals live either on land or in theſea. Porpuſles

have the warm blood and entrails of an hog.

There are brutes that ſeem to have as much know

ledge and reaſon, as ſome that are called men.

Again : the animal and vegetable kingdoms are

ſo cloſely joined, that between the loweſt of the

one , and the higheſt of the other, there is ſcarce

any perceptible difference. And if we go on, till

we come to the loweſt and moſt inorganical parts

of matter, we ſhall find every where, that the

ſeveral ſpecies are linked together, and differ in

almoſt inſenſible degrees.
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Now when we conſider on the other hand , the

infinite power and wiſdom of the Creator, does

it not appear highly ſuitable, to the magnificent

harmony ofthe univerſe, and the infinite good

neſs of the architect, that the ſpecies of creatures

fhould alſo by gentle degrees aſcend upwards from

us, (as they gradually deſcend from us downwards)

toward his infinite perfection ? And if ſo, is it

not probable, there are far more ſpecies of crea

tures above then beneath us ? Since we are info

nitely more remote from the all -perfect Creator,
than from the loweſt of all the works of his

hands ?

1

But here our thoughts are loft. We may con

jecture a little; but we know nothing. However,

it is enough, that we know the only true God, and

Fefus Chriſt whom he hath ſent."

C6 This
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This reflection upon the ſcale of beings, is pur

fued at large, by one of the fineſt writers of the

age, Mr. Bonnét of Geneva, in that beautiful

work, “ The Contemplation of Nature.” When

I firſt read this , I deſigned to make only ſome

extracts from it, to be inſerted under their pro

per heads . But upon farther confideration, I

judged it would be more agreeable, as well as pro
fitable to the reader, to give an abridgement of the

whole, that the admirable chain of reaſoning may

be preſerved, and the adorable Wiſdom and

Goodneſs of the great Author of nature, placed

in the ſtrongeſt light.

INTRODUCTION.

I Raiſe myſelf up to the ETERNAL REASON ;I
ſtudy his laws , and I adore him. I contemplate

the univerſe with a philoſophic eye. I ſearch

into the relations which by this immenſe chain

conſtitute one whole. I ſtop a while to examine

fome links of it , and, Itruck with thoſe marks of

power, wiſdom , and goodneſs which I diſcover.

therein, I faintly attempt their deſcription.

CHAP
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CH A P. I.

Of the FIRST CAUSE.

1. Tobefelf-exiftent, endued with Almighty

are the adorable Perfections of the Firſt Cauſe.

The univerſe is eſſentially derived from this

Cauſe. In vain do we endeavour by other means

to account for it . We may every where obſerve
order and ends; the effects of an ETERNAL ,

SELF-EXISTENT REASON .

2. What mind can fathom the depths of this

abyſs ? What thought can comprehend that Power

which calls things that are not as though they

were ? God cominands the univerſe to be : the

univerſe is inſtantly produced.

A ſingle act of his willproduced the univerſe ;

the ſame act preferves it .

But you aſk , Why is not man as perfect as an

angel ? You mean to ſay , no doubt, Why is not

man an angel ? You may as well enquire, Why

a itag is not a man ? But the exiſtence of a ſtag
fuppoſes that of herbs to nouriſh him. Would

you ſtill further have had theſe herbs to have

been ſo many men ? Their preſervation and in

creaſe would have depended on the earth, the

water, the air, and the fire : would you preſume

to
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to inſiſt in your enquiry, Why the conſtituent

parts of theſe elements were not ſo many
dwarfs ?

Confeſs your error , and acknowledge that every

being is endued with a perfection ſuited to the

ends of its creation. It would ceaſe to anſwer that

end , the very moment it ceaſed to be what it is.

By changing itsnature, it would change its place,
and that which it occupied in the univerſal hier

archy ought ſtill to be the reſidence of a being

reſembling it , otherwiſe harmony would be de

ſtroyed .

In the aſſemblage of all the orders of relative

perfections, conſiſts the abſolute perfection of this

whole, concerning which God ſaid, That it was

good.

This immenſe fyftem of co -exiftent and fuc

ceſſive beings, is no leſs one in ſucceſſion than in

co -ordination : ſince the first link is connected

with the laſt by the intermediate ones. Preſent

events make way for the moſt diſtant ones. The

germ which expanded itſelf in Sarah's womb, was

the preparatory cauſe of the exiſtence of a great

people and the ſalvation of nations.

3. The heavens declare the glory of God,and

the firmament ſheweth his handy-work . That

ſublime genius, who exprelled himſelf with ſuch

loftineſs of ſentiment, was nevertheleſs unap.

prizedthat the ſtars which he contemplated were

in reality ſuns. * He anticipated the times, and

firſt ſung that majeſtic hymn, which future and

more enlightened ages ſhould chaunt forth to the

praiſe of the founder of worlds.

This

* Perhaps ſo .
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This aſſemblage of vaſt bodies is divided into

different ſyſtems, the number of which perhaps

exceeds the grains of ſand, which the ſea caſts on
its ſhores.

Each ſyſtem then has its center, either a ſtar

or fun , which ſhines with its own light , and

round which revolve various orders of opake

globes, that reflect with greater or leſs luſtre the

light they borrow from it; which renders them
viſible to us.

Theſe globes, which ſeem to wander anong

the heavenly bodies, are thoſe planets, the princi

pal of which have the fun for the common cen

ter of their periodical revolutions ; whilft the

others, which are called fecondary, move round

one principal planet , which they accompany

like ſatellites, in its annual revolution .

Venus and the earth have each of them their

fatellite. One will undoubtedly be ſome timeor

other diſcovered in Mars. Jupiter has four, Sa

turn five, and a ring or luminous atmoſphere

which ſeems to perform the office of a number of

ſmall moons ; being ſituate ſo far from the ſun ,

he would have received too faint a light from it ,

if his fatellites and ring did not augment it by re

flection .

a

We have diſcovered twenty -ſeven planets,

which at preſent compoie our folar ſyſtem ; but

we are not certain that there are not more. Their

number has received a great increaſeby the in

vention of teleſcopes : more perfect inftruments,

and more accurate obſervers, may probably make
farther
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farther additions to them . The fatellite of Venus

diſcovered in the laſt century gives room to hope.

for ftill greater ſucceſs .

4. The comets alſo are now found to be planeta

ry bodies, whoſe long routes our aſtronomers calcu

late , foretel their diſtant returns , and determine

their place, appearances, and tract. Upwards of

thirty of theſe bodies at preſent acknowledge the

empire of our ſun , and the orbits which ſome trace

round are ſo extenſive, that they do not

plete their courſe till the end of a long ſeries of

years, and even many ages.

The ſtars are innumerable ; and the con

fellations , which antiquity reckoned to be but

few in number, amount tothouſands.

com

If the diameter of the great orbit which our

planet deſcribes round the fun, is more than ſixty

millions of leagues , yet this vaſt circumference

vaniſhes into nothing, and becomes a mere point,

when made ufe of to meaſure the diſtance of the

fixed ſtars .

How great then muſt the real bulk of theſe lu

minous ſpots be, that are perceivable by us at ſuch

enormous diſtance ! The fun is ſuppoſed about a

million of times greater than the earth , and an

hundred and ten times greater than all the planets.

put together.

Whilſt the planets perform theſe revolutions

round the fun, by which the courſe of their years

is regulated, they effect another among them .

felves, which determines the alternatives of their

days and nights .

But
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But how do theſe vaſt bodies remain ſuſpended

in ſpace ? What ſecret power retains them in

their orbits, and enables them to circulate with

ſo much regularity and harmony ? Gravity, that

powerful agent, is the univerſal principle of

this equilibrium and theſe motions.

tratesin tothe inmoſt parts of all bodies. By virtue

of this force they tend towards each other in

a proportion relative to their diſtance and bulk .

So that the planets tend towards the common

center of the Syſtem , and they would be inſtantly
precipitated into it , if the Creator, when he form

ed them , had not endued them with a centrifugal

motion, by which they are continually kept at a

due diſtance from the center. Each planet, in

conſtant ſubſerviency to theſe two forces, def

cribes a curve in conſequence thereof. By this

means the ſame force which determines the fall

of a ſtone, is the ruling principle of the heavenly

motions: wonderful mechaniſm ! whoſe ſimplicity

and energy give us unceaſing tokens of the PRO

FOUND WISDOM of its AUTHOR.

The globe of earth, which is externally divided

into land sand feas, nearly level in their ſurfaces,

is formed within, at leaſt to a certain depth, of

beds of heterogeneous matter, that are almoſt pa
rallel, more orleſs denſe, and of a finer or coarſer

texture .

The ſurface of the earth abounds with great

inequalities. In one part of it wę behold vaſt

plains interſected by hills and vallies. In another

long chains of mountains, which lift their frozen

heads to the clouds ; and betwixt them deep vala

lies. From the boſom of theſe mountains rivers

ſpring,
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ſpring, which after having watered divers coun

tries , and produced ponds and lakes in ſeveral

places by enlarging their beds, at length diſcharge

themſelves into the ſea, and reſtore to it whatit

had loft by evaporation .

6. The ſea preſents us with iſlands ſcattered

round its coafts, with fands, rocks, currents,

gulphs , and ſtorms, and with that regular and ad

mirable motion whereby its waters riſe and fall

twice in twenty - four hours.

The lands and ſeas are every whererepleniſhed

with plants and animals, whoſe infinitely varied

ſpecies reſort together in every place. Men di

vided into nations, peoples, and families, cover

the ſurface of the globe. They faſhion and eng

rich it by their various labours, and build habita

tions from pole to pole, correſponding with their

manners, genius, foil, climate.

A rare, tranſparent, elaſtic fubftance encom

paſſes all parts of the earth to a certain height :
this ſubſtance is the atmoſphere, the repoſitory

for the winds, the immenſe reſervoir of vapours

and exhalations, which being ſometimes collected

into clouds of a greater or leſſer conſiſtence,

adorn our element by their forms and colours, or

aſtoniſh us by their flaſhes and violent noiſe ; and

at other times melting into dews, miſts, rain ,

ſnow, hail, yield back to the earth what was ex
haled from it.

7. The moon, the neareſt to the earth of all

the planets, is that we have the beſt knowledge

of. Its globe, which is about five and forty times

leſs
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leſs than ours , always appears to us with the ſame

aſpect, becauſe it performs its revolution preciſe

ly in the fame ſpace of time that it revolves round

the earth .

It has its gradual and periodical increaſe and

decreaſe of light, according to its poſition with

reſpect to theſun, which enlightens it and to the

earth , whereon it reflects the light of that ſun.

The diſk of the moon is externally divided into

luminous and obſcure parts. The former ſeems

analogous to lands on our globe , and the latter to
our ſeas.

In the luminous parts there have been obſerved

ſome places brighter than the reſt, which caſt a

ſhade from their fide, which has been meaſured,

and the traćt aſcertained . Theſe parts are moun .

tains much higher than ours, in proportion to the

ſize of the moon, and whoſe tops the fun has been

ſeen to gild when that planet is quartered ; the

light deſcending by litttle and little to the foot of

theſe mountains, they appear at that time entirely

bright . Some are by themſelves, others from very

long tracts.

Venus has , like the moon , her ſpots, and

mountains. So have Mars and Jupiter. Thoſe in

Jupiter form large belts, which make conſiderable

motions, like the occan's overflowing the lands ,

and afterwards leaving them dry on his retreat.

Mercury and Saturn are little known to us ; the

rſt becauſe it is too near the ſun, the ſecond be.

cauſe it is at too great a diſtance.

Laſtly,
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Laſtly, The ſun himſelf has ſpots, which ſeem

to move regularly , and whoſe ſize equals, and

very often exceeds that of fuch as are ſeen in the

greateſt planets.

8. Pure fpirits, immaterial and intelligent ſub

ſtances : extenſive and folid fubftances ; mixed

beings, formed by the union of an immaterial ſub

ftance and a corporeal; are the three general

claſſes of beings which we have any conception

of in the univerſe.

In the univerſe all is combination , affinity ,

connexion. There is nothing but what is the im

mediate effect of ſomewhat preceding it, and

determines the exiſtence of ſomething that ſhould

follow it .

The divine mind has ſo cloſely connected every

part of his work , that there is not one which has

not a relation to the whole ſyſtem . A muſhroom ,

a mite, are as eſſential parts of it as the cedar or
elephant .

So that thoſe minute productions of nature

which unthinking men judge to be uſeleſs, are not

mere particles of duſt on the wheels of the ma

chine ofthe world ; they are ſmall wheels inter
mixed with the greater.

There is nothing then by itſelf. Every being

has an activity peculiar to it , determined by the

rank appointed for it in the univerſe. A mite is

a very ſmall moveable creature, which acts in

concert with others, whoſe activity extends to

much greater diſtances. The ſpheres thus en

larging themſelves more and more, this amazing

progreſſion .riſes by degrees from the vortex of
amber

>
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amber to the ſolar vortex ; from the ſphere of a

mite to that of an angel.

9 . The elements act recriprocally on each other

according to certain laws which reſult from their

relations ; and theſe relations unite them to mi.

nerals , plants, animals , and to men.
This laſt,

as the principal trunk, ſpreads his branches all

over the globe.
Theſe ſpecies and individuals have relation to

the bigneſs and ſolidity of the earth . The ſolidity.

and ſize of the earth ' have relation to the place

The occupies in the planetary ſyſtem .

The ſun gravitates on the planets; the planets
on fun , and on each other. All gravitate on

their neighbouring ſyſtems; theſe on more diſtant
ones ; and the balance of the univerſe remains

in equilibrio, in the hands of the ANTIENT OF
DAYS.

The human ſoul, by being united to an organic

zed body, maintains an intercourſe with all na
ture.

From theſe general principles proceeds the

connection of cauſes and effects, of effects and

cauſes.

From hence alſo ariſes that indiffoluble union

which forms, of paſt, preſent, future, and eternity,

one intire individual whole.

The beauty of the world is founded in the har.

monious diverſity of the beings that compofe it,

in the number, extent, and quality of their effects,

and in the degree of goodneſs ariſing therefrom .

СНАР.
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CHAP. II .

Ofthe relative Perfection ofBeings,

1.TER
"ERRESTRIAL beings may naturally be

ranged under four general claſſes :

1. Brute and inorganized Beings.

II . Organized and inanimate Beings.

III . Organized and animate Beings.

IV . Organized, animate, and reaſonable Be

ings.

All beings are perfect, conſidered in them.

ſelves ; they all anſwer one end . The determi

nations or qualities proper for each being, are the

means relative to this end . If theſe determi

nations ſhould change, they would no longer have

a reference to their end, and there would be no

more wiſdom .

But thoſe means which are of a more exalted

nature anſwer a nobler end. The Being appoint

ed to fulfil this end, is enriched with proportion

able faculties.

Beings whoſe relations to the whole are more

varied, more multiplied, and more copious, pof.

ſeſs a higher degree ofrelative perfection.

As there aretwo general claſſes of ſubſtances,

bodies and fouls, there are likewiſe twogeneral

claſſes of perfection , the corporeal perfection, or

that which is peculiar to bodies ; and the ſpiritual

perfection, or that which is peculiarto fouls.

Theſe two perfections are reunited in every

organized animated being, and they correſpond

with one another.

From

a

M
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From their reunion proceeds that mixed per.

fection which anſwers to the rank every being

holds in the ſyſtem .

2. Of all the modifications of matter, the moſt

excellent isorganization.

The moſt perfect organization is that which

produces moſt effects with an equal or ſmaller

number of diſſimilar parts. Such amongſt terrel

tial Beings is the human body.

An organ is a ſyſtem of ſolids, whoſe ſtructure,

arrangement, and action , have motion for their

ultimate end, either inteſtine or loco-motive , or

feeling.

A Being, which is barely formed by a repetition

of fimilar parts, enjoys theloweſt degrees of corpo

real perfection. Such probably is the atom or

elementary particle.

The faculty of generalizing ideas, or abſtracting

from a ſubjeět what it has in common with others,

and expreſſing itby arbitrary figns, conſtitutes the

higheſt degree of ſpiritual perfection ; and therein

conſiſts the difference between the human ſoul and

the ſoul of brutes .

The ſoul which is only endued with ſenſe oc

cupies the loweſt degree in the ſcale.

haps is the perfection of the ſoul of the muſcle.

3. The reciprocal action of folids and fluids is

the foundation of the terreſtrial life.

To nouriſh ourſelves, 10 grow by our food, to

beget individuals of our own ſpecies, are the
principal ends ofthe terreſtrial life.

This per

If
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· If the action of the organs is not accompanied

with a ſenſe of this action, the organized being

enjoys only a vegetative life. Such is the caſe of

the plant.

If the action of the organs is joined with a ſenſe

of that action , the organized Being enjoys a ve

getative andſenſitive life. This is the condition

of the brute.

Finally, if reflection is joined to feeling, the

Being enjoys at the ſame time a vegetative,fenhtive

and reflective life. 'Tis inan alone, upon earth ,

that unites theſe three kinds of life in himſelf.

The corporeal and intellectual faculties may be

carried to ſo high a pitch of perfection, in the

moft exalted order of mixed Beings, that we are

able to form buc faint ideas of then.

4. Between the loweſt and higheſt degree of

corporeal and ſpiritual perfection , there is an al

moſt infinite number of intermediate degrees .

The reſult of theſe degrees compoſes the univerſal

chain . This unites all beings , connects all worlds,

comprehends all the ſpheres. One soLE BEING is

out of this chain, and that is HE that made it.

A thick cloud conceals from our ſight the nobleft

parts of this immenſe chain , and admits us only to

a ſlight view of fome ill -connected links , which are

broken, and greatly differing from the natural order.

We behold its winding courſe on the ſurface of

our globe, ſee it pierce into its entrails, penetrate

into the abyſs of the fea, dart itſelf into the at

moſphere, fink far into the celeſtial ſpaces, where

we are only able to deſcry it by the flaſhes of fire
it emits hither and thither.

But
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But notwithſtanding our knowledge ofthe chain

ofBeings is ſo very imperfect, it is ſufficient at

leaſt to inſpire us with the moſt exalted ideas of

that amazing and noble progreſſion and variety

which reign in the univerle.

5. There are no ſudden changes in nature; all

is gradual , and elegantly varied . There is no be

ing which has not either above or beneath

it ſome that reſemble it in certain characters, and

differ from it in others .

Amongſt theſe characters which diſtinguiſh Be.

ings, we diſcover ſome that are more or leſs

general, Whence we derive our diſtributions in

to claſſes, genera, and ſpecies. But there are als

ways between two claſſes, and two like genera,

mean productions, which ſeem not to belong more

to one than to the other, but to connect them
both .

The polypus links the vegetable to the animal.

The flying ſquirrel unitesthe birdsto the quad

ruped. The ape bears affinity to the quadruped

and the man.

But if there is nothing cut off in nature, it is

evident that the diſtributions we make are not

her's . Thoſe we form are purely nominal, rela

tive to our neceſſities and thebounds of our know

ledge. Thoſe intelligenceswhich are ſuperior to

us, diſcover perhaps more varieties between two

individuals which we range under the ſameſpe

cies, than we do between two individuals of diſ

tant genera:

So thattheſe intelligences ſee the ſcale of Be

ingsall compoſing oneſingle conſequence, which
VOL. IV. D has
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has for its firſt term an atom , and for it laſts the

moſt exalted ſeraph.

We may then ſuppoſe in the ſcale of our globe

as many Iteps as we know there are ſpecies. The

eighteen or twenty thouſand ſpecies of plants

which compoſe our herbals, are therefore eighteen

or twenty thouſand fleps of this celeſtial ladder.

And there is not a ſingle plant amongſt theſe,

which does not perhaps nouriſh one or more ſpe

cies of animals. Theſe animals harbour or pro

vide nouriſhment for others in their turn . They

are ſo many little worlds comprized in others that

are ſtill ſmaller.

Simple produces compound. The molecule

forms the fibre, the fibre the veſſel, the veſſel the

organ, the organ the body.

The ſcale of nature then is conſtructed by paff.

ing from that which compoſes it, to that which is

compoſed by it, from the leſs perfect to the

greater.

But while we view it in this light, and in a

very general manner, we are not to forget that

our method of conception is not the rule of

things . We are only to take a tranſient ſurvey

of the exterior parts of Beings.

CHAP.
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General view of the gradualprogreffion ofBeings.

1 .

* FRO
"ROM the immutability of ſpecies amidſt

the perpetual motion that reigns in the

univerſe, is deduced the indiviſibility of the firſt

principles of bodies : and the indiviſibility of theſe

principles would demonſtrate the ſimplicity of

their nature, if God had not power to render the

highly compounded particles incapable of ſepara

tion.
ca

. :

IDC

The nature of elementary atoms , their forms,

relative proportions, and the manner whereby

they effectthe formations of bodies, are branches

ofknowledge that ſurpaſs the reach of the human

mind .

So that we cannot determine whether there are

as many ſpecies of elements as of bodies; orwhe.

ther the ſame elementary particles , variouſly com

bined, give birth to different compounded fpe
cies .

18

la!

of

V

We are likewife ignorant what it is that eſſen

tially diſtinguiſhes one body from every other ;

thoſe we call effential characters, are only the
ultimate reſult of the firſt principles.

O how intereſting would the fight be, were we

permitted to penetrate into theſe principles ! A

new world would diſcloſe itſelf to our view ; na

tureD 2
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ture then become tranſparent, would no longer

conceal her way from us: her laboratories and

workſhops would then be thrown open. Here

we ſhould ſee her collecting the principles of

metals ; there behold her preparing the colour of

the role. Farther, we might trace her footſteps

into the wonders oflight and electricity, In other

places ſhould obſerve her ſketching the out - lines

of a plant or animal. Aſtoniſhed at the fight of

this admirable work we ſhould never be weary of

contemplating theinfinite diverſity ofpreparations,

combinations, and motions , by which it is inſen

ſibly brought to its perfection .

Ye celeſtial ſpirits who aſſiſted at the creation

of our world, you enjoy theſe pleaſures ! Being

more favoured than us by the Master of na

ture , you penetrate into what eſcapes our no

tice, and ſee with what difficulty we creep from

one truth to another, as we obſerve the efforts of

an ape to imitate a man.

2. Obſerve three principal kinds of compoſi

tions in terreſtrial bodies. 1. That of fluids. 2 .

That of rude or un -organized ſolids. 3. That of

organized ſolids.

3

The firſt genus, which is the moſt ſimple,

ſeems to confift in a bare contact of homogeneous

particles, which tend towards each other ; butthe
leaſt force divides them .

The ſecond, which is more compounded,
is formed of the union of different particles into

a ſolid maſs.

3. The
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· The third, ſtill more compounded, is formed

of the intermixture ofan infinite nuniber of parts,

ſome fluid, and others folid .

3. The ſmall reſiſtance which fluids make to

the force that divides them, their inclination to

a level , the quickneſs and eaſe wherewith they

move, penetrate, and ſeparate folids, ſerve to

indicate that they are of all bodies the moſt funple,

ſubtle and active.

32

.

Fire ſeems to be a fluid which unites theſe qua

lities in the moſt eminent degree. It is evident

from a number of experiments, and particularly
a

from thoſe made by electricity, that fire is a fluid

diffuſed into all bodies, in various proportions .

Sometimes it barely fills their pores; at others,

is intimately unitedto their conſtituent parts, and

compoſes inflammatory matter.

Air and water are likewiſe contained in the

compoſition of a prodigious number of matters of

different kinds . Sometimes they ſeem to change

their nature, and to undergo various transforma

tions ; but theſe transformations are only imagi.

nary . They reſume their primitive ſtate, as ſoon

as the cauſes which obſcured them ceaſe to act.

4. Pure earth is the baſe or foundation in the

compoſition of ſolids. The chemiſt meets with

it in every body he analyſes. Being fixed and

unalterable , it will reſiſt the moſt violent fire ;

and this immutability of elementary earth , by

convincing us of the ſimplicity of its nature, thews

likewiſe that it is the firſt ſtep of the ſcale of in
active ſolids.

FroinD3
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From a mixture of pure earth with oils, ſul

phurs, falts, &c . proceed the various ſpecies of

more or leſs compounded earths , which are the

proper nouriſhment of one part of organized
bodies.

Bitumens and ſulphurs, which are chiefly

formed of inflammable matter and earth , ſeem to

lead us from pure earth to metallic ſubſtances, in

which we diſcover the ſame effential principles,

only differently combined.

The inalterability of gold from the moſt violent

fire, its maleability, and prodigious ductility,

equally prove the homogeneouſneſs, extreme
fineneſs, and ſtrict union of its parts.

Other metals are ranged after gold , according

to the order of their compofition , or the ſtronger

or weaker combination oftheir principles. Platina

immediately follows gold ; and filver that. Silver

alſo refifts the action of fire ; but is leſs malleable

and ductile than gold , and diſſoluble by a much

greater number of diſſolvents.

Copper appears after ſilver, and has a great

affinity to that metal . It is itſelf ſucceeded by tin ,

lead , and iron .

Thoſe compounds, which differ from metals

only by their not being malleable, bear a great

reſemblance to them, and are called demi-metals,

Such are antimony, biſmuth, Jpelter.

Vitriols, produced by the union of metallic

particles with a coagulated acid, ſeem to be the

paſſage from metallic ſubstances to ſalts.
Salis
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Salts, which always affect determinate and con

ftant figures, indicate thereby the invariableneſs

and ſimplicity of their principles, whoſe funda

mentals are water and earth .

When they are diſſolved by water, or vola

tilized by air, they become one of the principal

cauſes of the growth of vegetables, as they are

of fermentations, whoſe effečts are ſo various and
extenfive.

The regularity and uniformity of the different

kinds of chryſtallization, fufficiently prove that

they are to be attributed to ſalts, which being

diſſolved and conveyed by a liquid , and united

to foreign matters, compoſe theſe pyramidal

maſſes.

Stones, whoſe ſpecies are ſo numerous, preſent

us with maſſes of every form , colour , ſize, and

conliſtence, according to the diverſity of liquids,

earth, fulphur, metallic parts, falts, places , and

other circumſtances which contributed to their

formation .

Some of them are perfe &tly tranſparent; and

theſe ſeem to be the moſt ſimple. Others are

more or leſs opake, as their principles are more

or leſs heterogeneous, or more or leſs mixed.

5. The apparent organization of leafed ftones,

orſuch as are divided into layers, as ſlates, that

of fibrous ſtones, or thoſe compoſed of filaments,

as the amianthus , ſeem to conſtitute the paſſage

fron rough to organized ſolids.

We muſt however allow, that this tranſition is

not ſo happily effected , as thoſe we obſerve in

divers other claſſes of terreſtrial beings.

OrganizedD4
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Organized ſolids are divided into two general
clafles; vegetable and animal.

It is not eaſy to determine preciſely the di

ftin &tion between thefe two claſſes. · We cannot

clearly diſcern where the vegetable terminates, or

the animal commences.

Neither the greater or leſs degree offimplicity

in organization, nor the method of production,

nouriſhing, increaſing and multiplying, nor the

locomotive faculty , fufficiently enables us to diftina

guifh between theſe two orders of beings .

There are fome animals whoſe ſtructure ap

pears as ſimple as that of plants.

What the feed and germ are to the plant, the

egg and embryo are tothe animal.

The plant and animal increaſe in equal propora

tion by an infenfible expanfion occaſioned by nu

trition.

Thematter received in both of them by inward

fuſception , is there ſubject to analogous prepa

rations . On part ſerves as a cloathing to the ef

fence of the plant or animal ; the reſt is evacuated .

There is in plants as well as animals a diſtinc
tion of fexes ; and this diftinction in them is fol

lowed by the fame effential effects that accompany

the latter . Several kinds of animals multiply by

flips and ſprigs ; and there are ſoine, that, like

plants, pafs their whole lives without changing
their ſituation .

If there is any one character, peculiar to the

animal, it is that of being furniſhed with nerves.
6. The
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a

6. The plant which ſeems to occupy the loweſt

place in the ſcale ofvegetables, is a ſmallunformed

maſs, in which the eye can only perceive a kind

of marbling, without any diftin &t part. This

plant is the truffle, the ſeeds of which are diſco

vered by the microſcope.

At a ſmall diſtance from theſe, is the nume

rous family of muſhrooms and agarics, which
would be taken for different kinds of excrefcences,

were it not that the eye, by the aſſiſtance of a

glaſs, can diſcover flowers and feeds in their

folds or cavities.

a

Liverworts, equal in the number of their ſpe.

cies to muſhrooms, nearly refemble them. They

cleave to the ſurface of ſtones, dry wood, trees ,

&c. ſometimes like brown ſpots, at others in

pieces of a circular form , of a grey, or yellow

colour, compoſed of ſmall ſhells or nobs, or

notched like fringe, lace , & c . The feeds are

contained in ſmall capſules, inviſible to the naked

eye , as are likewiſe the flowers,

Moffes ſeem to be a ſpecies between the muſh

roomsand liverworts . They delight in ſhade and

moiſture, and cling to various forts of bodies.

The filaments which iſſue from them are often of

a cotton-like nature, and bear flowers and ſeeds.

a

7. Plants are of three very diftin & t forts.

The firſt, which are for the moſt part of a ſmall

fize, delicate conſtitution, inactive, and abound

ing in humours, live but a ſhort time ; a year is

commonly the term of their life.

The ſecond, which are for the moſt part of a

D5 gigantic
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gigantic fize, robuſt conſtitution , hard , and not

fo full of humours, live many years , and even

for ſeveral ages.

The third bear a mean proportion between the
firſt and ſecond.

4

Herbs are the firſt, trees the ſecond, and ſhrubs

the third.

Theſe three kinds which are ſpread over the

face of the earth, live promiſcuouſly therein ; but
there exiſts in the different claſſes, an almoſt in

finite diverſity of ſizes, forms, colours, and incli
nations.

They all in common paſs their lives in a ſtate

of immoveableneſs. Fixed to the earth by various

forts of fibres, they derive their principal nouriſh

ment from it ; and with them , to live is to expand

themſelves.

8. The roots, ſtalk, branches, leaves, flowers,

and fruits, comprize all that is moft remarkable

in the external parts of plants .

The roots, by means of their different kinds of

hinges, tuberoſties, and ramifications, keep the

plant fixed to the earth , while their pores imbibe

an exceeding fine ſlime, which the water liquefies,

and carries with it .

From the root ſprings the ſtalk , to which the

plant partly owes its ftrength and beauty: Being

ſometimes ſhaped like a pipe ; it is fortified with

knots ſkilfully diſpoſed. As it is ſometimes too

weak to ſupport itſelf, it contrives means to twiſt

itſelf about a ſolidprop, or to faſten to it by means

of the little hands it is furniſhed with . Other

wiſe it appears a ſtrong pillar, bears its proud
head

a
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head aloft in the air , and braves the efforts of

forms and tempefts.

The branches ſhoot forth , like ſo many arms,,

from the trunk and Italk, on which they are diftri

buted with great regularity. They are divided

and ſub -divided into many ſmall boughs, and the

fub -diviſions obſerve the ſame order as the princi.

pal diviſions.

The leaves , that charming ornament of plants,

are diſpoſed round the ſtalk and branches with the

fame fymmetry. Some are ſimple, others com

pounded; or formed of various foliage. One fort

is plain ; another indented . Some of them are

very thin , others hard , ſoft, plump, ſmooth , rough,

or hairy.

The flowers, whoſe enamel is one of the princi.

pal beauties of nature, are not leſs diverſified than

the leaves. Some have only a ſingle leaf, others

feveral. Here it appears like a large veſſel open

ing itſelfgracefully ;there it forms a groteſque

figure in imitation of a muzzle , head piece or

cowl. Farther ſtill, it is a butterfly, a ftar, a

crown, a radiant fun. Some are diſperſed on the

plant without any art ; others compoſe noſegays,

globes, tufts of feathers, garlands, pyramids.

The greater part of them are furniſhed with one

or more cups, ſometimes fimple and plain , at

others conſiſting of ſeveral pieces , or properly

a

cut.

From the center of the flower proceeds one or

feveral little pillars , either ſmooth or channelted,

founded at top , or terminating in a point , call
D : 6 piftilsa
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piſtils, which commonly encompaſs other ſmaller

pillarscalled ſtamina. Theſe carry on the upper
part of them a ſort of ſmall bladders full of ex

ceeding fine powder, every grain of which ,

viewed through a microſcope, appears of a very

regular figure, but varied, according to his ſpe.

cies. In ſome they are ſmall ſmooth globes ; in

others, they are thick ſet with prickles like the

covering of a cheſnut, and ſometimes they reſem ,

ble ſmall priſms, or ſome other regular body.

But how ſhall we expreſs their fineneſs, the

lively appearance, delicacy , and variety of ſha

dowings, which accompany, in many ſpecies of

flowers, the ſweetneſs and agreeableneſs of the

perfume ?

The flowers are ſucceeded by the fruits and

feeds. Magnificent decoration ! precious riches,

which repair the loffes occaſioned to plants by

the intempeiateneſs of ſeaſons, and the neceſſities

of men and other animals.

All fruits and feeds have this in common , they

inclofe under one or more coverings the germ of

the fuiure plants. Some have only ſuch cover

ingsas immediately infold the germ, whoſe outſide

is of the ſtrongeſt contexture ; and among theſe,

there are ſome that are provided with wings, tufts,

or plumes of feathers, by means of which they are

conveyed in the air or water, by which they are

tranſported and ſown in different parts. Others

are better cloathed , being lodged in fheaths or

pods, incloſed in a kind ofbox, having one or

more partitions. A third fort, under a moſt de

licious fruit, which is rendered ftill more agreeable

a

a

by
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by its beautiful colour, contain a ſtone or kernel.

Others are incloſed in ſhells which are either

armed with prickles, abound with a bitter juice or

adorned with very fine hair.

The outſide of fruits and feeds do not afford

leſs variety than the leaves and flowers ; there is

hardly any figure whatever which they do not

furniſh a repreſentation of.

9 . The inſide of plants is compoſed of four

orders of veſſels, viz. the ligneousfibres, utriculi,

or little bags, the proper vaſes, and the trachea

or air -veſſels.

The ligneous fibres are very ſmall channels de

poſited according to the length of the plant, and

confift of little pipes placed near each other.

Sometimes theſe veſſels are parallel, and at others

are ſeparated, leaving between them intervals or

oblong ſpaces.

Theſe ſpaces are filled by the utriculi, a kind

of membranous bladders, horizontally diſpoſed,

and which communicate with each other.

The proper vaſes are a kind of ligneous fibres

which principally differ from the reſt by their

juice, which is of a deeper colour, or thicker.

In the middle of them , or round a great num

ber of ligneous fibres, are ſome veſſels which are

not ſo narrow , compoſed of a ſilvery elaſtic blade,

formed ſpirewiſe, like a ſpring ; theſe are arte

ries. They ſeldom contain any thing but air.

Theſe four orders of veffels, which are diſperſed

through all the parts of the vegetable in propora
tion
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tion to the functions of each, compoſe, at leaſt

in trees and ſhrubs, three principal beds. the bark,

the wood, and the pith .

The bark , or rind, which is the outer covering

of plants, and is ſmooth, even , and ſhining in

ſome, and rough, channelled, and hairy in others,

is formed of the wideſt fibres that are the leaſt

preſled together, and which admit within them

the moſt air.

The wood, which is placed under the rind , has

narrower and niore contracted pipes, its utricles

leſs repleniſhed or dilated ; and this only has arte
ries.

Thepith, which is ſituated at the heart of the

plant , is little more than a collection of utricles,

which are greater and more capacious than thoſe

of the bark and wood . They diminiſh , and dry

up, as the plant advances in age..

The fimplicity of the organization of vegetables

is the principal ſource of their different methods

of multiplication.

A plant puſhes out buds from all points of its

ſurface, theſe buds themſelves are plants : being

cut, and laid in the ground, they take root there ,

and become intire plants, like that of which they

were before only a part.

The ſmalleſt branch or leaf may give birth to

fuch a whole plant.

Suckers taken from different plants, and in

grafted in the ſtalk or branches of another plant,

incorporate

a
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incorporate themſelves with it , and being united

thereto, form one organical body.

10. The timorous fenfitive plant flies the hand

that approaches her ; The cloſes herſelf again with

the utmoſt ſpeed ; and this motion bearing lo

great a reſemblance to that of animals, ſeems to

conſtitute one of thoſe connections whereby the

vegetable and animal kingdoms are united .

A little above the fenfitive, in a kind of calix ,

at the bottom of the water, is a ſmall body, exactly

reſembling a flower. It draws back and entirely

diſappears when I offer totouch it. It comes out

of the calix , and opens itſelf on my retiring to a

diſtance from it.

While I was endeavouring in vain to account

for this, I diſcovered by the ſide of it another body

of the ſame form , but larger, and not lodged in

an incloſure. It was ſupported by a ſmall talk,

whoſe lower extremity joined to a plant , whilft

the other , inclining towards the ground, was di

vided into ſeveral little branches.

I immediately believed it to be a paraſte plant;

and in order to be more fully convinced of it, I

cut it in half between its two extremities.

It ſoon ſprouted out again, and appeared the
ſame as before. I ſtood awhile to conſider it . I

ſaw the little branches move, and extend theme

ſelves to ſeveral inches in length. They are ex

tremely fine, and ſpread themſelves on all ſides.

A little worm came and touched one of theſe

branches : it preſently twiſted itſelf about the

worm, and by contracting itſelf, brought it to the

upper
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upper extremity of the ſtalk . There I perceived

a ſmall aperture, which enlarged itſelf in order to

receive the worm . It was received into a long

cavity that incloſes the ſtalk : being there diffolved

and digeſted before my eyes ; I afterwards ſaw

the remainder go out again at the ſame opening.

The next moment, this ſingular production ſe

parated itſelf from the plant , and began to walk .

The branches after having performed the office

of arms, are likewiſe employed by it inſtead of

legs.

After having made theſe obſervations , I could

not help acknowledging, that what I took for a

paraſite plant, was a real animal. I then took a

view of the piece I had cut off from it , and per

ceived , to iny ſurprize, that it had grown, and

was become a compleat one like the other.

But my furprize was greatly increaſed , when

at the end of ſome weeks I found theſe animals

were transformed into two ſmall very buſhy

trees .

From the trunk , which I knew to be the body

of the animal, fprung ſeveral branches on all

ſides of it ; from theſe branches, ſmaller ones

ſprouted forth, and from thoſe, ſmaller till . They

all move different ways, and ftretch out their

branches , while the trunk continues fixed to a

prop. This ſurprizing aſſemblage forms only one

entire body ; and the nouriſhment it receives by

one of its parts, is fucceffively communicated to

all the reſt. In ſhort, this collection of bodies di

vides itſelf ; each piece ſeparates itſelf from the

others, and lives diſtinctly from them .

Amazed at theſe wonders, I part one of theſe

animals length -wiſe, about the middle of the body,

I am
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aI am preſently in poſſeſſion of a monſter with two
heads.

I repeat the operation a great many times on

the ſame ſubject, and by this means I give birth

to an hydra, more aſtoniſhing than that ofLerna .

part ſeveral of theſe animals tranſverſely, and

lay the ſeparated pieces end to end. They graft

or unite themſelves to each other, and compoſe

only one intire animal.

I

To this prodigy I find a new one fucceed. I

turn one of theſe inſects, as we do a glove, putting.

the outſide within; and vice verſa . He does not

ſuffer the leaſt alteration from that : he lives,

grows, and multiplies .

Theſe animals which multiply by flips and

ſhoots, that we ingraft and turn inſide out, are

polypus's.

They are of very different ſpecies. Many of

them never ſhift their place. Some divide them

felves length -wife, and thus make very pretty

noſegays, whoſe flowers are in cluſters.

11. There is a wonderful variety in the con

ſtruction of animal machines. There are ſome

whoſe number of parts is very ſmall; others on

the contrary, are very much compounded. In

ſome there are only two or three pieces alike ;
others exhibit to us a much greater number. In

ſhort, the fame parts are differently diſpoſed or

combined in different machines .

The perfection of the machines in nature con

fifts, as in thoſe of art, in the number of parts ,

and diverſity of effects. That is accounted the

moſt perfect, which with the ſmalleſt number of

parts, produces the greateſt variety of effects.

But
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But there is, with reſpect to ourſelves, a con .

ſiderable difference between the natural and arti.

ficial machines; for whereas we may judge of theſe

by an exact compariſon of their ſtrength and pro

duce, we can only form our opinion of the others

by their conſequences.

1

After this manner we are enabled to judge of

the perfection of the human body, from the di

verſity and extent of the operations of man, ra

ther than from an inſpection of his organs, of

which we have only a partial view . And if cor

poreal perfection correſponds with ſpiritual, as

there is reaſon to believe it does, man, as he is

ſuperior to other animals by underſtanding, ſo he

likewiſe is by organization. Whence we may

infer, that thoſe animals, whoſe ſtructure moft

nearly reſembles that of men , ought to be conſi .

dered as the moſt elevated in the ſcale,

12. Of all animals that are known to us, the

polypus is one whoſe ſtructure ſeems to be the

moſt ſimple, and to come neareſt that of plants.

This extraordinary animal ſeems to confift alto

gether of ſtomach. His body and arms are com

poſed of one and the ſame bowel, whoſe compo

fition is perfe &tly uniform . The beſt microſcopes

only diſcover in them an infinite number of ſmall

grains, which are tinged with the nouriſhment the,

animal feeds upon ?

Can theſe grains be ſo many utricles ? Can

they receive the aliment by immediate conduits,

prepare it and tranſmit it to other veſſels appoint
ed to convey it into the channels of circulation ?

Is there a circulation in the polypus ?

The
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The different kinds of veffels which the firſt

conjecture ſuppoſes, and which their fineneſs or

tranſparency may render inviſible to us , muſt be

lodged in the thick part of the texture of the po

lypus. We are induced to think ſo from the

experiment of turning it inſide out, which being

effected, does not cauſe any change in the vital

functions.

mean the

But of what ſervice can that property be to the

polypus, which it cannot make uſe of without the

affiſtance of man ? I operation of turn

ing the inſide outwards.

1 anſwer, that this property is one of the con

ſequences of an organization peculiarly neceſſary

to the polypus . The Author of nature never

intended to create an animal capable of being

turned as we do a glove : but he deſigned to form

an animal whoſe principal viſcera were lodged in

the thickeſt part of the ſkin, and which had power

in a certain degree to eſcape various accidents to

which the nature of its life unavoidably expoſed

it . Now, what naturally follows from this orga

nization is , the being enabled to endure this ſhift

ing without occaſioning its death .

13. Thoſe animals whoſe ſtructure appears leſs

fimple than that of the polypus , multiply like him

by ſlips.

aTheſe worms, which have a ſtomach, inteſtines

heart, arteries, veins, lungs, and organs of gene

ration . If we look narrowly into the circulation

of their blood , we hall perceive its continuance

with the ſame regularity in all thoſe parts which

have been ſeparated from the reſt by cutting.
Theſe
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Theſe worms bring us to treat of infests.

14. Here we are introduced into a kingdom of

animals, the moſt extenſive and diverſified of any

on the face of the globe . That province of this

vaft empire which is ſeen on the ſurface of veget

ables , is fufficient of itſelf to attra&t the curioſity

ofa traveller, either from the prodigious number

of its inhabitants, or the fingularity and diverſity of

their forms .

Theſe are pigmies, the greateſt part of which

are ſo minute, as not to be diſtinctly ſeen without

the help of a microſcope. They bear the general

name of Infects, and this name was given to them

on account of the inciſons of various depths , by

which the bodies of ſeveral of them are divided .

The character which ſeems eſſentially to diſtin

guiſh inſects from other animals , is , that they have

no bones . The analogous parts with which ſome

ſpecies ofthem are provided, are placed on the

outſide of their bodies, whereas in other animals

the bones are always on the inſide.

Life, in inſects, does not reſult from a mechaniſm

as compounded, as in the animals of a larger ſize .

In them, the number of different kinds of organs

is ſmaller ; but ſome of theſe organs

multiplied.

ſeem more

Conſidered in their exterior form , inſects may

be divided into two claſſes. The firſt comprehends

inſects improperly ſo called, whoſe body is con

tinued ; theſe bear the general name of worms.

The ſecond claſs comprehends inſects properly

fo
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fo termed, whoſe body is divided by certain inci
ſions or contractions.

In the greater part of inſects of this claſs, the

inciſions ſeparate the body into three principal

parts, the head, the ſtomach, the belly : this di.

viſion has a relation to that obſerved in great

animals. Some of the inſects of the firſt claſs are

without legs : others are furniſhed with them. All

the inſects of the ſecond claſs have legs; but ſome

are winged , others not .

There is ſuch a diverſity in inſeēts, that it may

be queſtioned if there is not united in them every

variety to be met with throughout the animal

world. And what renders this variety ftill more

ſurprizing is, that it does not extendmerely to
thewhole ſpecies, but likewiſe to individuals . The

ſame inſecthas at one time organs that are not to

be found in him at another. The ſame individual

which in his youth belonged to the firſt claſs, in

a more advanced age take up his rank in the
ſecond. From thence arife the difficulties attend .

ing a proper diſtribution of theſe little animals.

a

15. The bodies of almoſt all inſects are formed

of a collection of rings, ſet in each other, which

by contracting or dilating , lengthening or ſhort

ening, contribute to all the motions of the ani.

mal .

The head, in many ſpecies changes its form in

an inſtant. It contracts and dilates itſelf, lengthens

and ſhortens, appears and diſappears, at the plea

fure of the inſect. The flexibility of its folds en

ables it to make theſe motions. In other ſpecies,

he head is in one conſtant poſition , and bears a

greater
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greater reſemblance to that of the larger animals

by the hardneſs of its covering, which is ſcaly.

The mouth is ſometimes diſcovered to be a

ſimple circular aperture : but it is generally fur

niſhed with hooks, or a kind of pick -ax ; with

teeth , or two indented ſhells which they inove
horizontally ; with a trunk, a very compact inftru

ment, which ſerves to extract and liquefy ,and raiſe

up alimentary juice ; or with a ſting, which is an

organ analogous to the trunk, and endued with

the ſame eſſential functions,

Several ſpecies have two of thoſe inſtruments

united in them , ſometimes the teeth and the

trunk, and ſometimes the trunk and the ſting.

Many ſpecies of inſects are deprived of the uſe of

fight. With them the feeling or ſome other

fenſe, ſupplies the defects of eyes.

The eyes of inſects are of two kinds ; the ſmooth

ones are always few in number ; the rough com

monly amount to ſeveral thouſands, and are fixed

on the ſides of the head , in the form of two

ſemicircular maſſes. In both of them they are

utterly immoveable ; and their number compen

fates in ſome meaſurethe want of mobility it is

therefore leſs a mark of perfection thanof imper,

fection. Many ſpecies have at the ſame time

two ſmooth eyes and two rough ones .

Hearing ſeems to be denied to inſects: at leaſt

the exiſtence of this ſenſe in them is very doubte
ful .

The caſe is not the ſame with reſpect to ſmell.

ing. Divers inſects have it in an exquiſite man

ner,
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ner,but the ſeat of it is not known. May it not

be ſituate in thoſe two moveable horns called the

antennæ , whoſe uſe we are yet unacquainted with ?

The legs of inſects are ſcaly and membraneous.

Thoſe are moved by the aſſiſtance of divers arti

culations, while theſe, which are more pliable,

are turned every way without difficulty. " Theſe

two forts of legsare often united in the ſame worm.

Some of them have ſeveral hundred legs ; but do

not on that account walk faſter than ſuch as have

only ſix .

The wings, which are two or four in number,

are ſometimes formed of a ſimple and moreor leſs

tranſparent gauze, and ſometimes covered with

little ſcales differently figured ; in ſome they are

compoſed of feathers, as in birds , in others they

are uncovered , or incloſed in caſes. In many

ſpecies the male is winged, and the female not.

On the ſides or extremities of thebody are little

oval apertures, ſhaped like the ball of the eye,
and ſuſceptible of the fame motions . Theſe are

ſo many mouths for the purpofe of reſpiration .

16. The interior part of inſects contains four

principal viſcera ; the ſpinal marrow , the inteſti

nal bag, the heart and the tracheal arteries.

A blackiſh thread , which is extended the whole

length of the belly from the head to the hinder

part, and knit togetherat certain diſtances, is the

the ſpinal marrow of inſects, or the principal
trunk of the nerves .

The knots placed from one ſpace to another,

ſeem ſo many particular brains, appointed to diſ

tribute
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tribute the nervous ſtrings to the neighbouring

parts, from the action of which the feeling and

motion proceed . The firſt of theſe knots confti

tutes the brain , properly ſo called .

On the medullary thread is placed the inteſtinal

bag, which is equal to it in length. It is a long

gut, in which are contained the afophagus, the

ftomach, and inteſtines,

Along the back, and parallel to the inteſtinal

bag, there runs a long and thin veſlel , in which may

be perceived ,through the ſkin of the inſect, al

ternate contractions and dilatations. This is the

heart , or that part which performs the functions

of it .

The arterial veſſels of irſeĉts perfeétly reſemble

thoſe of plants. There is in every part of them

the ſame ſtructure, colour, elaſticity , deſtination ,

and diſperſion through the whole body.

a

17. Worms, whoſe bodies are lodged in a cruf

taceous or ſony pipe, ſeem to conſtitute the con
nection between infects and ſhell-fiſh .

There are notwithſtanding ſome ſhell animals ,

whoſe ſtructure with reſpect to its ſimplicity,

ſeems to vie with that of the polypus.

Of this number is the pond muſcle, wherein we

can diſcover neither ſpinal marrow , arteries, veins,

nor lungs.

Does the ſcale of nature branch out as it advan

ces ? May inſects and ſhell - fith be two paralle

branches of this great fem ? May the frog and

the lizard, which bear ſo near a reſemblance to

inſects, be a ramification of them ? We are not

able at preſent to anſwer theſe queſtions.

Such is the gradation between beings, that they

often differ from each other by flender ſhadow .

a

ing ;
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ings; and ſuch is the narrowneſs of our capa

cities, that none but the plain and more ſtriking
marks attract our notice.

18. The agreeable diverſity in the figures of

ſhells, helps us to judge of the variety ſubſiſting

in the organization of thofe animals who are the

inhabitants and architects of them . Some conſiſt

of one intire piece ; others of two or more. Some

are formed in imitation of a trumpet, a ſcrew, a

tiara, a dial. Others reſemble a helmet, a club,

a ſpider, a comb . In this, it is a kind of fleſhy

cale ; in another it is a ſhip, wherein the ſailor is

at the ſame time rudder, maſt, and fail.

Animals that have ſhells, and inſects with ſcales,

ſeem to have an affinity to each other by a

common character ; both of them have their

bones placed on the outſide. We may in effect

conſider the ſhell as the bone of the animal which

occupies it; ſince hebrings it into the world with

him , and adheres to it by different muſcles.

But it is certain , moft ſhells are formed of the

ftony juices , which tranſude from the pores of the

animal .

The bones, as well as the ſhells of inſects, grow

and are nouriſhed by veſſels which paſs through

their ſubſtance.

Shell-fiſh form two great families, that of the

concha, or larger kind, whoſe ſhell is made up
of

two or ſeveral pieces ; and that of ſnails, whoſe

ſhell conſiſts of one ſingle piece, turned for the

moſt part ſpirally.

The ſtructure of the firſt ſeems much more

ſimple than that of the laſt. The conchæ have

VOL, IV. E neither
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1

neither head, horns, nor jaws; one can only ob

ſerve in them air-vents, a mouth , an anus, and

ſometimes a ſort of foot. The greateſt part of

ſnails, on the contrary, have a head, horns, eyes,
a mouth, an anus, and a foot. The round and

fleſhy head is at the anterior and upperpart of the

animal. It contains a brain , compoſed of two

little globes, whoſe apparatus is of ſuch a movea

able nature, that it is transferred from the hinder

to the fore part at the pleaſure of the ſnail. The

horns, which are two or four in number, placed

on the ſides of the head , are a kind of pipes, ſuſ.

ceptible of various motions, and which the animal

can draw into his head by the help of a muſcle,

which the Grand Obſerver has ordained to per

form the functions of the optic nerve. In ſome

ſpecies of ſnails the eyes are placed at the extre

mity of the horns, as at the end of the ſhank of a

pair of ſpectacles. In others at the baſe, or towards

the middle. They are black and brilliant, pretty

much reſembling the form of a very ſmall onion.

We can only diſcover their tunic, which is called

the uvea ; but they have the three humours be.

longing to our eye. The mouth, which is com

monly a ſinall chink like a furrow , is furniſhed

in many ſpecies of them , with two cartilaginous

jaws placed on each other, whoſe inequalities or

clefts perform the office ofteeth, ſome ſpecies have

real teeth, like thoſe of a ſea-dog, which are ex

The ſhell -fiſh that have no jaws, have a fleſhy

or muſcular pipe, which ſupplies the place of a

Anout.

a

tremely ſmall.

Snails are not provided with feet; but they have

one foot of a particular make, which is nothing

more
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more than a collection of a great number of muſ.

cles, whoſe motions imitate thoſe of the waves of

the ſea. A pretty thin membrane lines the in

fide of the ſhell, and ſometimes the outſide. It

is a kind of mantle; furniſhed with trachea or air

vents, which ſeparate the air from the water, at,

the origin of which are perceived littlegills deſ .

tined to the ſame uſes. The heart, which is ſitua

ted near the ſurface of the body, has a ſenſible

motion, whereby it riſes and falls alternately. In

the conchæ it is underneath the ſtomach.

19. Animals with ſhells bear an affinity to

fiſhes. Reptiles ſeem to take place between or

next to them , being united to ſhelled animals by

theſlug, and to the fiſhes by the water -ferpent.

In reptiles, animal perfection begins to in.
creaſe in a ſenſible manner. The number of their

organs, their confirmation and exerciſe, give them

onthis account a greater analogy with the me
chaniſm of thoſe animals we eſteem the moſt per

fect. The organs of viſion , hearing, and circula

tion , furniſh examples ſufficient to indicate this.

This analogy is augmented in fiſhes.

a

The eel, by its formation, and creeping fiſhes

by their method of moving, connect fiſheswith

the water-ſerpent.

20. Fiſh are like reptiles, for the moſt part co

vered with ſcales, whoſe figures and rich colours ,

help to make a diſtinction between the ſpecies.

There is a great variety in the form of fiſhes.

Some are long and ſlender; others are broad and

E ſhort.

a
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ſhort. We ſee among them flat, cylindrical , tri

angular, ſquare, and circular. Some are armed

with a great horn. Others wear a long (word,

or a kind of ſaw . A third ſort are furniſhed with

pipes, through which they throw out the remain

der of the water they have ſwallowed . Wings

are to birds of the ſame uſe as fins to fiſhes. Some

have two or three : others have a greater num

ber. The head of fiſhes, like that of reptiles, is

joined cloſe to the body. The mouth, which is

commonly furniſhed with two or more rows of

teeth , is ſometimes placed on the back, as are the

eyes. The lungs, which are formed of ſeveral

blades or vaſcular leaves, are often placed at the

ſurface of the body. They are known by the

name of gills. But let us avoid anatomical de

fcriptions,which would carryus too far. We

ſhall now confine ourſelves to ſomeof the princi

pal varieties, and to the ſources of thoſe relations

that are moſt ſtriking.

21. I ſee the flying fiſh dart itſelf into the air

from the bottom of the water, having fins reſemb

ling the wings of a bat. Herein it has an affinity to

birds. But I fee a great animal advancing to

wards the ſea- ſhore, having a head and fore -part

like a lion , and the hind -part reſembling that of a

fiſh . It has no ſcales : and is borne on two paws

that have toes with fins to them. 'Tis called the

Jea -lion . He is followed by the ſea -calf, and the

hippopotamus or ſea-horſe, and by all in general

of the cetaceous kind. The crocodile and tortoiſe

preſent themſelves to my view in their turn ; and

I now find myſelf among quadrupeds. Without

preſumingto account forthe ways of nature, we

will at preſent place birds between fiſhes and four

footed
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footed animals. In this order aquatic birds are

ranged immediately under the flying-fiſh. Am

phibious birds, or ſuch as live both on land and

in the water, will occupy the ſcale next in courſe ,

and by this means opena communication between

the terreſtrial, aquatic, and aërial regions .

To this new manſion there is added a new de

coration. To ſcales ſucceed feathers, which are

cloſer compacted and more varied : a bill takes

place of teeth : wings and feet are to them inſtead of

fins : lungs formed within, and of a different ſtruc

ture, cauſe the gills to diſappear : a melodious

ſong follows a profound filence. Between the

cormorant and ſwallow ,the partridge and vulture,

thehumming bird and oſtrich, the owl and pea

cock, the raven and nightingale, what a ſurprizing

variety is there of ſtructure, proportion, colour,

and ſong !

22. Hairy birds having projecting ears, a mouth

furniſhed with teeth , and whole body is carried

on four paws armed with claws , are they birds in

reality ? Are quadrupeds, that fly by the aflift.

ance of great membraneous wings, really ſuch ?

The bat and flying-Squirrel are theſe ſtrange ani.

mals, which are ſo proper for eſtabliſhing the

gradation that ſubfifts between all the produétions

of nature. The oſtrich, with the feet of a goat,

which rather runs than flies, ſeems to be another

link which unites birds to quadrupeds.

The claſs of quadrupeds is not inferior in va
riety to that of birds. Theſe are two perſpectives

of a different taſte, but which have ſome analogous

points of view. Carnivorous quadrupeds anſwer
E 3 to
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to birds of prey. Quadrupeds that live on herbs

or ſeeds, anſwer to birds that feed on the ſame

kind of aliment . The ſcreech - owlamong birds is

the ſame as the cat among four-footed animals.

The beaver ſeems anſwerable to the duck. Quad

rupeds may be divided into two principal claſſes.

The firſt comprehends quadrupeds with a ſolid

foot. The ſecond comprizes quadrupeds whoſe

' feet are furniſhed with claws or toes. Amongſt

quadrupeds of the firſt claſs from the ſtag to the

hog, and thoſe of the ſecond, from the lion to the

mouſe, what a diverſity of models, fizes, and

motions, do we obſerve!

By what degrees does nature raiſe herſelf up to
man ?

How will ſhe rectify this head that is always

inclined towards the earth ? How change theſe

paws into flexible arms? What method will the

make uſe of to transform theſe crooked feet into

fupple and ſkilful hands ? Or how will ſhe widen

and extend this contracted ftomach ? In what

manner will ſhe place the breafts, and give them

a roundneſs ſuitable to them ?

The ape is this rough draught of man ; this

rude ſketch ; an imperfect repreſentation, which

nevertheleſs bears å reſemblance to him, and is

the laſt creature that ſerves to diſplay the admire

able progreſſion of theworks of God !

CHAP
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С НА Р. IV.

Continuation ofthe gradual Progreſon ofBeings:

THE
1 . 'HE relations which the plant bears to

thoſebeings that ſurround it, and from

whence it derives its ſubſiſtence, are purely cor

poreal, or comprehended entirely within the

ſphere of the properties of bodies. ' The animal,

which is more excellent, is allied to nature by

other connections, and by ſuch as are of a more

exalted kind. Like the plant, it vegetates : like

her, it receives that nouriſhment from without,

which promotes the growth of it ; and, like her,

it multiplies. But tothoſe different actions, are

ſuperadded feeling, or the perception of what paſſes
within him . This ſenſe of feeling is connected

with ſeveral others, which are produced various

ways ; and they are all accompanied either with

pleaſure or pain.

Agreeable ſenſations inform the animal of the

relations which certain bodies have to its preſer

vation or welfare : diſagreeable orpainful ſenſa.

tions advertiſe him of qualities which are hurtful.

He is then the center to which divers objects are

directed : he draws near ſome, and keeps at a

diſtance from others . The nerves, or that cluſter

of ſmall fibres which extend themſelves from the

brain to all parts, like ſmall cords , conſtitute the

immediate organ of feeling.

E 4 2. Does
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2. Does ſpiritual perfection always anſwer to

corporeal in animals ? If this be true, how comes

it to paſs, that the ſimple oftrich appears inferior

in point of underſtanding to the lion piſmire,

which is placed ſo much beneath it in reſpect to

Atructure ?

4

Let us not mistake. The marks of underſtand

ing exhibited to us in ſome infe& ts are ſurprizing,

inaſmuch as we do not expect to meet with them

in thoſe animals we ſcarce think capable of feel

ing. Our imagination is warmed, and we aſcribe

to thoſe inſectsmore genius than they really have.

On the contrary , we form high expectations

from larger animals; ſo that we are very apt to

degrade them , as ſoon as we perceive they fall

beneath the idea we entertained of them. There

are ſome however, whoſe mind does not diſplay

itſelf by ſtriking marks, but by a great number of

leſs ſenſible ones, which , being united, form a

degree of underſtanding ſuperior to that of the

moſt induſtrious infect . Such, without doubt,

would appear to be thecaſe of the oſtrich, were

ſhe better obſerved . We reproach her, with in

difference towards her eggs. It is affirmed , that

ſhe leaves the care of hatching them to the fun .

This reproach is turned into a commendation,

with regard to the oftriches of Senegal, ſince an
exa & t obſerver has beſtowed on them the atten

tionthey require. In theſe ſcorching climates,

the ſun ſufficiently heats in the day -time an of

trich's
eggs that are hid in the ſand. The warmth

of the mother would be then unneceſſary, or

even hurtful to them : ſhe would keep the fun

from them, whoſe rays are more active and effi
cacious
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cacious. But the nights in Senegal are very

cool : and the eggs would be in danger of grow

ing cold. Then the mother never fails to pro

cure them heat, by ſitting upon them during that
time.

At the Cape of Good-Hope, where it is not

ſo hot as at Senegal, the oſtrich fits night and

day, like other birds. The young ones peck in a

few hours after they are hatched ; but they are

not able to walk till ſeveral days afterwards : the

dam takes care to place near them ſuch food as is

proper for them.

Laſtly , it is to be remarked, that there is a

kind of ſociety among large animals. Their me

mory retains faithfully a certain number of ſigns

and ſounds. Their foul is affected by a variety

of perceptions : fight and hearing alone furniſh

an abundant ſource to them. Inſects afford us

but very imperfectimages of this. The lion pil.

mire is ignorant of every thing but the ſnare he

has laid , and the prey he expects in conſequence

of it. His eyes, which are motionleſs and un

meaning, differ widely from ours ; nor is he af.

fected by any found.

3. Thoſe are undoubtedly the moſt perfect ani .

mals, whoſe ſphere of underſtandingextends to

the greateſt number of objects. Theſe are vari

ous in their operations , can ſhift about, and com

paſstheir ends by different ways.

The polypus only knowshow to lengthen and

contract his arms. The fpider ſpreads a net with

a geometrical regularity. The falcon and dog

E5 purſue
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purſue their prey with fagacity. The ape pre
ſumes to imitate man .

Has God created as many ſpecies of ſouls as of

animals ? Or is there only one ſpecies of foul in

animals, differently modified according to the di

verſity of organization ? This queſtion is abſo

lutely impenetrable by us. All we can ſay con
cerning it, is this : ifGod, who has always acted

by the moſt ſimple means, has thought proper to

vary the ſpiritual perfection of animals merely by

organization, his WISDOM has fo ordained it.

4. At the ſummit of the ſcale of our globe is

placed man, the maſter-piece of the earthly cream
tion.

Not to dwell on the excellent conſtruction of

his body, let us conſider man as an intelligent be

ing . Man is endued with reaſon : he has ideas ;

he compares theſe ideas together ; judges of their

relations or oppoſitions; and acts in conſequence

of this judgment. He alone, of all animals,

enjoys the gift of ſpeech ; he cloaths his ideas

with ſuch figns as he thinks proper ; and by this

admirable prerogative he forms a connection be-.

tween them , which renders his imagination and

memory an ineſtimable fund of knowledge. By

this means man communicates his thoughts, and

brings all his faculties to a ſtate of perfečtion: by

this he attains to all arts and ſciences : and by

means of this, all nature is ſubject to him .2

Sometimes, with a ſtrong and harmonious

voice, he celebrates, in a poem , the virtues of a

hero. At others , by a ſtroke of the pencil, he

changes
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To

changes a dull canvas into a charming perſpective.

Here we ſee him, with the chiſſel and graverin

his hand, animating the marble, and giving life

to brafs. There, with the plummet and ſquare,

erecting a magnificent palace. Now we behold

him, by a microſcope of his own invention,

diſcovering new worldsamidſt inviſible atoms, or

penetrating the ſecret exerciſe and motion of a

particular organ . At other times, by changing

this microſcope into a teleſcope,he pierces into

the heavens, and contemplates Saturn and his

moons. Returning home, he preſcribes laws to

the celeſtial bodies, deſcribes their paths, mea.

ſures the earth , and weighs the ſun. Afterwards

he dives into the natureof beings, examines their

relations , and the admirable harmony reſulting

froni them, and by an attentive view of their

various perfections, he fees an immenſe chain

formed, comprehending the whole.

In another ſtation, man is occupied inſuch

arts as contribute to the ſupply of his neceſſities,

or conveniences. His reaſon condeſcends to every

thing. The earth , cultivated by his care, teems

every year with new productions. Hemp and

flax diveft themſelves of their bark to furniſh him

with cloathing. The ſheep abandons for his uſe

his rich fleece, and the ſilk -worm ſpins for him

her precious woof. The yielding metal is mould

ed in his hands. The ſtone ſoftens in his fingers.

The largeſt and ſtrongeſt trees fall athis feet, and

receive from him a new being. All the animals

are ſubject to his laws ; even the fiercelt of them

inſult not his crown with impunity . He makes

fome ſerve for food ; others he harneſſes to his

chariot; and others he condemns to till his lands.

E 6 Many

/
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Many of them he appoints to be his porters, hun

ters , guards, and muſicians. In ſhort, man plows

his adventurous way acroſs the vaſt ocean, and

by navigation unites the two extremities of the

globe.

a

5. The EXCELLENCE of human reaſon ſhines

likewiſe with a new luſtre, from the eſtabliſhment

of ſocieties. In them, virtue, honour, fear, and

intereft, variouſly employed or combined, prove

the ſource of peace, happineſs, and order . All

the individuals, being mutually interwoven toge

ther, move in a regular and harmonious manner.

Under the ſanctionof the laws , the king, prince,

and magiſtrate, by exerciſing a lawful authority,

promote virtue, ſuppreſs vice, and ſpread around

them the happieſt effects of their adminiſtration.

In ſociety, asin apure and fertile climate, talents

of different kinds ſpring up and unfold themſelves.

From that , the mechanical and liberal arts flou

riſh . Laſtly, fociety perfects friendſhip, that

faithful companion oflife, which adminiſters con

ſolation in our ſufferings, and gives a reliſh to

our pleaſures.

6. The laſt mark of the greatneſs of man, and

of his high exaltation above other animals , is the

commerce he has with his CREATOR by reli

gion .

Wrapped in the thickeſt darkneſs, the reſt of

the animal creation are ignorant of the HAND

that forined them. They enjoy an exiſtence,

but cannot trace the AUTHOR of life. Man

alone foars to God the PRINCIPLE , and prof

trate at the foot of the throne of the ALMIGHTY,

adores with the profoundeſt veneration, and with

the
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the moſt lively gratitude, the INEFFABLEGOOD

NESS that created him.

In conſequence of thoſe eminent faculties

wherewith man is enriched , God condeſcends to

reveal himſelf to him, and to lead him as it were

by the hand in the paths of happineſs. The va

rious laws he has received from the SUPREME

WISDOM, are ſo many lights placed at proper

diſtances on his road, to guide him from time to

eternity

Enlightened by this CELESTIAL GUIDE , man

advances in the glorious race that is ſet before

him , and ſeizes the crown of life, and adorns with

it his immortal brow.

7. Such is man in the higheſt degree of earthly

perfection. But mankind have their gradations ,

as well as the other productions of our globe.

There is a prodigious number of continued links

between the moſt perfect man and the ape.

If you take a ſurvey of all nations of the earth ;

if you conſider the inhabitants of the ſame king

dom, province, city , or town ; nay , do but exa

mine with attention the members of the ſame

family, and you will imagine you ſee as many

ſpecies of men as you diſcern individuals.

To the Lapland dwarf, let the giant of Mada.

gaſcar ſucceed . Let the flat-faced African, with

his black complexion and woolly hair, give place

to the European, whoſe regular features are fet

off by the whiteneſs of his complexion and beauty

of his hair. To the filthineſs of a Hottentot , op

poſe the neatneſs of a Dutchman. From the cruel

Anthropophagite paſs to the humane Frenchman .

Place

a
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Place the ſtupid Huron oppoſite the profound

Engliſhman. Aſcend from the Scotch peaſant to

the great NEWTON. Deſcend from the harmony

of the Bough to the ruſtic ſongs of the ſhepherd .

Put in the fame ſcale the lockſmith conſtručting a

jack , and VAUCANSON forming his automatons.

Reckon up the number of fteps from the ſmith

that cauſes the anvil to groan, to REAUMUR ana

tomizing fire.

Do theſe varieties ariſe from any real difference

there is between human fouls, independently in

the organization of the body ?

Weſhall not think ſo, ifwe pay a due attention

to health and ſickneſs, to conſtitution and manner

of living, to climate, and education.

You may perceive what a multitude of conſe

quences a mathematician derives from a very

ſimple principle: place this fame principle in the

hands of a man of the lower claſs, it will remain

barren, and not be productive of the ſmalleſt

truth .

May not the number of juſt conſequences which

different minds deduce from the ſame principle,

ſerve as a foundation for conſtructing a pfychrome

ter upon ; and may we not preſume thatone time

or other we ſhall be enabled to meaſure fpirits as

we now do bodies ?

But the ſcale of the creation does not terminate

at man . Another univerſe commences there,

whoſe extent , perhaps, compared to that of this ,

is as the ſpace of the ſolar vortex to the capacity
of a nut.

There ſhine the CELESTIAL HIERARCHIES,

like glittering STARS .

There
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There from all parts the angels, archangels,fe

raphim , cherubim , thrones, virtues, principa

lities, dominions, powers, caſt forth their radiant

beams.

In the centre of theſe_auguſt Spheres, ſhines

gloriouſly the SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, the

East above, whence all the other ſtars borrow

their light and ſplendor.

Ye planetary worlds ! celeſtial hierarchies ! you

fink into annihilation in the preſence of the LORD :

your exiſtence is by HIM : HE IS THAT HE IS :

HE alone poſſeſſes the plenitude of being,you enjoy

but the reflection of it. Your perfections are

ſtreams; the INFINITELY PERFECT BEING is

an ocean , an abyſs, which the cherubim preſume

not to look into.

If we enjoy a very ſenſible pleaſure on ſeeing

collected , in one place, the principal productions

of nature , how great muſt the ecſtaſy of celeſtial

ſpirits be, when they ſurvey thoſe worlds which

God has thick fown in the vaſt expanſe, and

when they contemplate the immenſity of his
works !

O ! the delightful employment thoſe ſuperior

intelligences are exerciſed in , when they compare

the different economies of theſe worlds, and weigh

in the balance ofreaſon each of theſe globes !

But all celeftial intelligences, doubtleſs enjoy not

theſe advantages in the ſamedegree. There may

be fome perhaps to whom is granted the

knowledge of one world only : others may know

ſeveral : others a much greater number.

How immenſe muſt that MIND be, which be

holds with a ſingle glance the ſum of all beings,

and which by fathoming the ſpirits of all orbs, diſ
cerns
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cerns in an inſtant and without confuſion , the

reſult of all the ideas that have, do now, and

will hereafter occupy them !

Ye inhabitants of the earth , who have received

reaſon ſufficient to convince you of the exiſtence

of theſe worlds, will you for ever be denied en

trance into them ? Will the INFINITELY GOOD

BEING , who ſhews them to you at a diſtance,

alway's refuſe you admitance into them ? No ;

ſince you are called to reſide e're long among

celeſtial hierarchies, you will like them fly from

planet to planet : you will eternally advance from

perfection to perfection, andeveryinſtant of your
duration will be diſtinguiſhed by the acquiſition of

farther degrees of knowledge. Whatever has

been with-held from your terreſtrial perfection, you

will obtain under this economy ofglory : you will

know even as you are known.

Man is ſown corruptible, he will riſe incorrup

tible and glorious ; theſe are the words of the

apoſtle and philoſopher :the covering of the feed

periſhes ; the germ fubfifts, and allures man of

immortality.

Man therefore is not in himſelf what he ap

pears to be. What we diſcover of him here below

is only the groſs foldage under which he crawls on

the earth, and whichhe muſt ſhortly caſt off.

The brain is a ſmall organical machine, deſ

tined to receive the impreflions made on the dif

ferent parts of the body, and to tranfmit them to

' 'the foul. It is by means of this that the foul acts

on various points of the body, and adheres to
nature .

e'extremities of all the nerves, radiate to

the ſeat of the ſoul : it is in ſome meaſure the

center
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center of this admirable collection , the threads

ofwhich are ſo numerous, fine, delicate, and full

of motion.

But the nerves are not ſtretched like the ſtrings

of an inſtrument of muſic. Animals that are

intirely glutinous, are notwithſtanding very ſen
ſible .

We then admit there is a fluid in the nerves ,

whoſe ſubtilty prevents our ſeeing it; and which

ſerves both for the propagation of ſenſible impreſ.

ſions, and muſcular motion .

The inſtantaneouſneſs of this propagation, and

ſome other phænomena, indicate that there is a

certain analogy between the nervous fluid and fire

or light.

We know that all bodies are impregnated

by fire. It abounds in aliment. It is extracted

from it by the brain , from whence it paſſes into
the nerves .

The feat of the foul, the immediate organ of

feeling and thought, can be no other than a com

poſition of this vital fire. The brain which we ſee

and feel, muft therefore only be the caſe or cover

ing of the ethereal machine, which conſtitutes the

real ſeat of the foul.

It may indeed be the germ of that ſpiritual and

glorious body, which REVELATION oppoſes to

the animal and vile.

The reſurrection, then, will only conſiſt in a

prodigiouſly rapid unfolding of this germ , which,

lies hid in the brain .

Theſe ſenſes are the foundation of thoſe rela.

tions which the animal body bears to terreſtrial

bodies. The feat of the foul, or the little ethe

real machine that conſtitutes it, has parts correſ

ponding
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ponding with the groſſer ſenſes, ſince it receives

motions from thence, and tranſmits them to the

foul. Theſe parts , by the opening of the germ , will

acquire a degree of perfe&tion incompatible with

the preſent ſtate ofman. But this germ may

likewiſe contain within it new fenfes, which will

diſcloſe themſelves at the ſame inſtant , and by

multiplying in an almoſt infinite degree the re

lations of man to the univerſe, will aggrandize his

ſphere, and render it equal to that of ſuperior in

telligences.

An organized body, formed of elements ana

logous tothofe of light, will , we may reaſonably

ſuppoſe, ſtand in need of no repair. The ſpiritu

albody will preſerve itſelf by the mere energy of

its mechaniſm .

And if light or æther do not gravitate at all,

manin a glorified ftate will be enabled to tranſport

bimſelf at pleaſure into every point of ſpace, and

will fly from planet to planet, with the ſwiftneſs

of lightning

The ſenſes, as they will then be brought into

ſubjection to the ſoul, will no longer rule over

her. Separated for ever from fleſh and blood,

there will remain in hernone of thoſe earthly af

fections which reſulted from them. Tranſported

into the regions of light, the human underſtand

ing willpreſent no ideas to the will but thoſe ofthe

higheſt good. It will then have no other than

lawful deſires, and God will be their conſtant and

ultimate end. It will love him from gratitude ;

fear him from a principle of love ; and will adore

him as the SUPREMELY AMIABLE BEING ,

and as the Eternal Source of life, perfection, and

happineſs.

С НА Р.
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LAMUNTEN
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1 .

CH A P. V.

Of the various relations of terreſtrial Beings.

WE
E have ſeen, that all is relation in the

univerſe, but we have only hitherto

taken a diſtant view of this fruitful truth . We

may now approach nearer to it, and beſtow ' our

attention on the moſt intereſting particulars.

The union of fouls to organized bodies, is the

ſource of the moſt abundant and moſt wonderful

harmony that exiſts in nature. A ſubſtance with

out extenſion, folidity, and form , is united to an

extended, ſolid, and formed ſubſtance . A ſub

ſtance that thinks, and which has a principle of

action in it, is united to a ſubſtance void of thought

and purely paſſive. From this ſurpriſing con

nection there ſprings a reciprocal commerce be

tween the two ſubſtances, a kind of action and

re- action , which conſtitutes the life of organized

animated beings. The nerves, being variouſly

agitated by objects, communicate theirmotions to

the brain , and to theſe impulſes the perceptions

in the ſoul correſpond, which are totally diſtinct

from the cauſe that occaſions them.

The rays which proceed from an object ſtrike

my optic nerve, I have a perception that points

out to me the preſence of the object. They af
fect this nerve in a violent manner ; I have a fen

fation, which I expreſs by the term of pain .

The diverſity of fenfes by which the foul re

ceives the impreſſionof objects, produces a di

verſity in her perceptions and ſenſations. The

ſentiments
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ſentiments occaſioned by the motion ofthe nerves

of ſight , differ abſolutely from thoſe that are pro

duced by that of the nerves of hearing . The

ſenſe of feeling has no likeneſs to that of taſte .

Theſe are different modifications ofthe foul, which

correſpond to different qualities of the objects.

But how can the nerves, which do not ſeem

fuſceptible of a greater or leſs degree of bulk ,

length , compoſition, or tenſion, or ofquicker or

flower vibrations, occaſion in the foul ſuch a pro

digious variety of perceptions as we experience ?

Is there ſuch a relation between the ſoul and the

machine to which it is united , as for certain per

ceptions to correſpond continually with the nerves

of a determinate ſize, ſtructure, and tenſion ? Are

there nerves appropriated to different corpuſcles,

to the impreſſion whereof various perceptions are

attached ? Are the pyramidal form of the papilla

of the taſte and feeling, the winding cavities of

the ear, the different refrangibilities of the rays of

light, ſo many proofs of the truth of this ? Be'

this as it may, we are ſufficiently convinced that

the ſame ſenſible fibre is not liable at one and

the ſame time to a multitude of different impreſ

ſions. But this fibre is not only deſtined to tranſ

mit to the ſoul the impreſſion of the object ; it

muſt alſo preſerve the remembrance of it; for

a thouſand inſtances prove that the memory is

connected with the brain ; how then can it be

imagined that the ſame fibre ſlıould at once re

taina multitude of different determinations ? Nay,

how can two ſuch different ſubſtances as the ſoul

and body act reciprocally on each other ? At

this queſtion let us humbly caſt our eyes down

wards, and acknowledge this is one of the great

myſteries of the creation, which we are not per

а

mitted
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mitted to be acquainted with. The various at

tempts that have been made by the moſt profound

philoſophers, to explain it , are ſo many monu
ments raiſed to convince us both of the extent and

weakneſs of the human mind.

2. The ſoul , being modified by impreſſions

more or leſs ſtrong, re-acts in her turn on the

nervous ſyſtem , maintains the motions there, and

renders them more active or durable . From

thence ariſe the paſſions, thoſe ſecret inclinations ,

thoſe reſtleſs appetites, which deſtroy the equili

brium of the ſoul , and impel her towards certain

objects. Theſe are admirable inſtruments ſet 10

work by the wife AUTHOR of nature ; which,

like favourable winds , cauſe the animated ma

chines to float on the ocean of ſenſible objects !

The re- action of the ſoul on the nervous ſyſtem ,

ſeemsalſo to be the principal ſource of divers

ſenſations we experience, ſeveral of which come

under the denomination of inflinct or moral ſenſe.

Objects do not ſtrike immediately on the ſoul .

She only receives impreſſions by interpoſedmea
diums. The ſenſes are the mediums. The action

of objects, then is modified by them in a determi

nate relation to nature, or to the conftitution of

each medium. The aptneſs, either greater or leſs,

wherewith ſenſible fibres yield to impreſſions from

without, tranſmit them to the foul, and renew the

remembrance of them there,together with the qua

lity, and abundance of the humours, conſtitutes

the temper. In animals, temper governs all." In

man, reaſon regulates the temper: and the temper,

when under due regulation, facilitates, in its turn ,

the exerciſe of reaſon .

The
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The paſſions receive nouriſhment, grow , and

become fiong like the fibres which are the ſeat

of them. Learn then your temper, if it be vi.

cious, you are to correct it ; not to deſtroy it , for

you would thereby deſtroy the machine itſelf ;

but ſkilfully to divert its courſe, and carefully to

avoid every thing that may contribute to add

new ſtrength to it, and ſwell the waters of ſuch a

dangerous torrent.

3. The ſenſes, are not only intended to raiſe in

the foul, perceptions of every kind ; they like

wiſe revive memory in her. A perception which

is preſent to the memory does not eſſentially dif.

fer from that which the object excites. This

produces perception by means of ſenſible fibres

appropriated to it , and on which its action is dif

played. The recollection of perception then de

pends on a motion which operates in thefe fibres,

independently of the object, For whether the

organ receives its motion from inteſtine cauſes, or

from the object, the effect is the ſame with regard

to the ſoul, and perception is inſtantly preſent to

her.

Experience proves, that if any ſeries of percep

tions whatever affects the brain for a certain time,

it thereby contracts an habit of re-producing it in

the ſame order. It is likewiſe certain that this

habit appertains to the brain, and not to the ſoul.

A burning fever, a ray of the ſun, or a violent

commotion may deſtroy it, and ſuch cauſes in

fluence only the machine.

All perceptions derive their origin from the

ſenfes, and the ſenſes tranſmit to the ſeat of the

ſoul, the impreſſions they receive from objects.

But
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But objects act on the organ by impulſion only.

They impreſs then certain motions on the ſen .

ſible fibres. So that a perception, or a certain ſe

ries of perceptions, are connected with one or

divers motions which operate ſucceſſively on dif

ferent fibres.

And ſince the reiteration of the ſame motions,

on the ſame fibres, effects in them an habitual diſ.

poſition to produce them afreſh in a conſtant or .

der, we may infer from thence, that the ſenſible

fibres are ſo conſtructed as to produce in them

changes or determinations more or leſs durable,

which conſtitutes the precious ground-work of

the memory and imagination.

But the ſenſible fibres are nouriſhed like all the

other parts of the body : they aſſimilate or incor.

porate with themſelves alimentary matter : they

grow, and whilft they receive nouriſhment, they

continue to perform their proper functions. So

that nutrition conduces to preſerve to the fibres

theſe determinations, and cauſes them to take root

there ; for as the fibres increaſe, they acquire a

greater degree of conſiſtence. We'may hence

diſcover the origin of cuſtom , thatpowerful queen

of the ſenſible and intelligent world. Thememo

ry, by preſerving and recalling to theſoul the hgns

of perceptions,by affuring her of the identity

of the perceptions recalled , and of thoſe which

have already affected her, by connecting preſent,

perceptionswith the antecedent ones, forms in ,

the brain a fund of knowledge, which increaſes

in richneſs every day.

The imagination, being infinitely ſuperior to a

Michael Angelo or a Raphael, delineates in the

foul, a faithful image of objects ; and from divers

repreſentations

1

o
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repreſentations which it compoſes, forms in the

brain a cabinet of pi&tures, every part of which

moves, and is combined with an inexpreſſible va

riety and ſwiftneſs.

The brain of man , then , may be confidered as

fo many mirrors , wherein different portions of

the univerſe are painted in miniature. Some of

theſe mirrors exbibit but a ſmall number of ob

jects ; while others repreſent almoft the whole of

nature . What is the relation between the mirror

of the mole and that of a Newton ! What images

were there in the brain of a Homer, a Virgil,or

a Milton ! What mechaniſm muſt that have been

which could execute ſuch wonderful decorations !

That mind , which could have read the brain of

a Homer, would have there ſeen the Iliad repre

ſented by the various exerciſe of a million of

fibres.

a

4. Of all the ſenſes, the fight is that which fur

niſhes the ſoul with the quickeſt, moſt extenſive,

and moſt varied perceptions . It is the fertile.

ſource of the richeſt treaſures of imagination , and

it is to that principally that the ſoul owes the

ideas of beauty, of that varied unity which ra
viſhes it .

But by what ſecret mechaniſm are my eyes

made capable of communicating to me ſuch lively,

varied , and abundant perceptions ? How do I diſ

cover with ſo much eaſe and quickneſs every ob

ject that ſurrounds me.

Three humours of different denſity, each lodged

in a tranſparent capſule, divide the inſide of the

globe of the eye into three parts . On the bottom

is
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is ſpread a kind of cloth, or very fine membrane,

which is only the expanſion of a nerve, whoſe

extremity terminates immediately at the brain.

A black ſkin lines the whole inſide of the globe .

At the fore part of it is a round orifice, which

contracts or dilates itſelf according as the light is

more or leſs ſtrong. Six muſcles, which are

placed on the outſide of the globe, move different

ways, and the rapidity of thoſe motions is excel

five,

What need is there of theſe humours, this cloth

this tapeſtry, this aperture which contracts and

dilates itſelf ? The light comes to us from the

fun in a right line : but theſe rays become

crooked, when the denſity of the mediums through

which they paſs increaſes or diminiſhes. This is

called the refraction of light.

To the property of refracting light, joins that

of reflecting from the body it enlightens. There

iſlue then luminous ſtreaks from all points of the

objects, which bear the image of theſe points.

The humours of the eye are the lens of the ca

mera obſcura ; the cloth or retina are the parte

board . The black ſkin which hangs within the

ball performs the office of a ſhutter that excludes

the light ; it extinguiſhes the rays whoſe reflec

tion would render the image leſs diſtinct; the

ball, by contracting or dilating itſelf in proportion
to the ſtrength of the light, moderates the action

of the rays on the retina : the nerve placed behind

this, communicates to the brain thevarious con

cuſſions it receives. to which divers perceptions

correſpond.

5. Such are the admirable relations which

WISDOM has placed between our eyes and the

VOL. IV. F
light :
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light : thoſe which it has eſtabliſhed between light

and the ſurfaces of different bodies, whence co

lours proceed , are not leſs worthy our attention.

A ray which falls on a glaſs priſm , divides into

ſeven principal rays, each of which bears its pro

per colour. The oblong image which this refrace

tion produces , affords leven coloured ſtripes, di

ftributed in a regular order . The firſt, reckon

ing from the upper part of the image, is red ; the

ſecond, orange ; the third, yellow ; the fourth ,

green ; the fifth, blue; the fixth, indigo; the fe

venth, violet. Theſe ſtripes do not glare: but

theeye paſſes from one to the other by gradations
or ſhades.

The rays which bear the higheſt colours, as

the red, orange, and yellow , are thoſe that refract

or curve the leaſt in the priſm . They are alſo

ſuch as refle & the firſt, on inclining the inſtrument.

Fromthence it follows, that each ray has its

fixt degree of refrangibility . Make one of theſe
rays paſs through ſeveral priſms at the ſame time ;

it will afford you no new colours : but it will con.

ftantly retain its primitive colour, which is an in

vincible proofofits immutability. Preſent a lens

to ſeven rays divided by the priſm , you will re

unite them into a ſingle ray, which will afford
you a round image of a fhining white. Take

only five or ſix of theſerays with the lens ; you

will have buta duſky white. Only re-unite two

rays ; you will make a colour, that will partake of

both. A ſtream of light then is a cluſter of ſeven

rays, whoſe re -union forms white, and the diviſion

of which produces ſeven principal and immovea

ble colours !

What isnow the ſource of that infinite diverſity

of colours, which embelliſhes every part of our
abode ?

a

a
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7

blue to us.

abode ? The particles which compoſe the furface

of bodies, are ſo many little priſms variouſly in

clined , which break the light, and reflect diffe.

rent colours. Gold divided into very thin platès

appears blue, when oppofed to broad day light.
The greater or leſs thickneſs of the platescontri.
butes then to the diverſity of colours. Whence

proceeds that beautiful azure which tinges the ca.

nopy of lieaven ? The ground of the heavens is

black ; this ground viewed through the body of
air which ſurrounds us, muſt

appear

Whence proceeds this ſmiling verdure which

adorns our fields ? The lamellæ of the ſurface of

plants are diſpoſed in ſuch a manner, that they

remit only green rays, whilſt they afford a free

paffage toothers. If green pleaſes our ſight, it is

becauſe it holds preciſely a medium between the

ſeven principal colours. But who can remain

inſenſible of the care which NATURE has taken

to depart from uniformity in this caſe, by multi

plying in ſo great a degree the ſhades of

You admire this magnificent rainbow , which de

lineates at large to you the colours of thepriſm :

the beauty and vivacity of its ſhades raviſh you :

you ſuſpeat that nature muſt have been at a vaſt

expence to compoſe this rich girdle. Some drops

of water , on which the light breaks and reflects

in different angles, are the ſole cauſe of it.

You are ſtruck with the ſplendid gilding of ſome

inſects : the rich ſcales of fiſhes attract your no

tice : NATURE , who is always magnificent in

deſign, and frugal in execution, produces theſe
brilliant decorations at a ſmall charge : ſhe only

applies a brown thin ſkin on a whitiſh ſubſtance :

this ſkin performs the office of varniſh to our

gilded ſkins; it modifies the rays which iſſue from

the

green ?

F2
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a

the ſubſtance it covers. The glofſy green ofthe

leaves of plants is owing to the fame art. They

owe their luſtre and ſhades to a fine, ſmooth ,

tranſparent, glofly, and whitiſh membrane which

cloaths a ſubſtance that is always of a rough green ,

and of a ſtronger or fainter dye. It is this green

modified by this membrane, which conſtitutes the

colour peculiar to leaves of every ſpecies.

It is apparently the fame with regard to the

enamelling of flowers, and perhaps likewiſe to

thecolouring of fruits . This is a new branch of

optics, which were it dived into as it deſerves,

might be attended with ſome intereſting conſe

quences.

The direct light of the ſun, or that of the day

only, tinges the leaves, as it colours that of fruits.

Leaves, whilſt they are incloſed within the bud,

are whitiſh or yellowiſh. They preſerve this

colour, if obliged to grow in a tube of blue pa

per, where the air and heat may have free acceſs..

The plant then fars, as the gardeners term it,

ſending forth an exceſſively long and ſlender ſtalk ,

and the leaves unfold themſelves but very imper

fe & tly. The light is in a continual and very ra

pid motion : it acts perpetually on the ſurface of

bodies, which it penetrates more or leſs. By its

ſmall reiterated ſtrokes on leaves , it modifies the

ſurface of them by little and little , and inſenſibly

diſpoſes it to reflect the green colour.

Colours then in objects are only a certain dif.

poſition of parts totally diſtinct from the percep

tions which they cauſe in the ſoul. It is the ſame

with reſpect to all our perceptions and ſenſations,

The ſenſes, by preſenting to us bodies under

different appearances, lhew us their various qua
lities ;
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lities ; and to theſe qualities different ideas in the

foul correſpond. We conclude from hence, that

the fame objects do not affect all ſenſible beings

in an equal manner. It is even doubtful whether

two individuals of the ſame fpecies have preciſely

the ſame perceptions in preſence of the ſame ob

jects.

a

Were we to contemplate the world by the or

gansof all thofe ſenſible beings which inhabit it ,

we ſhould perhaps ſee as many worlds as we

ſhould employ glaſſes. What difference would

there appear in the mulberry -tree, examined

through the organs of a ſilk-worm , from our con

ception of it ! What diverſity between the ſtamina

viewed through the eyes of bees, and thoſe which

the botaniſt obſerve ! How extenſive would be

the knowledge of that being, who could be ac

quainted with all theſe different impreſſions!

6. Fire, which is diſperſed through all nature,

offers to us an infinity of properties : let us confine

ourſelves to give an account of the moſt intereſt

ing. Fire being fubtle, elaſtic , and continually

agitated, penetrates all bodies. It warms, dilates,

burns, melts, calcines, vitrifies, volatilizes, and

diſſipates them , according to the nature of their

compoſition or principles. This ſubtle element
becomes viſible only by borrowing a body . It

fecretly unites itſelf to an inflammable and un

known fubſtance, and provided with this body,

unites itſelf to other bodies, and enters into their

compoſition. It is by means of the fame union

that it becomes ſenſible in electrical experiments .

ſometimes in the form of luminous tufts, fome

times in that of crowns, flaſhes , ſparks, and that

F
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it fulminates, burſts, trikes, pierces, burns, in
flames.

By a gentle agitation fire enlivens all organized

bodies , and conducts them by degrees to their

perfect growth. It foments the branch in the bud ,

the plant in the grain , the embryo in the egg.

It gives ſuitable preparations to our food. It

ſubdues metals to our uſe , over the formation

of which it preſides. By that we are enabled to

give matter, all thoſe forms which our neceſſities

or conveniencies require. To that we are in.

debted, in a particular manner, for that tranſpa

rent matter, which being ſtretched out into thin

leaves, or faſhioned like tubes, vaſes, globes, len

ſes, furniſhes us with various inſtruments, and en

riches us with new eyes, which help us to diſcover

the ſmalleſt objects, and bring nigh to us the moſt

remote .

1

From the action of fire on earth , fulphur, oils,

and falts, the various fpecies of fermentations and

mixtures reſult, which are the objectsof the re

ſearches of the chymiſt, and the foul of the three

kingdoms. Being concentered by lenſes or mir .

rors of every kind, it acquires a ſtrength greatly fu

perior to that of the hotteſt of our ačtual fires, and

in an inſtant reduces green wood to alhes,

calcines ſtones, melts and vitrifies metals.

Being excited , collected, condenſed, modified ,

extracted, directed , and applied by electrical ma.

chines, it becomes the fruitful ſource of a thouſand

phænomena, which art diverſifies every day.

Sometimes, when extracted from a globe of glaſs,

it runs with an inconceivable rapidity along an

iron wire, and cauſes light bodies, placed at aleague

diſtance from the globe, to feel the impreſſion of

.it. Applied by the ſame means to paralytic limbs,
it

1
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B
it reſtores life and motion to them. Beingpreſent

in all parts of the atmoſphere, it collects itſelf in

ſtormy clouds, from whence it is again extracted

by art; anda Le Monnier, equal tothe fabulous.

Jupiter, holds the thunderbolt, and diſpoſes of it

at his pleaſure. It is likewiſe fire that commu

nicates to air and water, when reduced into va.

pours, that prodigious force which renders them

capable of Thaking the earth , and breaking the

hardeſt bodies.

Laſtly, it is fire, that by penetrating fluids, pre

ſerves to them their fluidity. As it is exact itſelf,

in putting itſelf in equilibrio, it paſſes from thoſe

bodies where it is molt abundant to thoſe where

it is leaſt ſo, and carrying with it the moſt volatile

particles, it depoſits them on the ſurface of the

latter, where they appear in the form of vapours,

exhalations or miſts .

8

:

7. The air, by its fluidity, thinneſs, weight,

and ſpring, is next to fire the moſt powerful

agent in nature. It is one of the great princi.

ples of thevegetation of plants, and of the circu

ſation of liquors in all organized bodies. It is

the receptacle of the particles which exhale from

different matters ; and had we eyes ſufficiently

piercing, we ſhould ſee in it the abridgement of

all the bodies that exiſt on the ſurface of our

globe. From vapours and exhalations which it

carries in its boſom , and diſperſes into all parts, are

produced aqueous and fiery meteors, which are ſo

uſeful, but fometimes dreadful.

The air does not only receive bodies : it even

enters into their compoſition. When diveſted of

its eláſticity, it unites itſelf to the particles which

compoſe them , and augments their bulk. But

beingF4
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being more unalterable than gold, it reſumes its

former nature, when theſe bodies change or are

diffolved . Being diſturbed in its equilibrium , it

ſwells the fails of our fhips, and conveys to our

countries thoſe rich fleets that caufe plenty Be

coming impetuous, it cauſes tempeſts and hurri.

canes ; but even this impetuoſity is not without

its uſe ; the air by this means diveſts itſelf of nox.

ious vapours, andthe waters being ſtrongly agita.

ted , are preſerved from a fatal corruption .

Laſtly, the air is the vehicle of founds and

odours, and under theſe new relations it is eſſen

tially allied to two of our ſenſes. The partial

vibration which commotion excites in a ſonorous

body, communicates itſelf to all the globules of

air that immediately incompaſs this body. Theſe

globules cauſe the like vibrations in thoſe conti

guous to them ; and this exerciſe continues in the

ſame manner to greater diſtances than we are able

to determine. Afine and elaſtic membrane, ſpread

at the bottom of the ear like the parchment of a

drum, receives theſe concuſſions, and conveys

them to three ſmall bones placed end to end, that

communicate them in their turn to certain bony

and winding cavities, lined on their infide with

nervous filaments, which join to the brain by a

common trunk. The greater or leſs degree of
ſwiftneſs of theſe vibrations produces feven prin

cipal tones , analogous to the primitive colours.
From the combined relation of various tones, har

mony proceeds.

The infinitely ſmall particles that are continually

detached from the ſurface of odoriferous bodies,

float in the air, which tranſports them every

where, and applies them to the nervous mem
branes
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branes that are diſtributed in the inſide of the

noſe . The concuſſions which theſe corpufcles

occaſion therein , paſs afterwards to the brain by

the lengthening of the nervous filaments.

1

8. All climates have their productions : all parts .

of the earth their inhabitants. From the frozen

regions of the bear, to the burning ſands of the

torrid zone, all is animated . Fromthe top of the

mountains to the bottom of the valleys, every

thing vegetates and reſpires. The waters and

the air are peopled with an infinite number of

inhabitants. Plants and animals are themſelves

little worlds that nouriſh a multitude of people, as

different from each other in their figūre and in

clinations as the great people are wirich are ſcat

tered over the ſurfaceof our globe. What am I

faying? The ſmalleſt atom , the leaſt drop of li

quor are inhabited . Wonderful harmony, which

by thus ſuiting different productions to different

places, leaves none abſolutely deſert !

9. A reciprocal commerce connects all terref

trial beings. Inorganized beings anſwer to or

ganized as to their center. The latter are de

ligned for each other. Plants are allied to plants.

Animals to animals. Animals and plants, are

linked together by their mutual ſervices. Behold

how cloſely this young ivy entwines itſelf round

this majeſtical oak . It draws its ſuſtenance from

it , and its life depends on that of its benefactor .

Ye great ones of the earth , ye repreſent this oak .

Refuſe not your ſupport to the indigent; fuffer

them to approach you, and to obtain from you fuf.

ficient to relieve their neceſixties ..

¥ 5
Confider
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Conſider this caterpillar thick -ſet with hair ; the

birds dare not touch it : notwithſtanding which ,

it ferves them for food : by what means? a fly

pierces the living caterpillar. She lays her eggs

in his body. The caterpillar remains alive. The

eggs hatch. The young ones grow at the ex

pence of the caterpillar, and are afterwards

changed into flies, which ſerve for ſuſtenance to

the birds.

There are continual wars betwixt animals ; but

things are ſo wiſely combined, that the deſtruc

tion of ſome of them occaſions the preſervation

of others, and the fecundity of the ſpecies is al

ways proportionable to the dangers that threaten
individuals,

10. All is metamorphoſis in the phyſical world.

Forms are continually changing. The quantity

of matter alone is invariable. The ſame ſubſtance

paſles ſucceſſively into the three kingdoms. The

fame compoſition becomes by turns a mineral,

plant, infect, reptile, fiſh, bird, quadruped, man.

The organized machines are the principal

agents oftheſe transformations. They change or

diffolve all matters that enter within them, and

that are expofed to the action of their ſecret

ſprings. They convert ſome into their own ſub

fance ; others they evacuate under divers forms,

which render theſe matters proper for entering in

to the compofition of different bodies. Thus ani

mals that multiply prodigiouſly, as ſome ſpecies

of inſects, have perhaps for their principal end

that of metamorphofing a conſiderable quantity

of matter, for the uſe of different compounds.

By that means the vileft matters give birth to the

richeſ productions; and from the boſom of pu

trefaction
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trefaction there iſſues the fineſt flower, or the moſt

exquiſite fruit ?

The Author of NATURE has leſt nothing

uſeleſs. What is conſumed of the duſt of the

ftamina in the generation of plants, is very trifling,

if compared with the quantity, each flower fur

niſhes. WISDOM itſelf then has created the in.

duftrious bee, that makes uſe of the ſuperfluous

part of this duft with ſuch art and economy, as

could not be too much admired. in the moſt ſkil .

ful geometricians.

The earth enriches us every day with new

gifts, whereby ſhe would at length be exhauſted,

if what ſhe ſupplies us with were not reſtored to

her. By a taw , which we do not pay à proper

attention to, all organized bodies become uncom

pounded and inſenſibly change in the earth ..

Whilft they ſuffer this kind of diſſolution, their

volatile parts paſs into the air, which tranſports
them every where. So that animals are buried in :

the atmoſphere as well as in the earth and water;

we may even doubt whether that portion which .

the air receives be not the moſt conſiderable in

bulk. All theſe particles diſperſed here and there ,

foon enter into new organical wholes, deſtined to

the ſame revolutions as the former. And this cir

culation, which has ſubſiſted from the beginning

of the world , will continue as long as it endures.

F 6 CHAP
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CH A P.нА VI.

OF VEGETABLE ECONOMY.

1 . THERE is no fource of phyfical relations

of organized bodies. Let us caft an eye on what

it offers to us of the moſt intereſting nature. Our

plan does not lead us to dive into a ſubject that

exhauſts the fagacity of a philoſopher.

Organical aCONOMY, taken in the moſt ex

tenſive ſenſe , is that ſyſtem of laws according to

which the vital functions operate in organized

bodies .

Conſidered in a leſs view, organical economy

preſents us with two claſſes of objects . The firſt

comprehends theſtruclure, arrangement, and ex

erciſe of the different parts of organized bodies.

Theſecond comprizes the various effects that re

fult from organization .

2. The plant vegetates, is nouriſhed, grows,

and multiplies. The faline, unétuous, and ſubtle

flime, which the water ſeparates from the coarſe

earth, and keeps in a diſſolved ſtate , is the prin .

cipal nutriment of plants. The different ſpecies

ofmanure only contribute to the fertilizing of

land , in proportion as they introduce into it a

great quantity of a ſpongy powder or active ſalt.

If a natural philoſopher ſucceeds in raiſing plants,
and
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and cauſing them to bear flowers and fruits in

other matters than earth, for inſtance, in the

powder of rotten wood, deal, ſaw -duit, very fine

ſand, moſs, cotton, paper, fponges : the reaſon

is , becauſe ſeveral of theſe matters either change

inſenſibly in the ground, or actually contain earthy
parts, or the water which moiſtens them is itſelf

charged with theſe particles, which the organs

extract, prepare , and affimilate.

After having been admitted into the body of

the root by the extremity of the fibres, the nutri

tious juice riſes into the ligneous fibres from the

trunk or ſtalk, and paſſes into the utricles that

adhere to them. It is there prepared and digeſted .

It afterwards enters into the proper veſſels, under

the form of a coloured fluid , more or leſs thick,

which we may conjecture to be with reſpect to the

plant , what the chyle or blood is to the animal.

Being filtred by finer or more winding pipes, it is

at laft conveyed to all the parts, whereto it unites

itſell, and increaſes their bulk .

The extreme fineneſs of the canals for the ſap,

which renders them in ſome meaſure capillary

pipes, the action of the air on the elaſtic ſheaths

of the air -vents, and the impreſſion of theſe laſt

on the ligneous fibres they contain, or by which

they are comprized, the heat that rarefies the fap ,

and above all that which, by acting on the ſurface

of the leaves, draws thither the ſuperfluous nutri

tious juice, and occaſions the evaporation of it ,

ſeem to be the principal cauſes of the aſcent of

this fluid in plants. The quantity of nutriment ,

which a plant derives from the earth is in propor

tion to the number and ſize of its leaves ; the

ſmaller or fewer in number the leaves are , the

leſs

1
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leſs it draws. The nutrition of vegetables is like

wiſe effected immediately by their leaves. They

do not only ſerve for raiſing the ſap, preparing

it, and diſcharging its ſuperfluity ; they aremore

over a kind of roots that pumpfrom the air the

juices they tranſmit to the neighbouring parts.

The dew, which riſes from the ground, is the

principal foundation of this aereal nourishment.

The leaves preſent to it their inferior furface;

which is always furniſhed with an infinite number

of ſmall pipes that are always ready to abſorb it.

And that the leaves may receive no prejudice in

the exerciſe of this function, they are diſpoſed

with ſuch art on the ſtalk and branches, that thoſe

that immediately precede do not cover ſuch as

fucceed them. Sometimes they are placed alter

nately on two oppoſite and parallel lines. Some

times they are distributed by pairs, that croſs

each other at right angles. Sometimes they are

ranged on the angles ofpolygons circumſcribed on

the branches, and ſo diſpoſed that the angles of

the inferior polygon correſpond with the ſides of

the ſuperior. At other times they aſcend the

whole length of the ſtalk and branches on one

or more parallel ſpiral lines .

Ye ſceptics, can you inform me why plants are

diſpoſed with. ſo much art? You will perhaps de

ny that plants imbibe the dew by their inferior

ſurface ! But what would you ſay , were one to

inform you, that among leaves exactly reſembling

each other, and taken from the ſame tree, ſuch as

have been ſteeped by their inferior ſurfaces in

* veſſels of water, have continued green for the

fpace of whole weeks, and even months; whilft

thoſe that have been placed, by way of experi

ment
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ment, with their upper ſurface in the water, pe

riſhed in a few days ?a

Herbs that are always immerſed in the thickeſt

beds of dew, and that grow much faſter than trees,

have their leaves formed in ſuch a manner, that

they pump in the moiſture nearly alike by both

ſurfaces, fometimes more copiouſly by the upper

one.

Obſerve laſtly, that the inferior ſurface of the

leaves of trees is commonly leſs ſmoothand gloſſy

and of a paler colour than the oppoſite ſuiface.
This remarkable difference between the two ſides

of the leaf, ſufficiently indicates that they have dif
ferent uſes.

3. By a mechaniſm which is very fimple, the

root forces itſelf into the earth ; the branches

ſhoot out on each ſide : the leaves expoſe their

ſuperior ſurface to the open air , and their in
ferior ſurface to the earth, or the inner part of

the plant. Sow a feed the contrar” way ; you

will obſerve the radicle and little ſtalk to bend

backwards ; the former in order to reach the earth,

and the latter to gain the air. Keep a young

ftalk inclined ; its extremity will grow upwards.

Bend the branches of all ſorts of plants; cauſe
the inferior ſurface of their leaves to turn to

wards the ſky ; you will foon perceive that all

theſe leaves will turn back again, and reſume

their former poſition : which motion will be ex

ecuted with a quickneſs proportionate to the heat

of the ſun , or ſuppleneſs of the leaves. Sow dif
ferent kinds of ſeeds in a cloſet or cellar : carry

thither ſome finall twigs having their extremity

ſteeped in veſſels full of water. The leaves of

the
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the young plants and thoſe of the twigs, will in.

cline their upper furiace to the windows or air

holes .

-

Conſider the leaves of divers ſpecies of herba

ceous plants ; of the mallow for inſtance ; you

will remark that they follow the courſe of the ſun.

In the morning you will ſee them preſent their

upper ſurface to the eaſt ; towards the middle of

the day this furface will face the ſouth : in the

evening it will be turned to the weſt. At night

or in rainy weather theſe leaves will be horizontal,

their inferior ſurface looking towards the earth .

Trace likewiſe the leaves of the acacia ; as ſoon .

as they are heated by the ſun , you will obſerve all

their foilages draw together by their upper fur

face . They will then form a kind of gutier turned

towards the fun . In the night, or in moist wea

ther you will ſee the foilage turned the contrary

way, and contract themſelves by their inferior ſur

face. They will then form a gutter that will face

the earth.

4. Do not ſeek for circulation in plants ; as

they are more ſimple than animals, every thing

in them is performed with leſs apparatus.

In the day -time the action of the heat on the

leaves, draws to them in abundance the nutritious

juice. The ſmall excretory veſlels, that appear

in the forms of globules, pyramids, filaments, ſe

parate the more aqueous or groſs parts of the

juice that riſes from the root. The air contained

in the tracheæ of the falk and branches, by dilat

ing itfelf more and more, preſſes the ligneous

fibres, and by that means accelerates the courſe

of

!
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of the fap, at the ſame time that it cauſes it to pe
netrate into the neighbouring parts.

When night approaches, the inferior ſurface of

the leaves beginsto perform one of its principal

functions. The little mouths it is provided with

open themſelves, and receive the vapours that

float in the atmoſphere. The air of the tracheæ

is confined within them ; their diameter is leſ .

fened : the ligneous fibres being leſs preſſed, en.

large themſelves, and admit the juices conveyed

to them from the leaves . Thefe juices join them

ſelves to the reſidue of that which had ariſen in

the day - time, and the whole maſs tends towards
the roots .

This ſeems to be exactly the mechaniſm to

which the motion of the fap may be reduced.

You now ſee more clearly the deſign ofthe direc

tion of the leaves, and of their admirable revert.

ing. The inferior ſurface being intended for im

bibing the dew, ſhould face the earth , from

whence this vapour riſes gradually at ſun ſet. But

when I ſay that the principal office of this ſur

face, at leaſt in trees and ſhrubs , is to receive the

dew, I would not infer that the oppoſite ſurface

is incapable of it : that may perhaps abſorb va

pours that are more rare .

Experiments that are well made ſeem to prove,

that the inferior furface ofthe leaves of trees ferves

likewiſe for inſenſible perſpiration. Thoſe leaves

in which this ſurface was endued with a matter

impenetrable by water, drew in and tranſpired

much leſs, in an equal time and with the ſame

management, than leaves of the ſame ſize and

likeneſs, whoſe inferior furface had not been en.

dued with ſuch a varniſh . It ſeems to have re

ſulted from the ſame experiments , that there is
but
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but little perſpiration by the upper ſurface. We

may thence inſer that one of its principal functions

is , to ſerve for a ſhelter or defence to the lower

ſurface : and that no doubt is the uſe of the glofly

varniſh obſervable on the fuperior ſurface . All

which agrees with the almoſt ſpontaneous motions

and directions of the leaves, and with their ſym

metrical diſtribution round the ſtalks and branches.

a

5. The plant being incloſed in miniature with

in the fruit or ſeed, is there encompaſſed with a

quantity of flour, which after being dilutedby

the water that has penetrated the incloſures, fer

ments and furniſhes the germ with its firſt nouriſh

ment. Being moiftened by the delicate milk, in

proportion to its weakneſs, it grows from day to

day. In a ſhort time its coverings become incom

modious ; it endeavours to diveſt itſelf of them, and

puſhes forth a little root, which proceeds to ſeek
for more nouriſhing juices in the earth . The little

ſtalk
appears in its turn . As it is deſtined to live

in the air, it pierces the earth , and darts perpendi

cularly into the aereal fluid . Sometimes it carries

along with it the remains of the teguments that had

enwrapped it in the germ ſtate ; at other times it is

accompanied by two leaves, which are very

different from thoſe of a mature age ; theſe are

the ſeminalleaves , whoſe principal uſe is probably
to refine the fap.

Though it is diveſted of its ſwadling -clothes, if

we may ſo term them, the young plant is notat

full liberty. It is notin a condition to be expoſed

ſo early to the impreffions of the air and ſun. All

the parts remain for a ſhort time folded together,

nearly as they were in the feed. But the root,

by

a

a
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I

by extending and ramifying itſelf more and more ,

conveys to the veſſels a conſiderable quantity of

ſap, which foon opens all the organs.

At its firſt appearancethe plant is almoſt gela

tinous. It affumes by little and little a greater

degree of conſiſtence by the incorporation of

the juices which flow to it from all parts . That

part of the ſtalk next the root increaſes in bulk ,

extends itſelf, and hardens firſt of all . As the

hardening augments, the extenſion diminiſhes .

At length it entirely ceafes in this part, and con
tinues in that which immediately follows. Such

is the nature of the progreſſion obſerved in the
whole plant .

Wood , whoſe hardneſs is ſometimes equal to

that of ſtone, is formed of a ſucceſſion of concen

tric layers, that are detached every year from the

inſide of the rind, and harden as they advance

in age .

.6. Vegetablesmultiply by feed , ſhoots, and ſips.

The piſtil and ftamina are to plants what the or

gans of generation are to animals. The former

incloſes the feed ; the fine powder of the latter

foecundates it. Both ſexes are frequently united

in the ſame ſubject: and thoſe ſpecies are real

hermaphrodites. Others bear the piſtil on one

branch, and the ſtamina on another. A third

fort are like the greater part of animals , diftinct

males and females. The former are furniſhed with

a piſtil, and the latter with ſtamina. This is all

we know with regard to the generation of plants.

When the ſtamina are cut off, the ſeed remains

unfruitful. The ſame thing happens when any

one that has piſtils has not in its neighbourhood

another
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a

another provided with ſtamina. The piſtil is al.

ways fo diſpofed as to be able to receive the duft

of the ſtamina. Its top is perforated with holes

proportioned to the diameter of the grains of this

duft, and its inſide is divided into ſeveral canals,

whoſe diameter diminiſhes the nearer they ap .

proach to the bottom. At the baſe of the piftil

the feed is depoſited . Every grain of the dust of

the ftamina is a box , wherein floats, in a kind of

very thin vapour, an infinite multitude of other

very minute grains. This box opens itſelf to the

moiſture, and diſcharges a ſmall miſt of globules

or grains .

The ſhrinking of the trunks indicates that the

containing globules do not reach to the bottom of

the piſtil: but the contained globules or grains are

ſet at liberty by the action of the moiſture which

the trunk inbibes, which , by opening the little

box that incloſes them , permits them by this

means to penetrate to the ovary.

7: Vegetables multiply by ſhoots. They puſh

forth from the circumference of their root ſeve.

ral fuccours, which become plants themſelves,

and propagate their ſpecies in like manner. The

branches and
young

ſhoots may
likewiſe be con .

ſidered as ingrafted on the principal plant making

one body with it . The germs which are diſperſed

within the plant, infoldthemſelves there without

any ſenſible fecundation, and reach to the ſurface

ofthe bark . They appear there in the form of

a ſmall oblong and rounded body, compoſed of

ſeveral parts, ranged in a very regularmanner,

and ſhaped like tubes, ſhells, &c . This little body

is the bud, which like the feed, incloſes the

young
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young plant under ſeveral coverings, all theparts

of which are compleated with abundance of art.

The little ſtalk ſhoots forth a ſimilar bud at its

upper extremity. This bud opens, and produces

.a ſecond ftalk , grafted on the firſt, which it

lengthens. This new ſtalk produces a third ; the

third a fourth, and ſo on ſucceſſively. When the
tree has attained its full growth , it is compoſed of

a ſeries of ſmall trees , placed end to end. It is

the ſame with reſpect to branches and boughs,

all having one and the ſame life, and forming only

one organical whole .

Bulbous plants, inſtead of young ſhoots, ſend

forth ſuckers. The bulb , which is formed of

ſeveral membranes, or coats placed on each other,

contains, in like manner as the ſeed and bud, a

plant in miniature. The fucker is a ſmall bulb

that ſhoots out on the ſides of the principal one,

and which is deſigned to ſucceed or replace it.

Sometimes this replacing is performed with ſuch

quickneſs and circumſtances as are very ſurprizing.

Whilſt the principal bulb is waſting, the ſucker

thickens and ſpreads itſelf, and in a ſhort time be

comes the principal bulb.

We may compare this bulb to a ſpecies of earth,

that exhauſts itſelf in order to furniſh ſuitable

juices to the young plant , It may alſo be looked

upon as a placenta, that filtres and prepares the

nutritious juice . The leaves of ſome herbaceous

plants formſpherical maſſes that are pretty com

pact, and ſeem to perform the office of a bulb.

The head of a cabbage ſpends and waſtes itſelf in

order to contribute to the unfolding of the minute

Italk it contains . Place one of theſe heads on a

veſſel

1

a
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veſſel full of water, and it will exhibit to you the

ſame phænomena as the bulb of a flower.

a

Tops

8. The branches that bend down from certain

trees to the earth, take root there, and become

themſelves young trees. Human induſıy car

ries this kind of multiplication to a much greater

extent . By means thereof, a ſingle branch or

root, divided into ſeveral parts , becomes ſo many

individual plants . What do I ſay ? It can even

cauſe a tree to be produced from the ſmalleſt ſhred

of a leaf. Such is the multiplication from flips.

The organs eſſential to life being diſperſed

throughout the whole body of the ſubject, the ſlip

that is detachedfrom it, and planted in the earth ,

is of itſelf capable of forming new productions ;

it has every thing neceſſary for the unfolding of

the radicles and buds. Thus a ſingle leaf takes

root, and vegetates by its own ſtrength .

There is another kind of multiplication that is

very remarkable, which conſiſtsin planting cne

or more ſlips , not in the earth , but in the trunk

or branches of a living tree. This is grafting ;

the firſt idea of which may perhaps have been

owing to the accidental unionof two branches or
two fruits.

The next cauſe of the union of the graft with
its ſubject, is in the intercourſe of the fap -veſſels

with each other ; and this intercourſe depends

ultimately on the relation of their parts, and

particularly on that of their conſiſtence, and the

liquors contained in them. By the aflífance of

a graft the gardener cauſes the wild ſtock to pro
duce the fineſt fruits, he gives youth to trees, and

gathers plumbs from the almond tree, and pears

from

***

V
C
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from the aſh . Filtration , and the preparation of

the juices of the ſubject by the veſſels of the graft,

occaſion theſe produ & ions. The roll which is

always formed at the inſertion ,and is compoſed

by the interweaving of a prodigious number of

fibres, is one of theprincipal inſtruments of theſe

preparations. Themoreor leſs perfect analogy

of thejuices proper to the ſubject with thoſe that

are peculiar to the graft, favours in a greateror

leſs degree the unfolding of the latter. The
nearer or more diftant relation between the time

in which the fap in the ſubject continues, and

that in which tlie graft has been accuſtomed ſo to

do, contributes likewiſe more or leſs to the ſucceſs

of the operation .

***

" !

3

3

9. The body of the plant is in a continual ſtate

of motion. It always tends to produce, either
the bark , a bud, or a root. Make an inciſion in

a tree ; the wound will cicatriſe. A greeniſh roll

will in a ſhort time be ſeen at the top ofthe wound,

afterwards on the ſides, and at length towards the

bottom . This roll is a new rind, which is about

to cover the wood again, without uniting to it .

Obſerve what paſſes with reſpect to this ; you will

perceive in it certain diftinét and glutinous nip

ples, and ſmall reddiſh ſpots diſperſed here and

there, which you will find to bea growing bark.

A matter that is partly tranſparent, whitiſh and

mucilaginous will ſeem to raiſe up this bark . All

theſe glutinous ſubſtances will thicken , increaſe

in length, and become ſtronger, and in a little

time what was at firſt of a glewy nature will be

herbaceous, corticaland ligneous. The cicatrice

will at length entirely cloſe itſelf, and reſtore the

communication between all the veſſels.

The
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The wood does not only differ from the bark

by its denſity , but it has likewiſe organs that are
not to be met with in the latter . It ſeems to be

peculiarly poſſeſſed of air -vefſels. When a new

rind ſeems to convert itſelf into wood, this con

verſion is only in appearance. Nature does not

create more air-veflels than are ſuited to one in.

tire plant. But a multitude of fibres that are de.

ſtined to become wood, pre-exiſt under the new

rind , and unfold themſelves with it and by it, as

we ſee the butterfly unfold itſelf in and by the

caterpillar. Whilftwood is nothing more than a

mucilaginous drop, it is not on that account the

leſs wood, than when, being transformed into a

pillar, it is made to ſupport the enormous weight
of an edifice.

In the union of the graft with its ſubje£t, we

likewiſe perceive a glutinous ſubſtance to ſpring

from each of them , which ſpreads, raniifies, and

is formed into a ball in both , becoming by degrees

herbaceous, cortical,ligneous,and compoſes above

the inſertion a roll which entirely covers it. So

that the whole body of the plant is furniſhed with

ſmall' fibres on the inſide, which only wait for

favourable circumſtances to diſplay themſelves.
Theſe circumſtances are a wound, an inciſion , or

a ſimple ligature. Theſe fibres are the elements

of cortical or ligneous beds, which by ſpreading

themſelves on all ſides, furniſh the neceſſary re

pairs . The wound, inciſion , and ligature, occa.

fioning the nutritious juices to flow towards theſe

inviſible fibres, expand them, and render them

perceptible to us.

What
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2*

What theſe fibres perform in the regeneration

of the bark or wood, the germs effect in the re

production of a branch or young lhoot. The

fibres of the bark or wood do not unite themſelves

into bunches, in order to compoſe a bud or branch
in miniature. This branch is already completely

formed in its germ : it there poſſeſſes the elements

of all the beds,whether cortical or ligneous, which

it will hereafter exhibit under different propor

tions,

3

VOL. IV. CHAP
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CHA P. VII.

Of ANIMAL ECONOMY .

1

1.T
HE nerves, which extend themſelves into

all parts from the brain , are diſtinguiſhed

into ſeveral principal diviſions, that are more or

leſs numerous, or more or leſs extended . Each

diviſion reaches to the part for which it is deſ

tined , and whoſe ſtructure correſponds with the

functions appointed for it to exerciſe.

Feeling, ſight, hearing, taſte, and ſmell, are

five kinds of ſenſes, which contain under them an

almoſt infinite number of ſpecies. The ſhaking

which the mediate or immediate impreſſion of ob

jects produces on the nerves, gives birth to thoſe

different kinds of ſenſations, which may all be

reduced to feeling, of which they are properly

only modifications. The organs of the ſenſes are

the inſtruments of theſe modifications. The num

ber, extent , and delicacy of the ſenſes, conſtitute

the degree of animal perfection.

The nerves , which ſeem to reſemble the ſtrings

of a muſical inſtrument, are not ſtretched like

them. Some animals are endued with an exqui

fite ſenſation, that are themſelves little otherwiſe

than a thick jelly : how then can we admit of

elaſtic ſtrings in this jelly ? While the fætus is

altogether gelatinous, it regulates at that time its

members. With what amazing ſwiftneſs then

muſt the impreſſions of objects communicate them
felves
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ſelves to the ſoul ! and with what wonderful cele

rity muſt the members obey the will ! Thus we

are led to ſuppofe in the nerves a very ſubtle and
elaſtic fluid, whoſe motions , being analogous to

thoſe of light or electrical fluid , produce all the

phænomena of ſight . The animal ſpirits are this
fluid , which the brain extracts andprepares, and

continually conveys into the nerves, and by the

nerves into all parts , which it nouriſhes, moves,

and animates,

- )

2. An animal liad in vain received ſenſes, by

means of which it can diſtinguiſh between what

is uſeful or hurtful, if it were not enabled to give

itſelf any motion for the attaining the one, and

avoiding the other. It is therefore furniſhed with

organs that procure to it this faculty. Theſe or

gans are the muſcles, which by the dilatation and

contraction, andby the lengthening and ſhorten

ing of the fibres that compofe them , communicate

to all parts the motions, which are ſuited to the

wants of the animal.

It is evident from experiments, that the nerves

contribute to the exerciſe of the muſcles. The

ſpirits which they diſperſe therein , inſinuate them.

felves into all the veſicles, dilate them , and by

that means putthe organ into action .

One property of the muſcular fibre (whoſe ef

fects are diverſified a thouſand ways, the cauſe of
which is concealed from us) is that, by virtue

whereof it contracts itſelf on the touch of any

body either ſolid or liquid . This is called irritá

bility. By means of this, different parts of the

animal continue to move, after they have been

ſeparated from their intire body; and the heart

when detached from the breaſt, performs a num

ber

!

G2
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ber of pulfations, which ceaſe as ſoon as the blood

in the cavity is evacuated.

3. From that part which gives admittance to

the food to that from whence iſſue the remains of

the groſſer aliment, there is one continued canal,

which is formed , differently in different parts

of its extent . There are three principal parts

diſtinguiſhed in it , the æſophagus, the ſtomach,

and the inteſtines. All theſe are formed of various

membranes laid on each other, and which are

themſelves compoſed of fibres differently inter

woven . The muſcles, wherewith one or feveral

of theſe membranes are furniſhed, impreſs divers

motions on the organ , the principal of which,

called the periſtaltic motion ,bruiſes the aliment,

and forces it from place to place.

The afophagus receives the groſſer nouriſh

ment, and tranſmits it to the ſtomach , that pre

pares it : it afterwards paſſes into the inteſtines,

where it undergoes new preparations. From

thence it enters into ſome veryſmall veſſels, that

convey it to thoſe of circulation, where it aſſumes

the name ofblood .

Whilft the moſt delicate part of the aliment is

ſubject to all theſe preparations, the groſſer part

is evacuated by different ways. Sometimes the

animal diſcharges it as ' a ſediment; ſometimes,

being transformed into a ſubtle liquor, it is car

ried to the ſurface of the ſkin by an infinite num

ber of very fine veffels, whoſe exterior apertures

are ſometimes ſo ſmall, that a grain of ſand is ca

pable of covering ſeveral thouſands of them .

Other veſſels, which, like them, communicate

with the ſurface of the ſkin , pump in the va

pours that float in the air, and convey them into
the blood .

4. Circulation

$
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4 . Circulation is that perpetual motion by which

theblood is conveyed from a point internally to

the extremities , and flows back again from the

extremities to the ſame point. The point from

whence the blood ſprings, is called the heart. It

has two motions, one of contraction , or ſole, by

means of which it forces out the blood contained

in its cavity; the other of dilatation, or diaſtole,
by which it receives the blood again .

Two kinds of veſſels join to the heart : the

arteries, which convey the blood to the extremi

ties ; and the veins, which carry it back from the

extremities to the heart .

The arteries have , like the heart, their ſyſtole

and diaſtole, and divide and fubdivide themſelves,

as do the veins , into an infinite number ofbranches

which diminiſh in diameter in proportion to

their diſtance from their origin . The perpetual

motion of circulation prevents the corruption and

extravafation of the nutritious fluid , rectifies it

more and inore , and diſpoſes it inſenſibly to re

new the nature of the animal.

2

a

5. Refpiration comprehends two alternate mo .

tions ; one of inſpiration, which gives admittance

to the air within ; the other, of expiration , which

expels it , filled with the vapours of the animal.

The lungs are the principal inftrument of rele

piration . They are principally formed of a col

lection of cartilaginous and elaſtic veſſels, which

after being divided and ſubdivided into a prodigi

ous number of branches, meet in different parts,

and terminate at one or more common trunks,

called trache , or air -veſſels, whoſe aperture is

on the outſide of the body. The ramifications

of the air -veffels are connected with the veſſels of

circulation ,

o
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circulation, and accompany them in their paſſage

through the lungs .

6. The blood is that rich fund from whence

nature derives that diverſity of materials fhe em

ployswith ſo much art in the conſtruction of her

wonderful edifice. This, as it goes from the

heart , meets, here and there on its paſſage, with

certain organical, and as it were knotted maſſes,

in which it is deprived of part of its principles.

1

AT

2

We cannot yet penetrate the true mechaniſm

of ſecretions : we can only faintly perceive, that

they may operate by a gradual diminution of the

veſſels which proportions them to the ſmallneſs of

the particles that are to be ſeparated. They

may likewiſe bear ſome affinity to the configura

tion of theſe particles, and favour the extrac

tion of them by means of the flackening which

their folds and various circumvolutions occaſion

to the circulation . Thus it is , that by cauſing

the aliment to paſs through an infinite number of

ftrainers, nature is enabled to aſimilate it to the

animal , and incorporate it into his fleſh . This is

then neither chyle nor blood ; it is a much more

refined liquor, and known by the vague name of

lymph.

We cannot ſufficiently admire the prodigious

apparatus of veſſels which perform the ſecretions
of different kinds. The kidneys, the liver , the

pancreas, &c . are labyrinths in which the moſt

conſummate anatomist is bewildered . We can

only diſcover an inconceivable mafs of white tubes ,

of an extreme minuteneſs, folded together in

thouſands of different ways, which do not admit

of any injection, though' adhering to the blood
velſels
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veífels, and being placed end to end by imagi

nation, would have formed a chain of ſeveral

leagues in length. This is all that art has diſco

vered in the ſecretary organs. But what a num .

ber of intereſting particulars do theſe minute hol

low cylinders contain , which have eſcaped our

notice and inſtruments ! What varieties ſhould we

not diſcover in their ſtructure, functions, and ex

erciſe, were we permitted to deſcend to the bot.

tom of this abyſs, which conceals from us one of

the greateſt myſteries of nature ! All the animal

liquors are more or leſs mixed, and theſe fmall

tubes no doubt fufficiently diverſify themſelves to

ſeparate the various molecules that muſt neceffa

rily enter into the compoſition of every liquor.

What then muſt be the ſtructure and fineneſs of

thoſe that filtre this fo ſubtile fluid, compared to

æther or light, whoſe operations are diverſified

almoſt to infinity !

7. If we knew how a ſingle fibre grows, we

could tell how the animal grows ; for his whole

body is only an aſſemblage of fibres differently
formed and combined . Growth always operates

by nutrition. This incorporates into the fibre

molecules of an heterogeneous nature, which ex

tend in every part . The fibre incorporates into

itſelf the heterogeneous molecules according to

its own nature. A fibre is not itſelf compoſed of

other fibres : thefe of ftill other fibres : of which

there would be no end . But the fibre is for

med of molecules or elements, whoſe nature,

proportions, and arrangement reſpectively de

termine the ſpecies of the fibre, and adapt it to
ſuch or ſuch a function .. Thus the elements

of the fibre ultimately effect aſſimulation , which

by uniting with the nutritious molecules,

thatG4
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that have an affinity with them , give them at the

fame time an arrangement like that which they

have in the fibre. The extenſion of the fibre

fuppoſes that its elements may ſeparate more or

leſs from each other; but this feparation hath its

bounds, and theſe bounds are thoſe of the growth.

In proportion as the fibre grows, it acquires more

folidity ; for the number of incorporated mole

cules increaſes every day, fince it only grows by

the fucceflive incorporation of molecules of a

foreign nature. The more thefolidity augments,

the more the ſuppleneſs diminiſhes. There are

more molecules, more coherence, and more at

traction under the ſame foldage. The fibre then

tends to a ſtate of hardneſs, and the laſt term of

its hardening is the laſt term of its growth. When

therefore the fibre has acquired its full growth ,

it is a little organized whole, compoſed of its

elementary molecules and of all ſuch as nutrition

has incorporated with them during the time of their

growth. If then we could ſeparate from the fibre

all thoſe molecules which it has alſimulated , we

ſhould reſtore it to its primitive flate. This inay

be applied to all organized bodies. They are, ifwe

chuſe to terin them ſo , net-work. A ſecret force

impels the aliment into the methes. It increaſes

them in bulk , and fupplies them by little and little,

It likewiſe inſinuates itſelf into the elements of the

folid maſs itſelf. The net-work ftretches, thickens,

and at length becomes hard .

8. We may eaſily comprehend, that all the

parts of an animal have ſuch ſtrict and indiſſoluble

connexions between them , that they muſt necef.

ſarily have always co -exifted together. The ar.

teries imply veins ; both of theſe imply nerves ;
the
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the latter the brain ; this the heart ; and all of

them ſuppoſe a multitude of other organs .

In the germ of a chick there is at firſt perceiv.

ed a vital point, whoſe conſtant motion attracts

the attention of the obſerver. The alternate and

quick contractions and dilatations of the living

point, fufficiently indicate that it is the lieart. But

this heart ſeems to be without any covering, and

to be placed on the outſide of the body. Instead

of appearing in the form of a minute pyrannidial

maſs, it bears the reſemblance of a femicircle.

The other viſcera appear ſucceſſively, and range

themſelves after each other, round the living

ſpeck. We cannot as yet diſcover any general

folding ; all is tranſparent or nearly ſo ; and we

only perceive by little and little thoſe teguments

which are appointed to cover all the parts ..

In its firſt beginnings the animal is almoſt intire

ly fluid .. It aſſumes by degrees the conſiſtence of

a jelly.. All the partshaveat that time fituations,

forms, and proportions that differ greatly from

thoſe they will afterwards acquire. Their ininute

neſs, foftneſs, and tranſparency, ferve to ſtrengthen

the illuſion .. We perſuade ourſelves that a bowel:

is naked , becauſe the tranſparency of its coverings

prevents our ſeeing them .

Would you have a ſhort and eaſy demonſtra .

tion of this ? When the lungs of the chick are

firſt perceivable, their ſize is but the thouſandth

part of an inch. It would have been viſible at

the fourth part of theſe dimenſions, were it not

endued with the moſt perfect tranſparency. The

liver is much greater at its firſt appearance ; its

tranſparency alone renders it inviſible. It is the

fame with reſpect to the kidnies ; whilſt they do

not even appear to exiſt, they ſeparate the urine.

The
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The heart forces the blood into the arteries ſooner

than we could imagine, and it can only be per

ceived by the growth of the embryo, which is

never more accelerated than at the very begin

ning.

Many other facts concur with theſe to eſtabliſh

the pre- exiſtence of organical wholes. We are

now ſenſible that many inſects multiply, like plants

by ſlips. We cut them into pieces, and each piece

regenerates, and becomes a perfect animal . Earth

worms are ranked in the number of thoſe inſects

that are re-produced from their disjoined parts ;

and being very large, the phænomena of their

regeneration is very perceptible. The piece that is

cut off never acquires any growth ; it always re

mains as the ſection left it ; only it falls away in a

greater or leſſer degree. But after fome time

there appears a very ſmall whitiſh pimple at its

extremity , which encreaſes by degrees in bulk

and length. There are foon diſcovered rings,

which are at firſt
very

ſmall and very clofe. They

ſpread themſelves inſenſibly every way. New

lungs , a new heart, a new ſtomach diſcloſe them

felves, and with them a number of other organs.

This piece, which is newly produced ,is extreinely

flender, and altogether diſproportioned to the

part on which it grew . We may imagine that

we ſee a worm growing, that is grafted at the end

of this ſtump, endeavouring to lengthen it. This

little vermiform appendage unfolds itſelf Nowly.

At length it equals in thickneſs the piece from

which it was cut, and exceeds it in length. It

can no longer be diftinguiſhed from it but by its
colour, which is ſomewhat fainter.

Here then is a new organical whole, which

grows from an antient one, and conſtitutes the

ſame

1
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fame body ; there is an animal flip that grows,

and expands itſelf on the ſtump of an animal, as a

vegetable flip does on the trunk of a tree.

Remark that the fleſh of the piece cut offdoes

not in the leaſt contribute to the formation of the

part regenerated ; the ſtump only nouriſhes the

bud ; it being the ſoil in which the latter vege

tates. The part then that is re-produced palles

through all the degrees of growth, by which the

intire animal itſelf had before paſſed. It is a real

animal, which pre -exiſted in a very minute form

in the great aninial that ſerved it for a matrix.

Vegetable productions exhibit to us the ſame

conſequences. If a tree be topped , that does not

lengthen the trunk of it ; but it ſends forth a

multitude of buds , in each of which a little tree

is comprized ; for the bud or branch that ſprings

from it is a tree that is grafted on the trunk that

nouriſhes it .

Every ſeed in like manner comprizes a plant

in miniature. On a very flight inſpection, we

may very eafily diſcover the ſtalk , leaves, and

root of this little plant. But the curious riſe

much higher, and diſtinguiſh in a bulbous root

or growing
bud thoſe flowers that do not blow

tillthe enſuing year:

When the evolution commences in an organize

ed whole, its form differs ſo prodigiouſly from

that which it will afterwards aſfume, that we

fhould be apt to miſtake it, were we not to ac
company it in all its progreſs. Obſerve how the

parts ofa plant are foldedtogether, entwined , and

concentred in the feed or bud . Is this that ma

jeſtic tree which will e're long overſhadow a large

{pace of ground ? This the flower that will lo

gracefully diſplay itſelf? This the fruit that will

G 6 allume
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aſſume ſuch a regular figure ? You can now only

perceive an unformed maſs of knotted filaments ;

yet this little chaos may already contain in it a

world, where all is organized and ſymmetrical.

You have ſeen frogs in their firſt ſtate . They

appear at that time to conſiſt only of a large head

and a long tail . Such is the chick when it be

gins to expanditſelf. A very ſlender tail ſtretched

in a ſtrait line is joined to a large head ; and the

tail contains all the rudiments of the compoſition ;

nay, is the very compoſition itſelf ; and the trané.

parent fluid in which it floats, conſtitutes the

whole of thoſe ſoft parts with which it is after
wards covered .

The ſame revolutions therefore , which occaſion

the heart of the chick to be transformed from its

ſemicircular ſhape to that of a pyramid , bring the

chick itſelf to a flate of perfection. If we were

permitted to penetrate to the foundation of the

mechaniſm whereby theſe fucceflive changes are

effected , what a degree of certainty wouldour

knowledge of animal ceconomy acquire? We

ſhould contemplate in an egy the myſteries of the

two kingdoms, And how greatly would our ad.
miration of that ADORABLE WISDOM be in

creaſed, which by the fimpleſt means ever attains

the moſt noble end ?

9. Thus the more we aſcend to the origin of

organized beings , the more we are perfuaded of

their having pre- exiſted before their firſt appear

ance ; not ſuch as they firſt appear to us , but more

diſguiſed ; and were it poflible for us to trace

them ftill higher, we lhould undoubtedly find

them ftill more diſguiſed , and ſhould be at a loſs

to conceive how they could afterwards acquire

that form under which they preſent themſelves to

our view,

We
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We can then form no idea of the primitive

ſtate of organized beings ; that ftate which I con

ceive to be given them by the hand of him who

has ordained all things from the beginning .

The forms of vegetables and animals, which are

ſo elegantly varied, are , in the ſyſtem of this ad

mirable pre -ordination , only the laſt reſults of

that multitude of ſucceſſive revolutions, they have

been liable to, and which perhaps commenced at

their firſt creation . How great would be our

aſtoniſhment, could we penetrate into theſe depths

and pry into the abyſs ! We ſhould there diſcover

a world very different from ours , whoſe ſtrange

decorationswould infinitely embarraſs us. The

ftate, in which we conceive all organized bodies

to have been at firſt, is the germ ſtate ; and the

germ contains in miniature all the parts of the fu .

ture animal or vegetable . It does not then ac

quire organs which it had not before; but thoſe

organs which did not hitherto appear , begin now

to be viſible. We do not know the utmoſt limits

of the diviſion of matter ; but we ſee that it has

been divided in a prodigious degree . From the

elephant to the mite, from the globe of the ſun to

a globule of light , what an inconceivable multi .

tude of intermediate degrees are there ! This ani

malcule enjoys the light ; it penetrates into its

eye ; it there traces the image of objects; how

extremely minutemuſt this image be ! And how

much more minute muſt that of a globule of

light be , when ſeveral thouſands, and perhaps

millions enter at the ſame time into this eye !

But great and ſmall are nothing in themſelves,

and have no reality but in our imagination. It

is poflible, that all the germs of the ſame were

originally joined or linked into each other, and

that they are only unfolded from generation to

generation
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generation , according to that progreffion which

geometry endeavours to aſſign them .

a

10. A barren egg has a yolk as well as a fruit

ful egg. And a ray of light has lately ſprung,

which has greatly brightened the ſhades in which

the myſtery of generation is yet involved .

Beſtow your whole attention on this ; you will

then diſcover an important truth . A membrane

cloaths the inſide of the yolk of an egg : and this

membrane, which is only a continuation of that

which cloaths theſlender inteſtine of the chick , is

common to the ſtomach, pharynx, mouth , ſkin ,

and epidermis. Another membrane enfolds the

yolk externally, and this membrane is only a con

tinuation of that which covers the inteſtine ; it

unites with the meſentery and peritoneum . The

arteries and veins that gently move in the egg,

derive their origin from the meſenteric arteries

and veins of the embryo. The blood which

circulates in the yolk receives the principal of its

motion from the heart .

The yolk then is eſſentially a dependance of the

inteſtines of the embryo, and together with that
compoſes oneand the ſame organized whole . Sa

that at itsprimary period, it is in ſome meaſure an

animal with two bodies ; the head , trunk, and ex

tremities, compofe one of thefe bodies ; the intel

tines and yolk the other. At the end of the incuba

tion the ſecond body connects with the firſt, and

both together form only one.

But lince the yolk exiſts in eggs that have not

been fecundated, it neceffarily follows that the

germ exiſted before fecundacion .

ſequence is felf-evident: you have lately ſeen

that the yolk is an eſſential part of the chick : you

have obſerved the ſtrict communication between

them

This con.
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them . The chick then has never exiſted without

it . The membranes and veſſels of the former are

only a continuation of the membranes and veflels

of the latter. And what a number ofother thing

are there which are common to both, and which

prove that they have never exiſted ſeparately !

The chick then was entire in the egg before ſe

cundation . It does not therefore owe its origin

to the liquor furniſhed by the cock , but was ſketch

ed in miniature in the egg previous to it. Con

fequently the germ belongs ſolely to the female .

Such is the grand concluſion which immediately

flows from facts.

11. The yolk has its liquors, which are con

veyed to it by the arteries belonging to it . They

circulate, and without veins there is no circula

tion . But the arteries and veins of the yolk take

their origin from the meſenteric arteries and veins

of the fætus: the heart ofthis latter therefore is the

principle of that circulation which is performed

in the yolk . At the time of fecundation the ice

tus does not weigh the hundredth part of a grain .

The yolk at that time weighs a dram . It has

vefſels proportioned to its ſize, Now if the gerin

exifted'intire before fecundation, that which we

ftile generation is notthe ſame thing with it ; but is

only the beginning of an evolution , which will by

degrees bring to open day ſuch parts as were be .

fore hid in impenetrable darkneſs.

But the germ cannot be unfolded in an egg

which has not been fecundated , and incubation

would only accelerate its corruption.
What

does it then want to enable it to continue to grow ?

It has all the organs neceflary for evolution . It

has even already attained to a certain degree of

growth ,
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The germ

1

growth , for eggs grow in young pullets ; their.

ovaries contain them of all ſizes.

gri ws there likewiſe. Why cannot it enfold it- .

full more than it does ? What ſecret force retains

it within the limits of inviſibility ? .

Growth depends on the impulſion of the heart..

A greater degree of growth, depends on a greater

impulſion . This degree of impulſion, coníe .

qui ntly is wanting in the heart of the germ that .

has not been fecundated.

This demonſtrates a certain reſiſtance in the

parts of the germ . As it grows this reſiſtance

augments in proportion. Some reſiſt inore than

others; the bony parts, or ſuch as will hercafter

become ſo, more than the membranous, or thoſe

that muſt always remain fo.

The heart of the germ then hath need of a de ..

terminale ſtrength to ſurmount this reſiſtance. Its

ſtrength is in its irritability, or in the power it

has of contracting itſelf on the touch of fome

liquid . Wherefore to augment the irritability of

the heart, is to augment its impulſive force.

Fecundation, without doubt, increaſes this

force , and that can alone increaſe it ; , ſince it is

only by the intervention of it that the germ paſſes

over the narrow limits that retained it in its first

ftate .

12. The fecundating liquor then is a true ſtie .

mulus, which being conveyed to the heart of the

germ, excites it in a powerful manner, and com- .

municates to it a new activity. Herein conſiſts .

what we call conception . Metion being once im

preſſed on the little moving body, is there pre-..

ſerved ſolely by the energy of its admirable me
chaniſm .

But

I
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But it is not ſufficient that the heart ſhould ac

quire a force fufficient to ſurmount the reſiſtance

of ſolids ; it is likewiſe neceſſary that the fluid

which it conveys to them , and which ſhould noul

riſh them, be proportionable to the exceeding

fineneſs of the veſſels. Such a blood as ours woulda

not circulate in them . The blood of the einbryo is

at firſt a whitiſh liquor ; it grows yellow by de

grees, and afterwards red . The more the impul

ſion of the heart dilates the veſſels, the more groſs

heterogeneous, and colouring particles they ad
mit.

The prolific liquor then is not a mere frimulus ;

but is likewiſe a nutritious fluid appropriated to

the extreme delicacy ofthe germ . It has already

diſcharged the functions of a nutritious fluid in

the fecundating individual ; has cauſed its coin ),;

ſpurs, &c. to grow, and given ſtrength to all his

parts ,

Being conveyed by the arteries to all the parts,
it unites itſelf to the nature of each . From

thence proceeds growth , which we do not pay a

ſufficient attention to.

It is not long before the chick loſes the firſt

form . Wings , thighs, legs, and feet , ſpring out

from its long tail. Every thing is formed and
diſpoſed on a new model . The little animal,

which before was ſtretched out in a Itrait line ,

becomes more and more curved . It is ſucceſſively

cloathed with muſcles , tendons, fleſh , and feath.

ers, and in eighteen or twenty days is a perfect
chick .

1

13. If the chick pre-exiſted in the hen , it is

probable the horſe pre- exiſted in the mare. This

would be more than probable, if it could be de.

monftrated
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monſtrated that the young of viviparous animals

are encloſed in eggs ; and that all the difference

between viviparous and oviparous may be re

duced to this, that the former are hatched in the

belly of their mother, and the latter after their

ifluing from it .

On the two ſides of viviparous females there is

a body reſembling a bunch of grapes, whoſe ber

ries are bladders full of a limpid liquor. Theſe
are the ovaries. They communicate with the

matrix by two canals which they call tubes. The

prolific liquor penetrates into the matrix , and

pafles through the tubes into the ovarie. Thus

fecundation is performed. Foetus's have more

than once been found in the ovaries itſelf. Nay

more, there has been found in a veſicle of the

ovary a complete fætus ſketched in miniature.

The veſicles of the ovary are real eggs, which

after fecundation deſcend through the tubes into

the matrix, and are there in ſome meaſure brood.

ed on. In a ſhort time they ſend forth ſmall

roots, which convey the nouriſhment to the em

bryo. The fuppleneſs of their membranes ad

mits of their extending, and making way for the

growth of the little animal . It is true, thegrowe

ing
of

eggs is not familiar to us ; but the hiſtory

of inſects furniſhes us with many examples of it.

It even exhibits to us inſects that are at one time

viviparous, and another oviparous. The young
were in that caſe at firſt lodged in eggs ;

fome

times the mother lays her eggs; and at another

brings forth living young ones,which were hatch

ed from theſe eggs whilſt they were yet in the
matrix .

It is therefore the ſame with reſpect to the

velicles of the ovary, as the eggs of the hen ; a

germ
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germ pre-exiſts in them, but its tranſparency

conceals it from us ; fecundation renders it vi

fible.

14. But if an aſs cover a mare, there will be

produced from this commerce an animal that will

not properly be a horſe, but a mule. Neverthe

leſs a horſe was delineated in miniature in the egga

of a mare : how then was it transformed into a

mule ? Whence did it acquire theſe long ears

and ſlender tail fo different from thoſe of the

horſe ? Diflection encreaſes the difficulty ; that

informs us that this kind of transformation does

not only affect the exterior part of the animal, but
the interior likewiſe. The voice of the mule is

very like that of the aſs, and does not at all re

ſemble the neighing of a horſe. The organ of

the aſs's voice is an inſtrument that is very much

compounded. A druin of a ſingular ſtructure,
a

lodged within the larynx, is the principal part of

thisinftrument. This drum does not exiſt in the

horſe, but is found in the mule.

The liquor furniſhed by the male conſequently

penetrate the germ , ſince it there produces ſuch

great changes. But theſe relations of the prolific

liquor to the male that furniſhes it , muſt necella.

rily depend on the organs that prepare it .

There are then in theſe organs veſſels that ſe

parate the molecules relative to different parts of

the
great whole . Theſe molecules are carried to

the correſponding parts of the germ , ſince theſe

parts are modified by the action of the prolific

liquor. Therefore it incorporates itſelf with the

germ , and is the firſt aliment of it , as I ſaid

above.

The
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The organs of generation in the aſs have then a

relation to his ears and larynx; for they prepare a

liquor which modifies the ears and larynx of the

little horſe incloſed in the egg. The prolific li

quor creates nothing, but it may change what al

ready exifts. It does not engender the chick, which

exiſted before fecundation.

Growth depends on nutrition ; the latter, on

incorporation . At the ſame time that a part

grows, it requires folidity. An exceſs of growth

in a part, then , ſuppoſes a ſuper-abundance of

nutritious juices, or ſuch as are more active. The

exceſſive growth which the ears of the horſe ac

quire by the influence of the liquor of the aſs,

indicates that this liquor containsmore molecules

appropriated to the unfolding of the ears than that

of the horſe or that the molecules of the firſt are

more active than thoſe of the ſecond .

The extreme ſoftneſs, I ſhould rather ſay

fluidity of the germ, renders every partof it ex

tremely modifiable. Thoſe changes which you

cannot conceive in an adult , depend here on the

ſlighteſt cauſes.

But if the fecundating liquor modifies the

germ , this latter in its turn , modifies the action of

that liquor. By virtue of its organization, it

tends to preſerve its primitive ſtate , relifts more

or leſs every new arrangement , and never gives

way without always retaining ſomething of its prix

mitive form .

15. Every organicalprodułtion,which has inore

or lefs parts than the ſpecies require, or conſtructa

ed otherwiſe, is a monſter. The mule, which doth

not engender, is therefore a monſter.
The
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The objeet of inquiry in a celebrated diſpute

was, whether certain monſters were ſuch origi

nally or by accident ?

It is evident , that the mule is not a monſter

from its origin. Monſters do not exhibit fo

much conſtancy and uniformity: Does an egg of

which the mule is formed offer itſelf in the ovary

of the mare juſt at the inſtant in which the ats

fecundates it ?

Two branches, fruits or leaves, graft themſel

ves accidentally, and afterwards compoſe but one

and the ſame whole. Art performs other more

extraordinary engraftings, in all of which there is

nothing originally monitrous.

That which happens between two fruits that

ingraft themſelves, or are ingrafted by force, may

happen in the matrix between two eggs, or in an

egg between two germs. Two fætus's that are

united only by the ſpine, perfe tly reſemble

two fruits that are grafted by contact. An egg

ſometimes contains two yolks ; conſequently

it then contains two germs. How eafy a matter is

it for them to ingraft themſelves together as they

unfold ? We have ſeen a chicken with four feet.

which undoubtedly proceeded from a like union.

The germs, which are firſt fluid, and for a con

ſiderable time gelatinous , are very penetrable. If

they come in contact, they will mix together in

part. Similar organs , which at leaſt half pene

trate each other, will ſubſiſt in the other moiety.

We fee clearly this reciprocal penetration in a

human fætus having two heads on a ſingle body .

This monſter was evidently formed of two moie

ties of the fætus connećted together.

If their gelatinous ftate renders germs very pe

netrable, it favourswith much greater reaſon their

a

union

.
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union by grafting,or that of ſome parts to each

other, either of the ſame germ or two or

germs. Thegraft is united to its ſubject only by ge

latinous or at leaſt by herbaceous fibres. Such fibres

are proper for forming new productions, and for

connecting and intermingling together . Two

polypus's unite together much more eaſily than

two rinds ; they are abundantly ſofter .

16. Accidental grafts may give birth to mon

Iters which we ſhould term inexplicable, by this

principle . But you have not forgot, that all or

ganical parts haveformsand ſituations in the germ

which differ prodigiouſly from thoſe they will
have in the unfolded fætus. Recal to mind the

chick in its firſt form , its heart in that of a ſemi

circle and you will comprehend that thoſe con

junctions which appear impoſſible to you in the

fætus, may be eaſily affected in the germ .

The analogy of parts likewiſe favours their

union. This analogy reſults from that of the

elements. Two membranes are more diſpoſed to

unite than a membrane and a bone ; and ſimilar

parts of the ſame organ , than parts of different

organs.

Laſtly, evolution is not uniform in all parts of

the germ : they grow unequally, and this inequa

lity of growth may influence theeffects of con

taćt, preſſure, adheſion, &c. Thus a monſter

that is produced with ſuperfluous members, may

derive them from a germ that has periſhed, and

of which only theſe members remained. We

plainly ſee how many cauſes may deſtroy fuck

or ſuch a part, and produce a monſter by defect.
But
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But all monſters by exceſs might not owe their

origin to the union of two germs. Certain parts

may grow exceſſively by the concurrence of par
ticular circumſtances, and augment the number

of fimilar parts in the fame individual. A fub

ject with twenty -ſix ribs is really a monſter by

exceſs. It has been proved, that ſupernumary

ribs are entirely owing to the unnatural develope

ment of a bony appendage of the tranſverſe apo

pyſis of one of the vertebræ . The cauſes which

operate in the like unfoldings, act nearly as the

liquor of the aſs on the ears and larynx of the
horſe.

As ſupernumerary ribs unfold themſelves, ſo
two or three ribs unite themſelves into ſingle

one, and theſe kind of caſes are not rare either in

the vegetable or animal kingdom . Such parts as

almoſt touch each other, are very apt to unite :

two drops of jelly, and of the ſame jelly, unite

very eaſily.

17. The principles I have laid down concern

ing the generation of animals, are likewiſe appli

cable to that of plants . What the prolific liquor

is to the former , the duſt of the ſtamina is to the

latter. There is a wonderful analogy betwixt theſe

two claſſes of organized bodies . The ſeed, which

ſo nearly reſembles the egg, does therefore in

all probability contain a germ , which exiſted in

an inviſible manner before fecundation,and which

makes it fenfible to us . It appears firſt of all like

a greeniſh or yellowiſh ſpeck. It has been thought

that a grain of the ſtamina duſt has been par
ceived in this fpeck . The germs have on

this account been placed in this duſt, and in

troduced themſelves into the ſeeds, which

deſtined to receive and nouriſh them. But can

we diſcover the germ in the egg before ſecunda

i

1
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tion ? Notwithſtanding which it pre-exifts there.

It is highly probable that it likewiſe pre- exiſts in

the feed, and that its minuteneſs together with

the tranſparency of its parts, conceals it from our

fight Will a philofopherargue , that becauſe a

thing is inviſible to us, it does not therefore

exift?

18. An exact obſerver has taken a good method

to clear up the myſtery of the generation ofplants.

He conſidered what has reſulted from the fecunda

* tion of divers ſpecies, by the duſt of different ſpe

cies. He has ſeen mules that have been well defcrib

ed proceed from it. Theſe mules, when combined

with other ſpecies, have produced new ones. The

reſemblances have always been in a direct propor

tion to the duſt. The changes and alterations have

always been ſenſible. The female has had ſome

fuperiority. The priviledge of fecundity has

adhered more exactly to what came from her,

than to that which proceeded from the male. Do

not theſe curious obſervations themſelves indicate,

thatin vegetables, as well as in animals, the germ

originally belongs to the female ?

*
*

CHAP
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CHA P. VIII.

ofanimal Oeconomy, confidered in Infects.

1 .

" TH
H E ſketch I have lately drawn of animal

æconomy, affords a ſlight idea of what

conſtitutes the effence of life in moſt animals . We

ſhall now treat of the principal varieties which

the organization of different fpecies preſent us

with . Inſects, hitherto little known, exhibit

ſome ſingularities in this reſpect, to which we

ſhall confine ourſelves by way of preference, in

order to avoid ſuch details as might carry us to

too great a length .

We have already ſeen in ſome meaſure the di

ferent parts contained in the compoſition of theſe

little machines : we will now contemplate their

exerciſe and various effects.

2. The mechaniſm of reſpiration is very obſcure

in inſects. We only know that in them it differs.

greatly from that in thoſe animals which are moſt

known to us . Butwejudge with greater certainty

concerning this difference by the compariſon of
the organs, than by that of their exerciſe. When a

drop of greaſy liquor is applied to one or ſeveral

ſtigmata of an infect, the correſponding parts be

come paralytic. The interception of theair in

one part is followed by that of liquors or ſpirits.

When we ſtop up all the ftigmata , the infe t dies

immediately. If we afterwards open them, we

ſhall perceive the inſide to revive. The air which

VOL. IV. H then
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then penetrates the open orifices of the trachea ,

evidently produces this kind of reſurre &tion .

The tracheæ or air -veſſels are divided and ſub .

divided in a prodigious degree. May they not

reſemble ſo many ſieves, whichby ſeparations

ſuitably contrived, are capable of furniſhing to

each part an air of a more or leſs ſubtle nature, as

occaſion requires. There are commonly reckoned

to be nine ftigmata on each ſide of the body : but

ſometimes they are more in number, at others
fewer. The ſame inſect has ſome that are of

greater or leſsimportance to it, or whoſe functions

are more or leſs neceſſary. In ſeveral ſpecies,

theprincipal ftigmata are placed behind : in others

at the head. Inſtead of ftigmata, they are pretty

frequently obſerved to have little tubes ofdifferent

lengths.

3 : The circulation of the bloodis performed

in inſects with great regularity. We trace it by

our ſight, in ſome ſpecies of long and tranſparent
We

may ſee the heart, or principal

artery, contract and dilate itſelf ſucceſſively in

every part of its extent. It ſeems to be compoſ

ed of a great numberoflittle hearts, placed end

to end, that tranſmit the blood to each other.

Wee are yet ignorant in what manner the blood

is conveyed into the grand artery. Its principal

ramifications, and the canals analogous to veins,

are equally unknown. Weare only certain , that
in many ſpecies, for the moſt part of the creeping

fort, the principle of circulation is towards the

hinder part, whereas in others it is towards the

head. It is very probable that the grand artery

ſhoots forth , from both ſides of it , ſeveral branches

that are inviſible by reaſon of their extreme fine

neſs

worms .
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neſs or tranſparency, and that diſtribute the blood

'to every part. Other branches are without doubt

connected with them, and conduct the reſidue of

the blood to the principal trunk of veins, which is

imagined to be perceived on the oppoſite ſide of

the heart . The blood of inſects is a ſubtle liquor

tranſparent, commonly without colour, and though

it be not in the leaſt inflammable, relifts, in fome

ſpecies, a degree of cold ſuperior to that of our
fevereſt winters.

! a

3

4. The organs of generation , in moſt inſects,,

areplaced at the extremity of the belly . That

which characteriſes the male, conſiſts principally

of one or two ſpecies of fteſhy horns which are

turned different ways, and are generally drawnı

within the body, but emitted from thence at

the pleaſure of the inſect . The hind part of
divers males is alſo furniſhed with hooks, by

means of which they faſten on that of the fée

males. In the interior part are lodged different

veſſels, which are conne&ted with the principal

organ of generation, and feparate the fecundating
liquor from the maſs of blood. At the end of the

aperture formed in the female, there is joined a

kind of canal , which, in many inſects, ſends forth

ſeveral branches, called tubes or ovaries. Theſe

are ſpecies of very fine inteſtines, in which the

eggs are ranged in a row, alınoſt like the beads of

a chaplet.

The eggs neareſt the aperture are the largeſt,

or in a more advanced ſtate. They gradually di

miniſh according to their diſtance. At length

they become altogether inviſible.

In the common paſſage where the ovaries ter

minate, there is inſerted, in ſome ſpecies, a very

H 2 fhort
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Thort canal , which communicates with an oblong

cavity , that is conſidered as analogous to the ma

trix. In this cavity the liquor of the male is de

poſited.

Amongſt viviparous animals the æconomy of

the tubes changes. Sometimes the young , are

ranged in bunches . At others they form akind

of cord twiſted ſpirally, whoſe length , width , and

thickneſs exactly , correſpond in number to the

length and thickneſs of the young that compoſes

it . The young ofſomeviviparous inſects, before

they are brought forth, tear the membrane or ovary

that incloſes them : they are, to uſe the expreſſion

on this account ſubject to a two- fold birth .

of inſects are of two kinds : fome are

membranous, like thoſe of tortoiſes and reptiles :

others are cruſtaceous, as are thoſe of birds . But

whereas in large animals the ſpecies comprized

under theſe genera differ only from each other

by a ſlender variety, amongſt inſects theſe varieties

are fo great, that one animal does not differ more

from another, than one of their eggs does from
another. Some of them are round, elliptical,

lenticular, cylindrical , pyramidal, flat. Some are

quite ſmooth, others grooved or channelled . In

ſhort, what is more extraordinary, there are ſome

eggs that grow after they are laid. We eaſily

judge that they are entirely membranous. The

ſuppleneſs of their membranes admits of their ex

tenſion. They have pores that imbibe the juices

of the plant where they are depoſited. Theſe

are minute placentiæ that tranſmit the nourish .

ment to the embryo.

5. The diſtinction of inſects into viviparous'

and oviparous does not only take place in ſpecies

of different claſſes, but likewiſe in ſpecies of the

ſame
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fame germs. There are ſome two-winged flies that

are viviparous, and others that are oviparous.

Add to this, that ſome ſpecies are viviparous

at one time, and oviparous at another.

vine- frelter furnilhes anexample of this .

All great animals that are known to us, are

diſtinguiſhed into males and females, and propa

gate the ſpecies by copulation . The ſame order

prevails amongſt infects; but all the ſpecies are not

ſubject to it , and, of thoſe that are, ſeveral afford

us ſome very remarkable fingularities. In divers

ſpecies, the male is winged, and the female not.

The glow -worm , which is ſentenced to crawl dur

ing its whole life time, is fecundated by an inſect

having four wings.

Sometimes this ſtriking fingularity is joined

with others that are ſtill more ſurpriſing . Every

where elſe we obſerve a certain proportion be

twixt the male and female ; here this proportion

vaniſhes entirely. The female is a coloſſus, on

which the male walks as on a ſpacious ſpot. The

ardor and agility of the male are exceſſive. He

is almoſt in continual motion. · The female on

the contrary , moves but ſeldom, and that heavily .

She ſometimes ſpends the greateſt part of her life

in the moſt perfect inactivity. In fine , the male

is an inſect properly ſo called, his whole body is

interſected by inciſions that are very conſpicuous :

the female is a ſpherical maſs, fixed to a branch,

that one would be apt to take for a excreſcence or

gall nut of this branch . You will imagine that

I am ſpeaking of gall-inſeits, whoſe name ſo

well explains their deceitful appearances. They

are found in great numbers on the branches

of many trees and ſhrubs. They are greatly

diverſified ; but always affect the form of gall

nuts more or leſs round. They imbibe the juice

1

an
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of the tree by the aſſiſtance of a little pumps.

which they keep fixed to the bark. They lay.

ſome thouſands of eggs , which are piled up

under the mother's belly, as they iſſue from it.

When the whole number is laid, the gall-inſect

dies, and its carcaſe remains, faftened to the

branch. This is only a cod full of eggs , which

onemight ftill take for a living, gall-inſect, fo.
ſmall an appearance of life is there in this ſtrange

animal. The young are hatched in a ſhort time,

when there immediately appears a multitude of

very ſmall animated membranes, either oval or

circular, which are borne on fix legs, and diſperſe

themſelves on all ſides with a wonderful celerity.

6. Several of the ſpecies that live in ſociety,

preſent us with three forts of individuals ; to wit,

males, females, and neuters, or individuals that re

main always deprived of ſex . This we obſerve,

in the republics of bees, waſps, and ants. We

know that each ſwarm of bees has but one fe

male, which bears the name of queen ; , the males.
which are called drones , pretty often amount to.

four or five hundred ; the neuters, which are

much more numerous, are ſometimes forty or

fifty thouſand in number. Theſe are the ilotes,

of the little ſparta ; they are charged with all the

labour. The queen and drone are wholly taken

up in furniſhing the ſtate with citizens. She is in .

a literal fenſe the mother of all her people ; ſhe

lays in one year upwards of fifty thouſand eggs.

She produces three forts of them , from whence
are hatched three kinds of individuals of different

ſhape . The neuters then conſtruct three ſorts of.

cells, to receive the eggs , and lodge the young to
be hatched from them .

Divers ſpecies of inſects are real hermaphroa

.

dites
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dites : in each individual both ſexes are united ,

but he cannot fecundate himſelf ; and generation

depends in this caſe as elſewhere, on the concur

rence of two individuals.

**

7. Other inſects are hermaphrodites of a more

fingular nature ; each individual propagates with.

out any commerce with another. We have the

firſt example of this in the vine-fretter, that de

ferves ſome attention .

You have very frequently ſeen little flies faſten

ed in great number to the upper extremities and

leaves of plants, and twiſt them round in various

forms : theſe are vine -fretters, whoſe ſpecies are

almoſt as numerous as thoſe of vegetables, and
whoſe remarkable properties are multiplied in pro

portion to the attention we pay them .

They bring forth living young ones . Their

births are eaſy to trace, there needsonly good eyes

and a little patience. Take up a little one as

foon as it is produced : incloſe it immediately in

the moft perfect folitude, and in order to be the

better aſſured, carry your precautions to a degree

of ſcrupulouſneſs; be with reſpect to it a more

vigilant Argus than the fabulous one. When the

little recluſe has acquired a certain growth, it

will begin to have young,and after ſome days you

will find it in the midſt of a numerous family.

Make the ſame experiment on one of the indi

viduals of this family that you have triedon its

chief: the new hermit will multiply like its father,

and this ſecond generation brought up in ſolitude

will not prove leſs fruitful than the firſt.

Repeat the experiment from one generation to

another ; abate nothing of your cares, your pre

cautions, and ſuſpicions; proceed , if your pa

tience will permit' you , to the ninth generation,
andH 4
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and they will all preſent you with fecund virgins .

After theſe experiments, ſo deciſive and reite

rated , you are eaſily perſuaded that there is no

diſtinction of fex in vine- fretters. What indeed

would be the uſe of ſuch a difference amongſt a

people where all the individuals are conſtantly

fufficient for themſelves ? Natural hiſtory is the

beſt logic , becauſe it beſt teaches us to ſuſpend

our judgment. Vine-fretters are really diftin

guiſhed by fexes ; there are males and females

amongſt them, and their amours are the leaſt

equivocal of any in the world . I do not know

whether there are in nature any maleş more amo

rous than they:

What then is the uſe of coupling between in

fects that multiply without its alliſtance ? of what
ſervice can an actual diftin&tion of fex be to real

Androgynes ? The clearing up of this point de

pends on another great ſingularity. During the

ſummer ſeaſon they are viviparous; they all bring

forth living young. Towards the middle of

autumn they become oviparous ; they all then lay
real eggs, which are hatched at the return of the

ſpring. The males begin to appear exactly at

the time the females begin to lay. There is
therefore a ſecret relation betwixt the appearance

of the males , and the laying of the females. There

are always found in the bodies of the females,
eggs and young ready to be produced. The

young then were originally incloſed in eggs .

During the fine ſeaſon , they are hatched in the

belly of their mother, and are brought into the

world alive . Plants at that time furniſh them

with a proper nouriſhment , which they fail not

inſtantly to imbibe by the help of a very ſlender

trunk . At the approach of cold weather, the

young cannot unfold themſelves in the dam's

belly
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belly, in order to their being produced alive :

they remain ſhut up in their eggs, where they

are preſerved the whole winter. Were they to

be hatched at the beginning of that ſeaſon, they

would ſoon periſh for wantof food. The deve

lopement depends ultimately on nutrition . Vine

fretters that are produced alive, are more unfolded

in the matrix than thoſe which are brought forth

incloſed in eggs. The former then have received

a nouriſhment in the matrix , which the others

were not able to obtain there. This nouriſh

ment was ſufficient to effectuate the entire

opening of the germs. Had not coupling , then,

for its primary end, the ſupplying the defect of

this nouriſhment in ſuch germs as were not to be:

hatched till after they had iſſued from the belly of

their mother ?

I have treated of ſome ſpecies of inſects, the

males of which are winged, and the females

not . This ſingularity is alſo tobe met with amongſt

Vine-fretters : but they offer ſtill more to us with

reſpect to this . Some of the males are winged,

and others remain their whole life -time with

outwings. There are likewiſe winged females,

and other females that are not .
But this is not

all: the males, and particularly thoſe that are

deſtitute of wings, are ſo ſmall in compariſon of

the females, that they are ſeen to walk upon them

as a mite upon fruit ; to ſo great a degree has na.

ture thought fit to abound ,with regard to theſe

inſects, in fingularities of different kinds.

8. Animals that multiply by Nips and ſhoots, and

that may be grafted, appear to be real zoophytes

orplant-animals.

Of theſe fome have feet or members, others

We will firf treatof the latter fort..

The

3

pot.
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The ſlime which covers the bottom of ponds

and marſhes, may almoſt be deemed a reſpectable

thing : there thé GREAT BEING has not dif
dained to aſſemble the traces of his power and

wiſdom . He has connected the exiſtence of this

vile matter with thatof different ſpecies of worms

that are deſtined to live in and ſeed upon it, and

that will one time or other preſent us with the in

tereſting fight of a new re-production, which we

fhall never think we can ſufficiently admire, and

ſhall therefore wonder at it in proportion as our

underſtanding is enlightened .

All theſe worms are long andſlender. They

are not unlike the treble ſtring of a violin ; their

body is formed of the ſucceſſion of a great number

of little rings, which decreaſe gradually as they

approach the extremities . They are very foft;

their head, which terminates in a blunt point, is

ſuſceptible of various motions . It contracts, di

lates, lengthens, and ſhortensitſelf at the plea

ſure of the inſect. The mouth is furniſhed with

a muſcle that directs the functions of it , and whoſe

exerciſe is pretty perceivable. The anus, which

is placed at the oppoſite extremity, is a little ob .

long aperture , bordered with an analogous muſcle.

The whole ſkin is fo tranſparent, as to admit of

its being inſpected within , and we may con

gratulate ourſelves on this circumſtance, ſince it

affords us a great ſpectacle. The polypus exhibits

nothing that has the appearance of viſcera.

All its ſubſtanceſeems to be compoſed of a maſs

of ſmall fimilar feeds. Our fiddle-ſtrings are mi

nute beings, quite differently organized, and the

apparatus of the viſcera, which the microſcope dif

covers to us, ſeems to advance them far above the

polypus . A long veſſel that goes winding from the
head

a

a

a
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head to the tail , is what chiefly ſtrikes the eye ofthe

obſerver. By its regular alternate motions , he will

foon know it to be the heart, or grand artery. The

liquor that circulates in theſe winding paſſages is

l'impid . It is perceived from the pulſations it

excites in every part of the artery comprized be

twixt two of the rings. One would be apt to

imagine each of theſe portions to be a real heart,

and that every artery was a chain of little hearts,

placed end to end, and that forced the blood from

one part to another . It is ſeen to run with an unia

form motion through all theſe little hearts , and riſes

in this manner as by ſo many bladders from the tail

to the head , near which it finally diſappears . In

different parts of the artery are diſcovered delicate

ramifications of vefſels, which may be taken for

veins, there being perceived no pulſation in them .

Beneath and along the artery there is a canal , whoſe

diameter varies at different points of its extent . It

is the inteſtinal duct,which comprehendsthe æfo

phagus, ſtomach, and inteſtines. The aliment is

there ſeen to digeſt before the eyes of the obſer

ver : he follows it in its paſſage: fees it deſcend

from the mouth towards theanus, and paſs through

every part of the canal between theſe two extremi

ties. But can machines ſo compounded as theſe.

be taken to pieces without injuring their economy

thereby ?

That ſuffers not in any reſpect on that account..

Strictly ſpeaking it affects theſe inſects no more

than being divided in the inidſt of the body . Each

ħalf not only continues to live and move ; but.

that which had no head preſently forms another,

and we may clearly perceive a new tail ſpring

forth in that part which was deſtitute of one. In .

leſs than three days the two moieties become two

complete worms.

H6 It
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It is more extraordinary for fourths, eighths,

and ſixteenth parts of our worms to aſſume a head

and tail : this is ſo ſpeedily effected, that in a few

days all theſe fragments are ſo many perfect in

ſects, and after a few weeks attain to the fame

length as the intire worm . New rings and new

viſcera unfold themſelves, the parties re-produced

differ in no reſpect from the antient ones.
Thus

the machine is formed anew by its own ſtrength ;

and the ſection, which might be a means of

deſtroying them , ſerves only to make them con

ſpicuous.

I have not yet ſufficiently treated of this parti

cular. The ſix and twentieth part of worms, to

wit , perfect atoms, are able to re-integrate them

felves extremely well, and in the ſpace of ſome
months are found to be worms of ſeveral inches in

length . In theſe living atoms , as well as in the

moſt conſiderable fragments, the circulation ſeems

to be performed with the ſame regularity as in

the whole worm . Each atom has its little heart,

and we may clearly perceive that this little lieart

is no other than a very ſmall portion of the

grand artery of the worm, whereof the atom was

We may weary ourſelves in cutting the head

off the ſame individual ; we ſhall have the ſame

taſk to repeat continually, becauſe there always

ſhoots forth a new one . We may even cauſe

ſeveral to iſſue at the ſame time, each of which

ſhall have their proper functions.

There is another ſpecies of theſe worms, a

mongſt which the property of becoming again

entire is confined in very remarkable bounds. It

forms a head or tail in the middle ; but if it be

cut into three or four parts, the intermediate

before a part.

.

ones
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ones puſh forth a tail where a head ſhould have

been produced. This fuperumerary tail , which is

innorepect deficient, cannot perform the office of

a head, and the unhappy inſect is condemned to

periſh with hunger.

9. Look into this rivulet , whoſe bottom is co

vered with broken pieces of plants : what do you

perceive upon them ? Spots of mouldineſs ; do not

miſtake : this mouldineſs is not what it appears to

be: and you already begin to ſuſpect fo : you

think thatyou greatly ennoble them by advancing

them to the rank of vegetables : you conjecture

they are plants in miniature, that have their flow

ersand ſeeds, and plume yourſelf on being able to

judge of theſe mouldineſſes in a differentmanner

from the vulgar. Take a magnifying glaſs : what

do you diſcover ? Some very pretty nofegays, all
the flowers of which are in bells . Each bell is

ſupported by a ſmall ſtalk , which is implanted in

a common one ; you now no longer doubt of the

truth of your conjecture, and cannot be perſwad

ed to quit this microſcopic parterre. You have

not however ſufficiently obſerved it . Look fted

faſtly on the aperture of one of theſe bells : you

will there perceive a very rapid motion, which

you cannot be weary ofcontemplating, and which

you compare to that of a mill . This motion ex

cites little currants in the water , that con

wards the bell a multitude of corpuſcles , which it

ſwallows up . You begin to doubt whether theſe

bells are real flowers; and the motions ofthe ſtalks,

which appear to be ſpontaneous, increaſe your

fufpicions. Continue your obſervations : nature

herſelf will teach you what you ought to think of

this ſingular production, and will furniſh you with
freſh

onvey to.
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freſh motives for admiring the fecundity ofherways.

That is a bell which detaches itſelf from the

cluſter, and that floats along in order to fix itfel

to fome ſupport. Follow it. A ſhort pedicle iſſues

froin its extremity : and the bell faſtens itſelf by

the end of this pedicle . It lengthens and be

comes a little ſtalk. It is no longer a noſegay your

are beholding, ' tis a ſingle flower. Redouble

your attention ; you are juſt arrived at the moſt

intereſting moment of inſpection. The flower is

cloſed, has loft its form of a bell , and aſſumed

that of a bud. You perhaps ſuſpect that this bud

is ſome fruit, or a ſeed that has ſucceeded to the

flower : for you are loth to give up your firſt

conjeciure. Do not loſe ſight of this bud ; it is

now divided by degrees according to its length ,

and the ſtalk is at preſent fupplied with two buds,

leſs than the firſt. * Examine what paſſes in both

ofthem . They widen themſelves inſenſibly, and

you perceivea motion at the edge of the opening,
which increaſes in ſwiſtneſs in proportion as the

bud unfolds itſelf. The mill appears again, and

the two buds have aſſumed the form of abell. Can

a fruit, which changes into flowers, be a real fruit ?

Can ſuch flowers be real flowers ? that ſwallow little

infects? Suſpend your obſervations, and repeat them

a few hours hence . Your flowersare cloſed up as the

firſt was ; you eaſily gueſs that they will ſeparate
themſelves as before, afterwards open, and pre

ſent you with four bells . That is already effected,

and you have a little nolegay, compoſed of four

flowers. If you continueyour inſpečtion , you will

ſee them augment in bulk by new diviſions into

two's, and ſoon after you will count ſixteen, thirty

two, ſixty - four flowers . Such is the origin of

this microſcopical parterre,which at firitcrew your

attention

a
1
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attention : how much more admirable does it now

appear than you then conceived it to be ! Whata

group ofwonders doesa ſingle ſpot of mouldineſs

afford ! What unforeſeen , varied, and intereſting

ſcenes, are tranfacted on a ſcrap of rotten wood !

What a theatre does it exhibit to a thinking.

being ! But our abode is ſo reclufe, that we

have but a glimmering view of it; how great

would our raviſhment be, if the whole ſpectacle

diſcloſing itſelf at once to us, we ſhould be en

abled to penetrate into the interior ſtructure of

this wonderful aſſemblage of living atoms! Our

blunted eyes diſcover only the moſt ſtriking parts

of them ; they only apprehend the groſs parts of

the decorations, whilſt the machines that execute

them remain concealed in impenetrable dark

neſs ! Who ſhall enlighten this profound obſcu

rity ? Who ſhall dive into this abyſs where rea

fon itſelf is loſt ? Who draw from thence the

treaſures of wiſdom and knowledge concealed

within it ? Let us learn to be content with the ſmall

portion communicated to us, and contemplate

with gratitude thoſe firſt traces of human under

ſtanding imparted to us , towards a world placed

at ſucha great diſtance from us.

10. You cannot quit this ſpring, from whence

you have derived ſomany truths, that are, ſo af

toniſhing. You diſcover in it other microſcopical

animals, whoſe form reſembles that of a funnel.

Theſe are likewiſe polypus's . They do not

compoſe a cluſter ; but cleave to ſome body by

their inferior extremity ; you are curious to know

their method of multiplying. In order to this , place
your microſcope on one of theſe funnels. Of a

ſingle funnel, there are formed two by a natural

diviſion ; but very different from that of bell poly

pus
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pus's ; fo far has nature thought fit to vary her

proceedings with reſpect to theſe animals. Examine

what pafles in the middle of the funnel. A tranf.

verſe and oblique ſtripe indicates to you the part

where the polypus is about to divide itſelf. The

diviſion then is made flopingly. The ſtripe points

out the edges of the new funnel, and theſe are

only the lips of the freſh polypus. You diſcover

in them a pretty flow motion , which helps you to

diſcernthem . Theyapproach each other inſenſibly ,
the body colle & ts itſelf by degrees ; a little ſwell

ing forms itſelf on the ſide, which is a new head .

You already clearly diſtinguiſh two polypus's

placed above each other. The upper polypus.

has the former head and a new tail ; the inferior

one a new head and the former tail. The upper

polypus is connected with the other only by its .

lower extremity . By a motion it gives itſelf,

it is at laſt detached from the other ; and floats

away in order to fix elſewhere. The inferior

polypus remains faſtened to the place where the
funnel was before the diviſion .

11. Net polypus's likewiſe derive their name

froin the exterior form of their bodies ; they pret

ty nearly reſemble that of a fiſhing-net. They

aſſemble in
groups ,

and faſten on all the bodies

they meet with in freſh water. They are very

tranſparent. In the inſide of thepolypus there is

formed an oblong and whitiſh body. As ſoon

as it is formed, it deſcends by degrees, ſhews.

itſelf on the outſide, and remains fixed perpendi

cularly on the polypus . It produces new ones

every day ; and the group they compoſe on the

exterior part of the polypus, increaſes in growth .

If theſe minute bodies beeggs, they are of a ſingu .

lar
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lar ſpecies, they are abſolutely without any cover.

ing, and are neither membráneous or cruſtaceous.

We cannot affirm of theſe eggs , that young are

hatched from them , but are under a neceſſity of

acknowledging, that theſe little oviform bodies un

fold themſelves. This developement is accom

pliſhed in a few minutes, and the polypus becomes

the ſame as its mother : imagine to yourſelf a bird

that ſhould iſſue from its mother's belly, intirely

naked, rolled together like a ball , whoſe mem

bers ſhould afterwards diſplay themſelves, and you

will have a repreſentation of the production of

net polypus's.

a

manner.

You are

12. Cluſter -polypus's propagate by dividing in

the middle ; arm -polypus's do not multiply in this

They bring forth their young almoſt as

a tree ſhoots forth its branches. A little bud
ap

pears on the ſide of the polypus . Do not ſup

poſe that this bud contains a polypus , as the ve

getable bud comprizes a branch : it is itſelf the

polypus in its growth . It increaſes in ſize and

length, and at laſt ſeparates from its mother.

Whilft it is united to her, they both compoſe

one body, as the branch with the tree.

to underſtand this in the ſtricteſt ſenſe . The

prey which the mother ſwallows, paſles immedi

ately into her young, and imparts the ſame colour

to it . So that the whole conſiits of one little

bowel in a great extent. The prey which the

young one ſeizes (for it fiſhes for it as ſoon as it

has 'arms) paſſes in like manner into the mother.

They nouriſh each other reciprocally:

There is ſcarcely any 'polypus without buds.

All of them therefore are ſo many polypus's, or

ſo many ſhoots that grow on a common trunk.
Whilft
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Whilſt they are unfolding , they themſelves ſend

forth ſmaller ſhoots, and theſe ſmaller ſtill. They

all extend their arms on both ſides. You think

you are beholding a very buſhy tree . The nouriſh

ment received by one of theſe ſhoots, is ſoon

communicated to all the reſt, and to their com

mon mother ; the chief of the ſociety and the

members are one. The ſociety is diſſolved by

little and little, the members ſeparate themſelves,

are diſperſed, and each ſhoot becomes in its turn

a little genealogical tree.

Such is the natural method by which the arm

polypus multiplies. It may alſo be multiplied by

ſlips. There is no need to mention, that when

it is cut in pieces, each piece in a ſhort time be

comes a perfect polypus. It were better to ſay

at once , that the polypus, after being cut into ſmall

pieces, riſes again from its ruins, and the little

fragments yield as many polypus's. Being cut
either in length or width , this extraordinary ani .

mal is re-produced in the ſame manner, and the

ſources of life are equally inexhauſtible .

13. But the following is what fable itſelf has

not preſumed to invent : bring to their trunk the

heads that have been ſtruck off, they will re -unite

to it , and you will reſtore to the polypus its head .

You may alſo, if you think proper affix to it the

head of another polypus . The mutilated parts of

the ſame or different polypus's , whenplaced end

to end, will unite in like manner, and form only

a ſingle polypus.

What have I hitherto faid ? There is ſcarce any

miracle that may not be performed by means of

the polypus ; butmiracles, when multiplied to ſo

great a degree, hardly appear to be ſuch. A

polypus

1
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polypus may be introduced by its hind part into

the body of another polypus.' The two individu.

als unite , their heads become ingrafted into each

other; and the polypus, which at firſt was double

is converted into a ſingle polypus, that eats , grows

and multiplies.

I have compared the polypus to the finger of a

glove : this finger may be turned inſide out : ſo

may the polypus likewiſe, and being ſo Shifted ,

can fiſh, ſwallow , and multiply by flips and

Thoots.

It will be eaſily believed that the polypus does

not like to remain thus ſhifted. It make an ef.

fort to regain its former poſition , and frequently

ſucceeds either in part , or altogether. The poly

pus, which is partly turned back again as at firſt

is a real Proteus , that aſſumes all kinds of forms,

which are all equally ſtrange . Endeavour to re

preſent to yourſelf the polypus thus turned again .
You remember that the inſect is made in the form

of a bowel . One part of the bowel then is turned

backwards on the other ; it there faltens and en

grafts itſelf. In that caſe the polypus is as it were

doubled. The mouth encompaſſes the body like

a fringed girdle ; the arms are the fringe. They

then point towards the tail . The fore-part cone

tinues open ; the other is uſually ſhut up. You

expect no doubt to ſee a new head and new arms

to grow out of the fore-part; which you have ob

ſerved in all the polypus's that have been divid

ed tranſverſely. But the polypus combines it

ſelf a thouſand different ways , and each combina

tion has its conſequences, which experience alone

can diſcover to you. The fore-part cloſes itſelf ;

it becomes a ſupernumerary tail. The polypus,

which was at firſt extended in the right line , is

çurved
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curved more and more. The ſupernumerary tail

lengthens every day. The two tails reſemble the

feet of a pair of compaſſes. The compaſſesare
partly open . The ancient mouth is at the head of

the compaſſes. This mouth , which is faftened

to the body, and embraces it like a ring, can
not diſcharge it functions. What then muſt

become of the unfortunate polypus with two tails

and without a head ? How will it be able to

live ? Do you think that you have taken nature
at unawares ? You are miſtaken . Towards the

upper part of the polypus, near the ancient lip ,

there are forming not only a ſingle mouth, but

ſeveral; and this polypus, concerning which you

inquired a minute ago how it could exiſt, is now

a ſpecies of hydra with ſeveral heads and mouths,

and devours with all theſe mouths.

a

14. What a multitude of phyſiological truths,

that were unknown to us in the vegetable king

dom , has the arm -polypus alone unveiled to us?n

How do theſe truths appear as paradoxes, and

yet how evidently are they demonſtrated ? Who

can doubt now that there exifts an animal, a very

animal, ſince it is extremely voracious, whoſe,

young growslike branches, and which being cut

to -pieces and actually minced, regenerates a new

in all its parts, and even in theſmalleſt fragments,

that may be grafted by approximation or inocula

tion, turned inſide outwards like a glove, afterwards

cut, turned back and cut again, without ceaſing,

to live , devour, grow, and multiply.

It was not a fit ſeaſon tlierefore to make general

rules, to arrange nature, eſtabliſh diſtributions,

form fyftematical orders , and to raiſe an edifice,

which ' future ages, better inſtructed, will even

dread to project . We haveſcarce any knowledge

af
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of the animal , when we would undertake to de.

fine it . Becauſe our knowledge is at preſent in

ſome meaſure improved, ſhall we preſume to

think we thoroughly know it? Polypus's have aſto .

niſhed us , becauſe on their firſt appearance there

was no idea in our brain analogous to them , and we

had taken great pains to diſcard from it the very

poſſibility of their exiſtence . How many animals

are there that are even more ſtrange than polypus's

and that would confound all our reaſonings,could

we diſcover them ? It would be neceſſary on that

occaſion to invent a new language, in order to deſ

cribe our obſervations. Polypus's are placed on

the frontiers of another univerſe, that will one

time or other have its COLUMBUS's and VESPU .

TIUS's. Shall we imagine that we have penetra

ted into the interior parts of the continents, be.

cauſe we have taken a ſlight view of ſome coaſts at

a diſtance ? We will forni to ourſelves more ex

alted ideas of nature ; we will conſider her as one

immenfe whole, and will firmly perſuade ourſelves

that what we diſcover of her is but the ſmalleſt

part ofwhatſhe contains. Having been heretofore

aftoniſhed, we will forbear being ſo for the time

to come,but will continue our obſervations; we will

amaſs freſh truths, connect them if we are able,

and be in expectation of every diſcovery, becauſe

we will continually ſay, that the known cannot

ſerve as a model for the unknown, and that mo

dels have been variedad infinitum . Cluſter poly

pus's multiply by dividing themſelves; who can tell

but that there may one time or other be diſcover

ed animals, that inſtead of dividing themſelves,
may unite together, and join themſelves to one

another, in order to compoſe one ſingle animal ?

Or who knows whether the multiplication of ſuch

an animal may not have as an eſſential condition,

the
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the conſolidation of ſeveral animalcules in a fingle

one ? We ſay that an animal muſt have a brain, an
heart, arteries , veins, nerves, a ftomach , &c.

Theſe are the ideas we have deduced from

large animals, and we carry them every where
with confidence . We act herein like a French

traveller, who ſhould expect to find in the Terræ

Auftrales the modes of his own country, and that

would be greatly chagrinedon being diſappointed.

Theanimal kingdom has alſo its Terræ Auftrales,

in which probably, it is not cuſtomary to meet
with a brain , an ' heart, a ftomach, &c . Why

do we deſire that nature ſhould always condeſcend

to form one animal with the elements of anotber?

Shemight indeed be conſtrained ſo to do, did not

herfecundity ſurpaſs that ofour poor conceptions?

But the HAND, which has formed the polypus,

has demonſtrated to us , that it can, when necef

fity requires, animalize matter at a much leſs

expence. It has defcended by almoſt inſenſible

degrees from thoſe great organized maſſes we call

quadrupeds, to thoſe minute organized bodies we

ſtile inſect; and by gradual and ſkilfully contrived

ſubtračtions, it has at length reduced animality

to her ſmalleſt terms . We are unacquainted with

theſe ſmalleſt terms . The polypus, ſimple as it ap

pears to be, is without doubt very much com

pounded, in compariſon of ſuch animals as are

placed beneath it in the fcale . It is , if we may be

allowed the expreſſion , too much an animal, to

be the laſt term of animality. We know that the

brain is the principle of the nerves, that it filtres

the ſpirits; that the nerves are the organ of feel

ing ; that the heart is the primum mobile of

circulation ; that the veins and arteries are the de

pendancies, all this we have ſeen in great animals,

we have again to our lurprize found it in infects:

though
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though under different forms: we were thus ac.

cuſtomed to regard theſe various organs, and ſome

others, as eſſential to the animal.The polypus,how

ever, exhibits to us nothing ſimilar ; the beit mi .

croſcopes only diſcover to us an infinite number

of ſmall diſſeminated feeds in its whole ſubſtance :

and the unforeſeen experiment of its ſhifting , ſuf

ficiently proves that there is nothing in its ſtruc

ture common to that of animals before known to

us. Were we not capable of imagining, that an

animal had been endued with the property of

being propagated and grafted like a plant, itwould

havebeen much leſs poſſible for us to fufpect that

there had been granted to it the power ofbeing

turned inſide out like a glove. The arm -polypus,

is nevertheleſs a perfectanimal ; its voracity is ex.

ceſſive ; it devours all the little inſects thathappen

to touch it , and ſeizes them with ſuch ſkill,as ſeems

to give it an affinity to hunting animals.The cluſter
polypus quite differently conſtructed, has not the

fameadvantages,buthas relative ones : it can excite

a'rapid motion in the water, which brings towards

it thoſe living corpuſcles it feeds upon. There are
undoubtedly many animals that are ſtill much more

diſguiſed than the cluſter-polypus, and by not afford

ingus any exterior ſign of animality, leave us for

a long time uncertain of their true nature. When

a bulb of ſuch a polypus is detached from it, and

fixes it by its ſhort pedicle to any ſupport,ſhouldwe

be apt to conſider it asan animal production : has

not the gall-inſect been taken fora real vegetable

gall-nut by ſuch obſervers has had not ſeen it in

its primitive ſtate ? Is not the pond muſcle defici

ent in many things we judge to be neceſſary for

the animal ? How many fhell-fiſh are ſtill farther

degraded ? Nay more, there may probably exiſt
fome
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ſome animals , which it would be impoſible for us

to acknowledgeas ſuch , even though their whole

ſtructure, as well internal as external, ſhould be
laid open to us ; the reaſon is , that judging only

according to our preſent notions, we cannot de

duce from this ſtructure the opinion of life .

15. I cannot yet quit this ſubject. Weare not

able to conceive all the methods by which the

AUTHOR of nature has given life and ſenſation

to a prodigious number of different beings. Let

us judge of them at leaſt by a compariſon of aa a

ſmall number of animated beings we are acquaint

ed with. How greatly does life differ in the ape and

the bell-polypus ? What intermediate degrees are

there betwixt theſe two terms ? Perhaps there are

Ntill more from this polypus to the laſt of animals.
I do not examine if fouls have been varied like

bodies ; but I conceive that organized matter has

been modified infinite ways, to which have cor

reſponded as many different methods of partici

pating life and ſenſation. I likewiſe conceive that

the ſame foul, if placed ſucceſſively in all the or

ganized bodies that exiſt, would ſucceſſively ex

perience all the poſſible modifications of life and

ſenſibility. This foul would paſs through all the

degrees of animality ; and if the could remember

them all, and compare them , ſhe would equal the

ſuperior intelligences in knowledge. She would

contemplate our world through all thoſe glaſſes that

have been given to the various beings that in,
habit it.

16. Let us draw a general conſequence from all

this : that analogy, which is one of the greatlights

of phyſics,is not capable of diſſipating the ſhades

of it. ' This light is frequently extinguiſhed on

the
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the approach of certain bodies which we bring to

the touch of experiment. To what purpoſe does

analogy ſerve in the examination of thebulb-poly.

pus ? We cannot even define theſe bulbs ; and

does the name we give them expreſs any thing

more than mere appearances ? How can analogy

enlighten us concerning the nature oftheſe minute

bodies, and the manner by which they are engen

dered and ingender, whilſt the offers nothing to

us either in the vegetable or animal kingdom ,which

bears the leaſt relation to theſe productions, ſo

different from all thoſe that were known to us ? I

affirm as much with regard to the natural diviſion

of the bells, and of the ſhiftingofthe arm - polypus's.

This is an intire new order of things, which has

its particular laws, which we ſhould in all proba

bility be able to diſcover, could we find fome

means of penetrating into the ſecret mechaniſm of

theſe little beings . We ſhould then diſcern all

the ſides by which they are connected with other

parts of the organical world.

17. When we conſider in a general view the

compoſition of men and quadrupeds, we ſhall

preſently diſcern that there is with reſpect to all

of them the ſame foundation of ſtructure , different

ly modified in different ſpecies. In order to be

convinced of this, we need only caſt our eyes on

thoſe anatomical plates, in which are repreſented

the ſkeletons of divers animals that have been

diſſected. From man , the ape , and horſe, to the

ſquirrel, weaſel, and mouſe, we ſhall ſee through

out , the fame deſign, the ſame arrangement, the

[ ame eſſential relations, except in a few particu

lars . The ſpine , which is formed of a ſeries of

parts jointed to each other as by ſo many hinges,,
bears to itsupper extremitya ſort of bony box,
VOL. IV. I of
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of greater or leſs extent . Some bony arches,

which on one ſide are connected with the ſpine,

and on the other with a part oppoſite to it , form

another more ſpacious box . The upper and lower

extremities are joined likewiſe to the ſpine by

different interpoſedbands, and maintain the body

in thoſe various attitudes its exigencies require.

This æconomy is ſo generally obſerved, that it has

even been remarked that the vertebræ of the neck

are ſeven in number in all the ſpecies. Almoſt

the ſame order is to be met with in birds and

fiſhes. It varies more and more in reptiles , ſhell

fiſh , and inſects. The latter however have their

bones , ſeveral parts of which ſeem to imitate the

correſponding ones in great animals ; but where

as among the latter the fleſh covers the bones ;

on the contrary, among inſects the bone

covers the fleſh . In this numerous claſs of little

animals, nature has in an eſpecial manner diver

fified her models the moſt, and diſplayed the won

derful fecundity of her inventions. In the large

parts of the animal kingdom ſhe pretty nearly pur

fues the ſame plan of architecture, and hardly di

verſifies any thing but the orders . In one we be

hold the ſtrength and majeſty of the Tuf

can ; in others the elegance and delicacy of the

Corinthian . But when ſhe deſcends to inſects,

ſhe ſeems intirely to change ler plan, and to re

tain as little as poſſible of her firſt models. She

ſeems at lergth to abandon them altogether in her

formation of an arm or bell-polypus. She con

ſtructs plants on ftill different models ; but theſe

models retain in them ſomething of the organiza

tion of animals , and particularly that of inſects.

The organs of reſpiration are almoſt the ſame in

the plant and inſect. Thoſe parts which are

effential
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1

eſſential to life are diſperſed throughout the whole

body of the plant, as they are in infects, that are

reproduced by flips. Thoſe plants which appear
to bemoſt elevated in the ſcale, exhibit to is a ſtalk ,

branches, roots , leaves, flowers, and fruit. A

fwine-bread , an agaric, a liverwort, on the con

trary , are ſo extremely diſguiſed, and have in

them ſo ſmall a reſemblance to plants, that it is

neceſſary to have the eye of a ſtrict obſerver, in

order to know and characterize them . Theſe half

vegetable productions, if I may be allowed the

phrafe, ſeem , in the vegetable kingdom to be

what the gall-infect, polypus, and themuſcles are

in the animal. They do not appear to be more

organized than an amianthus, a talc , or a cryſal.

a

18. The diſtance however is much greater from

the moſt regular foſſil, or that moſt reſembling a

vegetable, to the plant in the leaſt degree fo, or

that is the leaſt organized . The foffil does not

grow, properly ſpeaking ; it does not receive nou

riſhment, nor engender. It is formed of the fuc

ceſſive appoſition of different molecules, which by

uniting together under certain relations, deter

mine its figure. The plant is a body truly organi.
zed , which of itſelf works themolecules, destined

ed to incorporate themſelves with its ſubítance,

and to extend it every way , and contains little

bodies reſembling it , which it nouriſhes, cauſes

to expand themſelves, and by means of which it

multiplies its being. Nature then ſeems to make a

great chaſm in paſſing from the vegetable to the

foſlil. &c. There are no bands, no links hitherto

known to us , whichunite the vegetable to the

mineral kingdom . But ſhall we form our judge

ment of the chain of beings by our preſent degrees

ofI 2
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of knowledge ? Becauſe we here and there diſco

ver in it ſome interruptions, fome void fpaces ,

ſhallwe conclude from thence that they are real ?

Shall we imagine that a comet has ſplit the ſcale

of our world, and deſtroyed the harmony of it ?

We are only beginning to ſurvey the vaſt cabinets

of nature ; and amongſt that innumerable multi

tude of various productions which ſhe has aflem

bled, how many are there which we have not ſo

much as ſeen, and can frame no idea of their ex

iſtence ? Shall we haſten to decide concerning the

reſult of theſe productions before we have examin

ed them all, or formed an exact lift of them ?

The vacancy we ſuppoſe left betwixt the vege

table and mineral, will in all probability be one

day fupplied. There was a ſimilar void betwixt the

animaland vegetable: the polypus now fills it up and

ſets in a conſpicuouslight the admirable grada
tion there is

among
all beings. It is true we can't

form any mean idea betwixt the plant and the

foffil; we do not imagine there is any ſhadowing

between growth and appofition : but had we form
edany conception of the properties of the polypus ?

If thoſe marine productions, which have been called

Stony plants, were real plants, theywere in ſome

meaſure one of the links requiſite for uniting the

vegetable to the mineral kingdom . But late dif

coveries have informed us , that theſe pretended

plants are only works of certain polypus's, that

have the art of conſtructing caſes for them
felves. Thoſe coral flowers, ſo much celebrated ,

- were real polypus's, and this is another truth

wherewith the polypus has enriched the phyſical
world .

-

19. Organized bodies are tiſſues which aremore

or leſs fine pieces of net -work, or pieces of ſtuff,

whoſe
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whoſe warp itſelf forms the woof, by an art which

we ſhould think we could never enough admire ,

were we acquainted with it . Foſſils are a kind ofa

inlaid work. We do not know where the orga

nization ends, nor which is its ſmalleſt term . But

by ceaſing to organize, nature does not ceaſe to

diſpoſe and arrange. She even ſeems to orga
nize when ſhe has made an end ofdoing ſo. One

would be ready to imagine that fibrous and leaved

ſtones were vegetables in part diſguiſed . The

conſtant regularity of falts and chryſtals ſtrikes us

in an equal degree. We may be aſſured, that the

cryſtal is formed of the repetition of an infinite

number of ſmall, regular and pyramidalbodies,

properly laid on each other, which repreſent, in

fonie meaſure, the whole exactly in miniature . We

ſhould, notwithſtanding, be very much miſtaken,

were we to conſider theſe little pyramids as the

germ of the cryſtal; it is ftri &tly ſpeaking no more

than an element or conſtituent particle of it . It

does not unfold itſelf, it remains as “ it was ; but it

ſerves as a ſupport to other ſimilar pyramids which

are tobe joined to it, and thus to augment the

cryftaline maſs by ſucceſſive aggregates. The

cryftaline juice is not received, wrought, and aſſi

milated by ſtrainers or veſſels that are more or leſs

fine, or more or leſs folded together, within the

pyramid ; it is already intirely prepared when it

procures the union of different molecules into one

pyramidal maſs, hy virtue of the laws of motion

and attraction . This is the primary character

which diftinguiſhes brute from organized bodies ;

a character which we ought never to loſe ſight of,

when we compare together beings of thefe two

claſſes.

20. Thus the bodies of plants and animals are

fpecies of looms, machines more or leſs compound

13 ed
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ed, which convert into the proper ſubstance of the

plant or animal the various matters ſubjected to

the action of their ſprings and liquors. Theſe

machines, which are ſo ſuperior in ftrućture to

thoſe of art, ſeem till more ſo when compared in

their eſſential effects . Thoſe matters which organi

cal machines work, they likewiſe aſpmilate and

incorporate with themſelves ; they grow by this

incorporation, augment in their dimenſions every

way , and during their growth, al } their parts

preſerve among themſelves the ſame relations,

the ſame proportions, the fame exerciſe ; ali

continue to diſcharge their proper functions ;

the machine remains in its extended ſtate, what

it was in miniature . It is a ſyſtem , a wonderful

aſſemblage of an almoſt infinite number of tubes,

differently formed , calibered, and interwoven, that

like ſo many filtres, purge, fafhion , and refine

the nutritious matters. Each fibre, what am I

laying ? Each fibrilla is in itſelf a machine in

miniature, which by performing analogous prepa

rations, appropriates to itſelf the alimentaryjuices,

and gives them the arrangement ſuitable to its form

and their functions. The whole machine is in

fome meaſure only the repetition of all theſe leſſer

machines, whoſe united ſtrength conſpires to the

fame general end. The excellence of organical

machines appears in a conſpicuous light from

other ftill more ſtriking inſtances. They not only

produce, from their own foundation, machines

ſimilar to them , but a great number of them re

produceofthemſelves thoſe parts they had been de.

prived of, which various parts become afterwards

as niany machines, equally perfect with thoſe

whereof they before made only a part.

21. To
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21. To conclude: the ſame general deſign

comprizes all parts of the terreſtrial creation. A

globule of light , a molecule of earth, a grain of

falt, a particle of mouldineſs, a polypus, a fhell.

filh , a bird , and a quadruped, man, are only differ

ent ſtrokes of this deſign; and repreſent all poſſi

ble modifications of the matter of our globe . My

expreſſion falls greatly beneath reality : theſe va

rious productions are not different ſtrokes of the

fame deſigns ; they are only ſo many various

points of a ſingle ſtroke , that by its infinitely va

ried circumvolutions, traces out the aſtoniſhed eyes

of the cherubim, the forms, proportions, and con

catenation of all earthly beings. This ſingle ſtroke

delineates all worlds, the cheruó himſelf is a point

of it ; and that ADORABLE HAND which drew

this ſtroke , alone poſſeſſes the method of deſcrib

ing it.

15

CH A P.
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с нА Р.сн IX.

Continuation of Animal Oeconomy conhdered in

Infects.

1 .

" IN
N the ſeventh chapter you have ſeen the

earth -worm regenerate ; you have contem

plated the progreſs of this regeneration; you have

remarked a little bud that grew at the fore -part of

the ſtump, which unfolding itſelf by degrees, be

came a vermiform appendage, a kind of little

worm , that ſeemed to beingrafted on the ſtump.

This animal bud has diſcovered to you the firſt

grigin of the part that is re-produced. You have
perceived that it was lodged in miniature under

the fleſhy parts of the ſtump, and that the latter

does not contribute more towards this production

than the earth does to the plants that have taken
root in it .

Thus the earth-worm contains, like the polypus,

a multitude of germs , which begin to unfold them

felves as ſoon as certain accidents convey towards

them the nutritious juices . The ſources of repa-.

ration are here in proportion to the accidents that

may threaten the animal. But the re-production

of theearth-worm is much more aſtoniſhing than

that of the polypus . It is not only an enormous

colofſus in compariſon of the polypus, but its ſtruc

ture is alſo much more compounded . It affords

a more numerous apparatus of viſcera, veſſels, tra

chea
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chex , muſcles, &c . It has real blood, and this:

blood circulates. But it is beſides an hermaphro

dite ; it unites at once all the organs peculiar to

the two fexes. This infect , which in appearance

is the moſt conteinptible, would alone be ſufficient

to exhauſt the fagacity of the ableft obſerver,

though applyinghimſelf ſolely to the contempla

tion of it. What a gainer would phyſiology be

from ſuch an enquiry, ?" What a number of truths,

concerning which we lhould have no doubt, would

then augment the treaſures of our phyſical know

ledge ?

2. The regeneration of freſh water worms pre

fents us with the ſame phænomena as that of the

earth-worm , and their ſtructure is likewiſe very

much compounded , Several ſpecies of them are

principally diſtinguiſhed by their colour. All of

them do not poſſeſs in the ſame degree the pro

perty of multiplying by ſips. In general,the poo

bypus greatly furpaſſes them in this reſpect ; per

haps, becauſe its ſtructure is more ſimple ;. and it

mayalſo be owing to its having a more ample

proviſion of germs. Be that as it may , when we

cut off the head or tail from the worms we are

treating of, they do not themſelves become

worms; but all or the greateſt part of the inter.

mediate pieces, how ſmall ſoever they be, very
eaſily regenerate themſelves , and in a ſhort time

produce an equal number of compleat worins.

Regeneration begins by a little puffing up of

the anterior extremity : this puffing ſeems analo.
gous to the vegetable roll . The wound cloſes

andquickly, conſolidates. A little bud appears
in the center of the roll. This bud increaſes in

fuze

.

15
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in ſize and length by degrees. New rings and new

viſcera begin to appear. You ſee from the reſt
what is to follow .

You alſo very eaſily comprehend after what

manner each piece vegetates of itſelf. It has in

miniature the ſame viſcera as the whole exhibited

at large. You have not forgot that the parts ef

fential to life are here diſperſed throughout the

whole body, and that circulation is performed in

the ſmalleſt pieces as in the whole worm.

Little buds or tubercles fometimes riſe on the

bodies of theſe worms, and give room to think

that they are youngones growing from them , ſlips

reſembling thoſe of the polypus, having theſame
origin and end.

This ſpecies of worm , from certain pieces of

which a tail ſhoots forth in the part where a

head ſhould have been produced, affords a very

fingular phænomenon , which the frequency of

it does not permit us to conſider as the mere effect

of chance . It alſo proceeds leſs from chance

than the production of this ſupernumerary tail .

It is too well organized not to have the ſame ori

gin as thatwhich ſhoots forth at the poſterior ex

tremity. But we cannot pretend to ſay what are

the caufes which here deterinine a tail to take the

place of a head. We only know , that this kind

of worm is very much expoſed to the lofs of its

hind part : it is therefore in all probability furniſh

ed with more means for repairing this loſs , than

that of the fore-part.

3. It wouldſeem as if nature had propoſed to

herſelf a kind of diverſion in the formation of

inſects. She has laviſhly beſtowed on them mem .

bers and organs, which ſhe has diſtributed but

ſparingly
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ſparingly to other animals ; to one ſhe gives two

hundred legs ; to another twenty thouſand eyes; to

a third ſeveral hundred lungs , & c. The produce

tion ofnew legs , new rings, a new head , and

new viſcera, ſeem in theſe inſtances to be attended

with no greater labour or difficulty than the pro

duction of new hairs or new feathers.

She often likewiſe diſguiſes the ſame infect, and

preſents it to us fucceflively under ſuch oppoſite

forms, that they ſeem to compoſe ſo many dif

tinct beings. This leads us to the metamorphoſis

of inſects.

4. We have had frequent occaſion to acknow

ledge, that the proceedings of nature are not al.

ways uniform , and that ſhe can accompliſh the

ſame end by very different ways. Look at this

little oblong, black, ſmooth, and ſhining cone. It

moſt reſembles thoſe cones which many inſects

conſtruct to metamorphoſe themſelves in . How

ever, it differs from them in fome ellential

particulars. , View it through a microſcope ;

you will then perceive in it ſome annular inci .

fions, but not very deep, which diſcover to

you its true nature, and at the ſame time informs

you, that it is nothing but the ſkin of a worm ,

which is become round, and has contracted a

hardneſs. Open it gently with the point of a

needle, you find nothing in it but a kind of

pap,
in ' which you are able to diſcover

nothing. The infect has but lately lost its form

of a worm ; how has it been reduced into that

ſoft ſubſtance ? How will that become an inſect ?

Suſpend your queſtions, and open a cone that is

leſs recent than this. What do you diſcover in.

it ? A little maſs of oblong whitiſh fleſh , in which

16
you
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a

you cannot perceive, even through a magnifying

glaſs, the leaftfign ofmembers or organs. In a word

you have before you an oblong ball. Do not

imagine that this ball is a cale that contains a

nymph : it is itſelf a nymph that is much diſguiſed .

Preſs the ball a little : the legs begin now to ſhow

themſelves: they come out of a little focket, that

is at one of the extremities of the ball . Augment

the preſſure by degrees ; you will force all the

parts of the nymph to appear. They therefore

exiſt already ; but they were ſunk and infolded

within the ball, almoſt as the fingers of a glove

might be in the hand of the glove.

If you could make the ſame experiment on the

oviform bodies of net-polypus's, and on thebuds

ofarm -polypus's, thatyou have lately made on

the oblong ball, you would probably oblige the

little polypus to produce itſelf, and by thatmeans
accelerate the time of its birth .

5.Inſects that paſs through the ſtate of an oblong

ball can therefore form themſelves a cone of their

own ſkin . All the parts of the nymph ſeparate:

themſelves by little and little from this ſkin . It

grows round and hard about them ; and under

this fingular arch they make an end of per .

fecting themſelves. They are at firſt only of

the conſiſtence of a pap. This thickens by degrees.

It aſſumes the form of an oblong ball ; and when

all the members of the nymph have acquired a

certain confiſtence , they iſſue one after another

from the inſide of the ball , and arrange them

felves like thoſe of other nymphs.

By becoming a kind of cone, the ſkin of the
infećt does not loſe in all the ſpecies, the form

that was proper to the worm ; ſome of them pre

fesve
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ferve it ſo well , that the metamorphoſed worm

ſcarcely differs at all from the worm that has not

been yet transformed .

a

6. A hen that ſhould lay an egg as large as her.

felf, from which a cock or a hen would be

hatched, may offer to us ſuch a prodigy, as

we ſhould find ſome difficulty in believing. A fly

that is troubleſome to horſes, and whoſe form has

cauſed it to be named the /pider-fly, affords us

fuch a prodigy ; and it ſhould not ſeem the leſs

Atrange, becauſe it takes place only in an inſect .

Were there a law in the organical kingdom , to

which we knew no exception, it would aſſuredly

be that which ordained every organized body to

grow after its birth . Nevertheleſs, here is a fly

that lays a ſpecies of egg, from which is produced

another fly as large and as perfect as the mother.
This

egg is almoſt round, white at firſt, and af .

terwards of a black or ebony colour. The thelb

is firm and polished — but I muſt undeceive my

reader : this is not a real egg , but has only the ap

pearance of one ; it is the infect itſelf that hasar

fumed the form of an oblong ball, in a cone made

of its own ſkin . The thing is not the leſs won
derful on that account. All inſects that meta.

morphoſe themſelves go through their various

transformations, out of the belly of their mother .

They are indeed to grow conſiderably before they

undergo their firſt transformation , but do not

grow at all alterwards . We have then an infect

that transforms itſelf in the very belly of its mo

ther, and acquires no farther growth after it has

iſſued from it .

Theſe cones of the ſpider fly , theſe pretended

eggs have been opened at different times ; and in

them .
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them have been found the ſame things that are

diſcerned in the oblong ball-nymphs, when ob

ferved at their different ages. Moreover, there

have been diſcerned figmata in this ſpecies of

cone that might be taken for a real egg,
which is

an evident proof that it was the ſkin of a worm

that has transformed itſelf under this
very

fkin .

An egg is without motion : our cone has ſome

that are very viſible, and in certain circumſtances
the inſide admits of their being feen , which at

tracts the attention of the obſerver. He ſeems to

diſcern little clouds that ſucceed each other with.

out interruption , and that paſs with a progreſſive

and uniform motion , from one end of the cone

to the oppoſite one . In the cones that are laid

before the time , theſe ſhadowy layers have a con

trary direction from that which they have in the
cones at the full time. You have ſeen that the

circulation varies its courſe in the nymph : fince

our ſhadowy layers change their's likewiſe, they

pretty clearly indicate to us , that the abortive
cone is the worm itſelf, that has not yet gone

through its metamorphoſis . This worm is in

truth a very ſingular being ; it has neither head ,

mouth, nor any member : it is in appearance nou

riſhed like the eggs of birds, in the trunks that

incloſe them. A nice diſſection demonſtrates the

ovary of the fly, and the worm lodged in the
middle.

7. When animals were divided into viviparous

and oviparous, it was thought that all the ſpecies

were comprehended. Thevine fretter came first
to claſh with this famous diviſion, and convinced

us that an animal was at the ſame time viviparous

an oviparous . The arm-polypus next appeared,

and
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and preſented us with an animal , that multiplying

by ſlips, might with good reaſon be called rami

parous. There have even been obſervations made

which ſeem to prove that it is likewiſe oviparous.

Another ſpecies of polypus, that multiplies alſo by

flips, and is extremely well characteriſed by a ſort

ofplume, lays real eggs . Theſe eggs may be pre

ſerved in a dry place for the ſpace of whole

months, like the feed of Gilk-worms; and if after
wards fown in water, there will be produced from

them as many polypus's. The bulb -polypus may

be depicted by the epithet of bulbiparous. But
how Thall we deſcribe the multiplication of other

cluſter -polypus's, thatof the net-polypus's , andof

the millipes? Laſtly, the ſpider-flypreſents us with

another method of multiplying, in which there is

nothing that is common with any of thoſe above.

mentioned , and which is attempted to be expreſ.

ſed by the term nymphiparous.

other methods of propagating will there be dif.

covered every day for which it will be neceſſary
to create new terms !

How many

a

8. One animal does not differ more from another

than a worm from a nymph . And what renders

this metamorphoſis ſtill more ſurpriſing is, that it

ſeems to be performed inſtantaneouſly .

What then is the procedure of nature in this

reſpect ? She in other inſtances advances by de

grees. An inſenſible developement brings all

organized bodies to a ſtate of perfection . Can

this law , which is ſo univerſal , ſuffer any excep

tion ? A fact which I am going to relate will help

us to penetrate this myſtery.

Let us confine ourſelves to caterpillars; they

are ſufficiently known to us, ſince the filk -worm
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is a real caterpillar. The catterpillar from time

to time changes his ſkin , and that is common to

him and moſt other inſects. Theſe moultings

are termed maladies in the ſilk -worm , and they

are ſo in effect. But it is very material to ob

ferve , that the ſkin which the caterpillar caſts off

at each moulting is ſo complete, that it ſeems to be

of itſelf a real caterpillar. There is found in it a

head , eyes, a mouth, jaws, legs, armed with hooks

fligmata , and generally all the external parts pro
per to the infect.

How is the caterpillar enabled to diveſt itſelf

of ſo many organs, and cloath itſelf with new

ones reſembling the firſt ? Nothingcan bemore

fimple than this : new organs were lodged in the

old ones, as in ſo many caſes or ſheaths. In

changing its ſkin , the catterpillar had occaſion on

ly to draw them away, and drew them away ac.

cordingly, becauſe the caſes proved too ftrait.

This jointing is fo real , that it may be per.

ceived by the naked eye. It may even be de

monſtrated by a very eaſy experiment. If on

the approach of the moulting, wecut off the

former legs of the caterpillar, ſhe will iſſue from

her fpoils without any legs at all. Thus this ca

terpillar, which we conſidered as a ſimple and

fingular being, was in ſome meaſure, a multiplied

being, or compoſed of ſeveral ſimilar beings jointed

into each other, and that ſucceſſively unfold .
themſelves.

9. Hence ariſes a very propable conjecture :

may not the chryſalis be lodged under the laſt

fkin the caterpillar is to caft off ? May not this:

ſkin be a maſk that conceals it from our ſight ?

A celebrated obſerver has, by a deciſive expe

riment,
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riment, aſſured himſelf of the truth of this conjec.

eture . He has removed the malk , and has by this

means diſcovered the chryſalisin amannervery eaſy

to be diſtinguiſhed. He has feen the fix legs of this

chryſalis to grow out of the fix former legs of the

caterpillar, and all the other members of the latter

to be wrapped together under different parts of the
former .

The metamorphoſes of inſeats, then, enter anew

into the order of developements , and confirm it .

The chryſalis , or rather the butterfly , for it is in

the ſtricteſt fenfe but a ſwaddled butterfly ; the

chryſalis, I ſay , pre-exified in the caterpillar. It
does no more than unfold itſelf in it , and the

caterpillar is a kind of machine prepared for per

forming afar off this developement. It is in ſome

reſpects, to the chryſalis, what the egg is to the
chick .

.

10. In truth an inſect that muſt moult five times

before it is inveſted with the form of a chryſalis,

is a compound of five organized bodies, incloſed

within each other, and nouriſhed by common

viſcera, placed in the center.

As the bud of a tree is to the inviſible buds it

encloſes , ſo is the exterior part of the caterpillar

newly hatched to the interior bodies it conceals

in its bofom . Four of theſe bodies have the ſame

eſſential ſtructure, and this ſtructure is that which

is peculiar to the inſect in the ſtate of a caterpillar.

The fifth body, which is very different, is that of

the chryſalis. The reſpective ſtate of theſe bodies !

is in proportion to their diſtance from the center

of the animal. Thoſe that are fartheſt offhave

more conſiſtence, or unfold themfelyes ſooneft .

When the exterior body has attained its fult

growth, the interior, which immediately follows,
is
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as it

is conſiderably unfolded. It foon finds itſelf lodg

ed in too narrow a compaſs. It ſtretches on all

fides the ſheaths that encompaſs it . The veſſels

which convey the nouriſhment to theſe cover

ings being broken or ftifled by this violent

diftention , ceaſe to act. The ſkin wrinkles and

dries up. At length it opens , and the inſect ap

pears cloathed with a new ſkin and new organs.

A faft of a day or two precedes each moulling.

It is probably occaſioned by the violent ſtate in

which all the organs then are . Perhaps itmight

be alſo neceſſary in order to promote the ſuccefs

of the operation, and prevent obſtructions. Be this

may , the inſect is weak after every moult

ing. All its organs are yet affected by the ſtate

they were in under the covering they are juſt diſen

gaged from . The ſcaly parts , as the head and legs

are almoſt entirely membranous, and are all imbued

with a liquor that infinuates itſelf betwixt the two

ſkins, and facilitates their ſeparation. But this

moiſture evaporates by degrees : all the parts ac

quire a confiftence, and the infect is in a condi

tion to act. The firſt uſe that ſome ſpecies of

caterpillars, which live only on leaves, make of

theirnew teeth , is to devour grecdily their ſpoils:

ſometimes they will not even wait for doing it,

till their jaws have received their full degree of

ſtrength . Can theſe ſpoils be a proper aliment to

renew and increaſe their ſtrength ? Some cater

pillars have likewiſe been ſeen to gnaw the ſhells

of their eggs after they have iſſued from

them , and even that of the eggs of ſuch cater

pillars as have not been hatched.

11. When we have once conceived that all the

exterior parts ofthe ſame kind are jointed into each

other,
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other, or laid one on another, the production of

new organs has nothing embarraſſing in it ; and

with regard to this, there is not any eſſentialdif

ference betwixt the five moultings that precede

the transformation. Nothing more is requiſite

in all that, but a ſimple developement.

But it is not abſolutely the ſame with reſpect

to changes that happen in the viſcera before, dur

ing and after the metamorphofis. Here the light

that ſhould guide us is almoſt extinguiſhed , and

weare conſtrained to grope in the dark .

It does not appear that the inſect changes its

viſcera as it does its ſkin . Thoſe which exiſted

in the caterpillar, exiſt likewiſe in the chryſalis ;
but they are modified, and it is the nature of

theſe modifications , and the manner by which

they are performed, which elude our reſearches.

A little before the metamorphoſis, the cater.

pillar rejects the membrane that lines the inſide of

the inteſtinal bag. This bowel which has hitherto

digeſted groſs food, muſt hereafter digeſt that

which is extremely delicate. The blood that circu

lates in the caterpillar , from the hind part towards

the head, circulates a contrary way after tranf

formation. If this inverſion be as real as obſerva

tions indicate , what idea does it not give us of

the changes the inſide of the animal experiences ?

Thoſe which the circulation of the blood in a new

born infant undergo, are in a manner nothing in

compariſon of them.

12. Whilft nature is labouring to change the

viſcera, and to give themi a new life, ſhe is em

ployed at the ſame time in the developement of

divers organs, which were uſeleſs to ihe inſect

while it lived under the form of a caterpillar, and

which
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which the new ſtate whereunto it is called renders

neceſſary for it . The better to inſure the fuc

ceſs of her different operations, ſhe cauſes the in

ſect to fall into a deep ſleep , during which ſhe car

ries on her work at leilure and by inſenſible de

grees .

The little wounds which the rupture of ſeveral

veſſels has occaſioned in divers parts of the in

ſide, conſolidate inſenſibly. Thoſe parts which

had been put into a violent exerciſe, or whoſe

forms and proportions had been modified to a cer

tain degree, conform themelves gradually to thele

changes. The liquors which are obliged to paſs

through newchannels, take thatdirection by little

and little. Laſtly, the veſſels which were proper

to the caterpillar, ſome of which occupied a con

ſiderable place within it, are effaced or converted

into a liquid ſediment, which the butterfly rejects

after having laid afide the ſheath of the chryſalis.

13.When we conſider the metamorphoſes of in

ſects, we are ſurpriſed at the ſingularity of the

means which the AUTHOR of nature has thought

proper to make choice of, in order to bring the

different fpecies of animals to perfection.

Wherefore is the butterfly not bred a butterfly ?

Why does it paſs through the ſtate of a caterpillar,

and that of a chryfalis ? Why do not all the inſects

that metamorphoſe themſelves undergo the ſame

cianges ? Whence does it happen, that amongſt

the ſpeciesthataſſume the form ofa nymph, fome

fhed the ſkin of the worm , whilſt others retain it ?

How does it alſo come to paſs that among ſuch

inſects as paſs through the ſtate of the worm

Skin nymph, fome take thatform in the very belly
of their mother ?

Theſe queſtions , like all thoſe which may be

Harted concerning efences, derive their folution

from
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from the general ſyſtem which is unknown to us .
Without endeavouring then to penetrate into

the cauſe of metamorphoſes, let us obſerve atten

tively the fact, and itsimmediate conſequences.

Let us conſider the variety which thoſe meta.

morphoſes diſperſe throughout nature. A ſingle

individual unites within itſelf two or three diffe

rent ſpecies. The ſame inſect ſucceſſively in
.

habitstwo or three worlds : and how great is the

diverlity of its operations in theſe various abodes !

Let us alſo remark to what degree the relations

which the fly or butterfly maintains with the be

ings that ſurround them, are multiplied by their

metamorphoſes. Let us fix our attention on the

cone of the filk -worm ; and admire what a number

of hands and machines this little ball ſets to work.

What prodigious riches ſhould we have been de

prived of, had the butter-fly of the filk -worm

been originally produced in that form !

Inſects that undergo transformations, have not

yet afforded us any ſpecies that multiplies by flips

and ſhoots. This will not ſurprize us, when we

reflect on the great compoſition of the bodies of

theſe inſects. But let usnot be too haſty in our

judgment, nor conclude that the property of mul-.

tiplying by lips and ſhoots is incompatible with

metamorphoſes. Nature is too little known to

us, to give us a right to form ſuch concluſions.

Vine-fretters and polypus's have furniſhed us with

good preſervatives againſt too general concluſions.

С НАР.
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Parallel between Plants and Animals.

" IN
N our reſearches into the gradual progreſ

ſion of beings and organical economy,

we had frequent occafion to compare vegetables

and animals with each other. Let ushere collect

in one view thoſe various marks ofanalogy which

are ſcattered hither and thither : let us repre

ſent them as in a picture, wherein by a nearer

deſcription ofthem, they will agreeably attract our

attention . We will afterwards enquire if there be

any character which eſſentially diſtinguiſhes the

vegetable from the animal.

2. A feed is an organized body, which under

various coverings, thicker or thinner, and more or

leſs numerous, contains within it a plant in mi
niature. A whitiſh ſubſtance, of a ſpongy nature,

fills the capacity of the ſeed. Small veliels which

proceedfrom the germ, are in every part of this

ſubſtance, dividing and fubdividing it . After be

ing laid in the earth , moiſtened and warmed to a

certain degree, the feed begins to ſhoot up . The

moiſture, which has penetrated its outward folds ,

diſſolves the ſpungy ſubſtance, and mixes with it .

Of this mixture is formed a kind of milk , which

being carried to the embryo by the little veſſels,
furniſhes it with a nouriſhment adapted to its ex

treme delicacy . The radicle or little root begins

by this means to unfold itſelf. It increaſes in bulk

and extent every day. In a ſhort time it becomes

ſenſible
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fenſible of too cloſe a confinement : it makes an

effort to come forth . A ſmall orifice, made in

the exterior ſurface of the ſeed , facilitates its egrefs.

The root inſenſibly finks into the earth, and de

rives from thence more ſubſtantial and copious

nouriſhment. The ſmall ſtalk ,which till this time

lay hid under the coverings of the ſeed, now be

gins to ſhew itſelf. The teguments unfold them

ſelves in order to admita free paſſage for it.

Strengthened by an acceſſion of freſh juices, it

pierces through the earth, and advances into

the air.

the

3. Anegg is an organized body, which under

divers teguments, of various ſtrength and number,

incloſes an animal in miniature. A fluid matter

of a glutinous nature, fills the inſide of the egg.

A number of infinitely ſmall vellels ſpread them

ſelves out in this matter, and are connected with

the germ by different branches. Being warmed in

a fufficient degree, either by nature, or art , the

inſide of the egg begins to receive life. By means

of a gentle heat, the matter ſurrounding germ

inſinuates itſelf into the ſmall ramifications, from

whence it paſſes into the heart, whoſe motion it

augments. Thus the animal becomes a living

creature. It increaſes in ſize and ſtrength every

day, by receiving freſh ſupplies of more nouriſh

ing and perfect juices. After theſe juices are ex

haufted, the animal has acquired all the growth it

was capable of in the egg. It findsthe apartment

aſſigned it to be too narrow. It endeavours to

ſet it felf at liberty . Nature has provided it with

an eaſy method of effecting this, either by arm

ing it with inſtruments proper for piercing

or

}

1

1
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or tearing the coverings which incloſe it, or by

giving to the egg ſuch a ſtructure as favours its

efforts. The animal is produced, and enjoys a

new life.

4 . The feed then is to the plant what the egg is ,

to the animal . But the plant is not only oviparous

butlikewiſe viviparous; and the fætus is the ſame

with reſpect to the animal, as the bud is to the

vegetable.

Being concealed under the rind , the bud there

receives its firſt growth . It is minutely incloſed in

membranous teguments, analogous to thoſe of the

feed . It adheres to the bark by ſmall fibres, which

tranfmit a nouriſhment to it, adapted to its ſtate .

When it has arrived to a certain bulk , it penetrates

the rind in order to come forth. At its firſt ap

pearance, it bears the infolding coverings along

with it, from which it is ſoon releaſed. Howe

ever, being as yet too feeble to ſubſiſt with

out the aliment provided by the mother, it con

tinues to cleave to her ; and cannot for a long

time be ſeparated, without endangering it.

Being lodged in the matrix, the fætus there

receives its firſt growth . It is there contained

at firſt in miniature, in the membranous incloſures

reſembling thoſe of the egg It ſhoots forth ſmall

veſſels in the matrix, which convey thither the

nouriſhment neceſſary to promote its growth.

When it has arrived to a certain ſize, it burſts

theſe incloſures, and comes into the world. Some

times theſe incloſures accompany it at its iſſuing

forth . After it is produced, the little animal is

not always able to provide for itſelf without the

affiſtance of the dam. She muſt ſtill furnish it

with
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with fußtenance , which it cannot diſpenfe with

the want of, for a certain time without danger.

5. The plant is nouriſhed by the incorporation
of fubſtances received from without : theſe mat

ters are very heterogeneous, Being pumped by

the pores of the roots, or by thoſe of the leaves,

they are conveyed into the utricali , where

they ferment and digeft . They paſs into the
ligneous fibres, which tranſmit ihein to the

proper vaſes, where they appear under the form

ofa juice, which is more or leſs coloured . The

ramifications of the proper vaſes afterwards diſ
tribute them into all the parts , to which they are

united by new filtrations .

Tubes made of a filvered blade, which are

elaftic, and turned ſpirally like a ſpring, accom

pany the veſſels which contain the ſap in their

courſe. Being appointed for the purpoſe of rel
piration , theſe tubes introduce a freſh elaſtic air

into the plant, which prepares and ſubtilizes the

ſap, and probably coloursit, beſides contribut

ing to its motion : the ſuperfluous matter , or

that
part

which is proper to be mixed

with the plant, is conveyed to the ſurface of

the leaves, whence it evaporates by an inſen

fible but very copious tranſpiration. Globules,

veſicles, or other excretory organs , which are diſtri

buted among the young ſhoots or leaves , pro

cure an evacuation of the groſſer matter, and

fuch as is of a ſtronger conſiſtence.

not ſo

1

3
The animal is nouriſhed by the incorporation

of matter which proceeds from without. This

matter is very heterogeneous. Being received by
VOL. IV K the
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the mouth, it is conveyed into the ſtomach and in

teſines , where it undergoesdifferentpreparations :

it paſſes into the lacłcal veins, and their dependen .

cies , or into other like veſels, whereby it is tranſ.

mitted into the bloodveſſels, where it appears un

der the form of a fluid more or leſs coloured, or

flowing. The ramifications of the blood veſſelsaf.

terwards diſperſe it into all parts, with which it in

corporates itſelf by new preparations.

Pipes compoſed of cartilaginous rings, or of a ſil

vered and elaſtic blade, turned ſpiral-wiſe, commu

nicate with the blood-vefſels,or follow them in their

courſe . As they are appropriated to reſpiration,

they introduce into the animal a freſh and elaſtic

air, which prepares attenuates, and probablyco

lours the blood, contributinglikewiſe to its motion.

The fuperfluous matter , or ſuch part of it as is im

proper to be united with the animal, is carried to

the ſurface of the fin . from whence it evaporates

by an inſenſible but very copious tranſpiration .

Glands, or other emunctory organs, placed in dif

ferent parts of the body, procure the evacuation

of the groffer matter .

6. The plant grows by unfolding , or the gra
dual extenſion of its parts in length and width .

This extenſion is followed by a certain degree of

hardneſs contracted by the fibres. It diminiſhes

as the hardneſs increaſes. It intirely ceaſes when

the fibres are ſo far hardened as not to yield to the

force which tends to enlarge their ſurface.

The plants which become hardened the lateſt,

are thoſe which are the longeſt time in growing. ·

Herbs grow

and harden faſter than trees . Some

of them ceaſe to grow at the end of a few weeks,

or even a few days. Among the laſt , ſome con

tinue to grow for a great number of years, and

eyen for ages.
we

a
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We obferve analogous differences between in .

dividuals of the fameipecies.Some harden ſooner,

grow in a leſs degree , or continue ſmaller ; others

harden later, and become larger .

The bud has nothing ligneous or woody in it .

Being herbaceous in every part of its ſubſtance, it

becomes ligneous by degrees . Its ſtalk is formed

of a prodigious numberof concentric blades one

in another, which are diſpoſed according to its

length , and compoſe different bundles of fibres,

which are themlelves formed of a prodigious num

ber of lefſer fibres.

At the center of the ſtalk is placed the pith ;

andthe ſpaces which are left between the blades,

are likewiſe filled with a pithy ſubſtance.
From the thickneſs of the blades reſults its growth

in width ; from the levigthening of the blades its

growth in length proceeds. All the blades grow

and harden one after another . Every blade grows

and hardens alike ſucceſſively throughout its whole

length . That part of every blade which grows

and hardens firſt of all , is that which compoſes

the baſe of the ſtalk . The blade which grows

and hardens first, is the innermoft, or that which

immediately encompaſes the pith. This blade is

again covered with another, which, being more
ductile extends itſelf the more . A third blade

incloſes this laſt , which as it hardens ftill later , is

a longer time in its growth The caſe is the fame

with regard to a fourth fifth, or fixth . All theſe

thus diminiſhing in thickneſs, and inclining to.
wards the axis of the ſtalk as they approach its up

per extremity, form ſo many little cones ingrafo

ted into each other, from whence proceeds the

conic figure of the Italk and branches.

K2 From
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From the aſſemblage of liule cones which be.

come hardened during the firftyear, is formed a

cone of a woody nature, which determines the

growth of that year. This cone is incloſed in an .

ather herbaceous cone , which is only the rind,

and which the following year will produce a ſe

cond ligneous cone, 3c. When the wood is

once formed, it does not extend itſelf any farther.

So that in cicatrices, grafts, and different kinds of

tumours, the rind is theonly part that is employ .

ed. By ſtretching, thickening, or ſwelling itſelf,

the rind inſenſibiy forms a roll, and produces ex

creſcences which are more or leſs conſiderable, in

proportion to the eaſe with which it is diftended,

or according to the quantity of juices it receives.

a

7. The animal grows by expanſion, or by the

gradual extenſion of its parts in every ſenfe. To

this extenſion there fucceeds a hardneſs in the

fibres. The extenſion diminiſhes as the hardnefs

increaſes. It ceaſes when the hardneſs has ar

rived to ſuch a pitch , as not to admit of the fibres,

giving way to the force wbich contributes to ens

large their coats.

Thoſe animals, in which this hardneſs is form

ed lateſt , are longeſt in their growth. Infelts
grow and harden in a much leſs time than great

arimals. Some of them ceaſe growing at the end

of fome weeks, and ſometimes in a few days. Of

the latter fome continuegrowing for a great num

ber of
years,

and even fome ages .

One may obſerve analogous differences in the

growth of individuals of the ſame fpecies : fome

of which, that barden later than others, acquire a

greater bulk.

The
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The fætus, in its original ſtate, contains nothing

of a bony nature . As it is membranous through

out, it only becomes bony by degrees . The bones

are compoſed of a prodigious number of blades,

folded in each other : lying, according to the

length of the bone, and forming various collec

tions of fibres, which are themſelves compoſed

of the re -union of a great number of little fibres.а

In the centre of the bone is placed the marrow .

The ſpaces left between the blades are filled with

a medullaryſubſtance.

From the thickening of the blades the growth of

the bone procedes. From the lengthening of thein ,

their extending in length . All theſe blades grow
and harden after one another . Each blade grows

and becomes hard in a like ſucceſſive manner

throughout its whole length . That part of the

blade which grows and hardens firſt, compoſes the

body of thebone. Which immediately incloſes the.

marrows This blade is againcovered with a fe

cond, which being more ductile ſtretches itſelf

in a greater degree. A third blade again infolds

this , which as it hardens later than theothers, is a:

longer time in its growth . It is the ſame with

reſpect to a fourth , fiftlı, or Gxth . As they all

thus diminiſh in thickneſs, and detach themſelves

from the axis of the bone, the nearer they ap

proach to its extremities, they form ſo many little
columns infolded within each other, which en .

creaſe in diameter at their extremities . From

hence we deduce the figure peculiar to long hones.

The growth of the bone during the firſt year,

is attributed to the number of blades, which be

come hardened in that year. This bone is covered

over again with a great number of membranous

a

$
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blades, that bear the name of perioſteum , which as

they gradually extend and harden , conduce to the

increaſe of the bone in every part of it. The bone

when it is once formed , extends itſelf no farther .

Thus in fractures, anchyloſes, and the different

fpecies of excreſcences, whether natural or acci

dental,the perioſteum is the only part of the bone

that labours . By ſtretching ,' thickening , and

ſwelling itſelf, the perioſteum reſtores the bone

inſenſibly, produces a caloſity, and forms greater

or leſs tumours, in proportion to the facility

wherewith it extends itſelf, or as it is more or

leſs fupplied with juices, or with ſuch as aremore

or leſs viſcous.

a

8. The dufl or fine powder of the ſtamina, is

the principle which fertilizes the ſeed . The

piſtil is the place where this fecundation is per

formed .

Being contained in certain veſicles, the fecun

dating duft is diſcovered in them by a microſcope,

under the appearance of a groupe of minute regu.a

lar bodies, for the moſt part of a ſpherical or e

liptic form, which being moiſtened, open them

felves, and emit a thin vapour, in which there

floats a great number of exceeding ſmall ſeeds,

which ſeem to move on all fides. The duſt it

ſelf, when put into a drop of water, moves ſeveral

ways with great rapidity ..

The piſtil is compoſed of threeprincipal parts ;

the balė, the cups, and the top. The baſe contains

one or more cavities, where the grain is lodged.

The cups are long tunnels , whoſe baſe or aperture

is turned towards thetop. This is generally furniſh

ed with ſeveral nipples, each of which is perfora

ted,
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a

led, having their diameter correſponding withr

that of a ſmall grain of the duſt.

Being in the lower part of the cup , the minute

grains are preſſed in them more and more by the

Itraitneſs of theſe pipes . They are therein moil

tened with a juice that lines their ſides. They

open themſelves , and eject the ſeminal vapour,

which penetrates to the feed, and promotes fe
cundation ,

Several ſpecies of plants have two ſorts of indi

viduals ; viz . 1. Such individuals as only bear

Hamina, and theſe are males ; and two individu

als that have only the piſtil, which are females.

In a great number of ſpecies,every individual

is an hermaphrodite, which unites both ſexes,

the ſtamina and the piſtil. Sometimes this union

happens in the ſame flower ; then the ſtamina

furround the piſtil, At other times it is only ef

fected on the ſame branch ; ſo that the ſtamina

are placed on one part , and the piſtil on another.

9. The ſeminal liquor is the principal of fecun
dation in the

egg:
The matrix or ovaries are the

places where it is performed.

Being incloſed in the ſeminal veſſels, the fecun

dating liquor appears in them , through a micro

cope,like a mafs of ſmall regular bodies, of differ :

ent lengths which ſeem to fepara:e themſelves into

a greatnumber of extremely minute grains, mov

ing different ways: Sometimes thele corpuſcles

reſemble caſes with ſprings, which when inoiſten .

ed , open themſelves, and dart forth a limpid mat

ter abounding with a great number of very ſmall

grains.

4
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The matrix conſiſts of three principal parts,

or dependencies; the fundus or bottom ,the fal

lopian tubes and the ovaries. The funduscon .

tains one or more cavities, in which the embryos

receive nouriſhn.ent , and expand themſelves : it

has an orifice in the fore -part. The fallopian
tubes are a kind of long funnels, whoſe aperture is

directed towards the ovaries , where it ends . The

ovaries are a maſs of vehicles that are real eggs

When the moſt ſubtle part of the feminal li

quor has arrived through the fallopian tubes to

the ovaries, it there fecundaies cne or more eggs.

Theſe afterwards deſcend by thele tubes into the

matrix, where they are fixed and unfold them

felves. In oviparous females the eggs are cor.

tained in a kind of bowel, wherein they receive

their growth ; the feminal liquor makes them
fruitful.

Moſt animals conſiſt of two sorts of individue

als ; male and female. But there are other fpe

cies, of which every individual is an herma

phrodite, which unites the two, although it can

not fecundate itſelf. In ſome ſpecies, where a

diſtinction of ſexes is obſerved, there is no coup

ling, properly ſo called ; the male only communi

cates his liquor to the eggs which the female bas

depofited. Finally, ſome ſpecies are propagated

without any apparent or external ſecundation.

10. A plant does not only multiply by feeds,

and huds ; it is likewiſe propagatedby ſuckers and

Sprigs. It may alſo be multiplied by ſlips,and by

engrafting ,

A tree
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A tree fends forth ſmall buds from varicus parts

of its ſurface. Theſe buds increaſe in bulk ; they

open and diſcloſe theſhoot, which extends itſelf

every day . While it is expanding itſelf other fal

fmaller ſprigs ſhoot from it. Theſe in their turn

are ſucceeded by leſſer ones ; all of which are ſo

many trees in miniature; and the nouriſhment

receivedby one of theſe sprigs is communicated

to the whole plant .

When it has attained to a certain ſize, and is

ſeparated from the trunk either by nature or other

wiſe, theſe ſhoots ſuſtain themſelves, and become

ſo many diftinct trees. Being cut into pieces

according to their width , or even their length ,

theſe ſhoots will grow again of themſelves,

and will become as many trees as they were

made ſlips of. The leaves themſelves when fe

parated from their ſhoots, may afford ſo many

complete plants. Being faftened cloſely to each

other, or inſerted in one another, feveral of theſe

fhoots, whether taken from the ſame or from diffe .

rent individuals, will unite together in fo intimate

a manner, that they will receive reciprocal nou .

riſhment, and form one individual whole.

The animal is not only propagated by eggs and

living young, but likewiſe by ſhoots, ' It may al

fo be multiplied by ftips and ingraftings. A

polypus ſends forth little buds from different parts

of his body. Theſe buds grow big and lengthen

infenfibly. Every one of them isa young ſhopt .

While it is unfolding itſelf, there ſprings from

it other fmaller fhoots. Theſe in their turn pro

duce ſmaller ftill. All theſe ſhoots are ſo many

little polypuſes, and the nouriſhment one of
theſe

9

.
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theſe polypufes receives, is communicated to their

whole number. When they have arrived to a

certain fize, they ſeparate themſelves from the

trunk , and become ſo many individuals ..

Being cut into little bits, either tranſverſely or

length-wiſe, the polypufes grow up again from the

ruins, and become as manycomplete ones as they

were pieces. The very ſkin, or even the leaſt

fragment ofthem, is capable of affording one or

feveral polypufes.

11. The generation of vegetables is not conſtantly

regular. The laws by which they operate are

ſometimes infringed . From them ariſe various

ſpecies of monſters. Sometimes there are com:

pounded leaves , whoſe ſmaller ones are more or

Tefs numerous, or more irregularly ſhaped, or dif

tributed with leſs fymmetry than uſual. Some:

times there are flowers whichhave neither ſtamina

nor piſtil, and whoſe petals being greatly multi

plied ," ſeem to have abſorbed theſe ellential

parts . Sometimes two fruits cleave together by

a natural graft, or are incloſed in each other.

Sometimes there are flowers or fruits whoſe

form differs widely from that which is peculiarto

the ſpecies. Laſtly, There are productions which

do not properly belong to any particular ſpecies,

becauſe they derive their original from feeds that

have been fecundated by duftof a different ſpecies .

The generation of animals is not conftantly re

gular : the laws bywhich it is governed are ſome

times diſturbed ; whence are produced the diffe

rent ſpecies of monfors. Sometimes there are

hands and feet, whoſefingers or toes arefewer or

a

more
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more in number, or formed in an irregular man

ner , or otherwiſe diſpoſed than uſual. Sometimes

there are fætules, in which the parts ofgeneration

are obliterated . Sometimes there are two eggs or

two fælules that cleave to each other by a natural

coheſion, or that are contained in one another .

Sometimes there are eggs or fætuſes whvíe form is

greatly different from that which is peculiar to the

ſpecies. Laſtly, there are productions that par

take of two ſpecies, becauſe they are produced

from ſuch females as are fecundated by inales of

different ſpecies..

12. Thelaws reſpeting the nutrition and growth

of vegetables are liable to greater diſorders, than

thoſe ofgeneration . Fromhence are derived the

different kinds of maladies the plant is ſubject to .

Some of theſe maladies only attack the leaves , and

produce on them ſpotsof different colours, wrinkles,

puſtules, fiabs. Others attack the principal viſs

cera, and occaſion choakings, obſtructions, tigna

tions, tumors, cancers, effufon . Others iake their

ſeat in the flower or fruit. Others affe&t the ligneous

bodies, which they cauſe to moulder away ,whilit

the bark remains whole. Others come from little

plantsor divers inſeats, which being on the outſide

or inade of vegetables, convert their nourilhment

to their own advantage, or change the organiza.

tion of it. Others derive their origin from a

change of climate, aliment , or culture .

The laws of the nutrition and the growth of

animals are more frequently, difturbed than thoſe

of generation. From hence proceed the various

ſpecies of diſorders to which an animal is expoſed,

Among theſe maladies, there are ſome which at

K 6 tack
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tack only the ſkin , and produce ſpots of various

colours, wrinkles,puſtries, pimples. Others at

tack the principal bowels , and occafion oppreffons,

obſtructions, ftagnations, tumors , abfceffes, over

flowings. Others are feated in the organs of

generation. Others ſeize the bones, and beget rot

tenneſs in them , whilſt the perioſteum continues

found. Others have their fource from different

inſects , which, being lodged either without og

within the animals , divert the nouriſhment of them

to their own benefit, or alter the conftitution of

them . Others are cauſed by the change of climate;

nouriſhment, or biezding.

13. Finally, the plant after having eſcaped a va

riety of maladies which threatened its life, cannot

elude the effets of old age, that creeps into it , nor

the ſtroke of death, the inevitable conſequence of

it. Being hardened by time, the veſſels lofe their

exerciſe, and are ſtuffed up . The liquors contained

ja them no longer move with the ſame facility, nor

continue to be filtred and pamped out with the

fame preciſion. They ſtagnate and corrupt; and

this corruption being ſoon communicated to the

veſſels that incloſe them , the vital functions ceaſe ,

the plant dies and crumbles into duft.

Laftly , the animat, after having been preſerved
from thoſe diſeaſes which conſpired against him ,

cannot eſcape old age, nor death thatfollows in
his train .

When the veſſels are grown hard through time

they loſe their action, and are ſtopped up. The

liquors do not circulate in them with the

fame degree of quickneſs, and they are filtred and

pumped.
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pumped upbut in a very imperfect manner. They

Stand ftill and are altered , and this alteration ſoon

communicating itſelf to the vefſels that contain

them, circulation ceaſes, the animal dies , and is

reduced to duft.

14. We have carried the parallel between plants

and animals from their birth to their death . The

parts of which they conſiſt very evidently elta

bliſh the great analogy there is betwixt theſe two

claſſes of organized bodies.

But there are other ſources of compariſons,

we have either avoided to dwell upon, that

we might not render our deſcription confufed, or

have only ſlightly touched upon ; under certain

points of view. Such are thoſe preſented to us

by place, number , fecundity, form ,fructure, circu .

lation ofliquors, loco -motive faculty, feeling , and
nutrition .

We will take a tranſient ſurvey of theſe

ſources, and without endeavouring to exhauſt

them, content ourſelves with barely pointing out

their most remarkable and characteristical con

tents.

Vegetables and animals reſide in the fame

dwelling -place. Being appointed to people and

adorn our globe, they are diſperſed over its whole

ſurface,and are placed near each other, in order

to enable then to afford a reciprocal affiftance.

Like two great trees growing in the ſame foil,

the animal and vegetable kingdoms intwine their

branches together, and extend their boughs and

roots to the extremity of the world .

The outſide and inſide of the earth , mountains

and vallies, barren and fertile places, countries; un
diſcovered
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difcovered and hid in dark obſcurity, tlre regions

of the north and fouth , rivulets, rivers, ponds, lakes,

and feas, have their vegetables and animals.

Many ſpecies of plants and animals feem to

thrive alike in different climates. Other ſpecies

are amphibious, and live as well out of the water

as in it. The bulruſh and frog flouriſh in meadows,

and at the bottom of ponds. Others are paraſites;

and are nourished by the juices they extractfrom
different ſpecies. Such are the milletoe and the

loule.

Laſtly, Some pariſte ſpecies fupply their necef

fities, in their turn , from other paraſites . The mif

feltoe has hisliverworts, and certain lice have their

lice.

15. There are upwards of twenty thouſand ſpe.

cies of plants known to us. and new diſcoveries of

them inade every day . A microſcopical botany

has extended thedominions of the ancient. Mof

jes, muſhrooms, liverworts, whoſe families are in

nunerable, now . take place anongft vegetables,

and preſent the curious with flowers and ſeeds

which before they were unacquainted with. The

microſcope diſcovers plants to our view, where we

never fufpected them . Free - ftone is often covered

with ſpots of different colours, commonly brown

or blackiſh . Glaſs, notwithſtanding its fine polith ,

is not exempt from ſuch ſpots. We obſerve hoa

rineſs on almoſt all bodies. Theſe ſpots and this .

hoarineſs are found to be gardens, meadows, and

foreſts in miniature, whoſe plants that are infinitely

{mall , afford us nevertheleſs fome proſpect of their

flowers and ſeeds.

But
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But although vegetables are very numerous in

their ſpecies, yet they are much leſs ſo than animals,

Every ſpecies ofplanthas not only its particular ſpe.

cies of animals , but there are many ſpecies of plants

which nouriſh ſeveral ſpecies of animals. The oak

alone finds nouriſhment for above 200 ſpecies of

them . Some attack theroots of this tree, which they

dig into, and produce therein various tuberotześć

Others fix themſelves in the trunk, where they make

crooked furrows. Some inſinuate themſelves into the

bark and wood ; whilſt others penetrate the interior

parts, whence they extract the juice. Some feed

only on the leaves. Others fold or roll them up

with
a great deal of art . Some form them inta

nuts. Others find both lodging and nouriſhment

in the fruit. Nay, gather. but a flower by chance

either a daiſy, poppy, or roſè, and you will obſerve.
on it a multitude oi inſects .

In ſhort, where can we turn our eyes without

beholding animals ? Nature hasſtrewedthem every
where with a bountiful hand. They were her

moft excellent productions; ſhe has been liberal

of them . She has incloſed animals within ani.

mals ; ſhe has ordained one animal to be a world.

for others, which ſhould find therein nouriſhment.

in proportion to their wants. The air, vegetable

and animal liquors, corrupt matter, dirt, dung,

dry wood, thelis, and even ſtones, are all animated,

all ſwarm with inhabitants. What do I ſay ? The

fea itſelf fonetimes appear to be one entire collec

tion of animals. The light, which glitteringły re

flects on it in the night-time, during hot weather,

is produced by an infinite number of very minute

glow -worms of a yellowiſh brown colour, and

ſoft ſubſtance, not unlike caterpillars, every part

of which, after being divided, and even putriſiedo
ſhines
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thines with the ſame brightneſs as when the worm

was whole and living. A ſpecies of fea -fleas are

alſo luminous, and communicate their luffre to the

waters. There iſſues from within them a globular

matter, which is likewiſe phoſphorous.

Herbs are more numerous in their ſpecies and

individuals than ſhrubs and trees . Infeels are

more numerous, in reſpect to their ſpecies and in

dividuals, than birds and quadrupeds. There

aremore ranunculuſes than 10/e-buſhes, and more

blades of graſs than caks. Thereare more but

terflies than fowls, and more vine fretters than

dogs.

16. The magnificence of the creation fhines in

no part of it with greater luftre , than in the pro

digious fecundity of a great number of plants and

animals. One ſingle individual may give birth to

thouſands, or even millions of individuals like it.

felf. Being formed agreeable to thofe proportions

which are only known to that ADORABLE Wis

DOM that has eſtabliſhed them , this great people

was at firft inclofed withinthe narrow compaſs of

a rind or ovary . In this dark abode they receive

their firſt liſe, begin to grow , and are diſpoſed to

appear on the valt theatre of the viſible world.

If we conſider things in a generalview, vegeta =

bles will be found to be more fruitfulthan animals,

We ſhall be farther convinced of this, by com
1

paring trees with quadrupeds.

Trees produce annually , ſometimes for many

ages, and their productions are always very nu

merous. Large quadrupeds, as the elephant, the

marez

7
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mare, the hind, the cow , &c. have ſeldom more

than one at a time, rarely two, and the number

they breed is always very moderate. Leller qua-.

drupeds, ſuch as the dog, the hare, the cat, the

rat, increaſe in a much greater degree ; but their

fecundity is but inconſiderable, when compared to

that of ligneous plants. The elm produces yearly

upwardsof three hundred thouſand feeds; and this

aſtoniſhing multiplication may continue above a

century .

a

Fiſhes and infeas nearly reſe:nble vegetables in

fecundity. A tench lays about ten thouland eggs ;A

a carp , twenty thouſand; and a cod, a million .

An infect which produces the itch, lays four or

five thouſand eggs; a female boe, forty - five or fitty
thouſand .

To this amazing fecundity is oppoſed that of the

wild poppy, muſtard, fern . And we muſt not

forget, that moſt vegetables are propagated differ

ent ways ; whereas animals are for the moſt part

propagated only by one .

A tree may be made to form as many trees as it

has branches, boughs, and even leaves . Plants,

which are principally deſigned to ſupply the necel

fities of animals, cannot be endued with too great

a degree of fecundity.

the leſs per

17. There is hardly any fight more intereſting,

than that which the infinitely varied forms of plants

and animals afford. If one compares

fect fpecies with more perfect, or the ſpecies

of the ſame claſs with each other, he is equally

ſtruck with the diverſity ofmodels, by which nature
has
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1

has performed her works in the vegetable and ani
mal kingdoms. He palles with aſtoniſhment

from the ſwinebread to the ſenſitive plant , from the

muſhroom to the carnation , from the nightſhade to

the oak, from the ivy to the fir- tree. He conſiders

withſurprize theprodigious multitude of muſhrooms

and liverworts, and can never enough admire the

fecundity of nature in the production of theſe

· plants.

As he goes on to plants that are more elevated

in the ſcale, he ſtops with pleaſure to examine

thoſe plants that have ſtalks, from the graſs which

grows between the ſtones to that precious plant,

whoſe ear furniſhes us with the moft wholeſome

food . He confiders the various plants that creep,

from the tender bind -weed to the vine branch

which crowns our hills. He likewiſe takes a ſur

vey of thoſe trees which bear fruit with ſtones, from

the wild plum -tree to the peach , whole fruit does

not excite our admiration more by the ſoftneſs of

its velvet covering and beautiful colour, than by the

abundance and exquiſite taſte of the liquor it yields.

If from the vegetable, he tranſports himſelf

into the animal kingdom , the proſpect becomes

ftill more intereſting. He ſees oppoſed to each

other in the fameportrait, the polypus and ſea

dog, the day- fly and flying- fiſh, the dancing -bird

and eagle, the graſshopp -r and flying -ſquirrel, the

ant and ſtag, the cricket and rhinoceros, the wood

louſe and crocodile, the ſcorpion and the ape.

Another picture preſents him with a view of

the prodigious number of butterflies and flies ; in

conſidering which, he is aſtoniſhed at NATURE'S

complaiſance in thus diverſifying theſe little ani
inals.
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mals , fo different from the great ones by their

forms, and which have been treated as defective

or imperfect beings .

Transferring next his ſurvey to thoſe ſpecies

of animals immediately higher, he contemplates

Shell-fijh, from that whoſe precious liquor dyes the

garments of kings, to the failor that rows with

fo much
grace and ſkill on the inconſtant wave.

He obſerves the different ſpecies of filh , from

the dangerous cramp-fiſh to the powerful nerval,

and from the pretty golden.fiſh of China to the

dolphin, that cleavesthe billow with the ſwiftneſs

fa dart.

1

He likewiſe takes a review of thoſe birds that

live on herbs or feeds, from the linnet, that de

lights us with his melody, to the peacock that

pompoufly diſplays in our court-yardsthe gold and

azure with which he is enriched. He alſo ob.

ſerves the birds of prey , from the fierce merlin to

the eagle, whoſe ſtrength and courage have raiſed

him to the ſovereignty over the birds. He next

reviews the quadrupeds, from the light aud timo.

rous hare to the elephant, whoſe enormous corpu .

lency attracts every eye , and from the wily fox to

that noble and generous quadruped which ſeems

formed to havedominion over the animal crea.

tion .

Plants, though prodigiouſly various in their

forms, yet are leſs ſo than animals . There are

fewer gradations from the truffle to the fenhtive

plant, or from the nightſhade to the oak, than

there are from the oyſter to the oftrich, or from
the
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the fea -nettle to the oran - outang . Plants , being

effentially more ſimple than animals, have not

given birth to ſo many combinations.

The forms of animals afford us a ſingularity

which is extremely remarkable , and fufficient to

diftinguiſh them from vegetables; I mean thoſe

adnsirable metamorphoſes which the fame inſects

exhibit to us , which are ſometimes ſo oppoſite,

that it does not appear to be the fame animal.

But may we not compare the bud in which a

plant or flower is infolded, to the covering of a

ihryſalis which conceals the butterfly from our

fight ? And as the plant cannot produce feeds till

the flower has iſſued from the bud , ſo neither can

the butterfly propagate tillit has caſt off the ſheath

of the chryſalis.

18. It is not ſo eaſy to compare plants and ani

mals in their interior forms or ſtructure, as it is

in their exterior. We may judge of the one by a

ſingle glance of the eye : we muſt beſtow aparti

cular attention, to judge of the other . We pe

netrate with greater difficulty, into the inſide of

a plant , than into that of an animal. The microf

cope, ſcalpel, and injections, which are fo fer

viceable to us in the anatomy of aniınals, aflift us

very imperfectly in that of plants. It is likewiſe

true, that this part of organical economy has been
teſs fludied .

But how imperfe&t foeverthe anatomy of plants

may be, we are able to diſcover fome of their

principal veſſels. Theſe may be ranged under

iwo general claſſes ; the longitudinal that extend
the
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the whole length of the plant ; and the tranſverſe

veſſels, or ſuch as are placed acroſs it. The /appy

veffels and trachæan belong to the firſt claſs ;the

wtriculi or infertions to the ſecond. The veſſels

containing the ſap ſeem defigned to convey the

juice. The utriculi, or little bags, appear intended

fordigefting it.

Some plants ſeem to be intirely compoſed of

atriculi : fuch are certain ſpecies of roots and

ſea plants, whoſe texture is almoft altogether vefi

cular. It is the ſame with thoſe animals which

feem to confift of ftomach only, as the polypus

and tæpe -worin .

One of the principal characters by which we

may diſtinguiſh infects from farge animals, is, that

the former have no bone within them . What

they have of a bony or fcaly nature is placed on

their outſide for a ſupport or defence to the more

delicate parts underneath , or to ſuſtain the body
with greater advantage. Thus we ſee that in al.

nuoft att inſects, properly ſo called, the head, corſlet,

legs, rings, & c . are either wholly, or for the moſt

part doubly covered with ſcales.

Herbs differ from trees as infe &ts from large ani.

mals. They have no ligneous body in their center.

What they have of a ligneous nature , appears on

the outfide, and ſerves to protect the weaker parts

of the plant. Thus we find plants withtubes are

frengthened by knots placed at regular diſtances ;

fo that the lowermoft knots which are defigned

for the baſe, are ftronger and nearer each other

than the upper ones. It is on the fame account

that the roots ofmany herbaceous plants, as well

as the calixes of flowers, and the capfules or cover .

ings of the feeds, are made almoſt ligneous.
Herbs

a
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1

1

+

.

Herbs grow and become hard ſooner than trees.

Infeels than great animals . Herbs and inſects,

being of a ſofter conſiſtence than trees and large

animals, extend themſelves with greater eaſe, and

fooner arrive at the period of their extenſion .

Beſides, the concentric beds of the bark of trees ,

and thoſe of the perioſteum ofanimals, being far

more numerous than the relative beds of herbs

and inſects , muſt needs require a longer time

for their growth.

4

We may diſtinguiſh two kinds of parts in orga

nized bodies ; to wit, fimilar and diſſimilar. The

former are compoſed of fibres of the ſame kind ;

the latter, of fibres of various ſorts. The nerves,

arteries, veins, lymphatic veſſels are the ſimilar

parts of our bodies ; the brain, heart, lungs, fto

mach , the diffimilar. Plants are almoſt entirely

compoſed of ſimilar parts. The veſſels contain

ing the lap, the trackæa, and utriculi, are of this

kind . Theſe different veſſels are pretty uniformily

diſperſed throughout the whole body of the plant:

they enter into the compoſition of all its parts.

They are to be met with in the root, ftalk ,

branches, leaves , flowers and fruits. The leaft

fragment, the ſmalleſt leaf, is a repreſentation of

the whole , an abridgement of the plant.

There are likewiſe animals which are nearly

compoſed of ſimilar parts . Of this number are

many ſpecies of long worms, and ſome aquatic mil

lipedes, nettles, and ſea-/tars, polypujes, moths,

earth -worms. All thele animals are formed in

ſuch a manner , that each part
of them , even the

{malleſt, correſponds in miniature to the whole
in all its parts.

In
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In the long worms I juft mentioned, we obſerve

very diſtinctly a flomach, an heart, and ſume

very ſmall veilels which ſeem dependent on the

latter. There is likewiſe no room to doubt that

there is beneath the ſtomach, a medullary ſtring,

like that obſerved in other ſpecies of worms and

caterpillars. Their vi /cera are not diftributed

into certain regions of the body ; they are univer

ſally diſperſed throughout its whole' length ; ſo

that we may truly affirm that theſe inſects are all

brain , all ftomach, all heart. But this brain, fto .

mach, and heart, appear extremely ſimple ; the

firft is ſcarce any thing more than a nervous piece

of net -work , the ſecond a membranous bag, and

the third a grand artery.

Polypufes, which are more ſimple in their ſtruc

ture , are only a kind of bowel , ſown with an in

finite number of ſmall ſeeds, which are tinged

with the colour of the aliment.

a

a

Tape-worms partake of the ſtructure of polypuſes,
but ſeem to be more compounded. They are

formed of a chain of flat, meinbranous, and whitiſh

rings, jointed together like the diviſions of a reed .

Each
ring has on itsupper part, or on one of its

ſides, a more or leſs ſenſible eminence, in the cena

ter of which is a ſmall round aperture. The mid

dle of the ring is full of vefſels of a purple or

whitiſh colour, which perform a labour that at .

tracts the attention of the obſerver. The reſt of

the ring is filled with an infinite number of ſmall

white ſeeds. Such is eſſentially the ſtructure of

the tape worm in its whole extent; there is no

perfect variety or reſemblance between all the

rings
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rings, the aſſemblage of which compoſes a kind of

ribband or lace, which extends fometimes ſeveral

hundred feet in length.

1

IS

HO

Earth -worms are, of all the inſects I have men.

tioned, thoſe whofe infide ſeems to be the moſt

compounded, chiefly becauſe in them the two

ſexes are united : but the moſt effential organs of

life are diftributed in them likewiſe through the

whole length of the animal.

Organized bodies, whoſe ſtructure is ſo fimple

and uniform , that each part of them has in a

{ mall compaſs an organization reſembling that of

the whole in a greater extent, enjoy divers pre.

rogatives that have been denied to organized
bodies of a more complicated ſtructure. The firſt

of theſe are not deſtroyed when divided afunder.

Their different portions continue to live, and the

wounds which have been given to them eafily

conſolidate. Theſe parts vegetate, receive nou.

rifhınent, produce new organs, and multiply.

Such wonders as theſe the vegetables and inſects

we have lately treated of exhibit every day : won

derswhich we have not ſufficiently admired in

the former, and which perhaps we too much ad.
mire in the latter,

Large animals do not furniſh us with the ſame

phænomena. The confolidation of their wounds,

and the re-union of their fractures, although

oftentimes attended with circumſtances which

render them very remarkable, ftrike us but

lightly when compared with what we obſerve

analogous in polypuſes, and other infects that,

multiply by flips. The motions we perceive in
certain
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certain parts of great animals, when ſeparated from

che body, or after the death of the animal, affect

us only with a ſlender degree of ſurprize, when

we conſider the motions of different parts of

worms, or thoſe of ſome millepedes.

But may there not be ſomemiſconception in

theſe different judgments ? We judge of the

effect produced, as conſidered in itſelf , and ſepa
rate from the circumſtances accompanying it;

whereas we ſhould judge of it with relation to the

greater or leſs degree of compoſition whereof the

body, in which this effect is produced , confifts.

There is as much, and indeed more to be admired

in the conſolidation of certain wounds, or in the

re- union of certain fractures of our body, than

there is in the conſolidation of the wounds of po

lypuſes, or in the re - union of parts which have

been ſeparated from them . A very ſimple ma

chine is eaſily repaired ; a machine that is ex

tremely compounded, cannot be repaired with the

ſame facility. When wereflect on the prodigious
number of ſimilar and diſſimilar parts contained

in the compoſition of the bodies of great animals,

and particularly in that of the human body ; when

we attend to the ſtrict connexion of all theſe parts,

and to the degrees of compoſition in each of

them , we cannot ſufficiently wonder that the va

rious accidents which happen to theſe bodies are

not attended with greater conſequences ; we ſhall

at the ſame time perceive the reaſon why they
are not enabled to propagate like bodies whoſe

organization is more ſimple.

But independently of the greater or leſs degree

of the compoſition of parts neceſſary to life, as

VOL . IV L foon
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oon as theſe parts are found placed in different

regions of a body, and are not diſperſed through

outits whole length, ſuch a body cannot be mul

tiplied by flips. The AUTHOR OF NATURE , by

denying, in hiswiſdom , this property to large ani

mals, by confining the ſources of life in them

within a narrow circle, has ſecured them from

harm by many advantages. Compare the reſult of

the motions or a &tions of a ſea -worm with that of

the motions or actions of an ape, and you will

foon perceive which of theſe animals has been

moſt favoured.

Finally , organized bodies, to which a power

has been granted of multiplying by a method

which ſeems to tend to their deſtruction, are ſuch

as are expoſed to the greateſt dangers, and whole

life is neceſſarily threatened every moment with

a thouſand various accidents.

>

19. Amongſt the motions we obſerve in the

animal machines, that of the circulation holds the

firſt rank , either by its importance, or its nature,

duration , and the number of organs by means

whereofit is performed . There is in this motion

an air of grandeur that ſeizes forcibly on the

mind, and which, by making it fenfible of the

narrow limits of human underſtanding, penetrates

it with the moſt profound reſpect, and fills it with

the higheſt admiration of the INFINITE MIND

which illuftriouſly ſhines in the DIVINE AU.
THOR of it.

In the center of the breaſt, between two ſpongy

mafies known by the naine of lungs, is depoſited

a fleſhy
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a fleſhy pyramid , whoſe baſe bears two ſmall fun

nels like ear -rings, which communicate with two

cavities contained in the inſide of the pyramid,

and which divide it according to its length into

two chambers or ventricles, the right ventricle and

the left. This pyramid is the heart, the main

ſpring of the machine. It has two principalorders

of muſcular fibres ; ſome of which paſs obliquely

from the baſe to the point, others cut the latter

tranſverſely . From the excrciſe of theſe fibres

two oppoſite motions reſult; one of dilatation,

the other of contraction. The heart ſeems to ex

ecute theſe motions by turning on itſelf like a

fcrew . Its point moves towards or from the baſe,

by riſing or falling obliquely.

Two great vefſels, viz. an artery and a vein,

communicate with each ventricle. The artery,t

which communicates with the right ventricle,

conveys the blood to the lungs . The vein ,

which communicates with the fame ventricle,

forms the principal trunk of the veins, and carries

back the blood from all paris to the heart. The

artery ,* which goes into the left ventricle, is the

chieftrunk of the arteries , and that which con .

veys the blood to all parts . The vein . which

ends at the fame ventricle, tranſmits to it the

blood that has been conveyed from the lungs.

The principal trunks of veins and arteries , are

divided into ſeveral branches at a ſmall diſtance

from the heart. Some tend towards the upper

extremities , others towards the interior.

The arteries and veins decreaſe in diameter,

and are ramified more or leſs according to their
L2 diſtance

* The grand+ Thepulmonary artery . The vena cava.

artery, or the aorta . il The pulmonary vein ,
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diſtance from their origin . There is no part, to

which theſe do not diſtribute one or more rami

fications.

When they have arrived at the moſt remote

parts, the arteries have an intercourſe with the

veins.

The arteries are compoſed of ſeveral mem

branes, placed on each other. The veins have

ſimilar membranes, but more ſlender, and weaker.

The veins were not deſigned to exerciſe the ſame

power as the arteries. Theſe latter muft necef

ſarily , like the heart , and for the ſame end, dilate

and contract themſelves: they have therefore

been provided with a very elaſtic membrane.

The exerciſe of the veins ſhould not be violent.

At the root of the arteries, and in the inner

part of the veins , are placed little fluices or valves,

which by finking and riſing again open and ſhut

the canal . Theſe valves are depoſited in the

veins, in a contrary ſenſe from that for which

they are in the arteries. We ſhall preſently

account for the cauſe of this difference.

20. After having been maſticated and diffolved

in the mouth and ftomach, the aliment defcends

into the inteſtines , where it receives a new prepa
.

ration by the mixture of two liquors, one of

which is furniſhed by the liver, and is called the

bile; and the other by a ſpecies of * gland ſituated
under the ſtomach .

The aliment is thus converted into a kind of

greyiſh pulp, which has received the name of

chyle. Being ſhifted from place to place by the

vermicular or periſtaltic motion of the inteſtines,

and

* The pancreas and pancreatic juice.
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and ſtrongly preſſed againſt their ſides at the inſtant

of their contraction, the chyle penetrates into ex

treme ſmall veſſels, † which open themſelves in

the internal membrane of the inteſtinal canal.

Theſe veſſels tranſmit the chyle to very ſmall

glands which are covered with a kind of mem

brane ſituated in the midſt of the inteſtines, and

round which they are in a manner rolled . After

being filtred in theſe glands, the chyle is received

by other veſſels, ♡ which convey it into a conca

vity * placed along the ſpine, and which pours
it

into a vein ſituated under the left clavicle . There

it enters into the blood, and loſes the name of

chyle. From this vein the new blood paſſes into

the upper branch of the principal trunk of veins,

which carries it towards the heart . It paſſes into

the right lobe, which opens at its approach, and

by cloſing immediately , forces it into the right

ventricle , which is dilated in order to receive it .

The heart inſtantly contracts itſelf ; the valves

with which the ventricle is furnilhed , raiſing

themſelves to oppoſe the reflux of the blood into

the lobe, it is compelled to paſs the artery, which

is appointed to carry it to the lungs. The valves,

which are placed at the entranceof this artery,

fink down ; the artery dilates, and the blood ad

yances into the cavity. The valves riſe again , and

prevent its return towards the heart . The artery

contracting itſelf, the blood is impelled farther,

and , by theſe alternate dilatations and contrac

tions of the veſſel, it is conveyed to the lungs,

where it runs through every part of them. The

L3 ramifications

.

The primary lacteal veins. || The meſentery and meſenteric

glands. The ſecondary lacteal veins . * The thoracic duct .
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ramifications of the trachæ, * which are diſperſed

in the viſcera, carry thither a freth and elaſtic

air, which , by acting on the lungs , dilates, winds

them about , extends and opens them , and by that
means facilitates the courſe of the blood into the

ſmalleſt ramifications of the artery. Beſides, being

impregnated with this air, the blood becomes

thereby attenuated , is cooled , and receives a more

lively colour. After its arrival at the extremities

of the artery, it paſſes into that of the pulmonary
vein, which conducts it to the left ventricle of the

heart. This latter, by contracting itſelf, puſhes it into

the aorta ,+ which by continually dividing and ſub

dividing itſell, diftributes this balſarnic liquor to all

the parts, in order to promote their growth, or

ſupport, and occaſion different ſecretions.

21. Such is the admirable mechaniſm ofthe cir.

culation of the blood in men , and in thoſe animals

which we are beſt acquainted with . But how

greatly does this imperfect ſketch fall ſhort of the

reality ! How incapable are theſe outlines of ex

preſling the beauties of this noble fubject ! And

who can account for the manner by which the

ftrength of life is repaired and recruited ? Who

can conceive the cauſe of that perpetual motion of

the heart, which continues without intermiſſion for

theſpace of feventy, eighty, or an hundred years,
which has laſted for ages in the firſt race of

men,

and which remains almoft as long in ſome ſpecies

of animals ? Have we diſcovered the exact part

wherethe arteryis changed into a vein ? Have we
diſcloſed the myſtery ofthe ſecretion of thoſe fpi

rits, whoſe prodigious ſubtilty and activity give

a

them

# The bronchia. + The principal trunk of arteries .
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them a near reſemblance to light ? Can we even

determine in what manner the groſſeſt ſecretions

are performed ? Do we underſtand the true me

chaniſm of muſcular motion ? Have we been able

tofindout the ſource of that great ſtrength which

often ſo far exceeds that of the heart ? All theſe

dependencies on circulation are yet unrevealed to

us. The gloom of night ftill wraps theſe regions

in dark obſcurity, and you are earneſtly delirous

of chaſing it away from before that fun which alone

can diſpeltheſe ſhades. Will the dawn of that day

ere long gild the horizon of the learned world ? Or

is the time of its breaking forth upon us yet afar
off ?

.

But if we are not able to diſcover the whole, we

may at leaſt ſee enough of it to excite our admi

ration ; and the ſketch which I have juſt drawn

of thecirculation , is ſufficient to enable us to con

ceive the higheſt ideas oftheSOVEREIGN MIND ,

which has appointed the manner, duration, and
end of it .

Far leſs magnificent in its plans, leſs ſkilful in the

execution of them , hydraulics offer to us but faint

images of this miracle, in thoſe machines by means

of which water is raiſed above the mountains, in

order to its being diſtributed into every quarter of

a great city, and made to circulate and iffue forth ,

under an hundred various forms, into thoſe gar

dens which art and nature vie with each other in

adorning and embellilhing:

The works of the CREATOR muſt be com

pared with the works of the CREATOR. Ever

like HIMSELF, He has impreſſed on all his pro

L 4 ductions,
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ductions a character of nobleneſs and excellence,

which demonſtrates the grandeur of their origin ,

From that immenſe maſs of water which encom

paſſes the great continents, there inceſſantly ariſes

an ocean of vapours, which, being rarefied by the

combined action of the ſun and air, ſpread them

felves in the upper region of the atmoſphere, where

they reinain ſuſpended in equilibrio, being inter

inixed with the fluid in which they float, and gra

vitate with it . Collected afterwards into clouds

more or leſs denſe , and borne on the wings of the

winds, they fly acroſs the celeſtial plains, which

they adorn with their rich colours, and continually
variegated forms. Fixed at length on the moun

tain tops, they pour upon thein abundant rains,

which being collected in thevaſt reſervoirs embo

fomed within them , furniſh , by a happy circulation,

a fupply to fountains, rivers, lakes and ſeas. Like

veins and arteries, the rivers flow meandering, and

branching on the ſurface of the earth , they run

through immenſe countries; water, fertilize, and

unite them by a reciprocal commerce, and majeſti

cally rolling their waves toward the ſea, plunge

themſelves into it , in order to be again exhaled

vapours,
and re - enter afreſh into the channels

of this magnificient circulation.

22. Does the ſap circulate in plants as the blood

circulates in animals ? Is this new mark of analogy

between theſe two claſſes of organized bodies as real

as it has appeared to be ? Small bladders full of

air which have been thought to be diſcovered with

in the leaves, have convinced us that they were

the lungsof the plant.

But there have not been diſcovered in plants

veſſels analogous to veins and arteries . No organ

has

in
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ers .

has been ſeen in them capable of perforining the

functions of the heart. A tree which is planted a

contrary way, with the roots atop and the branches

in the ground, lives , grows , bears fruit ; from its

-roots, branches fhoot forth, from its branches, roots,

The ſame is obſerved with reſpect to flips and lay

A young branch , or young fruit, after being

grafted on a ſubject foreign to itſelf, incorporates

with it, and derives from thence the ſame degree

of growth it would have received from the plant

whence it was detached . Experiments demon

Itrate , that the motion of the fap depends entirely

on the alternatives of heat and cold, and the vi

ciſſitudes of day and night. It is evident that the

fap riſesin the day fromthe roots to the leaves, and

falls in the night from the leaves to the roots. In

a word, the courſe of the fap nearly reſembles that

of the liquor contained in the tube of a thermome

ter. All is reduced to a ſimple counterpoiſe ..

23. The nouriſhment of the more perfectanimals

requires to be more wrought than that of plants.

Hence the neceſſity of the circulation oftheblood.

The preparations of the ſap do not require ſuch a

punctual, regular, and conſtant motion ;bare poi

fings ſuffice . Large animals eat but at particular

times: a preſſing ſenſation which induces them to

take nouriſhment, does not continually act upon

them. The different preparations their aliment

ſhould undergo , would be diſturbed or interrupted ,

were a freſh fupply to be received within them

before the former was ſufficiently digeſted.

1

1

:

a

Plants , on the contrary , are in a ftate of perpetual

fuction ;they draw in nouriſhment continually ,and

in a very great quantity , in the day-time by their

roots,L 5
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roots , in the night by their leaves. There is a

plant which receives and tranſpires , in the ſpace

of twenty-four hours, twenty times more than a

man .

But if plants differ ſo much from large animals

by circulation , on the other hand ſome ſpecies of

animals ſeem nearly to reſemble plants by their

want of this circulation. Not the leaſt appear

ance of this motion is to be perceived in the poly

pus, the tape-worm , the pond-muſcle, and divers

other thell- fith .

24. One of the ancients defined a plant to be a

rooted animal . He would undoubtedly have de.

fined an animal to have been a wandering plant.

The loco-motive faculty is one of thoſe characters.

which preſentthemſelves fift, when we compare

the vegetable kingdom with the animal. We fee

plants thatare conſtantly fixed to the earth . Be

ing incapable of ſeeking their nouriſhment, it is

ordained that this nouriſhment ſhall ſeek them .

The greateſt part of animals on the contrary , are

ſubjected to the care of providing their own fub

fiftence. Nature has not always depoſited near

them ſuch nourithment as was necellary for their

ſupport. She has thought proper to oblige them

to procure it for themſelves , often with much la.

bour. And the different methods by which ſhe

has inſtructed each ſpecies to obtain this end, much

diverſity ihe ſcene of our world .

Whilſt the plawman opens the earth , to intrufts

with it the feeds ne ei ary to ſupport him , the

mole and m . crick : are clearing forthemſelves

different routs , in th : i me, to ſearch for the food

allotted to them . Toe huntſman purſues his prey

with
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with an obftinate reſolution : triumphing in his

fwiftneſs and ſtrength. At other times preferring

craft he becomes maſter of it by laying fnares for

it . The tyger rulhes on the fawn ſporting in the

meadow. The cat watches motioniefs and filent,

till the young mouſe iſſues forth from its retreat,
that ſhe may it in a moment, Some

fpecies of animals, reſembling mankind by their

prudence, lay up proviſions against a time of

ſcarcity ; build themſelves magazines, in which

are obſerved ſuchjuſt proportions , as to give us

cauſe to doubt whether it was the workmanthip

of a brute, were we not convinced that this brute

itſelf is the work of SOVEREIGN REASON ..

dart upon

25. How great is the diſtance in this reſpect

from the beaver and bee to the gall or cochineal

infect, the oyſter, the fea -nettle, and ſeveral

other kinds of inſects and ſhell - fith ? The gall-in

feet * , being confounded by his immobility and

form with the tree on which he lives, contents

himſelf with extracting its juice . Carried by the

wave to the ſea -ſhore, the oyſter remains ' tixed

there, and all its motions conſiſt in opening and

elofing its ſhell . The fea -nettle, and all the dif

ferent polypuſes with pipes, being continually

fixed to the ſame place, open and ſhut likea flower;.

extend and contract themſelves like ſenſitive

plant; ſtretch out arms, by means of which they

ſeize inſects. This is their principal character,

and the leaſt equivocal character of their anima

lity.

a

Thus it appears that the loco-motive faculty

is not more proper for diftinguiſhing the ve
L6 getable

* See chap , viii .
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getable from the animal , than thoſe other charac .

ters which we have before treated ' of. In the

mean time, what can be more diftinat in appear

ance than a plant is from an animal ? Or what

more eaſy tocharacteriſe in the fight of the major

part of mankind ? But when once we are con

vinced that everything in nature is ſhadowed

over, we are not ſurprized at the difficulties we

meet with in our attempts to diſtinguiſh beings .

We expect to ſee the ſpecies enter again into each

other ; and confine ourſelves to the ſmalleſt lati

tude, or to that which is attended with the leaſt

uncertainty. In this principle we will conclude

the parallel : let us fee whether feeling, and the

manner by which animalsand vegetables are nou

riſhed, will furniſh us with any thing more cha

racteriſtical.

26. If there be any faculty which ſeems pe

culiar to the animal, it is certainly that of feeling.

Being united to an organized ſubſtance by ties

which perhaps are known to God only, this ſoul

compoſes with this ſubſtance a mixed being, a be

ing which partakes of the nature of bodies, and of

that of ſpirits. As a por ion of matter, it is a ma

chine which is admirable in its ſtructure, and on

which corporeal objects aêt mechanically. As

a ſpiritual ſubſtance, it is affected at the preſence

of fpiritual objects in a manner which does not

ſeem to have relation with that by which mate

rial ſubſtances act on each other. From the ex

preſſion of external objects on the machine, there

reſults a certain motion in the machine, From

this motion there follows a certain ſenſation in

the foul, which is fucceeded by the re -action of

the ſpiritual ſubſtance on the corporeal ; a re -action

any

a

which
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which manifeſts feeling from without , and which

is the exprellion or fyn of it.

The various ſenſations in the animal may be

reduced to theſe two general claſſes, pleaſure and

pain, ſeparated from each other by degrees which

are frequently inſenſible, and iſſuing from the

fanie origin. The expreſſion of pleaſure and

pain is not alike in all animals ; becauſe the or

gans, by means whereof the ſoul manifells her

ſentiments, are not the ſame in all .

There are ſpecies in which feeling is manifeſted

by a greater number of ſigns; more varied , more

expreſſive. What expreſſion for inſtance, is there
in the air, the motions, and the various attitudes

of an ape , an horſe, a dog, a cat ? There is not

much leſs expreſſion in birds than in quadrupeds.

Filhes do not expreſs themſelves with the laine

clearneſs and energy ; they form a dumb people,

amongſt whom thelanguage by ſigns is little prace

siſed : but the extreme vivacity of their motions

ſeems in part to compenſate for their fterility of

expreſſion. Reptiles, ſhell -fiſh , and inſects , which

are ftill at a greater diſtance from us than fiſhes,

expreſs to us their feelings in a inore obſcure

manner ; but which , notwithſtanding, we can con

ceive to a certain degree, and often acknowledge

to be very expreſſive.

On the contrary ,we do not diſcover in the

plant any ſign of feeling. All in that ſeems to be

purely mechanical. Its life appears to be leſs a

life than a ſimple duration . We cultivate a plant,

or we deſtroy it, without experiencing anything
ſimilar to we meet with hen we cheriſh an

animal , or put it to death . We ſee the plant

ſhoot

>
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thoot forth, grow ,flouriſh and bud,as weperceive
the hand of a clock to have paſſed over the points

of the dial.

a

Theſe confiderations lead us to conſider feeling

as a character proper for diſtinguiſhing the vegeta

ble from the animal.

27. Since then the faculty of feeling furniſhes

us but with a doubtful character for diſtinguiſhing

the vegetable from the animal, which is that we

ſhould have recourſe to with this view ? I think

we have exhauſted them all ; we have at leaſt :

treated of them all in a curſory manner.. But we :

have not examined them all under their various

aſpects. There is one of them , which being con

fidered in a certain point of view, may perhaps

procure us what we have in vain ſearched for in .

the others .

We may now conſider the pofition of thoſe or

gans by which plants and animals receive their

nouriſhment. Theſe organs in plants are the roots

and leaves . Both of them are furniſhed with:

pores, by means of which they puinp in the nutri,

tious juice. Theſe pores terminate at finall veſſels,

which tranſmit the juice into the inner part: or,

Eather, theſe pores are only the extremity of theſe
veliels .

Animals have organs which are entirely analo.

gous to roots and leaves; I mean lacteal veins, or

veſſels which anſwer the ſame purpoſe . Theſe

veins open themſelves in the inteſtines, and pump

the chyle into them, which they convey into the

channels
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channels of circulation . An animal is then an

organized body, which is nouriſhed by roots

placed within him . A plant is an organized body
which receives its nouriſhment by means of roots

placed on its outſide.

Yet an animal which is nouriſhed by pores diſ .

tributed on its outſide, renders this charaéter am.

biguous. The tape-worm ſeems ſuch an animal.

It formsin the inteſtines a great number of plaits :

and ſometimes intirely fills the capacity of this ca

nal . Each ofthe rings that compoſe it, and whoſe

length is rarely more than one or two lines , is

pierced with a ſmall round aperture, by which

one may ſee the chyle iffue, which the worm is

full of, and which conſtitutes its principal nouriſh.

If thisaperture is a kind of ſucker, by the

help of which the inſect pumps the chyle that

furrounds it, this method of nouriſhing itſelf va

ries but little from that of plants.

ment. a

But without ſeeking very far for examples of

animals that are nourished like plants, this is the

caſe of all animals, whether oviparous or vivi

parous, whilſt they are incloſed in the egg, or in
the belly of their mother. The umbilical veſlels

may be conſidered in the egg or in the matrix, as
roots which imbibe the nouriſhment. It is the

fame with reſpect to inſects that multiply by Jhoots.

Whilft the young one ſtill adheres to itsmother,

it is nouriſhed in a manner little different from

that which is peculiar to branches . Anunal grafts

nearly reſemble vegetable in this particular.

Laſtly , The ſkin of thehuman body imbibes,

like the leaves of plants, the vapours with which

the air abounds : and although men draw in much
leſs
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leſs nouriſhment by this means than vegetables , ir

is nevertheleſs true that their ſkin and leaves have;

in regard to this circumſtance a great affinity to

each other. Perhaps we may be able ſome time

or other to diſcover animals which are nouriſhed

by their ſkin only, as certain plants are by their

leaves.

28. Do we then in vain ſeek for a peculiar

character whereby we may diſtinguiſh the vege

table from the animal ? I perceive a new proper

ty , which will perhaps furniſh us with what we,

ſeek for.

A muſular fibre contracts of itſelf on the touch

of all bodies, whether folid or liquid .. This pro.

perty is known by the name of irritability. It

has nothing in it common to ſenſibility. The

parts which are moſt ſenſible are not irritable, and

the parts which are moſt irritable , are not ſenſible.

Neither ought weto confound irritability with

elaſticity. A dry fibre is very elaſtic, andnot at

all irritable. Animals purely gelatinous are not

elaſtic, and are notwithſtanding very irritable. In

ſhort , the fibres of old men, though much more

elaſtic than thoſe of infants, are much leſs irritable :

We have ſeen that the heart is a real muſcle.

If we extract it from the breaſt, it will continue to

move till it has loit its natural heat . The heart

of a viper or tortoiſe beats ſtrongly for the ſpace

of twenty or thirty hours after the death of

the animal . Water or air, when introduced

into the ventricle, are ſufficient to reſtore to the

heart the motion it has loit .

The
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a

The periſtaltic motion of the inteſtines is likes

wiſe owing to their irritability. But the follow

ing is what we ſhould not have gueſſed at . It

they are plucked haſtily from the lower belly , and

cut into pieces, all theſe pieces will crawl like

worms, and contract themſelves on the flighielt

touch .

So that not only every muſcle, but alſo every

fragment of a muſcle, and even every muſcular

fibre, contra& t themſelves more or leſs on being

touched by any body whatſoever, eſpecially if that

body be of a stimulating nature. And as the fibre

contracts ſo it likewiſe recovers of itfell, and this

alternate exerciſe lafts for a time proportionable

to the degree of irritability.

It is evident, from all the experiments that the

vital parts are the moſt irritable. The heart is

the inoſt irritable of all , and next to that, the in

teſtines and diaphragm .

The nature of irritability is unknown : we only

judge of it by its effects. It probably reſides in

the elaftic fluid which is interſperſed between the

lamellæ of the fibre. Thenerves are not irritable ;

but if a nerve be pricked, the muſcle at which it

terminates will contract itſelf. The nerves may

then give motion to the muſcles ; but they do not

communicate an irritability to them which they

are not poſſeſſed of themſelves; they only put it

into action, and thus they are the miniſters of

the affections of the foul.

Irritability then ſeemsto be what conſtitutes the

vital power in the animal ; and this property has

not been perceived in the vegetable . Is it not then

the diſtinguiſhing character we ſeek for ?

CHAP
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Of the Induſtry of Animals.

11

1. I TITHERTO we have ſcarcely conſidered

light than with
t!

pect to organization , and the immediate and ge

neral conſequences of it . We will now contem

plate their induſtry, which is ſtill more intereſting
to us.

b

it
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Some ammals ſeem reducible to feeling only .

Others have all our ſenſes, and riſe almoſt to un

derſtanding. The diſtance from the polypus to the

ape appears enormous.

Imagination and memory are obſervable in di

vers ſpecies : imagination , in their dreams; me

mory , in the recollection of ſuch things as have

affected them . Places, perſons, animate and in

animate objects are traced out in their brain , and

they act agreeably to theſe repreſentations.

The degree of knowledge in each ſpecies an

fwers to the place it occupies in the general plan ,

The ſphere of this knowledge extends to all caſes

which the animal may naturally meet. And if the

animal happens to be drawn from his natural cir

cle, and nevertheleſs is not intirely removed out

of it , we may conclude that this new ſituation has

a relation to one of the caſes to which the ſphere

of his knowledge extends.

The

d

f
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The way whereby animals vary their proceed
ings as neceflity requires, furniſhes ole of the

ſtrongeſt arguments againſt the op'n on which

transforms them into mere machines. The philo

fopher who attributes to them a foul, founds his

judgment on the analogy of their organs with ours,
and of their actions with ſeveral of ours. Thoſe

who make the foul material, forget that even feel

ing is incompatible with the properties of matter.

The greater the number of caſes is to which

the knowledge of an animal extends, the higher is

this animal elevated in the ſcale.

The preſervation of life, the propagation of the

ſpecies, and the care of their young, are the three

principal branches of the knowledge of animals;

but all are not alike to be admired in theſe re

ſpects.

The oyſter knows only how to open and cloſe
its ſhell.

The Spider ſpreads a net for his prey : waits

like an huntſman , till ſome inſect falls into the

fnare : hardly has he touched it, before he darts

upon it. Is he armed, or too nimble ? He faltens

the lines to him with wonderful ſkill , and thus

diſables it either from flying or defending itſelf.

Divers ſpecies of animals live from day to day,

without taking any thought for the ſucceeding

day. Others feem endued with a kind of fore

fight, conſtruct magazines with abundance of art,

which they fill with various kinds of proviſions :

ſuch are the bee and the beaver.

Among animals that live by prey, fome, like

the eagle and the lion, attack with open force.

Others, as the hawk and the fox , join craft to

ſtrength .
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ftrength. Some ſave their lives by flight; others

by hiding themſelves under the earth or water ;
while others ſtill have recourſe to divers ftratagems

to facilitate their flight, and evade the purſuit of

2

their enemy .

11

a
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Thoſe philoſophers, who take a great deal of

pains to define inſtinct, are not aware, that in or

der to do it , they ſhould ſpend ſome time in the

head of an animal, without becoming the animal

itſelf. To ſay in general , that inſtinct is the reſult

of the impreſſion of certain objects on the ma

chine, of the machine on the ſoul, and of the ſoul

on the machine; is to ſubſtitute terms that are a

little leſs obſcure, inſtead of a very obſcure term :

but the idea does not iſſue from the thick darkneſs

that covers it . We well know what is not in

ftinet, but are utterly ignorantwhatit is. It is not

underſtanding, or realon . The brute has neither

our notions, nor our mean ideas ; becauſe it has

not our hgns.

2. At the ſame time that NATURE has taught

divers animals the method of attacking and pur

ſuing their prey, ſhe has inſtructed them in that

of ſelf -defence or eſcaping. If we were conver

fant in the books of nature, we ſhould there ſee,

without doubt , that the profit always makes amends

for the loſs. A regiſter of the births and deaths

of ſome ſpecies, put this truth beyond all contro

verſy.

Thoſe ſpecies which multiply moſt, have the

greateſt number of enemies. Caterpillars andvine
fretters are attacked as much within as without,

by I know not how many inſects, that are always'
bent

>
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bent on deſtroying the individuals, without being
able to effect the deſtruction of the ſpecies. Many

ſpecies ſeek their living or retreat in the inner

part of the earth , or in that of plants and animals.

Others build themſelves neſts or ſhells with amaz.

ing art, where they paſs their time in weakneſs

and inactivity.

Some that are more ſkilful, can , like us, make

themſelves cloaths, and even procure matter for

their nouriſhment . They ſtrip our cloths and furs

of their hairs, and make a kind of ſtuff of it ,

wherewith they clothe themſelves. The form of

their dreſs is very ſimple, but very commodious.

It is a fort of muff or caſe, which they can

lengthen or widen as they find occaſion . They

lengthen it by adding to each end new layers of
filk and hair, and widen it as we do a glove, by

cutting it in the middle according to the length of

it, and by ingrafting a piece . You may imagine

that I am ſpeaking of houſe-moths; field-moths,
which clothe themſelves with leaves , furpaſs them

in induſtry.

Severalkinds of fiſhes and birds change, at a

ftated time, their dwelling -places. We have ſeen

numerous ſhoals of herrings and cod -fiſh, and flocks

of geeſe, quails, and crows, reſembling thick

clouds, that ſometimes darken the air. By fuch

periodical emigrations the ſpecies are preſerved,

and in their long pilgrimages Nature is their pilot

and provider.

3. The graſhopper, lizard, tortoiſe, and crocodile

furniſh examples of animals that ſcarce take any

care of their eggs, and are almoſt wholly unmind

ful
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ful of the young that are hatched from them.

They lay them in the earth or fand, and leave the

fun to communicate the warmth necefſary for

them . Shell- fith practiſe the fame method : fome

ſpawn in the water ; others between ftones, or in

the fand.

a

The inſtinct of the different ſpecies conſiſts in

depofiting them in places where the young may

find proper nouriſhment at their birth . The mo

thers commit no miſtake with reſpect to that . The

butterfly of the cabbage-caterpillar never lays her

eggs on meat, nor the flesh-fly on the cabbage.

The
gnat, that flutters in the air, was at firſt

an inhabitant of the water. For this reaſon her

eggs are always depoſited in the water. The maſs

formed by them reſembles a little veſſel which the

inſeat ſets afloat. Each egg is in the form of a

keel . All the keels are vertical, and are diſpoſed

back to back. The gnat lays but one egg at a

time. We cannot deviſe how ſhe can cauſe the

firſt egg or keel to remain on the water. Her

method is nevertheleſs very ſimple, but much

more ingenious. She ſtretches out her long legs

behind her, croſſes them , and by thus forming

an angle of thein , receives the firſt egg, and holds

it at pleaſure . A ſecond egg is ſoon placed next
the first; then a third, fourth, &c. The baſe of

the pyramid thus widens by little and little, and

at length is capable of ſuſtaining itſelf.

Some ſpecies glue their eggs with great fym

metry and propriety round the branches or ſmall

ſhoots of trees, like rings or circles. One would

be apt to ſay, that ſome ſkilful hand had been

diverting
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diverting itſelf in fitting pearl bracelets on the
ſprigs. A caterpillar, which, from the diſtribu

tion of its colours, is called livery, transforms it

ſelf into a butterfly, that diſpoſes her eggs in this

manner, and forms theſe pretty bracelets of them.

Other butterflies do ſtill more : they ſtiip them .

felves of their hair, and make with 'it a kind of

neft for their eggs , where they lie ſoft and warm .

Such in particular is the induſtrious workmanſhip

of the butterfly, proceeding from that called

of the conmon caterpillar, becauſe it is in fact moſt

common in theſe countries.

a

4. Certain fpecies are ſo attached to their eggs,

that they carry them about with them every

where. The wolf ſpider incloſes hers in a little

filk purſe, which the bears on her hind -part.

Does any one deſtroy it , or take it from her ?

Her natural vivacity and agility abandon her : fhe

ſeems to fall into a kind oflanguor. Has ſhe the
happineſs to recover the precious truſt ? She in

ftantly ſeizes it , carries it away, and betakes her.

felf to flight. As ſoon as the little ſpiders are
hatched, they collect and arrange themſelves fkil

fully on the back of their dam , who continues for

ſome time to beſtow her attention on them , and to

tranſport them with her wherever ſhe goes.

Another ſpider lodges her eggs in a little filk

purſe, which ſhe wraps up in a leaf. She fixes

herſelf on this purſe, and ſits on her eggs with

amazing aſiduity. Another, to conclude, incloſes

her's in two or three little filk balls, which ſhe

ſuſpends by threads ; but has the precaution to

hang before, at a ſmall diſtance, a little bunch of

dry leaves, to conceal them from the inſpection

of the curious .

5. Dive
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a

5. Divers ſpecies of folitary Mlies are not leſs to

be admired, as well for their forelight in amafling

proviſions for their little ones , as for the art dila

played by them in the neſts they prepare for their

reception. The maſon bee, ſo called becauſe,

like us, ſhe underſtands the art of building, per

forms ſuch works in maſonry, as one would ima

gine muſt greatly furpaſs the ſtrength of a fly .

With ſand , colle&ted grain by grain, and glued

together with a kind of cement much preferable

to ours, ſhe erects a houſe for her family ; a very

ſimple one indeed, but extremely folid and com

modious . It is divided within into ſeveral cham

bers or cabins, on the back of each other , with

out any communication between them . One

general foldage, a wall of incloſure, comprehends

them all , and leaves no opening without. This

wall muſt be broke before the apartments can be

feen , and it is found to be as hard as a ſtone.

Theſe neits are very common on the fronts of

houſes : they there reſemble little oval hillocks,

of a different grey from that of the ſtone. The

fly that is the architect of theſe buildings depoſits

in each chamber, and ſhuts up in it at the

fametime a ſtock of wax or paſte, which is the

nouriſhment appropriated to her young.

Another fly, which may be called the carpen

ter bee, becauſe ſhe works in wood, likewiſe

builds apartments for her family , but in a diffe

rent tafte from that of the maſon. Sometimes

fhe diſtributes them into ſtages ; ſometimes dif

poſes them in a row. Cielings or partitions, art

fully made, ſeparate all theſe ſtages or chambers,
and

an egg.

* The wood -piercing bee.
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and there is an egg depoſited in each of them , with

the quantity of paſte neceflary for the young.

ge6. Theſe various kinds of work require in

neral leſs ſkill and genius than labour and patience.

There is a very different degree of art and ſagacity

diſplayed in the neft conftructed by another fly

with ſingle pieces of leaves only. This neft is a

real prodigy of induſtry. When it is taken to

pieces , and narrowly examined in all its parts, one,

cannot conceive how a fly ſhould be able to cut

them out, turn , and put ihem together with ſo

much propriety and exactneſs . When viewed on

the outſide, this nelt very much reſembles a tooth

pick caſe. The inſide is divided into ſeveral

little cells, in the form of a thimble, ſet in one

another as thimbles are in a tradeſman's ſhop.

Every thimble conſiſts of ſeveral pieces, which

are ſeparately cut from one leaf, and whole form ,

circumference, and proportions tally with the

place each is intended to occupy. The fame

method is uſed with reſpect to the pieces that form
the caſe or common cover. In a word , there is

ſo much exactneſs, fymmetry, uniformity , and

ſkill in this little maſter-piece, that we ſhould not
believe it to be the york of a fly, did we not

know at what ſchool ſhe learnt the art of con

itructing it. We may naturally conjecture that

each thimble is a lodging for a little one; but we

could not have imagined that the paſte which

the mother provides for it is almoſt liquid, and

that the little cell , which is entirely compoſed of

ſmall pieces of leaves, is notwithlanding a veſſel

ſo well cloſed up , that this paſte never ſpills, even

when the veſſel is ſtooped.

3

*

Vol. IV. M
7. Many
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a

7. Many brutes act in concert with each other.

A drove of oxen is grazing in a meadow : a wolf

appears : they immediately form into a battalion,

and prefent their horns to the enemy. This

warlike diſpoſition diſconcerts him, and obliges

him to retire.

fo

1
a

V

{ a

d

CO

In winter, hinds and young ſtags aſſemble in

herds, in the more numerous companies as the

feaſon happens to prove fevere. They warm

each other with their breath. In the ſpring they

ſeparate, the hinds concealing themſelves in or

der to bring forth . The young harts remain

together, love to walk in company, and are only

parted by neceſſity.

20

ta

th

Cc

Sheep that are expofed to the ſultry heat of the

dog -days in an open plain , keep near each other,

ſo that their heads touch ; they hold them inclined

towards the earth , and ſnuff up the freſh air which

comes from beneath them.

ne

th

th

to

0

be

Of

>

Wild ducks, that are accuſtomed to change

their climate, range themſelves in their flight in

'the form of a wedge, or an inverted V, that they

may cleave the air with the greater eaſe. The

duck at the extreme point leads the flight, and
cleaves the air firſt of all. After a certain tiine

he is relieved by another, the ſecond in his turn

by a third , &c . In this manner each bears a ſhare

in the laborious part of this office.

ta

bi

po

th

01

8. Animals to whom the company of their

own kind is uſeful, have been rendered fit for this

commerce. - And if the AUTHOR of Nature had

man in view, with reſpect to this particular, as

ſo

st

c!

fu
we
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we may without pride ſuppoſe, the means will be

found to correſpond perfectly well with the end.

In effect, how many embarraſſments and incon

veniencies would have accompanied the divers

ſervices we deduce from domeſtic animals, if in

dividuals of the ſame ſpecies had not power to

cohabit together !

The ſpirit of ſociety is not altogether limited
to individuals of the ſame ſpecies , but extends

likewiſe in a certain degree to thoſe of different

fpecies, and from thence man alſo derives ſome

advantage. The cuſtom of ſeeing each other, of

eating their meals in common, of repoſing under

the ſame roof, confirms the natural diſpoſition of

domeſtic animals to live in ſociety. The con

nections which reſult from it become ſo much

the ſtronger, as they began earlier or nearer to

their birth . Thus animals that are not appointed

to live together, may notwithſtanding form a ſort

of ſociety: the natural inclination each of them

has to live with thoſe of a like kind, is ſuſceptible

of modification or extenſion .

Every individual knows his like ; thoſe of the

fame fociety likewiſe know them. It is obſerva

ble, that if ſtrange fowls are brought into a

poultry -yard, thoſe of the place will perſecute

them , till cohabitation has made themmembers

of the ſociety.

a

The outſide of the body exhibits divers charac

ters, by means of which individuals of the fame

ſociety may know each other , and diſtinguiſh

ſtrange individuals. But among theſe phyſical

characters, there may be ſome mixed ones, or

fuch as belong as much to the ſoul as the body,

whichM 2
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enough into theſe d
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which the animals of the claſs we are treating of,

are capable of ſeizing; ſuch are the air, pofture,

gait . The individuals of that ſpecies which are

not yet become familiar in their new habitation,

ſeem fearful or embarraſſed ; this fear or enibar.

raſſment detects them, and excites or encourages

others to attack them .

That kind of ſociety in which domeſtic animals

live , gives room for a remarkable obſervation ;

the young lamb diftinguiſhes her mother from

amongſt 3 or 400 ſheep , although there does not

any
fenſible difference betwixt them .

9. Nothing is more wonderful than thoſe le

gions of flying creatures, that at a ftipulated time

paſs from one to other very remote countries.

What inſtinct allembles them ? What compaſs

directs them ? What chart points out their way ?

We preſently conceive that the change of the iea

fon, and the want of ſuitable nouriſhment, adver

tiſe theſe different ſpecies of birds to ſhift their

abode. But whence did they learn that they

ſhould meet with in other regions a climate and

aliment proper for them ? In orderto be able to

anſwer theſe queſtions, and all ſuch as may be

aſked on this intereſting ſubject, we ſhould care

fully examine every circumſtance that attends

the marches of theſe birds . The degree of cold

or heat that accelerates or retards them , deſerves

to be particularly attended to ; for there is no

room to doubt that they are moſt of all influenced

by this . There is perhaps a ſecret relation be

tween the temperature which ſuits with certain

fpecies, and that which is neceſſary for the pro
ductionof the food that nouriſhes them .

But we have not carried our inquiries deep

enough
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enough into theſe different ſpecies of birds and

fiſhes of paſſage.

10. Among the ſocieties of brutes improperly fo

called , fome depend on chance, or on the agency

of men , if not altogether , at leaſt in part . It is

not ſo with reſpect to focieties properly ſo called,

They do not owe their origin to any human act,

but ſolely to nature . The members that compoſe

them are not only united by common neceſſities,

and that for a ſhort time ; but they are ſo by a

much ſtronger tie, which ſubſiſts to the death of

the animal , or at leait during a conſiderable part

of its life ; I mean , the natural preſervation of

the individual, or that of its family . Both the

one andthe other are neceſſarily attached to the

ftate of ſociety. It is for this great end that theſe

different ſpecies of fucial animals have been in.

ſtructed to labour in common on works fo worthy

of admiration.

Societies properly ſo called may be divided into

two claſies; the first comprehends thoſe whole

principal end is limited to the preſervation of indi

viduals; the ſecond , thoſe whoſe ſcope is, the

preſervation of individuals, and education oftheir

young

Several ſpecies of caterpillarsand ſome ſpecies

of worms belong to the former of theſe two claſſes;

ants , waſps, bees, beavers, to the ſecond.

The firſt claſs will have under it two principal

forts ; one of which will comprehend temporary

focieties ; the other, ſocieties for life.

11. A butterfly depoſits her eggs , about the

middle of fu nirer, on the leaf of a plum-tree ;

theM3
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13. There

the number of theſe eggs is three or four hundred.

After fomedays, there iſſues from each of them

a very ſmall caterpillar. They are ſo far from

diſperſing themſelves on the adjoining leaves , that

they all continue together on that whereon they

firſt received their being: the ſame ſpirit of foci

ety unites them . They apply themſelves immedi

ately inconcert in the ſpinning of a web, which

at firft is very thin , but they afterwards make it

ſtronger, by gradually adding new threads to it.

Thisweb is a real tent ſpread upon the leaf, under

which the young caterpillars thelter themſelves.

As they increaſein bulk, they extend their lodg

ing byfreſh layers of leaves and filk. The ſpaces

contained between theſe layers are apartments, all

of which communicate by doors made on pur

poſe. In this neft they paſs the winter, placed

near each other, without motion, till the return .

ing ſpring enlivens them, and invites them to

brouze on the ſprouting leaves. Laſtly , towards

the month of May, the fociety is diſſolved; every

caterpillar ſeparates from his companion, and

fpends the remainder of his life in ſolitude. Be.

ing then become ſtronger, a ſtate of ſociety is no

longer neceſſary for them .

12. The caterpillars , that live on the oak, and

whoſe ſocieties are much more numerous than

thoſe of the common , are very ſingular in their

proceedings . They ſet out from their neft at fun

fet, and march in proceflion, under theconduct

of a chief, whoſe motions they follow . The ranks

are at firſt compoſed only of one caterpillar, after

wards of two, three, four, and ſometimes more .

The chief has nothing in him that may diſtinguiſh

him from the reſt , but by being the firſt, and that

he
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he is not conſtantly, becauſe every other cater

pillar may in his turn occupy the ſame place .

After having taken their repaft on the leaves

around then, they return to their neft in the

fame order ; and this continues during the whole;

life of the caterpillar. When they have arrived

to their full growth, each forms for himſelf a

cone, where it is transformed into a chryſalis,

and afterwards aſſumes the form of a butterfly.

Theſe metamorphoſes cauſe a new kind of life

to ſucceed to the ſtate of ſociety, which is very

different from the primitive one .

This is an example of ſocieties for life, whoſe

principal end is the preſervation of individuals.

13. There are ſeveral kinds of caterpillars that

are true republicans , and whoſe diſcipline, man

ners, and genius, diverſify them as much as thoſe

of different people. Some of them , like favages,

make themſelves hammocks, in which they take

their meals , and even paſs their whole lives.

Others live like the Arabs and Tartars, in tents,

which they erect in the meadows; and when they

have conſumed all the herbs that grew about

them , they go away and pitch their camp elfe.,

where.

The nefts which the republican caterpillars

make for then ,ſelves are perfect retreats ; they

are ſcreened in them from the injuries of the air,

and are all cloſely ſhut up in times of inaction or

idleneſs. But they go out at certain hours to

ſeek their nouriſhment . They feed on the leaves

which ſurround them , which they conſume one

after another. They often go to a great diſtance

from their dwelling, and by different turnings ..

However, they canalways find it again , when they

haveM 4 .
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fwers exa& tly to that uſed by THESEUS for fetch

ing ARIADNE out of the labyrinth . We pave
our ways ; our caterpillars line theirs with ta

pellry .' They never walk but on ſilk carpets.

All the paths that lead to their neſt are covered

with filk threads. Theſe threads form tracks of a

gloſſy white, which are at leaſt two or three lines

in width. By purſuing theſe tracks in a row,

they never loſe their way, how intricate foever

the turnings and windingsof their paſſage may be.

By putting a finger on the track , we ſhould inter.

feat the path , and throw the caterpillars into the .

greateſt perplexity . They ſtop on a ſudden at

this place, and expreſs all the ſigns of fear and diſa

truſt. Their march is ſuſpended, till ſome cater.

pillar, more bold than the reſt, croſſes over the

ſpoiled path . The thread the ſpreads in croſſing

ſerves as a bridge for the next to paſs over. This

in paſſing ſpreadsanother thread ; a third another,

and thustheway is ſoon repaired.
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Yet there is a great difference between the me.

thod of the republican caterpillars , and that of

Theſeus. They do not ſpread a carpet over their

paths , to prevent their miſſing their way ;but they

do not miſstheir way , becauſe they ſpread ſuch

a carpet. They ſpin continually, becauſe they

have always occafion to evacuate the filky matter,

which their nouriſhment produces again, and

which is incloſed in their inteſtines. By fatisfy

ing this want, they are allured of being in the

right path , without attending to it . The con.

struction of the neſt is likewiſe connected with

this want. Its architecture is adapted to the form

of
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of the animal , to the ſtructure and exerciſe of his

organs, and to his particular circumſtances.

up.

14. Ants ſeek their proviſions and aliment at a

great diſtance from their abode. Various paths,

which are often very winding and intricate, ter

minate at their neft. The ants paſs over them in

rows, without ever miſſing their way, any more

than the republican caterpillars. Like the latter,

they leave tracks wherever they paſs.
Theſe are

not diſcernible to the eye ; they are much more

ſenſible to the ſmell ; and it is well known that

ants have a very penetrating one. However, if

we draw a finger ſeveral times backwards and for

wards along the wail by which the ants paſs and
repaſs and down in rows, they will be ſtopped

on a ſudden in their march, and it wilt afford fome

amuſement to obſerve the perplexity they are in .

It will happen in the ſame manner with regard to

the proceſſions of theſe ants , as has been before.

related concerning thoſe of the caterpillars ..

15. The ſight of a bee-hive is certainly one of

the fineſt that can offer itſelf to our eyes. There

appears in it an aſtonifhing air of grandeur. One

cav never be weary of contemplating theſe work-

ſhops, where thouſands of labourers are conſtantly

employed in different works . We are ſtruck in

a particular manner with the geometrical exactneſs

of their works; as we likewiſe areat the fight of

their magazines, which are replenilhed with every

thing neceſſary for the ſupport of the ſociety

during the rigorous ſeaſon . We likewiſe ſtop

with pleaſure to behold the young ones in their

cradles , and to obſerve the tender care of their

nurſing mothers towards them .

M 5 But
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But what chiefly attracts the attention , is the

queen : the flowneſs, I had almoſt ſaid gravity , of

ber march, her ſtature, which is a more advan .

tageous one than that of the other bees, and,

above all , the varioushomage paid her by the reſt.

We can ſcarcely believe whatour eyes are wit

nefles of, in the regard and affiduities of the neu

ters for this beloved queen. But our amazement

is greatly heightened when we ſee theſe laborious,

active inſects entirely ceaſe from their labour,

and ſuffer themſelves to periſh, as ſoon as they

are deprived of their fovereign.

By what ſecret engagement, by what law ſupe

rior to that whereby each individual provides for

its own prefervation, are the bees attached to

their queen in ſuch a degree, as abſolutely to neg .

lect the care of their own lives, when they hap

pen to be ſeparated from her ? This law ſeems to

be nothing more than the grand principle of the

preſervation of the ſpecies: the neuters do not

engender ; but they know that the queen enjoys

that faculty : they conſtruct thoſe cells, whoſe

proportions we ſo much admire, for the reception

of the eggs ſhe is ready to lay . Nature has in

Structed them as much with regard to theyoung

that is to be hatched from them , as ſhe has the

mothers of other animals in favour of their off

ſpring.

16. Of all animals that live in ſociety , none

approach nearer to human underſtanding tham

beavers. We are at a loſs to determine what is

moſt worthy of admiration in their labours, whether

the grandeur and ſolidity of the undertaking, or

prodigious art, fine views, and general deſign fo

excellently
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excellently diſplayed throughout every part oftheir

execution. A ſociety of beavers ſeem to be an

academy of engineers, that proceed on rational

plans, which they rectify or modify as they judge

neceſſary, purſuing them with as much conſtancy

as preciſion; are allanimated by the ſame fpirit,

and unite their will and ſtrength for the promoting

one common end , which is always the general

good of the ſociety. In a word, we muſt be wit

neſſes of their performances, before we can judge

them capable of them. A traveller that is igno

rant of them , and happens to meet with their ha.

bitations , will think he is among a nation of very

induftrious ſavages.

The mole or bank which they raiſe, is a work

of immenſe labour, and it is inconceivable how

brutes are able to project, begin, and complete it.

Repreſent to yourſelf a river of fourſcore or an

hundred feet in width. Their firſt buſineſs is, to

break the force of the current. The beavers then

throw up a bank or cauſeway eighty or an hun

dred feet in length , by ten or twelve feet at its

baſe. Nothing is more certain than this, nor leſs

likely : and when we have repeatedly feen it , are

till willing to renew our inſpection of it, in order

to enforce our belief.

The moſt confiderable towns of the beavers,

conſiſt of twenty or twenty -five lodgments, though

fuch are but rare. The moſt common have only

ten or twelve. Each republic has its peculiar diſ

trict, and admits of no accidental gueſts.

3

When any great inundations damage the edi

fices of the beavers, all the focieties without ex.

M6 ception
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ception unite together for making the neceſſary

repairs.' If hunters declare a cruel war againſt

them , and entirely deſtroy their banks and cote

tages, they diſperſe themſelves about the country,

betake themſelves to a ſolitary life, dig burrows

or trenches under-ground , and never ſhew any

marks of that induſtry we have been admiring.
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17. Beavers ſeem to be formed with a view to

confound our reaſonings.Their aſſociating thein

ſelves into great bodies, for working in concert

on their immenſe works; their feparating into

little families , or particular focieties, charged with

the conſtruction of the huts ; the nature of theſe

works, their extent, ſolidity, propriety, and ap

probation ſo conducive to one general end, com

prehending ſuch a number of ſubordinations; in a

word, their almoft perfect reſemblance with works

erected by men with the ſame intent ; all concur

to give the labour of the beavers an undoubted

ſuperiority over that of the bees . In fact, to fell

trees choſen on purpoſe, to lop them , and cut off

their projections, to make great croſs pieces of

timber of them , diſpoſing them in their proper

places ; to cut ſmaller trees like ſtakes, plant ſe.

veral rows of theſe itakes in a river, and interlace

them with branches of trees , in order to ſtrengthen

and connect them together ; to make morter, and

with it folidly to compact the inſide of the pile ;

and to all this to add the form , proportions, and

ſolidity of a great bank ; to form ſluices thereon,

and open or ſhut them accordingto the water's

elevation or abatement ; to build behind the bank

little houſes one or more ſtories high, founded

on an entire pile-work ; to build them folidly

without, and incruſt or cement them within by a

layer
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layer of plaiſter, applied with equal exactneſs

and propriety ; to cover the flooring with a ver.

dant tapeſtry ; to contrive lights and outlets in the

walls for different purpoſes ; to erect magazines,

and ſupply them with proviſions; to repair with

diligence whatever breaches may happen to the

public works, and re-unite themſelves into one

grand body for the effecting in common theſe

reparations; are aſtoniſhing marks of induitry,

which ſeem to imply in the beavers a ray of thas

light, which raiſes man ſo far above the reft of

the animal creation .

CHAP
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1. W
E ſhall in the next place treat of the
proceedings of folitary animals. If

they do not affect that extraordinary, air of re

flection and prudence, that brightneſs of genius,

and that appearance of policy and legiſlation

which we admire in fociable animals, they ne

vertheleſs attract our regard, either by their fim

plicity and ſingularity, or their diverſity and ap

propriation to one common end, for the attaining

of which they uſe the ingenious and natural

After having contemplated the govern

ment, manners, andlabours of a republican com

munity, we may ſtill find ſome pleaſure in con

fidering the life and occupations of a ſolitary one,

thus paſſing from the monuments of Rometo the

cottage of aRobinſon. Thoſe works that are per

formed by the fociable animals, and which alto

nilh us as much by their ſize , as by the beauty of

their diſpofition , reſult from the concurrence of

a number of individuals . They all paſs through

various hands : fome ſketch them , others bring

them to a greater perfection , and a third fort

finiſh them . The works of ſolitary animals

ſpring from one head only ; and the ſame hand

that begins them , continues, finiſhes, and re

pairs them . Each individual has his particular

talent, and degree of ſkill, whereby heprovides.

for
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for his own ſubſiſtence, and furniſhes himſelf

with all neceſſaries.

We will here confine ourſelves to the proceed

ings relative to the metamorphoſis : this is an

affair of great importance for one of our hermits

to prepare himſelf for, the moſt intereſting to

him of any during his whole life. Caterpillars

alone exhibit to us examples of almoſt all the

proceedings which nature has taught to inſects of

this kind. We will limit our examinations to

this claſs in particular .

a

2. There are ſome caterpillars whoſe bodies

are ſupported by a prop, and nature has taught

them the method of effecting this. They wind a

girdle round their body, compoſed of a number

of ſilk threads collected together, whoſe ends are

fixed to the prop that ſuſtains them . By this

means they falten their hind legs in a little heap

of ſilk. It is eaſy to imagine after this, that the

chryſalis muſt be tied and grappled as the cater

pillar was. The girdle is looſe, and leaves the

chryſalis ſufficient room to perform its little ope

rations.

а

3. Other caterpillars form cones. Some of

theſe give their cone a more exquiſite form , ſo as

to reſemble that of an inverted boat. The cone

of a filk -worm is made, if we may be allowed the

expreſſion, of a ſingle piece. The cones made

boat -wiſe conſiſt of two principal parts, ſhaped

like thells , and joined together with great kill

and propriety. Each ſhell is worked ſeparately,

and formed of an almoſt infinite number of very

minute ſilk rings. On the fore -part of the cone,

which repreſents the bind-part of the boat, is a

ledge
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they procure
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ledge that juts out a little, in which we may per

ceive a very narrow crevice, which denotes the

aperture contrived for the exit of the butterfly.

By means of that, the two ſhells may part aſuir

der, and leave room for the butterfly to paſs

through them . They are conſtructed and put to.

gether with fo much art , that they are of the na

ture of a ſpring, and the cone from whence the

butterfly has lately iſſued appears as cloſe as that

which it ſtill inhabits. By this ingenious artifice

the butterfly is always free, and the chryſalis in

ſafety. We ſhall hereafter come to treat of pro

ceedings which are analogous to theſe, but more

fingular.

4. Our ſpinners have not all an equal proviſion,

yet all ſeem to endeavour at concealing them

ſelves from fight . Such as are not rich enough

to make themſelves a good lodgment of filk, ſup

ply the want of it by different matters of a coarſer

or finer texture, which they are fufficiently ſkil.
ful to cauſe to contribute towards the conſtruction

of the lodge. Some content themſelves withı

giving it a covering of leaves, which they con
nect together without any art. Others do not

confine themſelves to the amaffing theſe leaves,

and diſpoſing them indiſcriminately ; but range

them with a kind of regularity . Others think

proper to powder the whole of their cone with a

matter they yield from behind them, and which

they cauſe to penetrate betwist the thread ..

Others ftrip themſelves of their hairs, and form

a maſs of a mixture of filk and hairs. Others,

after having ſtripped themſelves, plant their long
hairs about them , and make of them a ſort of

cradle fence. Others add a greaſy matter, which
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they procure from their inſide, to the filk and

hairs ; with this they ſtop up the rings of the weſt ,

and it ſerves as a varniib for them . Others thruit

themſelves into ſand or ſmall gravel, and there

conſtruct for themſelves cones of ſand, whoſe

grains are connected with the filk . Others, laſtly,

which have filk, pierce the earth , make a cavity

in it like a cone, and ſmear the ſides of it with

a kind of glue or palle.

W

Another ſpecies, which is far more induſtrious

than the former, perform a work which we can

not too much admire. You have lately ſeen de

ſcribed thoſe cones which reſemble an inverted

boat : this is likewife the form that this ſpecies

give to their cone; but they do not make it in

tirely of filk . They ſtrip off little pieces of bark

with their teeth , of a rectangular figure , nearly

even and alike, and diſpoſe them with all ſkill

and propriety ; with theſe they compoſe the

principal parts of the cone. Theſe great parts are

likewiſe formed of a confiderable quantity of very

ſmall inlaid work , placed end to end, and joined

together with ſilk. In a word , we are apt to

fancy that we are looking at an inlaid floor, or a

piece of inlaid work .

5 . The moſt folitary of all inſeêts are ſuch as

live in the inſide of fruits . Each fruit lodges only

one caterpillar or worm . We are ignorant of

the cauſe of this remarkable fačt. We only

know , that a curious obſerver having attempted

to cauſe caterpillars of this ſpecies to live together,

they furiouſly engaged each other as often as they

met. It is then inconteltably true , that the dil

poſition of theſe caterpillar's is antiſociable. Se

veral

.
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mar

roll

veral have metamorphoſed themſelves in the very

fruit that has ſerved them for a retreat and for

proviſion ; they dig cavities in it, which they

line with filk, or in which they ſpin their cones.

Others , which are the greater part of them , quit

the fruit, and metamorphoſe themſelves in the

earth .
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6. Thoſe inſects that roll up or fold the leaves

of a great number of plants are alſo perfect her.

mits. This proceeding is common to many ca

terpillars. They thus procure for themſelves

little cells , which are convenient lodgings for

them , in which they are always ſure to find nou

rithment, for they eat the walls of the cell ; but

they are always very careful never to touch that

part which is deſtined to cover them . The dif .

ferent methods in which theſe caterpillars lodge

themſelves, give room for diftinguiſhing them

into tyers, folders, and rollers.

The artofthe tyers is in general the moſt fim

ple . It confifts in joining ſeveral leaves together

with ſilk threads , in order to form them into one

intire parcel, in the center of which is the lodge
of the little hermit.

The procedure of the folders ſuppoſes more re.

fined operations. They fold the leaves either in

the whole, or in part. In the whole, when the

portion folded is turned back flat upon another

part of the leaf : and in part, when they only

fimply bend the leaf more or leſs.

But the labour of the rollers is moſt of all to be

admired. They live in a kind of roll, whoſe

dimenſions, form , and poſition vary in different

ſpecies. Some give it a cylindrical figure ; others,

the form of a cone, which is likewiſe as well.

made
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made asthoſe the grocers uſe. The leaf is always

rolled ſpirally, or as wafers are: The roll or

cone is commonly laid on the leaf ; but fome.

times , which is very remarkable, it is fixed on it
like a nine-pin .

Does my reader imagine that mechaniſm pre

fides over the conſtruction of theſe various works ?

Does he conceive in what manner an inſect, that

has no claws, is able to roll up a leaf, and to

keep it ſo ? Weknow in general that caterpillars

ſpin : and can in ſome meaſure diſcover, it is

by the aſſiſtance of their threads that our ſkilfu }

rollers cauſe the leaves to take the form of a cy

lindrical or conical tube . We fee in effect par

cels of threads diſtributed from one diſtance to

another, which hold the roller confined to the

leaf. But how can theſe threads, which ſeem

only to perform the office of ſmall cables, be ca.

pable of rolling up the leaf ? This we imagine

ourſelves able to gueſs at, but without effect.

We ſuppoſe, that by faſtening threads to the

edge of the leaf, and drawing theſe threads to

wards her, the caterpillar forces the edge to riſe

and turn itſelf ; which is by no meansthe caſe.

The uſe the induſtrious inſect makes of its

ftrength , confifts of a more refined mechaniſm .

He fixes a number of threads to the border of

the leaf, but does not draw it to him . By means

of them he bends the other extremity to the fur
face of the leaf. The threads of one and the

fame parcel are nearly parallel , and compoſe a

little ribband. By the lide of this ribband the

infect ſpins a ſecond, which paſſes over and

croſſes the former. This then is the ſecret of its

mechaniſm. In paſſing over the firſt ribband in
order
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commodated wit

caterpillar lines

Other fpecies fe

7. Some lea

order to extend the ſecond, it bears on the firſt

with the whole weight of its body ; this preffure,

which tends to force down the ribband, obliges

the edge of the leaf to which it is faſtened , to

riſe. The ſecond ribband, which is at the ſame

time ſtruck on the flat part of the leaf, preſerves

on the edge that alteration or bending which the

inſect was diſpoſed to give it. If we narrowly

examine theſe two ribbands, their effect will be

viſible. The ſecond will appear very tight, and

the firſt very flack ; the reaſon is becauſe the lat.

ter has no greater degree of action , nor indeed

ought to have. You now comprehend that the

roll is gradually formed by the repetition of the

fame operations on different parts of the leaf.

But it often happens that the coarſer edges reſiſt

too much ; the inſect knows how to weaken them

by gnawing them here and there . In order to

form a cone, ſome more performances are neceſ

ſary. The roller cuts with her teeth , on the

leaf, the part that is to compoſe it . She does not

detach it altogether írom it ; it would thenwant

a baſe ; ſhe only ſeparates that part which is ne

ceilary to form the foldings of the cone . The

part is properly a flip , which ſhe rolls as ſhe cuts

it. She raiſes the cone on the leaf , almoſt in

the ſame manner as we erect an inclined obeliſk.

She fixes threads or little cables near the point of

the pyramid ; fhe prelies on them with the weight

of her body, and thus forces the point to raiſe

itſelf. You may form an idea of the reſt ; the

mechaniſin is the fame as that employed in mak

ing a roll.

Theſe cells , in which the caterpillar lives,

ſerve likewiſe as a retreat for the chryſalis . This

latter would not probably be ſufficiently well ac
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commodated with a bare covering of leaf. The

caterpillar lines the cell with filk tapeſtry.

Other ſpecies ſpin a cone for themſelves in it .

a

7. Some leaves of plants are ſcarcely thicker
than

paper.
Would any one imagine there were

inſects ikilful enough to provide a lodging in ſuch

thin leaves as there, ſo as to ſhelter themſelves

from the injuries of the weather ? A leaf is to

them a vaſt country, wherein they make roads

for themſelves that are more or leſs winding;

they mine in the ſubſtance of the leaf, as our

miners do in the earth . From hence alſo they

have taken the name of miners of leaves. They

are extremely common : fome belong to the

claſs of caterpillars ; others to that of worms.

They cannot bear to be naked ; and it is for the

fake of covering themſelves that they infinuate

themſelves between the two foldings of a leaf.

They find their ſubſiſtence there at the ſame time.

They eat the pulp of it , and , in eating, trace out

a way for themſelves . Some dig there ftrait or

crooked trenches . Theſe are gallery miners .

Others mine round about them , in circular or

oblong ſpaces, theſe are miners at large . Their

teeth are the inſtruments they mine with ; but

ſome worm miners dig by means of two hooks

reſembling our pick -axes. Several of theſe inſects

ſpin, within the mine, the cone wherein they

are to transform themſelves. Others quit the

mine, and metamorphoſe themſelves ellewhere.

Butterflies that proceed from mining caterpillars,

are little miracles of nature . She has laviſhed

gold , ſilver, and azure upon thein ; with other

colours that are more or leſs rich ; though we

regret that ſhe has not performed theſe maſter

pieces in a more extenſive form .

8. But
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8. But miners have ſomething ſtill more won.
derful to offer to us. Beſtow your attention on

thoſe vine leaves that are before you . They are

pierced with oval holes,which ſeem to be made

in them by a gimblet. The mining, caterpillars

bored theſe holes, by ſtripping two pieces of ſkin

from the leaf, with which they make a cone :

that cone is there placed perpendicularly on a
vine-prop, at a pretty conſiderable diſtance from

the leaf that furniſhed the materials. How was it

cut, fafhioned, detached, and conveyed ? Let us

not vainly attempt to gueſs this : let us rather

endeavour to ſurprize the induſtrious labourer on

her working bench. She mines by way ofgal

lery, and conſtructs her cone at the extremity of

the gallery . It is compoſed of two pieces of leaf

of an oval form , very thin, even , and like each

other. The caterpillar prepares theſe places ;

makes of them a thin texture, by clearing them

of the pulp ; the models them, lines them with

filk , cuts them with her teeth as with ſciſſars,

joins and unites them. They already have no

connection with the leaf, notwithſtanding which,

the cone does not fall : the caterpillar has taken

the precaution to ſuſtain it by ſome threads of the

fame ſpecies with its border. When the cone is

finiſhed, the caterpillar applies herſelf to diſen

gage and tranſport it from its place. She has

left a ſmall aperture at one end of it . She

cauſes her head to come out at this opening,

bears it forward , ſeizes a part of the prop with

her teeth , and by an effort draws the cone to her.

The threads that hold it give way, and the cater

pillar carries her little houſe about with her as

the ſnail does her ſhell . Behold her walking

her march is a new myſtery. It has been ſaid

that all caterpillars have at leaft ten legs : this is

abſolutely

.
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abſolutely without any, and ſhews us what an
opinion we ought to entertain of ſuch naturaliſts.

Let us lay in her way a finely poliſhed glaſs,

placed perpendicularly . She is not in theleaſt

retarded by this, but climbs over the glaſs as on

a leaf. By what ſecret art is the enabled to

cleave to it, for ſhe has neither legs nor claws to

grapple it ? You have ſeen caterpillars that ſpin

little heaps of ſilk which they fix themſelves to .

Ourminer ſpins the like, at certain diſtances, ac .

cording to the track ſhe is to paſs over. She

ſeizes one of theſe heaps with her teeth, which

becomes in part a ſupport for her ; ſhe draws the

cone to her, and carries it towards the little

heap ; faſtens it to it ; thruſts her head forwards;

ſpins a ſecond heap ; fixes herſelf to it in the

ſame manner as to the firſt ; makes an effort to

diſcharge the cone , which the effects, drags it

towards the new heap, faſtens it likewiſe to it,

and this ſecond ſtep being taken unravels to you

the ſecret of her ingenious mechaniſm . By this

means the leaves on the bodies over which ſhe

paſſes little tracks of 'filk , which ſhe ſpins from

ſpace to ſpace. When ſhe has arrived at the

place ſhe is inclined to fix herſelf at , fhe here

ſtops the cone intended for an habitation , and

places it in a vertical ſituation . There afterwards

iſſues from it a very pretty butterfly , as richly

cloathed, and of the ſame genus, as thoſe of

other miners .

a

9. Other infects live in great galleries of filk ,

which they lengthen and widen as they grow.

They cover them with groſs matter, and fre

quently with their excrements. They conſtruct

thoſe galleries on the various bodies they feed

upon , and which differ according to the ſpecies
of
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a

of the inſect. The name of falſe moths has been

given to all ſuch fpecies as make thoſe incloſures.

You are ſenſible , that thoſe of true moths are

portable. The moſt remarkable falſe moths are

ſuch as ſettle in bee-hives , and deſtroy the combs.

They are without defenſive arms, and are only

ſecured with a ſoft and delicate ſkin ; notwith

ſtanding which nature has appointed them to

live at the expenceof a little warlike people that

are well- armed, and equally well diſpoſed to de

fend their ſettlements . Our engineers have fre

quently recourſeto mines and fap in the reduc

tion of places. It is indeed abundantly neceſſary

that our falſe moths ſhould excel in this kind of

attack , and their works prove , that they do .

They never march but under cover. They ſcoop

long trenches in the thick part of the combs, in

what direction they think proper , wherein they

are always in fafety from the enemy. The gal

leries of this kind are lined within with a very

cloſe ſilk tiſſue, and covered on the outſide with

a thick layer of grains of wax and excrements.

Thus the fine works of the laborious bees are de

ſtroyed in ſilence by an enemy which they are

not able to diſcover, and that ſometimes compels
them to abandon their hive. The falſe moths

have no intention to procure honey : they never

penetrate into the cells that contain it. They

only eat the wax, and their ſtomach analyzes the

matter which the chymiſt cannot diſſolve. When

they have attained their full growth , they make a

filk cone at the end of the gallery, which they

never fail to cover with grains of wax.

Othir falle moths eſtabliſh themſelves in our

granaries , where they multiply exceflively . They
covet
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covet our moſt valuable commodity. They cor

nect together ſeveral grains of corn ; they ſpin a

little tube in the midſt of this heap, where they

lodge. By that means they are always within

reach of a plentiful ſtock of nouriſhment. They

feed at their pleaſure on the grains of which they

have been careful to form their caſe, and which

are hike a covering to it . When their netamor

phoſis approaches, they abandon this caſe ; they

neſtle in the inner part of a grain , or in the little

cavities they dig in the cielings: theſe they line

with ſilk, and there transform themſelves into a

chryſalis.

10. There are few inſects which claim fo good

a right to our admiration as thoſe that are equally

ſkilful with ourſelves in making cloaths, and that

undoubtedly learned the art before us. Like us ,

they are brought forth naked ; but they no ſooner

comeinto the world, than they ſet about cloath

ing themſelves . They do not all dreſs in the

fame uniform manner, nor do they uſe the ſame

materials in their cloathing. There is perhaps ą

greater diverſity with reſpect to this in the modes

of different ſpecies of moths, than in thoſe of diffe

rent people on the earth . The form of their

dreſs is very convenient : it correſponds exactly

with that of their body. It is a little cylindrical

caſe, which opens at both ends. The ſtuff is ma

nufactured bythe moth : the ground of it is com

poſed by a mixture of ſilk and hair : but this

would not be ſoft enough for the infect, it is

therefore lined with pure ſilk. Our woollen fur

niture and furs ſupply theſe moths with the hair

they employin manufacturing their ſtuffs. They
make a careful choice of theſe hairs ; cut them

with theirteeth, and artfully incorporate them in

Vol. IV. N
the
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the ſilk tiſſue. They never change their cloaths:

thoſe they wore in their infancy, they continue

to wear when arrived at maturity. They can

then lengthen or widen them as they find conve

vient. They meet with no difficulty in extending

them ; this they do by only adding new threads

and hairs to each end. But the widening them is

not ſo eaſy a matter . They proceed herein ex

a &tly as we do in the like caſe. They ſlit the

caſe at the two oppoſite ſides, and ſkilfully inſert

two pieces of the width required. They do not flit
the caſe from one end to the other : if they did , the

fides would ſtart aſunder, and be expoſed. They

onlyſit each ſide about the middle of it . Rea.

ſon itſelf could not exceed this . Their dreſs is

always of the colour of the ftuff from whence it

was iaken . If therefore a moth , whoſe cloathing

is blue, paſſes over a red piece of cloath, the
widths will be red ; ſhe willmake herſelf a har

lequin's habit , if ſhe paſſes over cloths or fluffs

of ſeveral colours . They live on the fame hairs

they cloath themſelves with . It is remarkable,

that they are able to digeſt them ; and it is ſtill

more extraordinary that the colours do not ſuffer

the leaſt alteration by digeſtion, and that their

excrements are always of as fine a tincture as the

cloths they feed on . Painters may collate from

our moths powders of all colours , and all kinds

of ſhades of the fame colour, They make little

journies : thoſe that fettle in cafes, do not love

to walk on long hairs, but cut all they meet with

in their way, and are always provided with a

fcythe as they march. They reſt themſelves

from time to time, when they fix this caſe with

ſmall rds , and thus cauſe it as it were to ride at

anchor. They faſten it more firmly, when they
are
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are diſpoſed to metamorphoſe themſelves. They

cloſe up intirely both ends of it , in order to

cloath in it the form of the chryſalis, and after
wards that of the butterfly .

11. Field moths greatly exceed the domeſtic

moths in pointof induſtry. They take the ſub

ftance of their cloathing from the leaves of

plants; but it becomes neceſſary for them to pre

pare this matter, and give it that lightneſs and

flexibility proper for the garments. Theſe moths

are of the ſpecies of miners; and they inſinuate

themſelves betwixt the two membranes of a leaf,

which are to them what a piece of cloth is to a

taylor ; with this difference, that the latter has

occaſion for a pattern , which the moths can diſa

penſe with . They remove from theſe membranes

all the pulpy ſubſtance that adheres to them ,

which membranes they make thin and poliſh.

They afterwards cut in them, thus prepared , two

pieces , which are nearly equal, and like each

other ; they labour to give them the hollowneſs,

windings, and proportions which the form of

their care requires, and this form is often of an

exquiſite kind. They connect and unite them

with incredible ſkill, and conclude by lining them

with Glk . They have then nothing to do but

diſengage the cloathing from within the leaf.

where it was taken and cut, and that requires but

a few efforts.

>

12. Many field and aquatic moths do not prepare

the ſtuff for their cloathing. Bits of wood, little

ſticks, fragments of leaves, pieces of bark , &c .

placed on each other like tiles, compoſe the ex

ternal cloathing of the caſe, which conſiſts of

pure

01
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pure ſilk. At other times it is covered with gra.

vel, pebble -ſtones, pieces of wood, little bits of

reed, and finall ſhells either of muſcles or ſnails,

and , what is ſcarce credible , the ſnails and mul

cles continue to live in theſe ſhells ; for, being in

a manner chained to the caſe, they are obliged

to follow the moth , that carries them wherever

it pleaſes. Thus a moth in its cloathing does

not appear unlike certain pilgrims. Thoſe that

are covered with wood, gravel, ftones, and other

unwieldy matters connected together, pretty

nearly reſemble a Roman ſoldier in heavy ar

mour. You rightly judge, that ſuch kind of

clothes muſt needs be very roughly formed : but

fome of them nevertheleſs look very pretty, in

which the arrangement of the materials makes

amends for their coarſeneſs. Aquatic moths reap

ſome advantage by dreſſing themſelves in ſuch a

ſtrange manner. They muſt be always in equili

brio with the water in the midſt of which they

live. If their caſe prove too light , they add a

little ſtone to it ; if too heavy, they faften ſome

bits of reed to it . All theſemoths metamorphoſe

themſelves in their caſe ; fome into butterflies,

others into flies, and others into beetles .

13. Some field moths borrow no ſtrange mat

ters to cloaththemſelves with ; they dreſs intirely

in filk ; but their tiſſue is much cloſer, finer, and

more gloſſy, than that of the moſt beautiful cater

pillars. It has a ftill greater ſingularity ; being

compoſed .of little ſcales, like thoſe of fiſhes,

partly placed on each other. The caſe has ſome

times for its laſt covering a kind of mantle,

which almoſt intirely incloſes it, and is compoſed

of two principal pieces, whoſe figure reſembles
that
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that of a bivalve ſhell. Moths that procure the

matter for their cloathing from their own fund,

muſt be able to lengthen and widen it at plea

fure ; the expence attending the obtaining of it

was too great to admit of their making a new one

as often as there ſhould be occaſion . So that they

are able to enlarge it in a wonderful manner.

They do not add breadths to it as the domeſtic

moths do : but ſlit it from one part of it to ano

ther, according to its length , and immediately

fill up the intervals with new threads, of a length

proportioned to the ſpace required. This cafe

ſerves them likewiſe as a kind of cone, wherein

they transform themſelves into butterflies .

You have taken a ſurvey of the produce of a

multitude of different inſects, and are with good

reaſon aſtoniſhed at the prodigious variety con

tained in them , all relative to one and the ſame

general end, and all of them likewiſe as much

diverſified as thoſe of our artiſans. How does it

happen, that amongſt ſo many inſects as prepare

themſelves for their metamorphofis, fome hang by

their hind -part, others falten themſelves with a

girdle, whilft others make themſelves cones ?

How comes it to paſs, that of thoſe that conſtruct

theſe cones , ſome form them of pure filk, and

others compoſe them of matter of different kinds ?

Why is the form of theſe cones fo various in dif

ferent ſpecies ? Wherefore do ſome infe &ts ſo art.

fully roll-up the leaves of plants, and others only

faften or fold them together ? How can we ac

count for the mining of theſe leaves by ſomeonly,

and that the reſt ſhould not all mine them in the

ſame manner ? In ſhort, how ſhall we aſſign a

reaſon why the moths are not alt clothed in the

fame dreſs ?

All

.
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All theſe wherefores, and a thouſand others that

may be formed on the productions of nature, are

ſo many enigmas propoſed to beings that are ba

niſhed into a corner of the univerſe, and whoſe

fight, as ſhort as that of the mole, can only per

ceive the neareſt objects, and the moſt direct and

molt flriking relations.

It behoves us to remain in the place that has

been ailotted for us, from whence we can only

diſcover ſome links of the chain . One day we

ſhall diſcover more of them , and ſhall ſee them

more diſtinctly . Mean while we may conſider

theſe proceedings of inſects, ſo diverſifred and

replete with induſtry, as an agreeable ſpectable

exhibited by nature to the eyes of the obſerver,

that furniſhes him with an inexhauſtible ſource of

reflective pleaſure and uſeful inflruction. He is

led to the AUTHOR of the univerſe by the

thread of the caterpillar, and he admires in the

variety of their means, and in their tendency to

the fame end , the fecundity and wiſdom ofthe

ORDAINING MIND.

This fight becomes ftill more intereſting, when

the obſerver undertakes to bewilder inſects, and

draw them from their natural track . They then

fhew him reſources, which he had not foreſeen ,

and that furpaſs his expectation. When falſe

inoths of the wax ſpecies are in want of wax, they

can make galleries of leather, parchment, or pa.
per. A caterpillar has been ſeen to conſtruct a

cone of little pieces of paper which have been

given him , and that have been cut at pleaſuie.
It has taken hold of them with the teeth and

fore legs , tranfported them to the place where it

intended
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intended to fix , ranged them there, faftened

them with threads, laid fome of them edge-wile,

others flat, formning of the whole, it is true, an

aſſemblage that appears a little ftrange, but an

ſwering perfectly to a cone. It would have given

it a more regular figure, had it worked with ma

terials ſuited to its ſpecies. Ere we had learnt to

prepare and dreſs woollens and ſkins of animals,

the domeſtic moths were not without cloathing.

They were then perhaps habiied in the ſame

manner as the field moths.

14. We do not expect to make any material

diſcoveries from Shell-fijh that are ſhut up in

an almoſt ſtony incloſure ; they ſeem very ſtupid;

but they are not all ſo ſenſeleſs as they appear to

be : we ſhall with pleaſure contemplate the pro

ceedings of ſoine of them .

Divers fpecies of fea ſhell-fiſh are furniſhed

with two pipes , by means of which they ſuck in

the water, and which they take great care to keep

raiſed above the vefiel they are accuſtomed to

fink into more or leſs . Some ſpurt out the water

to the diſtance of ſeveral feet. That particular

part which in ſome perforins the progreflive or

retrograde motion, very much reſembles a real

leg with a foot joined to it ; but this leg is a Pro.

teus, which allumes all kinds of forms to ſupply

the neceflities of the animal. It does not only

make uſe of it to crawl with , ſink into a veſſel, or

retire from it ; but employs it with much greater

ſkill to perform a motion that one would not ima

gine a thell-fiſh capable of. Afhell- fiſh that

Jeaps , muſt appear very extraordinary. 'Tis a

tellina that you are now ſceing . You -may ob

N4 ſerve

**
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ſerve that ſhe has placed the ſhell on the top or

point. She ſtretches out her leg as far as poſſible ;

The cauſes it to take hold of a conſiderable part
of

the circumference of the ſhell, and, by a ſudden

motion, fnuilar to that of a ſpring that is

ſlackened , ſtrikes the ground with her leg, and

thus leaps to a certain difance.

15. The catler never creeps : it penetrates per

pendicularly into the fand. It there digs itſelf a

fort of cell, which is ſometimes two feet long, in

which it goes up and down at pleaſure. Its ihell ,

whoſe form a little reſembles that of the handle

of a knife, has occaſioned it to receive the name

of cutler. It is compoſed of two long pieces,

hollow like a gutter, and joined together bymem

branes. The body of the animal is incloſed in a

caſe. The part whereby it exerciſes all its mo

tions, is placed in the center. This is principally

deſigned to perform the office of a leg, and ac

quits itſelf exceeding well. It is fleſhy , cylindri

cal, and pretty long. The extremity of it , when

neceſſary, can roll itſelf up like a ball. View

the cutier when extended on the ſand. You be .

hold it working, in order to pierce into it. It

thruſts out its leg at the lower end of the ſhell ;

ſtretches it , and cauſes the extremity of it to

aſſume the form of a ſhovel that is ſharp on both

fides, and terminates in a point. It directs it to.

wards the ſand , and applies the edge and point

for introducing it farther. After the aperture is

made, it extends its leg ftill more, and cauſes it

to penetrate deeper into the fand : he bends it

like a hook, with which taking hold of a ſupport,

he draws the ſhell to him , forcing it upright by

degrees, and afterwards cauſes it to defcend into

the

a
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the hole . Is he diſpoſed ſtill to continúe ſinking ?

He thrufts his whole leg out of the thell; fixes

in the ſand the ball which is then at its extreme

part ; immediately contracts this leg ; his large

head , which is ſtrongly fixed in the hole, being

leſs inclined to reafcend than the ſhell is to go

downwards, the cutler deſcends into the ſand,
which is his firſt ſtep into it ; he has nothing to

do but to repeat the ſame operations, in order to

advance farther and farther into it . Is he diſa

poſed to go up again to the ſurface ? He puſhes

forth the ball, and at the ſame time makesan ef.

fort to extend his leg; the ball , which is averle

to a deſcent, preſſes the thell towards the top of

the hole. It is pretty remarkable, that the cutler,

which lives in ſalt water, dreads the touch of ſalt.

If a pinch of it be caſt into hishole, he will come

out of it immediately . But if he be caught , and.

afterwards permitted to re -enter his cell, it will

be in vain to throw falt into it , ſince he will not

quit it on that account. It is faid by ſome, that

he remembers having been taken ; and this is ſo

true , that when people do not catch him ,

he may be made to come out at one's pleaſure,

by throwing ſome freſh ſalt into the hole. It

ſeems, then, that he is aware of the ſnare that is

laid for him, and is unwilling to be taken by it .

16. Caſt your eyes on this ſtone, which I have

juſt now taken up from the ſea-ſhore. A fhell- fith

fixes his habitation in it. Obſerve, that on the

ſurface of the ſtone there is a very little hole ;

it is by that the ſhell- fiſh has entered , and you

may judge of the ſmallneſs of it by that of the

aperture. Wewill break the ſtone afunder, that

we may ſee the animal that dwells in it. How

greatN5
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you have in

great muſt your ſurprize be ! You behold a great

ihell- fiſh, near three feet in length , whoſe ſhell

is formed of three ſmooth pieces joined together

by a ligamentary membrane. It is lodged in a

great eavity, that is hollow like a funnel. The

upper part of the cone is in the little hole you
ſee

on the ſurface of the ſtone. This ſhell- fiſh is a

dail or pholas. How could it be able to pierce

ſo hard a ſtone ? Or how go through ſo narrow

a paffage ? Draw near this clayey ſhell which the

wave has juſt left. It is pierced through with a

multitude of ſuch holes as you ſee in the ſtone

your hand . All theſe holes are in

habited by young dails, which are only a few

lines long. They had then no occafion to pene

trate into a hard ſtone. Moiſt clay makes but

little reſiſtance . But the ſea inſenſibly converted

this clay into itone : the dail , which at firft found

himſelf lodged in a foſt earth, afterwards per

ceived that he was within a ſtone cell . We have

ſeen that the cutler can come out of his hole

when he pleaſes: the dail never quits his ; nor

indeed can he ; ſince the form of this kind of

cell will not admit of it . All that he can do is ,

to ftretch out two pipes at the opening of the

hole, with which he receives and rejects the

water. The cutler does the ſame. You are im

patient to be informed of the inſtrument with

which the dail hollows his cell . This inſtrument

has no edge to it : it is purely fleſhy, and thaped

like a lozenge.

17. We will quit ſhell-fiſh for a time. Divers

animals of the ſea will likewiſe entertain us with

the wonders of their Author. Let us beſtow on

them the attention they deſerve : what we are

about

>
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about to relate concerning them , will be found

well deſerving notice in natural theology:

On the rocks near the ſea- ſhore you may per

ceive little fleihy maſſes, of the ſize of an orange,

whoſe form is like that of a counter-bag, and

pretty nearlyreſembling that of a cone when cut,

All theſe malles ſeein immoveable, and connected

with the rock by their baſe. Some of them are

rough , others ſmooth . Wehave juſt now com .

pared them to a bag or purſe, in which counters

are put ; but this bag is not folded together, and

is likewiſe without ftrings. They are nettles that

you ſee; a very ſingular kind of animals,that de

mand a cloſer aitention . The body of the animal

is in effect incloſed within a ſort of fleſhy purſen.

of a conic figure. At the top ofthe cone is an

opening, which the nettle increaſes, or contracts

at pleaſure.

a

Let us conſider the ſea -nettles that we have now

before us: there is one that opens and unfolds

itſelf like a flower': it has put forth an hundred

and fifty fleſhy horns, like thoſe of fnails, diitri

buted in three rows round , the aperture. You

remark, that little water-ſpouts iſſue froin theſe

horns ;. conſequently they do not perform the

fame functions as thoſe of ſnails; they are ana.

logous to the pipes of dails , cutlers, and other

fhell fiſh which you' have ſeen . You alſo remark ,

that the form of theſe nettles varies greatly, that

their baſe is ſometimes circular and ſometimes .

oval, and that the height of the cone varies ac

cording to the dimenſions of its baſe. It riſes or

falls as the baſe grows narrower or wider. Touch

one of theſe blown nettles : ſee with what quick

N.6 neſs
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nels it cloſes and contracts itſelf. But you per

ceive no progreſſive motion : are the nettles then

condemned to paſs their whole life fixed to the

fame ſpot? The ancients thought ſo.
What are

we to think of them ? About an hour ago, this

large nettle , which you ſee on your right hand,

touched this point of the rock : obſerve that it is

now above an inch diſtant from it . You are fur.

prized that you did not perceive it walk, for you

looked at itmore than once ; the reaſon of this

is, becauſe its progreffive motion is as flow as that

of the hand of a clock . We may be curious to

know how the nettle performs it. All its body is

externally furniſhed with various orders of mur

cles . Thoſe of the baſe go, like rays, from the

centre to the circumference ; others defcend from

the top towardsthe baſe. Theſe muſcles are alſo

canals, full of liquor, which iſſues out on prick

ing them . They are emptied and filled at the

pleaſure of the nettle. By the exerciſe of theſe

muſcles or canals, the progreſſive motion is per .

formed. Let us follow the nettle when ſhe is dif.

poſed to go forwards. Her baſe is circular . She

ſwells the muſcles that are on that fide whither

ſhe is tending. She injects her liquor into them ,

which, by inflating, lengthens them . They can.

not extend themſelves unleſs the edge correſpond.

ing with the baſe ſhifts its place, and advances a

At the ſame time the looſens the op

poſite muſcles, and empties their canals. They

contract . This they cannot do , except the edge

of their correſponding baſe goes in a little, and

exactly in the fame degree as the oppofite one

projects. Such is the mechaniſm whereby the

firſt ſtep of our nettle is performed. In order to

make a fecond , ſhe cauſes the baſe again to re

little way.

ceive
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ceive a circular form , by puffing up equally all the

canals : ſhe afterwards repeats the ſame operations

we have just taken a view of.

The whole progreſſive motion of nettles is not

confined to this. They have another method of

walking, which more nearly reſembles that of

inſects . They are able to make uſe of their horns

like legs. But theſe horns are on the upper part

of their body : the nettle is fixed by its baſe againſt

the rock : how do theſe horns perform the office

of legs ? The nettle you are following will fhew

you the method. She turns herſelf upſide down ;

the baſe abandons the rock , and the cone is placed

on its top . All the horns ſhoot forth , and you

ſee them fix themfelves to the rock. They are

glewy and rough to the touch : for which reaſon

theymeet withno difficulty in faſtening to it .

- 18. Would you believe that an animal which

is entirely of a fleſhy nature , and is provided with

no inftrument to open or pierce the ſhells , feeds

upon thell -fiſh ? Nettles that are but of a middling

fize ſwallow great ſhell - fiſh, and it is difficult to

conceive how they are capable of being lodged

within the nettle. It is true, the latter being en

tirely fleſhy is ſuſceptible of a great diſtenſion.

It is a fort of ſupple purſe, that may be ſtretched

occaſionally. The opening of the purſe is pro

perly the mouth of the nettle . Its inſide not be

ing tranſparent, one cannot fee what paſſes there

in , or by what means the nettle voids the ſhell

filh . The moment ſhe has ſwallowed it , ſhe

cloſes herſelf. Look at this young nettle that is

ſhut up quite cloſe : ſhe has juſt ſwallowed a

pretty large ſnail, and is buſy in digeſting it . She

is

?
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is now opening herſelf again , and diſcharging the

empty ſhell. On the ſide of her is another nettle

which beſpeaks your attention : ſhe has ſwallowed

a great muſcle, and is making ineffectual efforts

to void the ſhell. She is not able to effect it : the

fhell preſents itſelf in an unfavourable poſition at

the aperture, and you begin to be in pain for the
unhappy neitle. She has a reſource that you did

not imagine. Calt your eyes towards the baſe ;

the ſhell is evacuated through a large wound ; the

nettle is delivered from it by that means, and is

no more affected by the great galh made thereby,

than we are by a ſcratch .

a

19. All nettles do not procure a diſcharge by

ſo violent a method : they have another, which

they commonly uſe with ſucceſs. They turn

themſelves inſide out like a glove or ſtocking - fo

that the edges of the opening, which reſemble

lips, fold themſelves on the baſe. The mouth is

then of a prodigious width, and the bottom of the

purſe almoſt uncovered.

Nettles do not thus Miſt themſelves merely to

get rid of heterogeneous bodies ; they put them

ſelves into the fame poliure when they bring forth .

They are viviparous. The young are produced :

completely forined; and we ſee nettles in minia

ture appear. The aperture through which they
-paſs, is fo wide as to admit a inultitude of them

at the ſame time. Notwithſtanding which, they

always come forth fingly . They are at firſt in
cloſed in certain folds concealed at the bottom of;

the purſe .

Do
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Do nettles reſemble polypuſes by the ſingular

property of being multiplied and grafted by ſlips?

Experiments haveput this beyond all doubt. 'Of

a ſingle nettle, divided according to its length or

width , are made two or three , which at the end

of a few weeks are perfect and complete. They

may likewiſe be graited; but it will be neceſſary

to have recourſe to ſeaming. You are now no

longer ſurprized at the confolidation of that enor

mous wound made at the baſe of a netile that

iſſues out thereat. A wound of this nature is

nothing, when compared to that which another

animal ſuſtains when cut in pieces, without ceal

ing to live and multiply in each piece . Nettles

may then be called a ſpecies of polypuſes with

arms of a monſtrous ſize ; or, if you prefer the

expreſſion, polypuſes with arms are a ſpecies of
very minute nettles.

Let us quit theſe rocks that ſwarm with nettles ,

and betake ourſelves to that little creek where the

fea is very calm . Stoop a little, and obľerve the

furface of the water. What do you perceive? A

kind of greeniſh jelly floating upon it. Its form
is like that of a broad muſhroom . It is near two

feet in diameter. Take a piece of it betwixt

your fingers ; handle it for a few minutes : you

will ſee it diffolve into water. The heat of your

hand was ſufficient to melt it . Does it enter into

your thoughts that this jelly is a real animal , and

even a ſpecies of nettle ? It has been called wan

dering nettle, becauſe it never fixes, and floats
fromone ſide to the other. Its convex ſurface

preſents us only with an infinite number of little

grains or nipples. But its inferior ſurface, which

is concave, is extremely organized : in that we

may

a

a
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may ſee a great number of canals, which are re

gularly diſpoſed , and made with great art, ſome

being circular, and others diſpoſed regularly, like

the felloes of a wheel , and which are full of a

watry liquor, which paſſes from one to the other .

This ſtrange animal wanders about in the ſea.

It is ſpecifically much heavier than water. He

cannot therein ſuſtain himſelf, without the aſſif

tance of a ſpontaneous motion, which is worth

obſerving, and cannot be ſeen but in places where

the water is calm. It is ſo in this little creek on

the extremity of which we are fitting. Look

with attention on the ſurface of that jelly which

offers itſelf to your view . Obſerve that it has cer

tain motions, which you are tempted to compare

with thoſe of the Syſtole and diaſtole. However,

they are not the fame. Their only end is to cauſe

the nettle to float. You ſee that in the ſyſtole

kind, the ſurface of the animal becomes very

convex, and that in the diaſtole it becomes fud.

denly flat and wide. Such is our glutinous nettle's

method of floating. When dried in the ſun, it is

reduced almoſt to nothing. We imagine that we

ſee a little piece of parchment or very tranſparent

paſte. There is no room to doubt that this ſpecies

of nettle multiplies, like the reſt , by flips ; but I

do not know that there has been any experiment

made concerning this. A jelly muſt be attended

with greater eaſe in regenerating itſelf than or

ganized bodies of the fame genus, that are of a

more firm and cloſe conſiſtence.

a

20. There are no regular or ftrange forms of

which the animal kingdom does not afford us

models. Here is an animal whoſe form is pre

ciſely
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ciſely that by which we paint the ſtars in the fir.

mament. It is nearly flat. From the middle of

its body proceed four or five rays, which are al .

moft equal , and reſembling each other. Its upper

ſurface is covered with a hard, callous, and very

rough ſkin . In the centre of the inferior ſurface

is placed the mouth, which is provided with a

ſucker, that the ſtar makes uſe of to iinbibe the

ſubſtance of the ſhell - fith the feeds upon . Five

ſmall teeth or pincers hold it confined whilft the

fucks them , and perhaps aſlift in the opening his

ſhell. The legs of the ſtar are a real curioſity .

They are joined to her inferior ſurface, and diſ

tributed with ſymmetry in four rows, each con

fiſting of ſeventy -ſix feet ; ſo that each ray is

furniſhed with three hundred and four feet, and

the whole ftar with fifteen hundred and twenty .

Yet with ſuch a rumber of feet, the ſtar goes

little faſter than the muſcle , which has only one .

Theſe legs perfectly reſemble the horns of the

fnail, both by their figure, conſiſtence, and exerciſe.

When the ſtar is diſpoſed to walk, ſhe ſpreads

Her legs as the ſnail does her horns, and with the

extremity of them ſeizes the various marine bodies

on which ſhe crawls . She commonly puts forth

only one part ofher legs ; the remainder are kept

in reſerve against thoſe neceſſities which may hap

pen. The mechaniſm which preſides over their

motions is an illuſtrious proof of a CREATIVE

MIND. Let us open one ofthe rays by ſlitting

it lengthwiſe, and we ſhall diſplay the principal

fprings of the machine. An almoſt cartilaginous

partition , made in the form of vertebræ , divides

the whole ray. In every part of this partition

you perceive two rows of little balls, like pearls

of the fineſt water. The nunber of theſe little

balls

båt

$
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balls is preciſely equal to that of the legs. Thus

you ſee that each ball anſwers to a leg. You can

diflinguiſh a limpid liquor in theſe balls ; prefs

your finger upon them ; they empty themſelves ;

the liquor palles into the correſponding legs, and

they immediately extend themſelves. The ſtar

then need only preſs the balls in order to ſpread

the legs . But they are capable of contraction, and

when they contract themſelves , they force the

liquor back again into the balls, from whence it

may be driven afreſh into the legs, to procure a

progreflive motion.

You conjecture , that theſe eggs, which reſem

ble theſe tubes through which divers kinds of ſhell

fiſh reſpire, ſerve likewiſe for the fame uſes. But

nature, who has been fo laviſh in providing the

ſtar with legs , has been alſo liberal in beſtowing

on it the organs of reſpiration . She has even

multiplied them in a greater degree. They are.

very ſmall conic tubes, diſpoſed in knots, and

produce an equal number of little water ſpouts.

Amongſt our ſtars, you obſerve there are ſome

which have only two or three rays, and hy looking

more narrowly atthem , you diſcover ſeveral very
minute rays , juſt beginning to ſhoot out. Are

then animals , that are formed a repetition of ſuch

agreat number of parts , both outward and inward,

regenerated like polypus's , whoſe ſtructure appears

fo fimple ? Nothing is more true, and the ſtars

you are now looking at, will afford you a proof of

ii . Theſe aniinals often chance to loſe two or

three of their rays, and they are no more affected

by this loſs than polypus's are by parting with

fóine of their armis. We may mangle ſtars or cut

them in pieces , but cannot deſtroy them by that
method
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method. They will recover from their ruins, and

each piece becomes a new ſtar.

21. Sea -hedgehogs, like the land ones, derive

their names from their prickles. But thoſe of the

former are quite different from ſuch as belong to

the latter.

The form of thefe hedgehogs is that of a round

button. It is hollow within , and its ſurface is ela

borately wrought. We might compare the work

manſhip of them to that of certain copper or wire

buttons. A multitude of tubercles, like little tri

angles divide the whole ſurface of the button . Theſe

triangles are ſeparated by ſtripes, which are re

gularly ſpaced, pierced with holes, and diſtributed

with great ſymmetry in ſeveral lines. Theſe holes

paſs through from one part to another, the whole

thickneſs of the ſkeleton, for the body of our

hedgehogs is a kind of bone-box. Each hole is

a focket; wherein is a fleſhy horn, like thoſe of a

ſnail, and ſuſceptible of the ſame motions. There

are therefore as many horns as holes, and there

are reckoned to be at leaſt three hundred. The

hedgehog , like the ſnail , makes uſe of her horns

for feeling the earth, and the various bodies it

meets with in its paſſage. But it particularly em .

ploys them to faiten with and caſt anchor . The

tubercles are the baſes of many prickles or legs,

and their number amounts to at leaſt two thouſand

one hundred. So that there is hardly any part of

the body of a hedgehog that is deftitute of a leg.

It can for that reaſon walk as well on the back as

on the belly ; and in general, let it be in what pof

ture it will, it has always a great number of legs

ready to carry it , and horns to fix it with . The

legs it uſes with the greateſt eaſe are thoſe which

furround

a
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ſurround the mouth ; but when it pleaſes, can

walk by turning round on itſelf like a wheel. On

the back or the top of the button, is another aper

ture which is thought to be the anus. This then

is an animal that is provided with at leaſt thirteen

hundred horns, and two thouſand one hundred

legs, What a great number of muſcles muſt it

require to move ſo many horns and legs ? How

many fibres muſt there be in each of theſe muſcles ?

What an aſtoniſhing multiplication of parts in this

little animal ! What regularity, what ſymmetry,

and even harmony in their distribution ! What va

riety in their exerciſe !

When the hedgehog would advance, he draws

himſelf forwards with thoſe legs that are neareft

the place he would go to, and puſhes himſelf to

wards it with the oppoſite ones. All the reſt re

main at that time in a ſtate of inaction . At the

fame time that one part of his legs are at work , the
horns that are neareſt to them exert themſelves to

found the way, or find anchorage for the animal.

22. Moſt ſhell.fiſh are produced with their

cloathing. The ſhell they bear grows with them

and by them . But Bernard the hermit, a kind

of cray.fiſh ſo called , comes into the world with

out a ſhell , though he has need of one in order to

cover the greaterpart of his body ; whoſe thin and

delicate ſkin would ſuffer too much from being

naked . Has nature then behaved to it as a ftep

mother, by denying it fo neceſſary a garment ?

By no means : as ſhe is beneficent towards every

other animal, ſo has this likewiſe been the object

of her attention. It is true , ſhe has not provided

it with a ſhell; but has made it amends by enabling

it
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it to cloathe itſelf with one. Taught by ſo great

a miſtreſs, our hermit has the fagacity to take up

his lodging in the firſt empty ſhell he meets with.

He applies himſelf indifferently to all that are of

a ſpiral conſtruction. He often retires ſo far into

them , as not to be perceived , whereby the ſhell

appears empty. If the ſhell ſhould prove too nar

row , he quits it , in order to ſeek for another,

more ſuitable to his bulk . It is ſaid, there fome.

times happen conteſts between our hermits about

a ſhell , and that victory is decided in favour of

him who has the ſtrongeſt claws. Our battles

have ſcarcely ever a cauſe of equal importance

for their object.

23. You have been already aſtoniſhed at the

ſkill diſplayed in the progreſſive inotion of ſeveral

fhell-fiſh, your amazement will be redoubled when

you learn that ſome of them can fpin ; and you

are impatient to ſee them at work. Let us walk

on the ſea ſhore. You there diſcover a number

of muſcles, fome by themſelves, and others joined

in companies. Conſider them more attentively

you will obſerve that ſome of them are faſtened to

ftones or to each other, by a great number of ſmall

flender ſtrings, Let us ſelect one of theſe muſ-.

cles, that we may obſerve it more cloſely ; the

better to diſcover their operations . Here is one

of them endeavouring to fix itſelf to this ſtone

that is near the ſurface of the water. The ſhell

is partly open ; it has thruſt out from it a kind of

fupple tongue, which it lengthens and contracts

alternately. Remark that it often applies the ends

of it to the ſtone, and immediately draws it back

again into the ſhell, that it may again put it forth
the next moment. From the root of this kind o

tongue

>
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tongue there iſſue certain threads, which are equal

in fize to an hog's briſtle. Theſe threads part

from each other as they come out , and their ex

tremity ſticks to the ſtone. Theſe areas ſo many

fmall cables which hold our muſcle at anchor.

There are frequently an hundred and fifty of theſe

little cables employed in mooring a muſcle. Each

cable is ſcarcely two inches long.

The muſcle herſelf has fpun all theſe cords . The

tongue not only ſerves them as it does other ſhell

fiſh , for arms to faften themſelves with , and for

legs to creep with ; but is alſo the ſpinning in .

ſtrument which produces thoſe numerous threads,

by means of which the muſcle refifts the impulſe

of the waves . From the root of the tongue to its

extremity there is a groove, which divides it ac

cording to its length into two equal parts . This

groove is a real channel, furniſhed with a great

number of ſmall muſcles that open and ſhut it. In

this channel is contained a viſcous liquor, which

is the matter of the threads emitted by the muſ

cle. At its firſt appearance this channel is exactly

cylindrical, and is, properly ſpeaking, the place

where the threads are moulded . The various

motions the tongue of the muſcle we are obſerving

gave
itſelf a minute

ago,
all tended to fix it to the

stone, Thoſe threads which are the whiteſt and

moſt tranſparent are ſuch as are newly ſpun . She

has not yet finiſhed anchoring herſelf, wherefore

you perceive her tongue is again extending about

two inches, and the tip of it drawing towards the

ſtone. The viſcous liquor runs in the channel ,

and arrives at the extremity of it . This liquor

is now conſolidated, and become a cylindrical

thread . The muſcle ſticks the end of this thread

to the ſtone ; but is deſirous of applying it by a

a

wider
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wider ſurface, in order to render it more adherent.

For that purpoſe, ſhe adds to it with the tip of her

tongue, that little palle which you obſerved. Her

buſineſs now is to extend another cable to ſome

diſtance from the laſt . The tongue therefore muſt

quit this latter, in order to work elſewhere. How

will ſhe be able to effect this ? The channel opens

itſelf to its utmoſtlength ,and diſcharges the thread.

The tongue being diſengaged from this thread,

quickly draws itſelf together, re -enters the ſhell,

and the next moment again iſſues from it, to fix

a new cable a little farther off.a

Did you take notice of a mark of ſkill expreſſed

by our muſcle ? She has juſt now ſpread the firſt

thread ; to aſſure herſelf of the goodneſs of it , ſhe

immediately puts it to the proof; drawing it

ſtrongly towards her, as though ſhe would break

it . It has reſiſted this effort, and , fatisfied with

the experiment, ſhe has proceeded to ſtretch out

the ſecond thread, which ſhe has tried like the

firſt .

Theſe cords which the ſea muſcles ſpin with

ſo much art, are in reality as ſerviceable to them

as cables are to a ſhip. You aſk me, whether

they can weigh anchor ? Divers experiments

prove they are not endued with that ingenuity.

It was not neceſſary for them. But they fome.

times drive with their anchors ; it therefore be

hoves them to have freſh cables in reſerve.

1

Thus the ſea has its ſpinners as well as the earth .

Muſcles are at ſea the ſame that caterpillars are on

land. There is nevertheleſs a remarkable diffe

rence between them . The work of caterpillars
aniwers
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anfwers exactly to that of gold wire-drawers. The

filk thread is moulded by paſſing through the

mouth of the ſpinner, and the caterpillar gives it

what length ſhe pleaſes, which in certain cones

conſiſts of ſeveral hundred feet. The labour of

muſcles may be rather compared to that of work

men who caſtmetals. The ſpinning inſtrument

of theſe ſhell-fiſh is a real mould which does not

only determine the thickneſs of the thread, but

alſo its length , which is always equal to that of

the ſpinning inſtrument or tongue.

The pinnæ marina, which are a ſpecies of very

large muſcles, are more dextrous ſpinners ftill.

Their threads which are at leaſt ſeven or eight

inches long, are extremely fine, and curious works

are made with them . If muſcles are caterpillars

of the ſea , pinnæ are its ſpiders. The threads of

the pinnæ ſerve, like thoſe of muſcles, to moor

thein with , and defend them from the agitation

of the waves. They are prodigiouſly numerous,

and being united, form a kind of tuft or ſkain,

weighingabout three ounces . The inftrument

that prepares and moulds them , reſembles, in the

eſſential properties of it, that of other ſhell - fiſh of

this kind : except that it is much larger, and the

groove that divides it lengthwiſe is much nar

At the root of it there is a membranous

bag, compoſed of ſeveral fleſhy layers, that fepa

rate the filk layers from whence the tuft reſults.

rower.

24. If all kinds of ſhell- fiſh and ſea -animals have

not been enabled to moor themſelves with as much

ſkill as muſcles and pinnæ , nature has made them

amends for that by affording them means that

are no leſs efficacious. Before we quit this ſhore,

let
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let us ſtop a little while and examine this ſmall

Ihell- fith which you ſee faſtened to this rock . It

isa goat's eye, ora limpet. Its ſhell, which conſiſts

of one piece only, ismade like a conic chapiter,

under which thewhole body is ſheltered, as under

a roof. The animal can raiſe or lower this cover

ing as it pleaſes. When it lowers it, the body is

intirely concealed, and it reſts immediately on the

ftone. A large muſcle that occupies the whole

extent of the ſhell, and that is as it were the baſe

of it faſtens the animal to this ſtone. Try to dif

engage it from it ; you are not able to effect it . It

is nevertheleſs only fixed to the ſtone by a baſe

of an inch and an half in diameter. Let us hoift

a cord round the ſhell ; and ſuſpend a weight of

twenty eight or thirty pounds to this cord, the

ſhell-Áth will not quit its hold till after ſome ſe .

conds, and you are ſurprized that ſo ſmall an

animal ſhould be endued with fo great a power of

adheſion . You are curious to know from whence

he derives this ; you examine the ſtone, and it

appears to you to be finely poliſhed ,whereupon

your aſtoniſhment is redoubled . Can it be that

the muſcle is able to inſinuate itſelf into the in.

ſenſible parts of the ſtone ? Divide the animal

tranſverſely: it ſtill adheres as ſtrongly as before.

Does it cleave to the ſtone as two pieces of

poliſhed marble cleave to each other ? But pieces

of marble eaſily ſlip each other;and you cannot
cauſe the ſhell -fiſh fo to do. This then is the

ſecret cauſe of that adheſion which aſtoniſhes you .

The muſcle is furniſhed with a viſcous humour,

which agglutinates it to the ſurface of the ſtone,

and which is ſenſibly felt by touching it with the

finger.

VOL. IV . O But
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1

But the goats eye has not been condemned to

remain its whole life affixed to the ſame place.

It is neceſſary for it to go in ſearch of its food.

There is onenow creeping on the rock : its great

muſcle ſerves him inſtead of legs, and performs the

ſame functions as that you have been made ac

quainted with in the ſnail. The goat's eye
then

can diſengage himſelf when he pleaſes. It is able

to break thoſe ſtrings which are with difficulty

disjoined by a weight of eight and twenty pounds.

Moifen your finger, and ſtroke the muſcle with

it ; the natural glutinous ſubſtance, with which

it is endued, can no longer retain its hold. This

glue is diffoluble by water. The whole ſurface

of the muſcle abounds with little ſeeds, filled with

a diſſolvent liquor. When the animal is diſpoſed

to ſhift his quarters, he need only preſs his nu

merous glands, the diſſolvent iſlues from them

and the cords are broken.

The goat's eye has but one certain proviſion

of glueymatter. If it be looſened from its place

ſeveraltimes together, its ſtock will be exhauſted,
and it will not fix any more.

Thismethod of mooring is common todiversfea

animals. It is particularly fo to nettles. Its whole.

ſkin is one entire maſs of glue, which diſſolves

very ſpeedily in aqua vitæ. It is with this abun

dant glue that theſe extraordinary animals faſten
themſelves to the rocks.

Star-fiſhes alſo fix themſelvesby the ſame me.

thod . " A viſcous matter is conducted to the ex

tremity of the horns that ſerve them inſtead of

legs . Theſe legs become ſtrong ties to them by

means of the glue that exſudes from them , and
when
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when they are once faſtened , it is eaſier to break

than ſeparate them . The horns of hedgehogs are

exa&tly of the ſame nature.

All theſe adheſions are voluntary, and depend

ſolely on the good pleaſure of the animal. " He

joins or disjoins himſelf as circumſtances require.

But there are other adheſions, which are alto

gether involuntary . Sea.worms that are called

pipe-worms, are incloſed in a round tube, of a

ſubſtance reſembling that of ſhells, and faſtened

to ſtones or hard ſand, or even to other ſhell - fiſh .

This tube follows the turnings of the ſurface to

which it is fixed . The worm never quits this ſhell

which he lengthens or widensas he grows. They

recall to your remembrance the falſe moths : this

may be termed, a falfe moth of the ſea. It emits

from its whole body a ſtony juice, which is the

matter whereof the tube is formed.

a

Other worms of this ſpecies, whoſe juice is not

of a ftony nature, but glutinous, make uſe of it

for collecting round them grains of ſand, or bits

of ſhells, and this ſhell of inlaid pieces is notwith

ftanding wrought in pretty exact proportion .

Oyſters, and many other ſhell - fiſh, adhere by

a ftony liquor to the bodies whereon they relí ,

and are often by this means cemented to one ano

ther. Of ſuch a ſpecies is that univerſal cement

which nature makes uſe of, as often as ſhe would

erect in the ſea, or eſtabliſh therein a ſhell -work

againſt the violent motion of the waves.

We have acquired but little knowledge of the

induſtry of fiſhes. They are not ſufficiently

within our reach. The greateſt part of them in

02
habit
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habit gulphs thatare inacceſſible to our reſearches.

We do not preſume to think, that all their intel.

ligence is confined ſolely to the devouring ofeach

other. Their migrations are alſo as remarkable

as thoſe of birds. They may have need of a kind

of genius to enable them to chaſe their prey with

ſucceſs, and elude the purſuit of their enemies.

The cuttle-fiſh ſcatters about, at a proper ſeaſon,

a black liquor, which troubles the water, and
hides her from the fight of ſuch fiſh as attempt to

take away her life. Perhaps this liquor may be

ſerviceable to her in ſeizing with the greater eaſe

thoſe ſhe feeds upon. Other fiſhes can with abun

dance of art penetrate into very hard ſhells, and

extract fromthence the fleſhy ſubſtance contained

in them . We are not yet acquainted with the

uſe the ſword-fiſh, the faw -fiſh, and the narval

or unicorn-fiſh, make of thoſe enormous inftru

ments they wear at the end of their fnouts ; but

they are undoubtedly able to handle them. Has

not the cramp-fiſh , which ſo ſuddenly benumbs

the hand that touches it, a very remarkable me

thod of providing for its ſafety, and an excellent
art to propoſe to the meditation of the natural

philoſopher ? The flying -fiſh, when purſued by

others, darts out of the watry elementto take re

fuge in the air, where it is for a time ſuſtained by

its greatfins.

It is well known that carp are capable of being

tamed. and that they will haſten, like fowls, at a

certain ſignal, to receive food from the hands of

their provider.

It is probable that fiſhes are of allother animals

endued with the longeſt lives . We have ſeen

carp of an hundred and fifty years old . Fiſhes

tranſpire
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а

tranſpire and harden but little : they have, pro

perly ſpeaking, no bones. But they live in a
ftate of perpetual warfare. They all devour, or

are devoured by others. Thoſe who attain to

their age, muſt acquire an extenſive knowledge of
things relating to the ſea. Such Neſtors as theſe

may be able to procure us ſome good memoirs of

the ſecret hiſtory of a people ſo little known.

25. We conjecture that the emigrations of

birds depend principally on the winds. An exact

naturaliſt at Malta has aſſured himſelf of this : that

the ſame ſpecies always change their climate with

particular winds. In April the ſouth -weſt wind

brings into that iſland a ſpecies of plovers, and

the north -weſt, cardinals and quails. Nearly at

the ſame time, falcons, buzzards and other birds

of prey comewith the north -weſt wind, without

ftopping, and depart in October with the fouth

and weſt. In ſummer, the eaſterly wind conducts

the ſnipes to Malta , and, towards the autumn,

the north and north -weſt bring thither numerous

ſquadrons of woodcocks. Theſe birds cannot fly;

like the quails, before the wind; ſince the north

wind, which might carry them into Barbary,

obliges then to remain in the iſles. Quails, on

the contrary, emigrate before the wind from one

country to another. The ſouth -eaſtenables then

to paſs, in the month of March, from Barbary

into France. They return from France in Sep.

tember, and go to Malta by a ſouth -eaſt. The

winds , therefore, are the ſignals employed by na

ture for reminding divers kinds of birds of the

time of their departure. In obedience to this

voice, they ſet out, and follow the direction it

points out to them .

WhatO 3
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What a ſeries of intereſting circumſtances

would not the conſtruction of their nefts alſo pre

ſent us with ! A chaffinch or gold -finch's neſt

would take us up whole hours in contemplating

it . We ſhould inquire where the gold -finch

could furniſh itſelf with a cotton ſo fine, ſilky,

and ſoft, as lines the inſide of its pretty neft ?

After many reſearches, we ſhould find, that by

covering the ſeeds of certain willows with a very

fine cotton, nature has prepared for the gold - finch

the down ſhe employs . We ſhould never be

weary of conſidering that kind of embroidery with

which the chaffinch ſo agreeably adorns the out

ſide of his neſt , and, on viewing it more nar

rowly, we ſhould perceive that it is owing to an

infinity of little liverworts, artfully interwoven
together, andapplied with the utmoſt propriety
over the wholefurface of the neſt. The colour

of theſe liverworts, which is moſt commonly that

of the bark of the tree on which the neft is ſituate,

would indicate that the chaffinch ſeems to in .

tend her neft ſhould be confounded with the

branch that bears ita

26. Shall we viſit the retreats of rats, field

mice, badgers, foxes, otters, bears. We ſhould

undertakethereby too tedious a journey. Let us

limit ourſelves to the rabbet and monkey, as the
moſt curious after thoſe of the beaver.

The rabbet and hare, which bear ſo near a re

ſemblance to each other both in their exterior

and interior part, teach us not to truſt to appear

ances . They eaſily couple together , and produce

nothing. They are therefore diſtinct ſpecies.

Moreover, the feeble hare contents herſelfwith

the lodging ſhe makes for herſelf on the ſurſa e
of
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of the earth . The more induſtrious rabbet pene

trates into the earth , and there procures an aſ.

ſured aſylum. The male and female live together

in this peaceable retreat, fearleſs of the fox or

prey. Unknown to the reſt of the world,

they ſpend their days in happineſs and tranquil.

lity.

bird of prey.

©

The hare might alſo dig the earth , but does not,

neither does the domeſtic rabbet ſince he has no

occaſion ; his dwelling place being provided for

him, he behaves as if he was ſenſible of it . The

warren rabbet ſeems to know that he is unpro

vided , and procures for himſelf a lodging. But

to perceive the relations thoſe retreats have to

their preſervation, and to judge that they will

ſhelter them from all the inconveniencies they la

bour under, is an operation of the ſoul that

borders on reflection, if it be not reflection itſelf.

When the hare is ready to kindle, ſhe digs for

herſelf a burrow . This is a winding trench , or

one made in zig-zag. At the bottom of this

trench ſhe works a great cavity, lining it with her
own hairs. That is the ſoft bed ſhe prepares for

her young. She does not quit them during ſe

veral of the firſt days ; and only goes out after

wards to procure nouriſhment. The father at

that time knows nothing of his family : he does

not dare to enter the burrow . When the mother

goes into the fields, the often takes even the pre

caution to ſtop up the entrance of the burrow

with earth ſteeped in her urine. When they are

grown fomewhat larger, the leverets begin to

brouſe the tender graſs. The father at that time

acquires a knowledge of them , takes them up in

his paws, licks their eyes, poliſhes their hair, and

04 diftributes

*

1
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diftributes his careſſes and cares equally amongſt

them all.

i

Obſervations prove thatpaternity is greatly re

ſpected amongſthares. The grandfire continues
to be th chief of the whole numerous family,

and ſeems to govern it like a patriarch.

27. The tricks of the monkey are known to

every body. No one is ignorant with what faci.

lity ſhe is tamed, and taught to dance and ſhew

poftures on a ſtaff. Heringenious proceedings

on the tops of the Alps, where ſhe fixes her

abode, in the midſt of ſnow and froſt, are not ſo

generally known .

Towards the month of O & tober, ſhe enters into

winter quarters, and ſhuts herſelf up for the re

mainder of the ſeaſon . Her retreat is worthy of

obſervation . On the brow of a mountain, the .

induſtrious monkey eſtabliſhes her dwelling. It

is a great gallery dug under-ground, and made

like a Y. Theſe two branches, which have each

of them an opening, terminate at a corner. Such

is the apartment of the monkey. One of the

branches deſcendsbelow the apartment, according

to the floping of the mountain ; it is a kind of

aqueduct that receives and carries off the excre.

ments and filth . The other branch, which riſes

above the habitation, ferves for an avenue and

place to go out at. The apartment is the only

part of the gallery which is horizontal. It is lined

with a thick layer of moſs and hay. It is certain

that monkeys are fociable animals, and that they

work incommon on their lodging. Theyamaſs

during the ſummer ample ſupplies of moſs and

hay. Some mow the graſs, others gather it , and

by

a
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by turns they ſupply the office of a cart to coit.

vey it to the ſtorehouſe . One of the monkeys

lies on his back, opens his paws to ſerve initead

of racks , ſuffers himſelf to be loaded with hay, and

drawn by the reſt, who hold him by the tail , and are

careful to prevent the carriage being overturned

on the road. Their feet are armed with claws,

which enable them with great eafe to dig into the

earth. As ſoon as they have made a hollow place

in it, they throw behind them the dirt they ex

tract from the mine. They paſs the greateſt part

of their life in their habitation ; they retire into

it during the rain , or on the approach of a ſtorm ,

or at the fight of ſome imminent danger. They

ſeldom quitit except in fine weather, and go but

a little way from it. Whilſt ſome are ſporting

on the turf, others are buſy in cutting it, and a

third party are acting as ſcouts on the eminences,

to give notice to the foragers, by a whiſtle, of the

enemy's approach.

Duringthe winter, monkeys eat nothing. The

cold benumbs them, ſuſpends or greatly dimi

niſhes perſpiration, and other excretions. The
fat with which their belly is well provided palles

into the blood , and reſtores it . We might affirm

that they foreſee their lethargy, and are apprized

that they ſhall then have no need of nouriſhment;

for they do not think of hoarding up proviſions,

as they do materials for furniſhing their lodging.

28. We have greatly admired the ingenious

and almoſt intelligent mechaniſm , by which divers

caterpillars roll up the leaves of trees. You ſee
theſe afh -leaves that are rolled up like a coffin .

They are inhabited by a little caterpillar, that has

Q 5 formed
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1

formed for itſelf therein a cone of pure filk ,

nearly reſembling a grain of corn.
We cannot

examine this cone without opening the coffin.

Let us do it with caution . The cone is lodged in

the centre. Yon perceive little gutters on the

exterior part of it . Obſerve particularly in what

manner this little cone is ſuſpended in themiddle

of the coffin,by the help of a thread, one of whoſe
extremities is fixed to the top of the cone , and

the other to its baſe, or the fiat part of the leaf.

Look narrowly at the place where the thread

joins to the flat part of theleaf : you will per

ceive a ſmall piece in it exactly circular, bored in

the thick part of the leaf, and that ſeems to con

ceal ſome ſecret deſign . This you will find in

many coffins ; but it often happens that you will
ſee in that place a little round hole , well turned ,

that appears to have been made by a gimblet.

The circular piece is the work of the caterpillar:

it has ſkilfully gnawn that part of the leaf ; and

has cut a little piece of it in a circular form ,

which it hasbeen very careful to leave in its

place. You ſeem to diſcern the end of this la

bour. It is contrived for a private paſſage for

the caterpillar to go out at , at the ſame time that

'it prevents the entrance of any miſchievous inſects.

Our induſtrious caterpillar then makes a little

door into its cell. This door is notto be opened

till after the laſt metamorphoſis. The winding

parts of it being interwoven with the leaf, it res

mains as it were ſubfervient to it. In iſſuing

from the cone, the caterpillar deſcends by the

whole length of the thread, which holds it ſuf

pended ; it follows the direction of it , arrives at

the door, and burſts it open by puſhing its head

againſt it . Theſe coffins, which you ſee pierced,

through,
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througħ , have been abandoned by the caterpil
lars .

29. Our grain is liable to be eaten by a very

ſmall inſect, that lodges within it , and is there

metamorphoſed. The covering of corn is a kind

of very cloſe box , which the caterpillar lines with

ſilk. But the caterpillar is provided with no in

ftrument to pierce through this box, and would re

main priſoner therein , if the infect were not in

ſtructed how to prepare a paſſage from it. It

proceeds in the ſame manner as the roller of the

aih ; it cuts with its teeth a little round place in

the covering of the grain , which it is very care-.

ful not to diſengage entirely from it. The butter.

fly need only preſs againſt this part , in order to
obtain its liberty.

In the center of the capper thiſtle there is a

Jarge oblong cavity , which is commonly inha

bited by a ſmall caterpillar, that niakes a ſort of

cone therein , where the transforms herſelf. The

rind of the thiſtle is much harder than that of our

corn . It would be impofſible for the butterfly

to force a paſſage through it. It would have oc

caſion for very ſtrong teeth for that purpoſe, and

is furniſhed with no analogous inftruments. The

caterpillar, which ſeems ſenſible of this, makes a

fkilful proviſion for the neceſſities of the but

terfly . It pierces in different parts the walls of

its lodge, and makes a ſmall round hole in it,

oppoſite the extreme part of the cone which the

butterfly is to go out at . But, were this hole to

remain open , the chryſalis would be too much

expoſed. The caterpillar contrives a very ſimple

expedient for flopping up the aperture..
The

whole
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whole exterior part of the head of the thiftle is

covered with the feeds of the plant. The cater

pillar brings ſome of theſe little bodies to the out

ſide of the hole.

a

In treating of the proceedings of aquatic moths,

we have remarked that they transform themſelves

in their caſe. There muſt be a continual freſh

ſupply of water in this incloſure : yet, no vora
cious inſect ſhould be allowed acceſs to it . In

ſtead of placing a full made door at the entrance

of its lodge, the moth puts a grated one there,

which anſwers every end. Let us notattribute

our method of reaſoning to this moth . Does the.
know that voracious inſects have a deſign againſt

her life ? Is ſhe ſenſible that ſhe will put on a

form under which ſhe will not be able to fly ?

No ; ſhe is ignorant of all this ; nor does it con .

cern her toknow it. She has been taught to

ſpread threads that are capable of growth ; the

does ſpread them , in ſo doing, ſhe provides by a

machine againſt the inconveniencies which ſhe

neither knows or can know . Judge on the fame

principle of other facts of this kind. It is always

the Author of the inſect who alone is to be

eſteemed wonderful.

a

30. I need not then endeavour, from the end

which we diſcover in the work of an induſtrious

animal , to find a reaſon for this work. I would

not ſay, The ſpider ſpreadsa net to catch the flies ;

but that the Spider catches the flies becauſe ſhe

Spreads a net,& c. and the forms a net, becauſe

The has occaſion to ſpin. The end is not leſs cera

tain, or leſs evident; only, it is not the animal

that has propoſed it, but the AUTHOR of the

animal,
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animal. What loſs would natural theology ſuc

tain by this method of reaſoning ? Would it not,

on the contrary , acquire a greater degree of ex

actneſs ? Let us reaſon then on the operations of

animals as we do on their ſtructure. The ſame

WISDOM , which has conſtructed and arranged

with ſo much art their various organs, and has

cauſed them to concur to one determinate end,

has likewiſe cauſed thoſe numerous operations,

which are the natural effects of the economy of

the animal, to contribute to one end. He is di

rected towards his end by an inviſible HAND ;

he executes with preciſion, from the very begin

ning, the works which we admire; he ſeems to

act as if he was capable of reaſoning, to turn

about with propriety, and to change his method

as there is occaſion, and in all this only obeys

thoſe ſecret ſprings by which he is actuated ; he is

only a blind inſtrument that cannot judge of his

own action, but is excited to it by that ADORA

BLE MIND which has traced out to every inſect

his little circle , as he has marked out to each

planet its proper orbit. When therefore I fee

an inſect working on the conſtruction of a net,

a cone, or a chryſalis, I am ſeized with reſpect,

becauſe I am beholding a fight where the Su .

PREME ARTIST is concealed behind the ſcene.

1

i

31. Many ſpecies of ſolitary bees content them.

ſelves with penetrating into the earth ; ſcoop out

cylindrical cavities therein , and poliſh the walls.

They depoſit an egg there and amaſs a fufficient

quantity of nouriſhment.

There is another ſpecies of theſe worms that

pierce the earth, whoſe induſtry is much more
remarkable,
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remarkable. They do not content themſelves, like

the others, with an entire naked cavity. On vi

fiting the inſide of the lodge , immediately after

its conſtruction, we are agreeably ſurprized to ſee

it hung quite round with tapefry of the moſt

beautiful crimſon fattin, affixed to the ſides as our

tapeſtry is to the walls of our apartments, but

with much more propriety. The bee does not

only line in this manner the whole inſide of her

dwelling ; but alſo ſpreads the ſame kind of ta

peſtry round the entrance to the diſtance of two

or three lines. We have obſerved many cater

pillars that line the inſide of their cone or inclo.
fure with filk : our bee is the only infect at pre

ſent known, which , properly ſpeaking , hangs her

neft with tapeſtry , as we do our apartments. It

is therefore with good reaſon that this induftrious

animal has received the name of the tapeſtry

bee .

You ſeem at a lofs to know from whence the

procures the rich tapeſtry. Look at the flowers

of this wild-poppy, which are newly blown : ob

ſerve that they are floped here and there. Compare

them with the tapeſtry whoſe tiſſue you are defi

Tous of knowing, you can find no difference be

tween them : this tapeſtry is no other than the

fragments of the flowers of the wild poppy ; and
that is the ſecret origin of thoſe ſlopings you re

mark on the poppies that border upon the neſt.

Your curioſity is not yet fatisfied ; you are defi .

rous of obſerving a little the labour of our ſkilful

worker in tapeſtry .

The hole, which ſhe digs perpendicularly into

the earth , is about three inches in depth . It is

exactly cylindrical , as far as to feven or eight
lines
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lines of the bottom. There it begins to open

wider, which it does more and more. When

the bee has made an end of giving it the ſuitable

proportions, ſhe proceeds to line it with the ta .

peſtry.

With this view , fhe applies herſelf to cutting,

with abundance of art, pieces of petals + of an

oval form from the flowers of the wild -poppy .

which ſhe ſeizes with her legs , and conveys into

her hole, Theſe little ſcraps of tapeſtry, when

tranſported thither, are very much crumbled ;

but the tapeſtry -bee knows how to ſpread them
out , diſplay them , and affix them to the walls

with aſtoniſhing art

She applies at leaſt two layers of the petals.

She ſpreads two tapeſtries on each other. The

reaſon of her furniſhing herſelf with it from the

flowers of the wild-poppy rather than from thoſe

of many other plants, is, becauſe in them are

united to a higher degree all thoſe qualities which

are requiſite for the uſe to which the bee deſigns,

to put them .

When the pieces which the bee has cut and

tranſported are found to be too large for the

place they are intended to occupy, the cuts off

the fuperfluous parts of them, and conveys the

Shreds out of the apartment,

After hanging the tapeſtry, the bee fills the

neſt with paſte, to the height of ſeven or eight
lines. This is all that is neceſſary for the nou
riſhment of the worm . The tapestry is deſigned

to prevent the mixture of particles of earth with
the paſte.

This is the name given by botaniſts to the leaves of flowers

You

1
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You expect undoubtedly that the prudent bee
ſhould not fail to cloſe up effectually the aperture

of the neft, in order to hinder the acceſs of thoſe

inſects into it that are fond of the paſte : this ſhe

takes proper care to do : and it is utterly impoſſia

ble for you to diſcover, from the ſurface of the

ground, the ſpot where the neſt was, whoſe con

Itruction you have juſt been contemplating, ſuch

is the ſkill employed by the bee in clofing it.

This little white pebble was at the edge ofthe

hole , or very near it ; it has not changed its

place, and indicates to us the part beneath which

the neft is we are ſearching for. It ſeems then

as if we ſhould have nothing more to do than to

raiſe up a light layer of earth, in order to expoſe

to view the entrance of the hole which has been

fo well cloſed. Nothing can be eaſier or leſs

doubtful. How great is your ſurpriſe! you have

already taken up iwo or three inches ofthe earth

in depth , and you cannot find the leaft appear

ance either of the hole or the tapeſtry. What
can this mean ? What is become of the neft that

was ſo ſkilfully conſtructed, fo properly lined , and

was upwards of three inches deep ? A few hours

fince, you admired the ingenious contrivance of

it , and now the whole has diſappeared , ſo that

you cannot diſcover the leaſt trace of it. What

myſtery then is this ? It is effected as follows :

When the bee has done laying, and amaſſed

her quantity of paſte, ſhe takes down the tapeſtry,

folds it over the paſte, which the wraps together

in it pretty nearly as we fold on itſelf a coffin of

paper that is half full. The egg and paſte are by

this means incloſed within a little bag of flowers.
' The be has then nothing farther to do, but to

fill up with earth all the void ſpace that is above

the
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the bag ; and this ſhe performs with ſuch wonder

ful activity and exactneſs, as utterly to conceal the

place where the neſt was.

a

If a hare does notpoſſeſs, like the rabbet, the art

of digging for himſelf a burrow , he does not how

everwant a fufficient degree of fagacity to enable

him to ſecure himſelf, and eſcape from his ene

mies. He can chooſe for himſelf a form , and

conceal himſelf betwixt clods of earth that reſemn

ble the colour of his hair. In winter, he takes

up his lodging to the ſouth, and in ſummer time to

the north ; when ſtarted by the dogs, he purſues

the ſame track for ſome time, goes the ſame way

back again, darts aſide, throws himſelf into a buſh ,

and there ſquats down. The pack follow the path,

paſs before the hare, and loſe ſcent of him.

The crafty animal fees them paſs by and run

far from him , he iſſues from his retreat, con

founds his courſe, and puts the hounds to a loſs.

He varies his ſhifts continually, and always con.

ducts them as his circumſtances require. Some.

times at the cry of the hounds, he quits his form ,

ſpeeds away to the diſtance of a quarter of a

league, cafts himſelf into a pond , and lies hid among

the ruſhes. At others hemingles with a flock of

ſheep, and will not abandon them . One time he

conceals himſelf under ground : at another leaps

under a ruinous wall , crouches among the ivy, and

lets the dogs paſs him. Oftentimes he runs

along one ſide of a hedge,whilſt the dogs goon

the other. Sometimes by ſeveral efforts he ſwims

acroſs a river. Laſtly, at others he obliges another

hare to quit the form , in order to ſupply his

place, & c.

The

a

a

a
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The ſtag, which by the elegance and lightneſs

of his make, by thoſe living branches with which

his head is rather adorned than armed , his fize,

ſtrength , and noble air is one of the grand orna

ments of the foreſt, is endued with more fubtlety

than even the hare , and finds more exerciſe for

the ſagacity of the huntſman.

When purſued by the hounds, he paſſes and

repaſſes ſeveral times on his track ; eludes their

purſuit by aſſorting himſelf with other beaſts,

darts forward, and immediately flees to a diſtance,

ſtarts aſide, and ſteals away , and lies proftrate on

his belly. The land betraying him every where,

he betakes himſelf to the water. The hind that

nouriſhes her young, preſents herſelf to the dogs,

in order to facilitate the eſcape of her young, ſhe

runs away with ſwiftneſs, and afterwards returns

to it,

32. The fox, celebrated for his ſubtility, is no

leſs circumſpect than ſkillful, no lefs vigilant than

crafty, heweighs cautiouſly the leaſt of his mea

fures, ftudies circumſtances, watches inceſſantly ,

and has always ſome contrivance in reſerve to al.

fiſt him upon an exigency . Hisgenius is ſo fruit

ful in reſources, multiplies almoſt to infinity his

fhiſts and ſtratagems.

Though extremely fleet in running, he does not

truſt to his natural ſwiftneſs: he judges that that

alone would not be ſufficient for his preſervation.

He works for himſelf a timely aſylum under

ground : where he takes refuge in caſe of neceſ

fity , and lodges, and brings up his family.

He eſtabliſhes his dwelling place on the border

of woods, and in the neighbourhood of farm
houſes
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houſes. He liftens afar off with an attentive

ear to the cackling of poultry, directs his ſteps

accordingly, arrives by ſeveral winding ways,

ſquats himſelf down, paſſes along on his belly, lies

in ambuſcade, and rarely fails in his atteinpt.

If he is ſo happy as to penetrate into the in

cloſure , he employs to good purpoſe every mo

ment of his time, and ſlaughters the whole ſtock.

He immediately retreats, carries away with him

one of the prey, conceals it , returns in ſearch of

another, hides that like the former, and does not

ceaſe from plundering, till he perceives he has been
diſcovered ."

He is amazingly ſkilful in hunting young leve

rets, ſurprizing the hares when lying down; in

diſcovering the neſts of partridges , or quails, and

ſeizing the mother on her eggs.

Equally bold as crafty, he has even the cou.

rage to attack bees : he attempts to get their

honey, which he is very fond of. Thele warlike

inſects preſently affail him on all ſides, and in a

few moments he is entirely covered with them.

He retires ſome paces, rolls himſelf on the ground,

cruſhes them bythat means, returns to the charge,

and at length obliges this little laborious peopleto

abandon to him the fruits of their long labours.

I ſhall add but one more inſtance : if the fox

diſcovers that his young have been diſturbed dur

ing his abſence, he tranſports them one after ano .

ther to a new place of retreat.

CON
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CONCLUSION

HER
ERE I ſet bounds to my deſign. I have pre-.

ſented my readers with a variety of facts of.

an intereſting nature, ſufficient to enable them

to form an idea of thoſe pleaſures which reſult

from the contemplation of nature . But this

contemplation would prove fruitleſs, did it not lead

us to aſpire inceſſantly after this adorable BEING,

by endeavouring to acquire a knowledge of him,

from that immenſe chain of various productions

wherein his power and wiſdom are diſplayed with

ſuch diſtinguiſhed luftre. He does not impart to

us the knowledge of himſelf immediately ; that is

not the plan he has choſen ; but he has com

manded the heavens and the earth to proclaim his

exiflence, to make him known to us . He has

endued us with faculties ſuſceptible of this divine

language, and has raiſed up men who explore their

beauties, and become their interpreters. Impri-,

ſoned for a while in a ſmall obſcure planet, we

only enjoy ſuch a portion of light as is ſuitable to

our preſent condition : let us wiſely improve

each glimmering ray reflected upon us, nor loſe the

ſmalleſt

a
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ſmalleſt ſpark : let us continually advance in this

effulgent light ! A time will come, when we ſhall

draw all light from the Eternal Source of Light

and inſtead of contemplating the Divine Archi.

tect in the works of his hands, ſhall contemplate

the workmanſhip in the OMNIPOTENTAUTHOR

thereof. “ We now ſee things as through a.

glaſs darkly ; but we ſhall then ſee face to face."

END of VOL. IV .
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